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A	
  Message	
  from	
  the	
  Publisher	
  
In today’s competitive business world, success has become an art and those who master it
are considered “lucky.” I believe, however, that luck might not have as much to do with
becoming successful as good old fashioned hard work and being willing to learn and grow.
I have interviewed many people, and it seems that each one defines success differently.
Success for one woman might mean a good marriage, happy children, and a good job she enjoys.
Success for the man next door might mean a challenging job that keeps him on the run and
provides enough money to enjoy life’s luxuries. Some people do not define success in terms of
material gain. For these people, success means learning new things, growing spiritually
and intellectually, and other altruistic ideals that are internal rather than external.
We’ve searched for successful people and asked them how they have mastered success as
they define it. The people I talked with gave me intriguing insights into what success is for them
and advice about how others can follow in their steps.
I believe you will find that this book, Mastering the Art of Success, is a valuable addition to
your continuing education library. You will learn from it, and it just may change your life. So
take a little time for yourself. Kick back, read this book, and start a new chapter in your life. I
think you’ll be glad you did!

Interviews Conducted by:
David E. Wright, President
International Speakers Network
-

Chapter	
  1	
  –	
  Push	
  Through	
  to	
  Your	
  Breakthrough	
  
Allison Tibbs
DAVID WRIGHT (WRIGHT)
Today I’m talking with Allison Tibbs, international speaker, author, and coach. Allison is a
top authority in marketing, branding, and social media for small business owners. She is the
Founder of Marquise LLC, a marketing coaching firm geared specifically to help small business
owners develop winning strategies and systems with their marketing. Allison is the author of Tap
In to Cash In, as well as co-author to more than seven books on empowerment, business
development, and marketing. Her goal with coaching, training, speaking, and writing is to help
people to have more success in their life and business in order to allow them to leave behind an
extraordinary legacy.
Allison, welcome to Mastering the Art of Success.
ALLISON TIBBS (TIBBS)
Thank you very much.
WRIGHT
So when you think about success and all it encompasses, what comes to your mind?
TIBBS
When I think about success, I’m actually brought back to a time in my life where the
thought of success seemed so far out of my reach. This was when I was a brand new
entrepreneur launching my very own marketing coaching and consulting firm. I spent more than
eight years working in the Corporate Marketing arena, but being the product of two
entrepreneurial parents, it became evident that I was not meant to work for someone else. So in
2009, I made the decision to take the leap of faith, quit my job, and walk out of the doors of
corporate America forever. To this day, I believe it was one of the best decisions I have ever
made in my life. However, as I set out to build my business, Marquise LLC, I began to realize
how much work actually went into running a successful business.
We’ve all heard the statistics that most businesses fail within the first two years of operation.
As each day passed, the thought of that reality was always nipping at my heels on my quest to
run my business. It was especially difficult for me because I was running the business all on my
own—I was a solopreneur in the fullest degree. I was handling marketing, sales, accounting,
bookkeeping, administrative work, and everything else in between. It was a very stressful and
tiring period in my life. I was working from 6:00 AM to 2:00 AM some nights and most of the
time I wasn’t even sure if I was being productive, effective, or efficient because my nose was
constantly pressed to the grindstone.
I was blessed, because I was actually getting clients. One was an international client that
gave me the opportunity to spend time in Europe to develop a marketing communications
strategy and implementation plan.
On the outside, I had my family and friends who were amazed that I was actually able to get
my business off the ground and was signing clients to work with me, but on the inside I was
feeling like a complete failure. Yes, I was getting clients and money was coming in;

unfortunately, the money was flowing out much quicker than it was coming in. I found myself
pouring everything I had into my business, which included cashing out my 401k, getting rid of
my apartment, and moving into my parents’ house. On top of handling my clients, I had to take
on smaller jobs such as teaching dance classes for elementary and middle school students to
make additional money to use for my personal expenses, including life insurance, groceries, gas,
and basic shopping needs.
Yes, I had my own business and I was my own boss—all the things I wanted when I made
the decision to quit my job—but I was also living in the same room I grew up in, with the walls
still painted purple and my high school boyfriends’ names etched into the corner of the wall and
my academic and athletic trophies lining the walls. I felt that I’d hit rock bottom, especially
because I was watching my clients making huge strides in their businesses. I was watching them
take my expertise and marketing plans and double and even triple their business, yet I felt that I
was but a few months away from closing up shop. I knew that owning and running one’s own
business was tough, but I didn’t think it would be this cruel.
WRIGHT
So how were you able to overcome this time in your life?
TIBBS
I believe that when we are at the brink of reaching our success breakthrough, we experience
a moment in our life where we have to really take a step back and examine the lay of the land. It
is usually at the place where we are at our wits’ end and we become bold enough to say that
success is the only option that we have. Remember, I had cashed in my 401k, so if things didn’t
turn around, I was done—my business, my savings, my everything would be done.
To be honest, I would rather have my eyes poked out with dull pencils than to go crawling
back to corporate America with my tail between my legs. Not because of a pride issue, remember
I traded in my Michigan Avenue apartment for a small bedroom back in the Suburbs of Chicago,
but more importantly, I believed in my purpose to have a business where I could help business
owners and use my passion for marketing. It is usually in the lowest moments, when our passion
and our purpose can be our guides in how to get closer to our success breakthrough.
At the end of the day, I was living my life in a state of insanity—doing the same thing over
and over again but expecting different results. Have you ever been in that place in your life?
Well, I made the decision that I had to make some big changes in how I lived my life and how I
ran my business. I had to get very honest with myself and take a look at where I currently was in
my life and business and then take a look at the things I needed to change. Most importantly, I
had to define what my success looked like. So I sat down in a Starbucks coffee shop for about
three hours and laid out where I was and where I wanted to be, and then developed a plan of
action to get to my success destination.
One thing I always knew about successful people was that they were not idle people. They
didn’t wait for life to hand them success; instead, they took action and the necessary steps toward
reaching their success. I looked at people like Bill Gates, Oprah Winfrey, Steve Jobs, T. Harv
Eker, and even the successful entrepreneurs in my life. One thing they all had in common was
that they took action and were proactive in reaching their goals and achieving their success. So, I
made the commitment to follow suit. I wanted success, not as a bragging right, but because I
truly believed in my business and I saw the value I was able to provide to small business owners
who were in desperate need of marketing help. It became more about the service of others than

about me; that is when I knew I had to succeed no matter what. I now call this plan The 3E
Effect.
WRIGHT
Explain in more detail about this.
TIBBS
As I mapped out how I would reach success, I came across three themes with the tasks that I
had written down on my yellow sheets of lined paper. Today, I call this The 3E Effect Plan and I
now use it with all my clients because it was such a powerful tool for my own life and business.
The 3E Effect Plan is pretty simple and easy to remember, but if you apply this to your life or
your business, you will have a road map of how you can get closer to pushing through to your
success breakthrough. The plan simply has three principles—Get Educated, Get Exposed, and
Get Empowered.
WRIGHT
Those are great marketing terms. What were some things you focused on to get educated?
TIBBS
Education is so important in anything in life. I find that most of us fail or make mistakes
because we don’t know what we are doing or, more importantly, we don’t know what we don’t
know. So we move forward with misinformation, assumptions, or sheer ignorance. I noticed this
was a big thing for my clients when they came to me. As I would ask questions about their
business they would be very unclear or unsure, yet they continued to operate in that gray, murky
area without much direction. I was in the same boat—I was not very clear on how to create a
business model that would allow me to maximize my time and my full potential. I didn’t have
proper systems and processes in place, so I was left wandering around trying to run my business.
Does this sound like you, whether in your life or in your business? Well, the key is to take time
to really educate yourself.
I had to get familiar with my strengths and my weaknesses, so I could know where I was,
what I could bring to the table, and to know where I was falling short. That helped me get a
better idea of how to move forward. I also took time to educate myself on the trends in my
industry and my target market. This allowed me to get a better understanding of who my
potential clients were, what they needed, and what I needed to do to be a viable source and a
viable force in the marketplace for my marketing services. In that process, I actually learned that
my approach was more of a coaching model than a consulting model, even more importantly, I
realized that I didn’t really enjoy the consulting aspect of my business. I felt that I was still
“working” for someone and I didn’t really see how I was affecting the success of my clients. So I
changed my business model completely to focus on being a marketing coach for small business
owners instead of a marketing consultant.
That started the process of educating myself on the coaching industry. I bought and read
tons of books, listened to tons of audiobooks, attended tons of seminars and workshops given by
some of the best coaches in the industry. I was taking action to move forward.
As I shifted my business model focus to a coaching model, I began to see a shift in the types
of clients I was attracting. I was beginning to have more fun with my clients, as the coaching
relationship allowed me to work along side of my clients instead of working for them. Think

about some of the areas where you may need more education. Maybe it’s taking time to perform
a SWOT Analysis on yourself where you examine your strengths, weaknesses, and opportunities
and the threats that are present in your current quest for success. Maybe, if you are an
entrepreneur or aspiring to be, you should focus on your industry or target market. For some, you
may just need some success in your life like your health or your current job situation or even
your relationships. Think about the things you need to really take time to uncover and where you
need formal education.
WRIGHT
Exposure is extremely important, of course, in any successful business. What were some of
the things you did to get exposure?
TIBBS
In order to break the cycle of insanity I was in, I had to become familiar with new things,
new people, and new experiences. The only way that things will change is if you change. Now
that I was a marketing coach for small business owners, I had to become exposed to this new
walk of life. Being a coach was very different from being a consultant, because now I had to take
my expertise and produce systems, processes, and additional content for my clients to use to
reach their goals for their business.
One thing I noticed was that a lot of coaches were speaking at events and hosting their own
events. The thought of being a speaker was never a part of the equation when I quit my job to
start Marquise, but now that I had learned what I needed to do, I had to get that exposure to move
me closer to my success breakthrough.
And that’s what I did—I attended several speaking boot camps and I read many books on
the art of speaking. Then I began to host free marketing workshops. As people started to hear my
presentations, they would tell me how much they enjoyed my programs and asked about books
and materials I could provide to help them apply what they had learned.
When you become exposed to new things and experiences, you will begin to see
opportunities unfold that will guide you in what to do next. I figured if people were asking for
more content, I would give it to them. So I created The Marquise Small Business Marketing
System, which is a two-CD and four-lesson workbook. It was pretty much my coaching
curriculum in a comprehensive home study program that I could begin to sell after I gave
presentations. I began to see my business shift financially, as I was now increasing my streams of
revenue and I was still able to offer people a solution for their marketing needs. Do you see how
education and exposure begins to work for your benefit when you commit to taking action as
opportunities present themselves?
Another thing you want to do is to meet new people. This is huge for your success because
your net worth in life is strictly dependent on your network. If you surround yourself with
successful people and operate in that environment, you have eventually become what you
surround yourself with.
I remember when I was in college and coming from the suburbs of Chicago to Penn State
University on the East Coast. After four yours of knowing so many East Coast people, I began to
develop a way to thinking, speaking, dressing, and behaving, not because I was trying to fit in,
but because of the osmosis that was taking place. You become like those you surround yourself
with. I encourage you to take a look at where you want to be and what you want to achieve and

become familiar with the successful people in that arena. You will not only learn a lot, but, as
you draw near to them, you will begin to move closer to your success breakthrough.
WRIGHT
As I think about the word “empower,” I always think of something like motivation—
something that is within us rather than outside us. What were some of the things you did to get
empowered?
TIBBS
One thing I realized was that on the journey toward my success breakthrough and the closer
I got to my success, the journey started to become a bit tedious and overwhelming at times. It
was a big adjustment for me because having a coaching and speaking business was not a part of
the plan. I had to rethink and readjust everything to fit into this new business model.
I remember the first time I stepped on a stage of more than two hundred people and
presented on social media. I could tell that the group was really engaged and absorbing the
content, but when I got off the stage, I found myself almost being mobbed by people who wanted
to learn more or to spend one-on-one time with me. As exciting and validating that was for me, it
also freaked me out! I remember returning to my hotel room and crying for hours. I felt an
enormous responsibility to serve these people and to help them; I felt that it was far too much for
just one person. I won’t lie to you, I contemplated returning back to strictly being a consultant,
where I didn’t have to worry about speaking and being engaged with a large group. Have you
ever been at a point in your life where although you knew you were so close, that you almost
gave up? Or maybe you did give up and now you think you don’t know where or how to pick up
the pieces to move forward? That is why getting empowered is key!
That night I sent an e-mail to my coach. Yes, I got a business coach to help me stay
accountable and on track with the goals I wanted to reach within my business. She not only
helped me by providing me with an additional perspective and guidance; she also kept me
empowered by showing me what to do next. She has educated and given me exposure to new and
different approaches to expand my business and reach my full potential.
When I e-mailed my coach, I shared my frustration and we were able to get together to put a
new plan of action that would help me to not feel so overwhelmed. She helped me work through
the issue of being seen as a public figure now in the marketing, branding, and social media areas.
I am a firm believer that one of the best ways to get empowered is to put things and people in
place, such as a coach, to help you to succeed.
In my book, Tap In To Cash In, I talk about building your Dream Team. Your Dream Team
is a group of people who are completely tapped into your vision and mission and are willing to
do what they can to move you closer to your success breakthrough. This could be mentors,
accountability partners, coaches, trainers, employees, and your personal support system. When
you have the support of those who are ready, willing, and able to help you in your endeavors,
this will always keep you empowered.
Another thing you should put in place to stay empowered is to focus on allowing positivity
to be a way of life for you. In my quest, I stopped thinking, “I can’t do this!” or “It’s not possible
to do this!” Instead, I started to ask myself, “How can I do this?” and “How can I make this
possible?” When you begin to shift your thinking to being more positive, opportunities begin to
present themselves because your mind is not thinking in a constrictive place. It’s actually

operating in an expansive environment where you become creative and start to say, “Oh, I can do
this!” or “Oh I could do that!” It’s amazing the difference it made in my life.
How would simply changing your thinking increase your odds for success? As you allow
positivity to lead in your life, it will also require you to eliminate the negativity in your life. For
me, it meant reducing time spent with the negative people in my life, refraining from watching
certain television shows and movies, changing the type of music and radio stations I listened to,
as well as anything else that was negative or created restrictive and constrictive thinking.
Who are the people in your life who always seem to be looking at the negative? What are
things that are spawning negativity in your life? It is important for you to reduce negativity from
your life as much as possible. It will cause your empowerment to suffer and, in turn, make it
much harder for you to push through to your success breakthrough.
WRIGHT
Education, exposure, and empowerment are all great principles. Have you been able to apply
The 3E Effect to other areas of your life?
TIBBS
I know that I’ve spent a lot of time talking about how The 3E Effect Plan helped me to have
more success in my business, but I want to point out that this plan can apply to any area of your
life.
When I was in the building phase of my business, I noticed that my health and energy were
taking a major hit due to working long days and nights, eating poorly, and barely working out. I
realized that if I wanted to reach my full potential, I would need to take control of my health and
fitness. If I wasn’t operating in optimal health, my business would only go so far. So I actually
applied The 3E Effect to develop a plan of action for getting my health and wellness taken care
of. I took some time to think about educating myself about how to eat better, what workouts I
needed to do, and how certain foods affect my hormones and create disease in my body. I also
started exposing myself to new things—new recipes, new types of cuisine, focusing on eating
cleaner, trying new physical activities like Capoeira (a form of Brazilian martial arts), and
Nordic hiking. Both are things that I would have never thought about or even thought that I
would love to do!
Then I stayed empowered by finding like-minded people who wanted to live healthier lives.
These people helped me stay motivated during the rough days or when I slipped and went on a
chocolate binge. These people continue to help me stay motivated and keep me on track to be
more accountable. And I can honestly say that I am in much better shape now than when I was in
high school as a varsity athlete.
The great thing about The 3E Effect is that you can use it for anything. It can work if you are
looking to get promoted or if you are looking to find a new job. Think about it: you can educate
yourself on the company or the industry as well as your strengths and weaknesses by examining
your résumé and past experiences to create a great foundation for your interview.
Then you can attend different events to promote yourself and become known to people in
the industry or company that you want to be a part of as well as have your résumé and name in
front of a more prosperous group of people, which could greatly increase your chances of getting
the job of your dreams. As you move through the job search process, remain positive and build a
Dream Team who will support you and guide you to your success breakthrough.

WRIGHT
So what is the end result of The 3E Effect?
TIBBS
A success breakthrough. After I applied The 3E Effect Plan to my life, I was amazed at how
quickly things changed for me and my business. That’s the great thing about The 3E Effect—if
you use the plan and actually commit to taking action, you will be able to push through to your
success breakthrough.
My success breakthrough was being able to have a business that was no longer pouring out
more money than it was bringing in—it was a business that had solid systems and processes that
ran smoothly and allowed for productivity and efficiency. It was having a team of people who
were tapped into my vision who could help me achieve more and serve more people. More
importantly, it would allow me to have more free time in my life and allow me to enjoy my life,
when I was working or not working. I knew what I wanted my life to look like and I did
everything I could, by following The 3E Effect Plan, to make it happen.
I’m such a proponent of The 3E Effect that I’ve actually made it my life’s mission to
educate people on how to achieve more success by exposing them to the tools and resources that
are available, and empowering them to achieve more success in their business so they can have a
more enjoyable life and leave behind an extraordinary legacy.
I make it an obligation to educate myself, become familiar with new people and situations,
and empower myself and others every day. That is my life’s purpose and the legacy I want to
leave behind.
WRIGHT
Why do you think people have a hard time pushing through to reach success?
TIBBS
When I work with my clients, two things stand out to me when we have our consultations or
our first couple of sessions working together. Many people convince themselves that it’s too hard
or that it requires too much effort to achieve success or they feel that they don’t know where to
begin. That’s where I’m really excited to share with them The 3E Effect because it gives them a
plan of action. It gives specific steps and tools and resources and opportunities to really make it
work and to push through. It’s funny, because most of the time when I work with people they are
surprised and shocked at how easy it was to take their marketing to the next level or to boost
their marketing.
Unfortunately, there are some people who don’t believe they deserve to have a successful
business, to have a successful life, to have a successful relationship. They don’t believe that it’s
possible to live the life of their dreams. But it is possible and you do deserve it—everyone
deserves it. It’s just a matter of owning that and developing plans of action to make it work and
stop operating in the “I can’t” and “It’s impossible” and to operate in the mode of “How I can
make it possible.” I’m living proof that you can live a life based on your passion and have
success in it.
WRIGHT
So do have one last piece of advice you would give our readers who are looking to push
through to their success breakthrough?

TIBBS
No matter where you are in your life, you have the power and the access to achieving
success in your life. If you apply these three foundational points, you can achieve success
because you’re pushing through, you’re taking a plan of action. As I mentioned earlier,
successful people take action. So when you’re able to really put these components in place you
can achieve success wherever you are because you have an action plan.
When I decided to take action, I started to experience more enrichment in my life and my
business. Remember, I almost gave up everything and thought about crawling back to corporate
America. I was broke, living at home with my parents, wondering how to make all of the ends
meet personally while trying to grow my business. After applying The 3E Effect, I was able to
attract and work with clients I enjoyed, I was able to pay off my debts, and I started making a
profit in my business and have more free time to spend time with the people I loved, doing the
things I loved. This was more than success—it was living a life of enrichment and abundance
because I was able to focus on building and creating new facets of my life and my business.
This is the beauty of living and operating in your success breakthrough—being able to live
the life of your dreams, whatever that means to you. However, many people I work with or meet
convince themselves that it’s too hard or that it requires too much effort to make it work or they
think they don’t know where to begin.
Maybe this is where you are now or have been in your life and you really want your success
breakthrough. Well, I shared with you what worked for me and what has worked for hundreds of
people out there, just like you and me, who knew that there was more to life than their current
situation; they just needed a plan of action.
I also want to point out that there is another group of people who have convinced themselves
that they don’t deserve their success breakthrough for whatever reason. They don’t think they are
worthy of living the life of their dreams, having a successful business or career, or even having
successful relationships.
If this is where you are, I want you to understand that you were created to live a life of
success, abundance, enrichment, and everything else good and positive. You deserve it and are
worthy of having it all. You just have to reframe your thinking and get a plan of action. Now is
the time to stop operating in the “I can’t” and “It’s impossible” and begin to operate in that “How
can I?” and “How can I make it possible?” I’m living proof that you can live a life based on your
passion and have success in it.
The most important thing that really propelled me forward was the commitment to take
action. To not wait and be idle and hope for things to change, but make things happen and put
things in place to move yourself forward. If you are in a situation where you find yourself stuck
and you really want that success breakthrough in your life, just take action because successful
people take action they don’t wait for life to happen, or they don’t wait for life to throw them a
bone. They sit down and educate themselves about where they are and where they want to be,
they become exposed to new things, new opportunities, and new experiences, and they
continually empower themselves to move forward. This is how you get your success
breakthrough. It all starts with taking action.
My hope for you is that you have taken what I have shared with you and will seriously give
some thought to where you are in your life and where you want to be. The 3E Effect can help
you on your quest for success and to help you push through to your success breakthrough.

Remember, it just takes the belief that you can have the life of your dreams and make the
commitment to take action to make it possible.
WRIGHT
Thank you, Allison, for this great conversation. I’m sure that our readers will out of this
chapter because I did. I appreciate the time you’ve spent with me to answer these questions. It’s
been absolutely delightful.
TIBBS
Great, and that’s what it’s about—sharing what you’re passionate about, sharing what
you’ve been given and using it not just for yourself but using it for other people. You never
know how other people will take it and how their lives will change.
WRIGHT
Today we have been talking with Allison Tibbs. Allison is an international speaker, author,
coach, and Founder of Marquise LLC, a marketing/coaching firm geared to help small business
owners develop winning strategies and systems with their marketing.
Allison, thank you so much for being with us today on Mastering the Art of Success.
TIBBS
Thank you so much for having me. It was a great experience.
-
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Dr. Roy E. Alston
DAVID WRIGHT (WRIGHT)
Today I’m talking with Dr. Roy E. Alston. Roy is a 1989 graduate of the United States
Military Academy at West Point where he earned his BS degree in Leadership. Roy served in the
United States Army as a commissioned officer with the 82nd Airborne Division during the first
Gulf War. Dr. Alston is a visionary leadership consultant, strategist, executive coach, and public
servant.
Dr. Alston, welcome to Mastering the Art of Success.
ROY ALSTON (ALSTON)
Thank you very much.
WRIGHT
So what is value-based leadership?
ALSTON
Value-based leadership is a term that I started using a couple of years ago to help people
understand that the decisions they make and the actions they take are ultimately dictated by their
personal values. These personal values dictate outcomes and experiences and thus dictate the
outcomes and experiences in professional and personal life. Values actually determine how
successful a person can be.
WRIGHT
So will you expand on that for our readers?
ALSTON
Absolutely. As individuals we are molded by the values that are part of our formative years
as children and young adults. These values become our guiding principle for better or for worse.
These values never leave us and they’re a significant part of our decision-making processes. The
decisions we make can negatively or positively impact the quality of our lives. The issue is that
most people, one, don’t know what they place value in specifically and, two, that these values are
foundational to their decision making.
WRIGHT
Will you provide an example of what you’re talking about?
ALSTON
Absolutely. Duty is that sense of obligation that motivates a person to do the best of his or
her ability and what is expected in any assigned position or situation. If as a child you are
exposed to duty through the behavior of your parents or other adults, then as an adult you will
tend to make decisions based on the value of duty. Duty becomes one of your guiding principles.
WRIGHT

So how do people find out what they value?
ALSTON
It most certainly is not as easy as it sounds. People tend to make decisions many times a day
without much regard to what is going on or what is going into these decisions. In my executive
coaching sessions, I challenge people to pay attention to their decisions. We seek common
threads in these decisions because they manifest themselves in a person’s ability to be successful
or not be successful.
For many people, this is a tough task because it forces them to see their decisions and their
decision-making in a whole new light. Some realize they were programmed early in life to make
very good decisions or to make very bad decisions, as some people are programmed for success
and some people are programmed not to be successful.
WRIGHT
Will you give me an example of what you’re talking about?
ALSTON
Sure. Let me share a story with you to show you how powerful this is. I remember my third
grade teacher, Miss DeGabriel. I was clowning around in class one day and Miss DeGabriel told
me she was going to keep me after class and take me home and tell my mother how bad I was.
(Teachers could do this back then.) On the way home, Miss DeGabriel said, “I’m going to take
you to a very tough and bad neighborhood and show you what your life is going to be if you
don’t begin to value your education.” Unknown to Miss DeGabriel, this was my current
neighborhood. At that moment I realized I didn’t want to end up a nothing or a nobody and that
education was a way out of this neighborhood.
When we got home, my mother gave me the spanking of my life, but I was already changed.
I began to value commitment and education. The next day when I returned to Powell’s Lane
Elementary School in Westbury, New York, I was a model student.
I would go on to graduate from the United States Military Academy with my bachelors,
Indiana Wesleyan University with my MBA and Walden University with my doctorate. I valued
education and throughout my life I have made decisions based on this value.
WRIGHT
Boy, she knew how to instill values didn’t she?
ALSTON
Oh absolutely. So to further this point, imagine a compass. On that compass are numbers or
azimuths that give us directions of travel. Values serve as our azimuths to personal and
professional success or personal or professional failure. Values provide the direction we have to
travel as individuals in order to obtain personal and professional success. When you know where
you are, who you are, and what you stand for, you can shoot an azimuth or value that will take
you directly to your success destination.
WRIGHT
Sounds interesting.

ALSTON
To further illustrate this point I’m going to share an e-mail I recently received and I’ll read it
to you verbatim: “The most stressful twenty-four hours of my professional career occurred when
I found a company I was working to take public had inadvertently hired a senior person with
falsified credentials. I took the information to the head of equities, a tough as nails West Point
Grad. He immediately called the head of the firm and said the deal was off, and the individual
with a fake resume was removed from the transaction. This was a courageous move, for the deal
was extremely high profile and we were the lead manager. No one argued, I never saw the fellow
again; I think he is a potato farmer somewhere.”
So I ask, do you know what the tough-as-nails West Point grad valued? Don’t you think that
many people wish that failed companies like Enron and other companies had valued the same
thing? I think so.
WRIGHT
So who you are and what you stand for—azimuths?
ALSTON
One of the basic tenents of land navigation is to know where you are and where you want to
go. When you know where you are, who you are, and what you stand for, you can shoot an
azimuth or value to your destination. That azimuth will take you right to where you want to go.
The same is true in life, personally and professionally—you have to know where you are, you
have to know who you are, and you have to shoot an azimuth to where it is you want to go.
WRIGHT
What is the process you take folks through to get to this information?
ALSTON
In my Academy Leadership Boot Camp Experience and executive coaching program, we
take folks through a series of steps that help them to develop their own personal leadership
philosophy—their own personal leader’s compass. This leadership philosophy or leader’s
compass becomes a guiding document where folks discover what leadership means to them,
what they value, and what their expectations are. It also helps them to understand what their
operating principles are and what their hot buttons or pet peeves are. In the end, this is valuebased leadership in motion.
When I’m purely coaching executive coaching clients, I use a process of intense personal
reflection and feedback. I ask people to write a two-hundred-word narrative that summarizes
their life currently. The big question is “how did I get here?” I ask them to ask ten of their closest
friends or people they trust who can give them feedback. It’s a no-holds-barred exercise; open,
honest, and sometimes brutal feedback emerges for them. From this we see what I consider a
discernible pattern in their decision-making process.
This pattern becomes a foundation for the work we do in the executive coaching sessions.
What emerges is a crystal clear understanding of why their life is the way it is and why they do
what they do, what must change, and what is the desired outcome. There is a considerable
amount of map checking and azimuth shooting during this process. This is also values-based
leadership in motion.

WRIGHT
What is your personal leadership philosophy or value-based leadership in motion?
ALSTON
Thank you for asking. I tell people that a virtue is a value in motion. I share the following
with people in regard to my personal leadership philosophy and how I demonstrate these
philosophies every day. This is what’s called my leadership philosophy or my leader’s compass
and I’ll read it to you exactly how I present the document:
What leadership means to me:
Leadership means the ability to influence human behavior to accomplish organizational
goals. The leader’s task is to understand the organization’s goals and expectations while at the
same time understanding the strengths and weaknesses of people and what people want.
My personal values:
I personally value honesty, persistence, commitment, and motivation.
Honesty—I will always tell you the truth and I expect you to always tell me the truth.
Telling a lie is of no value. As a matter of fact, it always makes a situation worse, and the wrath
we encounter by telling a lie is much worse.
Persistence—I will never give up in accomplishing our organizational goals and I expect
you to never give up on organizational goals. I do not give up, for the loss to the world is
incredible accomplishment of individuals who stop just short of the goal.
Commitment—I will always do what I say I will do, barring some foreseen and extreme
circumstance, and I expect you to always do what you say you’re going to do barring some
unforeseen and extreme circumstance. Motivation—I will always be motivated, even when there
are very good reasons not to be motivated and I expect you to be motivated even when there are
very good reasons for you not to be motivated. When there is the occasion I cannot display my
motivation, I will excuse myself from the organization for the time needed to get back into being
motivated and I expect you to do the same thing.
Operating principles:
I will never tell someone to do something I’m not willing to do myself. I will always seek to
have an informed opinion about the task my people are responsible for and be ready to step in to
help them side-by-side. I will always ask for advice from those who do it every day but I want
my people to understand that there will come a time when a decision has to be made and that
decision might not be the one they are in favor of. In that light, I want everyone to know I will
demonstrate this through my behavior and I will have the best interest of everyone in mind. I will
never make a decision that is thought to benefit me directly. Transparency is key to building trust
and trust is foundational leadership fuel. I cannot lead without your trust and you will not deem
me worthy of leadership if you did not trust me. I will safeguard your trust as a sacred gift and do
nothing intentionally or otherwise to damage it.
My expectations:
I see organizational goals as the bare minimum that is expected of all of us and I want you to
see them the same way. I will always seek to accomplish the mission, and will always seek
feedback to make the process better. I want you to always accomplish the mission and offer

feedback to make the process better. Understand that we can disagree, but once the time for
talking is finished and the time for accomplishing is at hand, we will move forward as a focused
team.
I will always share with the team the information I have and that I can share. You will know
what I know and I expect to know whatever you know. I am not very big on details; being a
visionary is more my style. Because of this, I tend to ask a lot of questions to glean what is
important from those who know. I expect you to let me know how best to communicate this to
you so that we are always on the same page.
Non-negotiables:
Everyone is clear on the values and mission of the organization. Everyone performs their
duties by the values and mission of the organization. Disengagement and sabotage are not an
option. My personal idiosyncrasies include:
• Don’t let the work become your life—have a life outside of work—and most certainly
have a passion that is not related to work.
• Be on time.
• Don’t lie, cheat or steal.
• Don’t be the problem.
• Always speak up and admit when you’ve made a mistake. Own that mistake and move
forward.
Feedback:
Feedback is critical to our success; I welcome your feedback so that I can be a better leader.
Feel free to approach me and give me feedback when you think I need feedback, regardless of
whether the feedback is good or bad.
This document guides my decisions and leaves no doubt in the mind of others what
decisions I will make at any given situation. This is very liberating for me and for others; it
removes uncertainty and guess-work.
WRIGHT
What is the one piece of advice you freely give to people you come in contact with?
ALSTON
I actually have two: First, discover who you are and what you stand for. I think that’s very,
very important. When you eliminate all the rest from your life, the true and amazing you will
emerge. Second, seek out value-based leadership training for personal and professional success
that results in true behavior change. In the training arena we consider behavior change the holy
grail of training; you should be changed as a result of the training.
WRIGHT
Seems simple enough, so why don’t folks do this?
ALSTON

In this country we seem to have a considerable amount of hang-ups in regard to discussing
values. People think they’re expected to become some type of philosopher or they’re not
focusing on measurable results. People are hesitant to reveal themselves or do the tough work of
reflection or discovery. They are looking for the one silver bullet they think is going to fix
everything. In organizations we find that folks simply do not know what the organization stands
for or what the organization values. Organizations become lost in their space and become subject
of their environment as opposed to having impact on their environment.
I get a warm feeling every time I pass a Chick-fil-A restaurant on Sundays. This is an
organization that knows what it stands for and what it values. Its leaders make very good
decisions based on what they stand for and what they value. Show me an organization that is
failing or has failed in the past fifty years and I will show you an organization that has lost its
way regarding its mission and its organizational values.
If I gave you my leadership philosophy—my leader’s compass—the first day you came to
work for me, do you think you’d have a clear picture of who I was and what I stood for? I’d
think so. If I came to work for you on the first day and I gave you this document, do you think
you would have a clear picture of what you would gain in me as an employee? I think so. I think
the transparency is there.
WRIGHT
Absolutely.
So is value-based leadership for everyone?
ALSTON
Actually it is if everyone who is willing to do the tough work and the reflection that is
required. Everyone makes decisions based on his or her own personal values and experiences;
everyone should take the time to discover how these values affect his or her life personally and
professionally. Everyone should take the time to reflect and discover the true and amazing
person he or she is. This is tough, adaptive work. Unfortunately most people don’t recognize the
issues in their own life, personally and professionally, and the adjustments they have to make to
get back on course and ultimately reach their true destiny.
I became lost in Ranger School during a night patrol. The ranger instructor said, “Ranger,
check your map and shoot the right azimuth to get this squad back on course and on the objective
right now!” Well, there are many organizations and people out there who need to do their own
life’s map check and shoot the right azimuth to get back on course and back on the objective.
WRIGHT
Sounds like something that can certainly help people solve a lot of issues in their lives. Do
you have any last thoughts for our readers?
ALSTON
Here’s my million dollar insight: It’s hard to lead yourself, let alone anyone else, if you’re
not being true to yourself. The reality is that the truth speaks volumes in our actions and in our
deeds. You may not know what the truth is, but others do. Ultimately what you do or do not do,
whether you succeed or do not succeed, is determined by your values; values guide us.
Now, some folks are devoid of values, some folks have a terrible set of values, but for the
most part many people are basically good people with a good set of values. Everyone should

reflect on his or her values, make a few adjustments, and elevate his or her game to a level that
transcends the day-to-day clutter and confusion that holds so many people back from real life
and their real potential. Don’t be lost; take out your map and shoot an azimuth and walk toward
the amazing you that only you can be.
In his book, Uncommon Manhood: Secrets to What It Means to Be a Man, Tony Dungy
states that character and its growth don’t come from rules but from small actions of
responsibility that occur day after day. What are the values that guide the decisions you make?
That’s what he’s asking us in his book, and values are very important.
WRIGHT
Well, Roy, I have thoroughly enjoyed talking with you. I’ve enjoyed learning from you also
and I’m certain that our readers will also. I appreciate your time to answer all these questions.
ALSTON
Thank you for inviting me to be a part of this project.
WRIGHT
Today I have been talking with Dr. Roy E. Alston. Roy is the author of the book Radio
Active Leadership: How to Pursue Excellence and Positively Influence the Behavior of Others.
Roy is the facilitator of the Academy Leadership Boot Camp Experience in Dallas, Texas. The
Academy Leadership Boot Camp Experience is an intensive three-day program designed to
transform managers into leaders.
Dr. Alston, thank you so much for being with me today on Mastering the Art of Success.
ALSTON
Well, thank you. It was a pleasure.
-
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The key to higher margins, more sales, and effective branding
Scott Howett
FOREWORD by Dr. Anoop Sondhi
A close friend and colleague asked me to proofread Scott Howett's contribution to this
prestigious publication. I was so impressed that I decided to bring Scott Howett to Indianapolis
to address my practice and others. He was terrific. This chapter is a short glimpse into a forward
thinking, very creative, and brilliant mind. Regarding his presentation......There is motivation,
there is education, and there is inspiration. Scott Howett created a delightful medley of all three
in the presentation that he gave to our office staff. Although we are an orthodontic practice,
there are universal truths about client service, going the extra mile, and establishing teamwork
that permeate all types of businesses and professional services. Scott opened our eyes to a
number of avenues in this area, and we found several of his teachings to be easy to implement
almost immediately. Ideas flew off Scott's exchange so freely we could not catch them all. More
importantly, he provided us with a framework that we can build on, as we learn other ways to
expand on the fundamentals that he taught us. At the first staff meeting following his
presentation, we immediately began deploying ideas he had recommend during his seminar. I
would recommend his seminars for any business or professional service organization with great
enthusiasm. In short order he has become one of my "go to" people to further advance myself
and my practice. His message is universally applicable to virtually any business, and I would
recommend him without hesitation.
Anoop Sondhi is a world renowned speaker, having spoken in over 50 countries worldwide
and counting. He is one of the most prominent orthodontists in the United States, an
entrepreneur, and patent holder for several orthodontic devices he has invented.
DAVID WRIGHT (WRIGHT)
Today I’m talking with Scott Howett. Scott is a nationally known speaker, consultant, and
entrepreneur. He has co-founded several multimillion-dollar companies in the last three decades.
His most recent business venture, a blend of the financial services and technology sectors, was
formed in 1994 and recognized by Inc. Magazine as the fifty-first fastest-growing privately held
company in the United States. He has co-founded more than five successful business ventures,
ranging from finance and marketing to technology and the entertainment/hospitality arenas. As a
business owner he has a wide range of business experience in development, with his focus on
finance, sales, and marketing differentiation.
With a reputation for creativity and a unique approach to the marketplace, he has served as a
personal consultant to a Fortune 500 division president, trained and consulted with other Fortune
500 company leaders, and conducted sales and motivational training throughout North America.
He is a professional member of The National Speakers Association and is listed in Who’s Who
in Professional Speaking, as well as several other domestic and international Who’s Who
Publications. Mr. Howett has a Bachelor’s Degree in Economics from Ohio Wesleyan
University. Scott Howett, welcome to Mastering the Art of Success.
SCOTT HOWETT (HOWETT)
Thank you, David; it’s a pleasure to speak with you.

WRIGHT
So your area of expertise, and the area you’re addressing today, is market differentiation and
creative selling. You have decades of experience, so where were you schooled? Did you have a
formal education in this and how did you discover the need for market differentiation?
HOWETT
The hard way, David. I had a college degree, but no schooling or formal training in either
sales or marketing, especially market differentiation. In fact, I didn't even know what market
differentiation was. I was young and green and moved to Washington, D.C., to start in a new
field opening up as a result of the deregulation of the Bell (telephone) System. Small telephone
manufacturers and distributors were popping up everywhere, selling systems that were far more
intelligent and cost efficient than the decades-old technology of the Bell telephone monopoly.
The problem was that these new state-of-the-art systems were all basically the same, and looked
identical because when someone introduced new features, the others followed suit very quickly.
Most distributors were start-ups and had no money for training, no expense accounts, and few
tools to assist the sales rep.
The communications market had been liberated and every new manufacturer was touting
their feature-rich telephone systems, which were all pretty much the same. It was a perfect storm
of commodity selling, not unlike farmers hitting the streets every morning with fresh eggs or
milk. It was all good, but there was not enough of a difference to recommend one over another.
Every vendor had a list of testimonials in their back pocket to complement their service, and
every young salesperson would believe his or her company line, not realizing that it all looked
the same to the prospect.
WRIGHT
When did you discover the need for market differentiation to distinguish yourself?
HOWETT
When I was making my final presentation to a prestigious law firm in Washington, D.C.—
and there are many law firms, powerful, wealthy, high rolling law firms in that town—I was
rejected based on raw price.
As I walked out of the facility, I looked around and noticed mahogany desks, Persian rugs,
Picassos on the wall, a few Degas paintings randomly displayed. There was a Macintosh on
every desk. (At the time Macintosh cost two or three times more than the early PCs.) Even the
elevator was mahogany. The parking lot was filled with BMWs, Mercedes, even a Rolls-Royce.
Yet these people gave me a price objection? There is no question they could have afforded my
price; I simply did not establish any unique value. It dawned on me that my company was selling
just like every commodity corn and wheat farmer on the Eastern Shore. I needed help and I
needed it immediately.
WRIGHT
It sounds like your company was of no help, so what did you do?
HOWETT

The company was a great company, but they were young and struggling just as I was. I was
young, wet behind the ears, and a couple of months later I was deservedly unemployed. After all,
I was the guy who was unable to establish value to the customer.
One Saturday morning, in the early days of talk radio, the great Earl Nightingale was being
interviewed. He said that if you choose and study an area of expertise for one hour a night, in
five years you would be a national expert. I thought to myself, “I’m not working right now; I’ll
be a national expert by Thursday.” But you know, David, I did do that, and five years later I was
speaking and training all over the United States. I chose the area of finance because I knew that
nothing happens in any company until the financial people bless it.
WRIGHT
Scott, before we get to your own creative stories, let’s start with basically defining the
traditional elements of standard marketing.
HOWETT
A SWOT analysis is a long-standing practice. The acronym SWOT stands for Strengths,
Weaknesses (which are generally internal), Opportunities, and Threats (generally external).
External examples would be new zoning changes that will impact your business. Perhaps it’s
a new highway construction project that would dilute your original choice of location. Various
other examples would be the closing of a military base, new federal regulations, and so on. New
adjustments must be made to accommodate the inevitable changes that are beyond your control.

Obviously a SWOT analysis is far more deep than the few examples I am citing but the
really cool thing about SWOT is that the theory is taught in every basic marketing course, yet it’s
as real and applicable as learning to shake hands in a sales greeting.
The same goes for another traditional fencepost in traditional marketing, the 4Ps. The 4Ps
stand for Promotion, Price, Product, and Place. These are all variables that change the mix in
order to stay ahead of the market.
The flexibility of these four components determines where you put your marketing dollars.
On the other hand, market differentiation means to make available a benefit or benefits that the
customers perceive to be of value to them. If they cannot get the benefit anywhere else, and if
you can show that value, they will pay more for your product or service. It means breaking away
from standard convention. This isn’t rocket science but so many folks forget the basics when
they hit the street thinking that nothing that simple could be relevant in the rough-and-tumble
world they’re selling into.
Some of the more well-known examples are common knowledge—what Sam Walton did,
what Steve Jobs did, what John Paul Getty did, Federal Express, and a host of others. Remember
that every multibillion-dollar, multinational company—every one of them—started in the mind
of a single person; why not you? It’s important to emphasize that first you must have added
value, or sometimes called USP (Unique Selling Proposition). USP is another common

marketing concept that was first proposed as a theory for successful advertising campaigns in the
early 1940s.
Without that strategic comparative advantage built into your presentation, you hand your
prospect a hammer and he or she uses the hell out of that hammer to beat your price down. It’s
the old, “Scott, I’d like to do business with you but your price is too high”—the same thing he
says to every other vendor.
There are many types of market differentiation, including product, service, marketing,
behavioral, branding, and even personal selling. I’ve had some fun and interesting experiences in
the behavioral category, mostly because I needed to find a memorable way to impact the buyer,
as my company’s story was the same tired song and dance everyone else was using. I’ll share
those stories in a bit. None are particularly extraordinary but they were creative and always made
a point. I discovered quickly that without differentiation, you are reduced to desperate measures.
In addition to creative differentiation on an individual level, it is critical to do a thorough
fact-find (discovery) and to be more creative than your competitors, even at that first meeting.
This will likely reveal additional needs that your competition hasn’t found. Questioning and
listening is a simple but critical step in the selling process that is often overlooked. Empathetic
listening has been listed as one of the two most critical characteristics of successful selling; it’s
become almost an afterthought. You often find an entire constellation of needs because no one
else has ever asked those questions. In fact, one of my favorite quotes is by Rudyard Kipling, “I
had six honest men serving, they taught me all I knew, their names were what and why and when
and how and where and who.”
Little success comes from selling a product as compared to having someone buy a product
that is meeting their needs. For instance, in that law firm experience, instead of mourning the lost
sale as I left the office, I used another great tool, my eyes. As I looked around, I learned a
valuable lesson. They certainly could have afforded my price, but there was nothing different
about my offer. I was so focused on what I wanted that I missed the obvious.
The great Tony Robbins had a great seminar exercise where he asked the attendees to look
around the room for fifteen seconds and make a mental note of everything in the room that is, for
instance, red. Then he would ask everyone to close their eyes and keep them shut, put their hands
over the eyes, no cheating. Then he would call on one of the people, all eyes still shut, and say,
“Okay, now tell me everything in the room that is green.” Of course, most often, the person
could not come up with anything green because he or she was so focused on red.
I learned a lesson from that: look around, use all your tools, don’t be so focused because that
can be a critical mistake in the process. While waiting for your appointment, look around. Their
industry publications are usually scattered around, and they can be very informative revealing
competitors, general knowledge about their industry with the end result showing that you have
done your homework. The information on their mission statement will help you overcome any
price objection later on, when you read them back their own mission statement. Then ask them if
they are the cheapest vendor in town!
WRIGHT
You have a background in finance as well as technology. Is differentiation needed more in
those sectors?
HOWETT

Differentiation is always needed. I have seen many sales reps spending more time selling
their bosses on an even deeper discount, than they do discussing the value and benefits of their
company and product with their prospect. There is something terribly wrong with that equation.
Far too many companies discount their way out of business, usually because dropping the price
is often all they know. Lost opportunities are often rationalized by salespeople explaining to their
bosses, “You can lead a horse to water, but you can’t make him drink,” while failing to realize
that the job is not to make him drink, it’s to make him thirsty!
Differentiation begins in a well-formed and flexible fact-find, composed mainly of questions,
not statements. Too many inexperienced sales reps are making selling statements in that first
meeting. Big mistake. Don’t spill your popcorn in the lobby. It’s not show time yet.
All professionals—doctors, lawyers, dentists, and so on—first ask questions or conduct tests
before they ever present their recommendations. The word listen contains the same letters as the
word silent. It’s been shown that health care costs could be dramatically reduced if doctors truly
listened to their patients’ descriptions for just a few more minutes before jumping to a
conclusion.
WRIGHT
Interesting. You mentioned some personal experiences. How did you first discover this
concept and the power of differentiating yourself?
HOWETT
I tripped over market differentiation almost by accident, David. This is a bit of a silly
example yet it started me off on a long and successful path of marketing and selling by being
different. I was in the first meeting—a fact-finding meeting—with the President of a business in
Washington, D.C. What happened was a small epiphany. I learned my mantra: If you want to be
remembered, do something memorable.
This meeting was scheduled close to lunchtime and shortly into the meeting, there was a
slight tap at the door and a fellow opened the door six inches, stuck his face in, and said to the
President, “I’m going out to get some food do you want anything?”
I’ll never forget this. He replied, “Just get me the regular.” Then he said to me, “Scott, do
you want anything?”
“I said no thanks, John, I’m fine.”
This fellow comes back fifteen minutes later and handed John a brown paper bag. John
opened up the bag and inside were two hot dogs with mustard and relish, a bag of barbeque
chips, and a diet coke.
I wrote that down. I deliberately scheduled the next meeting around lunchtime. I walked in
with a brown paper bag and John said, “What is this?”
I said it’s your lunch, it’s the regular.”
Puzzled, he opened the bag, and there were two hot dogs with mustard and relish, barbeque
chips, and a diet coke.
He looked at me with a mixed expression of humor and astonishment and said, “How did
you know that?”
“Well, my job is to pay attention to detail.”
In hindsight, I believe that phrase following what I had done, was the key to winning that
sale.

I won that sale, David. My company had no real differentiation, but I was memorable. I
made myself memorable. This is an amusing story, but what I did was effective—I further
established rapport because I had been there to listen.
It was then and there that the idea of market differentiation began to take root.
Sometimes you just have to have fun. I worked for a telephone company at one point that
was 150 yards away from a business that had put out a Request for Proposal to only five vendors.
Our company was not invited. The sales rep could not get connected to the buyer even by
telephone because he was screened out.
I grabbed our salesman and said, “Follow me.” We walked to a nearby deli, picked up a
couple of sandwiches, ham and cheese, tuna fish, roast beef, corned beef, Italian sub, and a
couple of peripherals. At a quarter of twelve we walked the 150 yards to his building, went to the
courtesy phone in the lobby, and called the receptionist. She could see at that point that this was
an internal call. I asked to be connected to Mr. X.
When he answered, I explained that I was the sales manager of ABC company three
buildings away and that we had a very good reputation for providing quality telephone systems
and service. I also pointed out the advantage of our service being so close to him. Service was
critical for telephone systems because if they went down you were out of business for as long as
your telephone system was out of service. The cost of that interruption can be massive in lost
opportunity. We had a huge advantage in being that close.
“I’m sorry,” he said, “we’ve limited ourselves to five vendors. I’m on my way out to lunch.”
“No problem,” I said, “we brought lunch.”
Amused he asked, “What did you bring?”
I went through our “menu” and he laughed again. Then he said, “I’m sorry guys I have an
appointment for lunch but I appreciate your persistence and creativity. Why don’t you call me
again about 5:30 this afternoon?”
At 5:30 we were back in the lobby again, armed with the food we had stored in our office
refrigerator, and back on the courtesy phone dialing his extension.
He said, “Oh, I’m sorry guys I forgot and just called my wife and said I was on my way
home for dinner.”
“No problem,” I said, “we brought dinner.”
This time his response was an enthusiastic laugh with a question, “Okay, what did you bring
for dinner”?
“The same thing we didn’t have for lunch.”
“All right fellows” he laughed, “come on up.”
We didn’t get the sale, but we stayed in touch and four years later we sold him his next
communication system. Again, if you want to be remembered do something memorable.
WRIGHT
Very clever. Specifically, Scott, What are the clear benefits of market differentiation, of any
sort?
HOWETT
Good question, David. If you have true differentiation, you are alone in the market place.
When you offer significantly more value than your competitors, you can charge more. They will
pay more if they know the higher price will offset the risks of not having your product.

There is a difference between price and cost. Price is what you pay for the product; cost is
what you pay if you do not pay the price. There is a price in making any buying decision, but
there is a much higher cost if you make the wrong decision. Almost always, the cost far exceeds
the price. In reviewing a decision, no one ever said, “It priced me too much.” It was always, “It
cost me too much.”
WRIGHT
Your most recent venture was TAMCO, a company you co-founded and helped build from
$0 to $50,000,000 dollars in annual revenue in less than five years. This story was broadcast
nationally on MSNBC and TAMCO was recognized by Inc magazine in their signature Inc. 500
issue as the fifty-first fastest-growing private company in the United States. Will you cite some
examples of TAMCO’s differentiation?
HOWETT
At TAMCO we bundled services that the market wanted and needed but were ordinarily
sold separately, if at all. It’s important to remember that we were in a technological market;
things were moving fast and we made that work for us. New technology was being introduced
every eighteen months. Companies were locked in to what they had recently purchased and had
difficulty sometimes adding a service because within a short period of time those systems would
be dated, and parts were sometimes harder to find, and service technicians were focused on the
latest technology.
We were able to differentiate ourselves by bundling services (that were higher margin items)
that our competitors had to sell individually. It was a complex formula, yet the fundamental basis
for our offering was bundling and selling a “right-to-use” fee without the burden of ownership.
What is important is that telephone systems are computers and if you outright purchase it, you’re
paying for an asset that often became technologically inferior in within a few years. It was not
always an easy sale and we had to educate the client and the vendors who offered our solution to
the end user. In most cases, it was a matter of simply reminding the prospect the very answers
they gave in the original fact-finding meeting (with questions no one else was asking) and
connecting the dots for them.
As to purchasing technology, I would often say to the prospect that I have seen the sales
cycle last longer than the technical life. Capitalism by its own definition devours its own
products to make room for new ones. The speed of technology was and is incredible; today’s
science fiction movie is tomorrow’s defense plan. Schumpeter, the famous Czechoslovakian
economist, called this “creative destruction.”
Not long ago, I read that most of Hewlett Packard’s revenues came from products that did
not exist a year ago. The well-respected National Computer Leasing Association had published
statistics that 77 percent of high tech equipment is upgraded or replaced within twenty-four
months and 95 percent within thirty-six months. That left companies financing or buying a
system trapped in a five-year depreciation term, which was the standard. By purchasing rather
than paying a simple right-to-use fee, they were often left with a stranded asset. A telephone
system had no residual monetary value, it’s not an investment or an appreciating asset, it’s a tool.
WRIGHT
This makes a lot of sense to me, but without the proper approach I would not have thought it
would be beneficial to effectively rent a telephone system.

HOWETT
Because of the speed of technology, David, there was simply no reason to spend cash or
commit to a five-year loan or burn a credit line to own an asset when they really didn’t need the
title, they just needed the use. Paying cash from the Capital Expenditure Budget wasn’t a good
choice either. They wouldn’t call it a budget if there were enough money in it! This asset would
depreciate faster than you could get it off your books, and within a very short period of time it
was last year’s technology and without residual cash value. It cost more to remove it then it was
worth.
In the words of Jack Thompson, TAMCO President and principal founder, “We saw a huge
opportunity before us. We saw the leasing industry and financial services arena that basically had
become stagnant with creativity and ideas, and we saw communications companies that were
abundant with new technologies and applications entering the marketplace for customers.
Between the two there was a huge gap because there was no financial package for the end-users
enabling them to acquire these rapidly changing new technologies without the risk of
ownership.” The conditions and terms of the leasing companies and banks could not keep up
with the speed of change. Once purchased, these businesses were “stuck” until the end of the
term or the depreciation period. We fixed that with a plan that allowed customers to acquire new
technologies as they became available without any penalty for paying off the lease or the bank
loan. This allowed them to always be in front of the technological curve, which prior to
TAMCO, had been extraordinarily expensive or virtually impossible.
They say in the technology industry that you can never own the state of the art. The trouble
with the future is that it always arrives before we are ready for it. In my presentation meeting I
would sometimes draw an analogy using the price of a system I was proposing. I would ask the
following question, “Mr./Ms. Decision-maker, if I were a reputable stock broker and said to you,
‘If you gave me $25,000 today I will turn it into zero for you in five years,’ would you do
business with me?” No more questions were necessary, the point was made. With proper
questioning at the first meeting they had already revealed to me that none of their previous
systems had been worth anything at the end of the term.
WRIGHT
Was it still sometimes difficult to show the prospect that it was more beneficial to rent than
to buy?
HOWETT
Normally not—if a proper fact-find was conducted first. Our bundled packages contained
everything they needed and wanted, and had very favorable tax treatment. Still, the vendors that
represented our offering were conditioned to recommend a purchase. A simple financial
evaluation would almost always reveal that renting was less expensive than buying, and
eliminated risk to boot!
On one occasion, a less skilled sales representative couldn’t get past the decision-maker’s
determination to purchase or lease/purchase the telephone system over a five-year period. I was
called upon by a frustrated sales rep asking for help. I sent the decision-maker an overnight
package requiring his signature, marked URGENT. On the outside of the overnight envelope it
had my name and telephone number. The next day I received an anxious telephone call from him
and the conversation was as follows:

“Mr. Howett, you sent me an overnight envelope marked urgent, requiring my signature.”
“I did.”
“I opened it up and there was nothing in it.”
“That’s how much your new telephone system is going to be worth in five years,” I said.
That got his attention and it certainly was different, risky perhaps, but different. He ended up
making the right choice, but it required a creative wake-up call.
Another great tenet of our bundled package enabled users to upgrade by not waiting for five
years, and not have to eat the remaining payments on a lease. It was penalty-free. Technology
waits for no man and in the words of the great Peter Drucker, the problem is not with technology,
it’s with mentality. Decision-makers need to factor into their present decisions the future that has
already happened. “Keep your eyes open,” I say to salespeople, “for tools that you can use.”
Remember the speed of technology I’m referencing. At one point, I saw a full page ad in the
Wall Street Journal from a manufacturer of building materials. Now, I don’t know how much a
full-page ad in the Wall Street Journal costs, but if it was pesos it would be all of them. The ad
had two pictures: one was the image of a brick and the other, smaller image, was about one inch
square, and was the image of a computer chip. The headline was, “In eighteen months this
computer chip will be obsolete, but in eighteen months this brick will still be a brick.”
I carried that page around with me and used it in countless sales calls and training meetings
everywhere, encouraging prospects to put their money into bricks and steel and appreciating
assets. The WSJ virtually paid for an ad for TAMCO; it made our point beautifully. TAMCO is a
fascinating story in and of itself—a company beautifully blended between technology and
financial services. I passionately believe that any business wanting reliable service, and
protection against the technological curve should encourage their telephone vendor to contact
TAMCO at .www.TAMCOCORP.com.
WRIGHT
Were you the principal architect of this bundled package?
HOWETT
I was not. But I did have experience with the concept by another company that had a similar
idea but ultimately failed because of poor leadership. The principal architect at TAMCO was
President and CEO, and primary founder Jack Thompson. Jack had qualified more than several
companies into the Inc. 500. I have never seen, met, or heard anyone who could put a profitable
and creative deal together for multiple parties and make it work for everyone, yet Jack seemed to
do it with ease. Jack is extremely talented, incredibly bright, and very forward thinking. He was
the brain that drove the engine of TAMCO.
The skeleton of the body TAMCO, was a brilliant financial services guy named Skip Lynch
who took a new division of Bell Atlantic Leasing to $950,000,000 before joining TAMCO
shortly after our inception. Skip was a huge asset. He is extraordinarily well-connected and has
an impeccable reputation.
I was a mixed bag. I was a well-known speaker, trainer, and entrepreneur with a background
in telephony and finance. My role, more or less, was the skin of the body TAMCO. I was more
visual to our partner’s sales forces. My office was an airplane. I was out constantly training,
motivating, marketing, speaking, and promoting our unique and bundled services to other
companies so that their sales reps would recommend it to their client base.

WRIGHT
What about other well-known or creative examples, Scott?
HOWETT
I mentioned earlier that there are other means of differentiation through marketing, branding
and so on. Look at Fed Ex, here’s a guy who wrote the Fed Ex blueprint as a marketing plan for
his thesis in grad school and his grade was a C. He not only created what became the standard
and changed the entire mailing and shipping industry but branded it with a simple phrase, “When
you absolutely have to have it there overnight.”
Other branding phrases include, Wendy’s “where’s the beef?” Domino’s Pizza, “have it
there in thirty minutes or it’s free.” Apple is a classic case. Microsoft invented a product run in
the early days by MS.dos, hard to learn and confusing. They had a product and tried to teach
people to think like the computer, and Apple invented a product that taught a computer to think
like people.
Another clever example was a company that produced and distributed a small cookbook
filled exclusively with hot and spicy recipes. It was widely distributed and they gave it away for
free. The people behind the book? The makers of Alka Seltzer. Pretty clever.
Are you familiar with “Iron City Beer,” David?
WRIGHT
I am.
HOWETT
The Pittsburgh area people swear by it but outside Eastern Pennsylvania, it’s not highly
regarded. Every Christmas they’d redesign a can and called it “Olde Frothingslosh.” It was funny
and branded as “The Pale Stale Ale with the Foam on the Bottom, Brewed in the Still of the
Night.” Those cans are now collector’s items, even though many people really didn’t like the
beer.
Remember Billy Beer? When Jimmy Carter’s brother brought out Billy Beer, it tasted awful,
but it was unique! I sent a can off to the Smithsonian to have it analyzed and the report said “We
don’t know what this is, but your horse has diabetes.”
WRIGHT
When you’re differentiating and selling at a higher price, aren’t you going to face constant
price objections?
HOWETT
Well generally yes at first, David. My recommendation to salespeople would be first to list
the most common objections you hear, then to circle the top five you hear most often. From
there, build the answer to those objections into the presentation. It is called preemptive selling.
It’s a simple process but it’s important and I would implore sales folks to do this or they’ll lose
sales again and again. With preemptive selling, there are far fewer price objections. The quality
or the product or service is commensurate with the price; nothing else is possible. Zig Ziglar had
a terrific answer. He would say, “I would rather explain my price one time than apologize for a
poor product or service repeatedly.” That’s a high-impact statement.

With an essential use tool, most prospects would rather pay that difference than be exposed
to a huge risk. The telephone system is just too important to a business. Would you take your
child to the cheapest doctor? I don’t know but about you, David, but when I pull into a doctor’s
office, I’m looking for a Mercedes. If I see a junker, I’m not going there.
WRIGHT
Outside of technology will you provide some interesting, perhaps classic, creative examples
differentiation?
HOWETT
Absolutely, and there are tons of them.
As told by well-known and brilliant consultant Jay Abraham, in the early 1920s there were
about ten different brewing companies aggressively competing for the same market. Schlitz
wasn’t doing very well; in fact, it was number eight in the market. All breweries advertised the
same basic message, “our beer is pure.” They didn’t explain to the drinker what pure really
meant, they just kept saying pure, pure, pure.
Schlitz hired a marketing consultant in hopes of improving sales. The marketing consultant
was taken on a tour of the brewery and was told how Schlitz brewed its beer. He was very
impressed with what he learned. The Schlitz facilities were right on Lake Michigan at the time
and the water back in the ’20s was very clean. However, even though the brewery was right on
that clean-water lake they drilled two five-thousand-foot artesian wells. They had to go deep
enough to find the right combination of water and mineral content to make the best possible beer.
They explained that they went through 1,623 separate experiments throughout five years to
identify and develop the finest mother yeast cell that would produce the richest taste and flavor.
They showed him how they went through a process of distillation on the water before they used
it to brew the beer. It was heated to five thousand degrees Fahrenheit and then cooled down and
condensed. They did that not once, but three times to make sure it was absolutely purified. They
described the bottling process where they steamed each bottle to temperatures of sixteen hundred
degrees Fahrenheit to kill off bacteria and germs. They told him that every batch was tasted to
make sure it was pure and rich before they would ever bottle it and send it out the door.
The consultant was overwhelmed by this process. He told Schlitz management they should
tell customers about the extraordinary measures they took to brew their beer.
The Schlitz guy said, “Why would we do that? All breweries do the same thing we do.”
The marketing consultant understood the concept of preemptive marketing. He said, “But no
one in your industry explains it. The first person who tells the story and explains how and the
reasons why you do something, you’ll gain distinction and preeminence in the marketplace from
then on.”
Schlitz became first in the marketplace within a six-month period and that became their
unique selling position—their USP. It was a fascinating story and there are many more.
You ask for examples, here’s another. A friend of mine, Al Wenger, referred to a fellow
named Paul Sauder who is an egg marketer in Lititz, Pennsylvania. Paul was faced with a
commodity to sell and, recognizing that there was a consumer concern about cholesterol, he
began marketing the fact that his eggs had 50 percent less cholesterol than the USDA standard.
The industry threatened to sue him, the USDA threatened to sue him, but what he knew was that
the USDA standards were put together in the 1920s and the 1930s. There was no real efficacy in
the testing, they didn’t know what size eggs they used, they didn’t know the color of the eggs

used, and they didn’t even know what breed of chickens the eggs came from. What Paul did was
realize that virtually all eggs were 50 percent less in cholesterol; but he was the first to educate
the market. It was a differentiation that anyone could have seized on but Sauder did the research
and strategically used the outcome to build a marketing campaign that made him one of the
largest egg distributers on the East Coast.
During these hearings, Al Wenger was there, sitting next to the Secretary of Agriculture of
the United States. Paul’s lawyers asked the researchers from the USDA, when was the research
done? The reply was they weren’t sure.
Mr. Sauder’s attorney went on, “What chickens did you use?”
“Well, we don’t know.”
“Were they red ones, white ones? Were the eggs large or small?”
“We don’t know.”
Then the Secretary of Agriculture leaned over and whispered in my friend Al’s ear, “You
know, Al if I were him, I would be very embarrassed.”
This is just another example of one hard-working salesman looking for that competitive
advantage and when finding it, understanding how to use it to fill consumer needs.
Here’s another interesting fact for you, as it relates to chickens. You’re familiar with Purdue,
a well-known brand of chickens. Do you happen to know the story behind it?
WRIGHT
No.
HOWETT
His chickens were the same as everybody else’s chickens, David, but he wanted to
differentiate his chickens. Marketers out of Washington asked him what made his chickens
different.
He responded, “Nothing, they’re just chickens.”
Well, this went round and round. Finally, Purdue said, “Well, my chickens are yellow. He
was asked why they were yellow and he said that he fed them marigolds. He was asked why he
fed his chickens marigolds and he informed them that when a healthy chicken eats marigolds it
metabolizes them and their skin turned yellow. A potentially sick chicken can’t metabolize the
marigolds and will have white skin. They check their chickens every week by dissecting one and
testing it. If they found a white chicken they knew then that they had a precursor for possible
disease in the chicken house. That’s how the famous yellow chicken came into popularity. They
took that marigold test and made that their promotion for disease control and turned it into the
quality item and brand name that is so famous.
Another example in USA Today posted a story in the travel section of its publication that a
boutique chain was bumping up personal service in its five hotels in New York City, Chicago,
Washington, and a couple of other places. They would be teaching and tailoring interaction with
their guests based on body language and, as you know, there is a whole science behind that. This
way it helped them to determine a disgruntled guest so they can further explore and turn that
unhappy guest into a happy one.
I read a story on the Internet about CVS. CVS is a common drug store. CVS’s Caremark
target market is women, since they make up 80 percent of the pharmacy chain’s customers. CVS
has marketed its stores to aid women who are constantly multitasking. They recently redesigned

twelve hundred of its sixty-two hundred stores to women, including shorter wait times for
prescriptions, wider and better lit shopping areas, and more beauty products.
In another example, researchers surveyed more than two hundred stylists, cosmetologists,
and barbers in the Houston area and found that very few of them had any training in detecting
cancer. More than half of them are now finding a cancerous mole or lesion(s) on customers. It is
becoming more and more common to have training sessions on how to detect what may be a
growing problem. This has already saved a number of lives and is another clear case of market
differentiation.
WRIGHT
Let me ask you a final question, Scott. A wise man told me one time that if I were walking
down a country road and saw a turtle sitting on top of a fence post, I could bet the last dollar I
had that he didn’t get up there by himself. So who are some of the people who have helped you
along the way?
HOWETT
The first fellow who comes to mind is Jack Thompson. Jack is the President of TAMCO,
and had a very successful past. While I had some significant knowledge and experience, Jack
was brilliant and was a great leader and mentor.
My dad was a great mentor for life itself. Both my parents were mentors and my brothers as
well. For that I am forever grateful.
I did a lot of helping myself and self-schooling along the way. In sales, “wordsmithing” can
be very important. Market differentiation is not always substance. One of the things I would
highly recommend is to become a wordsmith. Your choice of words is very important. My dad
was an insurance salesman for fifty years starting in the 1950s. For the majority of those years,
life insurance salesmen were often put at arm’s length, and it was tough work. In fifty years as an
insurance salesman my father never had one customer—not one—but he had thousands of loyal
clients. Webster’s Dictionary defines these two seemingly identical words as follows:
Customer: A person who purchases a commodity or service.
Client: A person who is under the protection of another.
My dad’s clients were as loyal to him as he was to them, and all of them prospered together.
Finally there were a few “reverse mentors.” These are people for whom I worked; I learned
by their example of what not to do.
WRIGHT
We have had a great interview here, at least it’s been great for me. I have really appreciated
the information you have given and I know that our readers are going to get a lot out of this. I
want to thank you and tell you how much I appreciate your taking so much time to answer all
these questions for me; it has been delightful.
HOWETT

Thank you, David. It’s been delightful for me as well. I very much appreciate the
opportunity to speak with you and my hope is that it’s helpful to those who read my thoughts as
well as my co-authors’ contributions in this book.
I’d like to leave you with one final quotation by the late Steve Jobs that says it all:
“Here's to the crazy ones, the misfits, the rebels, the troublemakers, the round pegs in the
square holes . . . the ones who see things differently—they're not fond of rules. . . . You can quote
them, disagree with them, glorify or vilify them, but the only thing you can't do is ignore them
because they change things . . . they push the human race forward, and while some may see them
as the crazy ones, we see genius, because the ones who are crazy enough to think that they can
change the world, are the ones who do.”
WRIGHT
Today I have been talking with Scott Howett. Scott is a nationally known speaker,
consultant, and entrepreneur. He has experience in a wide range of business development with a
focus on finance, sales, and marketing. He has a reputation for creativity and a unique approach
to the marketplace, as we have found here in our conversation today.
Scott, thank you so much for being with us today on Mastering the Art of Success.
HOWETT
My pleasure, David.
-
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DAVID WRIGHT (WRIGHT)
Today I am talking with Deana Kardel who is the President and founder of Eos Consulting
Inc. At Eos Consulting, Deana works with CEOs and managing partners of professional service
firms to help them achieve maximum profits through the creation of strategic business
development plans. Deana’s approach focuses on the firm’s culture as the starting point. She
believes that a firm’s culture is the critical point on which every successful plan is built. Upon
assessing a firm’s culture, she can predict its long-term success or failure.
Deana has been working with professional service firms for more than twenty-five years
both as a consultant, an executive coach, and as a senior executive. Her forte is helping firms
define or redefine their internal culture in order to enhance profitability. Deana is a sought-after
speaker at firm retreats and trade associations and is best known for her work with firms and
organizations in the legal industry.
Deana, welcome to Mastering the Art of Success.
I understand that you work with firms to enhance profitability. How do you do that?
DEANA KARDEL (KARDEL)
All firms evolve and change with time. Some firms evolve and enjoy significant profits,
other firms evolve with profits that remain steady, while others devolve and decline. It is my
belief that the evolution of an organization and its profits are directly proportional to the health
of its internal culture.
Culture is defined as the behaviors and belief characteristics of a particular group that are
established by the group’s leadership. Hence, managing partners and CEOs must consciously
make the decision to establish the type of culture they want in order to reach their goals. The
leadership must never lose sight of the fact that the culture they create is at the core of the firm’s
growth, stagnation, or decline.
Today, I would like to share information that can help leaders of organizations create a
healthy culture.
WRIGHT
What key areas must managing partners or CEOs address in order to direct or redirect their
organization’s culture?
KARDEL
There are several areas that must be addressed in order to establish and direct a firm’s
culture. They encompass the following:
1. Purpose. Management must be able to articulate why the firm should evolve in one
particular direction or another. Some call this a mission statement but I would argue that
it is much more because it establishes the foundation that sets the underlying tone of the
firm’s culture. As a managing partner, CEO, or business owner, the questions to ask are:
Why do you own or run the business? What do you have to gain or lose? What is your
primary purpose for being in business?

2. Research. The firm must know its current cultural norms that make up the common
behaviors and attitudes of the individuals within the organization. I define cultural norms
as the collective attitudes, behaviors, and skills of the firm’s talent pool and the
perceptions of its clients. The cultural norms can be uncovered through research that
enables the person in charge to identify, streamline, and benchmark the key similarities
and gaps between the current cultural attitudes and behaviors from those which are
desired. A leader of an organization should not attempt to fix or change something unless
he or she knows why or how it should be fixed or changed.
3. Structure. Managing partners and CEOs must ensure that the hierarchical structure and
talent pool within the firm are organized in a way that supports the organization’s shortand long-term intentions. To that end, the expectations of the leadership team and all
others must be clearly defined.
4. Communication. The firm’s leadership must possess highly effective written and verbal
communication skills. The leaders must be keenly aware of the importance that
communications play both up and down the organization. Leaders are role models that
exemplify the firm’s communication philosophies and expected behaviors. Leaders at
every level should be adroit at reinforcing good behaviors and resolving conflicts swiftly.
5. Integration. The firm’s goals and objectives must be tied to and integrated with the goals
and objectives of the people working throughout the organization.
6. By properly addressing and prioritizing the above key areas, managing partners and
CEOs can foster the conditions that breed success and revenue growth.
WRIGHT
Will you say more about each of the areas you just described above by starting with the
firm’s purpose?
KARDEL
The key ingredient to establishing a firm’s culture is to first articulate the firm’s purpose. I
start that process by asking the following questions:
What is the firm’s motivation for staying in business? Why does the firm have a desire to
evolve and grow over time and how is growth defined? Is bigger better and why or why not?
Does the firm seek to have a larger geographic footprint for client service? Does the firm want to
be more successful than its competitors? Is the firm looking to obtain a higher caliber of work? Is
there a desire to sustain a balanced work/family lifestyle? Does the firm simply need to keep up
with changes within the industry or economy? Is succession planning part of the purpose?
I would challenge the leadership to keep asking enough questions until they are fully
satisfied that the true purpose of the firm’s existence is identified.
The motivations for being in existence vary from firm to firm. If the firm is relatively new,
the motivations are very different than that of one with history or of a subsidiary company. But
before any leader can establish or direct its culture, he or she must establish its purpose and
intentions. Every decision that will follow within the organization, either consciously or
unconsciously, will work toward either advancing the firm, maintaining the firm, or dismantling
the firm. The firm’s stated purpose serves as the justification and reasoning behind all major

decisions. It is the firm’s purpose that serves as the foundation on which all decisions and the
strategic plan are built. The purpose is at the core of an organization’s overall success.
WRIGHT
But what does the firm’s purpose have to do with directing the firm’s culture?
KARDEL
Culture is translated from the top down. This means that once the firm’s purpose is
established, the person at the helm of an organization must build consensus and commitment
relating to that purpose. Commitment to the firm is not built upon establishing the firm’s purpose
alone, but rather commitment to the firm and its success is built over time and by inspiring others
to share in that purpose. To that end, each individual within the organization must realize
tangible benefits as a result of the firm’s success. Those individual benefits can be one or a
combination of the following: obtaining a sense of community or belonging, financial security,
intellectual stimulation, pride and recognition, and the list goes on.
To build commitment, everyone within the organization should benefit in a way that
resonates with their professional and personal needs. This way the individual’s success is directly
tied to that of the organization. The desire is to establish a culture made up of people who share a
collected purpose and are motivated to work in harmony toward success. The firm’s leadership
must champion the firm’s purpose because, as I mentioned, culture is driven from the top down.
It is critical that managing partners and CEOs take a careful look at their management team.
The management team member is the beacon of the firm’s purpose and each member should be
trained and highly skilled at mobilizing and motivating others.
It is also important that the leadership group be cohesive. I would argue that the stronger and
more cohesive the firm’s leadership, the swifter the firm’s progress. Firm leaders include
administrative managers, committee chairs and members, practice group or department chairs
and members, owners, and board members, just to name a few. These leaders should establish
themselves as internal spokespeople who exemplify the firm’s behaviors, attitudes, and
intentions.
WRIGHT
How do leaders within a firm strengthen the correlation between an organization’s purpose
and that of the individual?
KARDEL
The answer to your question is through communication. All professional service firms must
have leaders who are effective at communicating. The way in which the firm’s purpose (or lack
thereof in unhealthy organizations) is communicated by each and every leader is critical to the
firm’s overall success.
Those communications can work to motivate and bring out the best in people, cause
complacency resulting in a culture of apathy, or have a negative effect causing some to work
against the firm’s purpose. Firm leaders are responsible for the overall behaviors and attitudes of
their direct reports and those who surround them. This means that all leaders must have the
ability to effectively communicate the firm’s purpose to all levels throughout the firm in a clear
and consistent tone. The more skilled the leadership team is at communication, the higher the
likelihood of the firm’s ability to grow and prosper.

It is also important to note that in some firms where there is not an effective leader there is
typically one or more people behind the scenes calling the shots. Leadership, when handled from
behind the scenes, gnaws the firm’s culture breaking it down. The firm’s purpose is undermined
and its long-term health and well-being is put at significant risk.
WRIGHT
People define leaders in many ways. What is your definition of a leader?
KARDEL
My definition is rather simple: To be a leader, one must have followers. Only when people
follow, can there be a leader. So the most important question becomes: what makes people want
to follow the leader? The Harvard Business Review article titled To Lead, Create a Shared
Vision, reveals what employees look for and admire in a leader. The number one requirement
stated in that article was honesty, and the second, that he or she be forward-thinking. Yet the
article stated that only 3 percent of leaders have the time or the inclination to be forwardthinking. This is where a strong purpose once again comes into play because the firm’s purpose
is what sets the stage for what is coming ahead. With a solid purpose, by default, the stage for its
leaders to be forward-thinking is solidly set in place. The purpose reinforces the conditions that
help to foster successful leaders.
We know that when people feel as if they are a part of a group that provides professional
and personal satisfaction and excitement for the future, they are willing to give more to the
organization than another who is just doing his or her job. And when people are willing to give
more, they tend to take more pride and ownership in their day-to-day work activities. And when
people take more pride of ownership in their jobs, they are looking out for the best interests of
the firm, which has a positive impact on revenue. Every day, people at all levels within an
organization are empowered with numerous actions and decision-making opportunities; the
underlying choice of each is whether or not to follow the leadership provided.
WRIGHT
How do you know if you have a healthy or an unhealthy culture?
KARDEL
A clear diagnosis of the firm’s cultural well-being is absolutely necessary to the
development of any purposeful growth plan. When I walk into the lobby of my client’s offices I
can immediately get a sense of their firm’s culture. The physical environment and working
conditions, the way in which I am greeted, the way in which people interact, the activity in the
hallways, and so on all impact and reflect the firm’s culture. Are the people smiling? Are they
respectful? Are they helpful?
Yet no matter what the firm’s culture, healthy or unhealthy, the step toward success is the
same: managing partners and CEOs must determine the health of the organization by uncovering
the organization’s cultural norms. Internal research provides leadership with key intelligence and
insights that help to guide subsequent actions.
Steve Price, CEO of JAMS, the world’s largest private mediation and arbitration company,
faced this very issue when he took over that company. When he became JAMS leader, I worked
with him to establish the firm’s purpose of building a national firm made of dispute resolution
experts. With a strong leadership team in place, combined with clearly defined roles and

responsibilities, we implemented comprehensive and confidential satisfaction and needs
assessment research on the company’s key constituencies. Those constituencies included JAMS
employees, its mediators and arbitrators (comprised of high profile and highly compensated
judges and lawyers), and the firm’s major clients. The research was scientifically conducted by
an outside neutral party.
The results revealed the key intelligence that clearly identified problems and opportunities,
which then guided the prioritization process relating to JAMS resource allocations and important
next actions. The priorities addressed internal attitudes, behaviors, and capabilities by
constituency and collectively. The intention of each program was to align the firm’s cultural
behaviors with the company’s core purpose and to ensure that over time the firm showed higher
levels of satisfaction and buy-in to the company’s purpose.
The research was conducted every eighteen to twenty-four months and tracked for seven
years. The research numbers were monitored regularly and the results provided Steve Price with
the important advance indicators of the overall progress of its priority initiatives and investments,
as well as the firm’s overall cultural health. As a result, satisfaction numbers increased as did the
company’s profits. Steve Price is on record stating that those research numbers were more
important to him than the financial data he and the CFO pored over every day.
WRIGHT
What are some of the keys areas that research should address?
KARDEL
Typically, the research should provide answers to some of the following:
• Do the people who work at the firm know the firm’s purpose?
• How strong is their commitment to that purpose?
• Do they think that they can benefit from the firm’s successes?
• Do they understand their roles and responsibilities? Are expectations communicated
clearly?
• What percentage of time do they spend on the goal/purpose?
• Do firm members have a strong desire to offer good service to their clients and what is
the level of service satisfaction?
• Is it rewarding to work passionately toward the firm’s purpose?
• How much do the people at the firm like or respect each other?
• What most satisfies or dissatisfies employees and clients?
• How inclined are they to look for a new job or how inclined is the client to look for
another service provider?
• What is the overall satisfaction and/or satisfaction by job function?
The research results provide a clear snapshot of the firm’s cultural strengths and areas of
concerns by constituent grouping as well as by the collective whole. Proper research illuminates
the areas where its constituents are most and/or least satisfied and the level of commitment to the
firm’s purpose. Also revealed are the levels of market share, satisfaction, and perceptions by the
firm’s clients.

In addition to guiding the firm’s strategic priorities, this type of research serves as the
benchmark upon which the firm’s cultural shifts can be measured. At JAMS, we uncovered the
major needs of its staff, clients, and mediators/arbitrators. The research revealed overlapping and
disparate needs relating the skill and satisfaction levels of each of the three constituencies. The
priority initiatives that the firm implemented focused on those areas of overlap. In the case of
JAMS, professional development became the priority starting point and different programs
relating to that priority were implemented for each of the three constituencies.
Since all firms have time and monetary constraints, firms should start by implementing
programs that serve to change the attitudes and behaviors of multiple consistencies
simultaneously. To that end, firm leaders should look to implement a few priority initiatives that
firmly address the overlapping areas of concern between and among constituencies. By using this
model, organizations can prioritize their actions in a way that enable them to get the biggest
return for their time and monetary investments.
Starting Point for Strategic Initiatives
Initiatives within the strategic plan should always be prioritized in the areas where there is
overlap between and among its constituencies.

WRIGHT
One of the steps you listed relates to the firm’s organizational structure. What about the
organizational structure is important?
KARDEL
One of the most important job responsibilities of managing partners or CEOs is to ensure
that the firm’s organizational hierarchy supports the firm’s purpose. If there are holes in the
organizational chart that should be filled, or if there are positions that need to be created or
eliminated, it must be done. There is no getting around a solid floor plan. It is the talent within
that leads to a culture that works collectively to maximize profits.
Once the organizational structure is firmly in place, the next step is to clearly define each
and every position within the organization. Every person’s job description, from the CEO down,
should be clearly written and understood so that expectations, both up and down and between job
functions, are fostered. Specific requirements such as roles, responsibilities, and reporting must
be articulated.

Of equal value, but in my experience missing from many job descriptions, are two key areas
of responsibilities: 1) the expectation of working toward the firm’s stated purpose and 2) the
authority that position holds as it relates to customer service requests and monetary approvals.
Together, these ingredients help to define the cultural norms relating to the behaviors and
attitudes surrounding client service and financial responsibility. In order to ensure profitability,
the firm’s people, at every level, must feel empowered to communicate how they can best help
the firm meet its core purpose and objectives. They must feel that the firm’s culture encourages
creative suggestions for articulating best practices and new and improved ways of performing
their jobs.
In addition to individual job descriptions, the roles and responsibilities of all committees and
owners must be defined. Each committee chair and its members should have a description of its
function and decision-making authority. The purpose is to ensure a process whereby decisions
can be made in a swift and thoughtful manner and the likelihood of infighting is lessened.
When people know what is expected of them and why, they feel empowered to succeed.
They not only want to succeed, but more importantly, they are vested in the firm to succeed.
People at all levels begin to hold themselves accountable for their own actions because their
behaviors can be directly linked to success and failure on a variety of levels. This empowerment
is strongly reinforced when people have a clear understanding of their role and responsibilities
within the firm.
The intention is to create a culture where people feel personally accountable to themselves
and to their colleagues for a job well done. As a cultural norm, people feel that their actions are
recognized and appreciated. When individuals feel appreciated, they tend to exceed performance
expectations. As a result, management, committees, teams, and individuals at all levels feel a
stronger sense of accountability and responsibility for their actions. The end result: A high
standard of job excellence and satisfaction becomes the cultural norm.
WRIGHT
What have you found to be some of the greatest challenges that firms face when creating a
new culture?
KARDEL
One of the strongest forces that shapes a culture is the firm’s communications philosophy
and behaviors throughout the organization. Communication philosophies and behaviors at all
levels are cued from the top and are displayed in meeting formats, electronic communications,
internal social and client gatherings, and so on. The firm’s values such as honesty, loyalty, trust,
and respect can be traced to the leadership’s communication attitudes, behaviors, and
capabilities. Hence, communications either strengthen a firm’s culture or weaken it.
Key indicators of effective communications relate to three key areas. They include:
1. Timing: Are communications prompt and direct?
2. Values: Do communications reinforce the firm’s value? Do they motivate and inspire
toward the firm’s purpose?
3. Opportunity Optimization: Does management take advantage of the numerous
communication opportunities that present themselves in the course of day-to-day
business?

In addition to the above behavioral expectations, it is important to realize that much of what
underlies all communications is invisible. For example, if I were to give you a sheet of paper
with a line drawn down the middle and in the left column asked you to note what you said aloud
during the day and in the right column note what you privately said to yourself, you would find
we all have varying levels of disconnect between what we said, what was heard, and what was
subconsciously muted or oppressed. Over time, if there are multiple disconnects between and
among people within an organization, communication divides and gaps surface thus creating
barriers to a healthy organization.
People are usually unaware of the underlying emotions attached to various topics. And those
underlying emotions vary from person to person and from topic to topic. Yet it is the very
emotional content within any given conversation that drives a person to act or react toward or
away from any given situation. And unfortunately, that emotion is invisible to the naked eye.
As an organizational leader, the goal is to ensure that the invisible emotional connections
between and among the firm’s constituencies is positive and there is an overall collective
intention of mutual success. To do this, leaders must know how to explain the “why behind the
what” so that the emotional connection between what is being said is the same as what is felt and
heard.
When people are given a directive and are then told why and how that directive impacts
them and the organization, mutual trust and understanding is reinforced. As a result, trust
between and among people is being established. The more people understand and trust that there
are well-intentioned reasons behind every request and action, the stronger the emotional
connection to the purpose and, hence, the healthier and stronger the culture.
When the conditions that underlie the firm’s communications are in harmony, messages are
clearly delivered and the beneficial intentions are clear. When messages are clearly understood,
fewer mistakes occur. When fewer mistakes occur, efficiencies are optimized and when
efficiencies are optimized, profitability and overall satisfaction can be at their highest levels.
It’s a repeating circular motion and the firm’s communication philosophy is an important
connector within that circular motion. If communications are trusted and understood, rest assured
that the firm’s culture is moving in a positive direction and the likelihood of revenue gains are at
their highest.
WRIGHT
Will you say more about the three communication philosophies you just mentioned:
timeliness, purposefulness, and opportunity optimization?
KARDEL
The firm’s cultural norms or behaviors surrounding communications can be traced back to
three key ingredients: timelines, values, and opportunities.
Timeliness: The timeliness of communications plays a considerable role in defining a firm’s
culture because communications constantly test the level of trust and respect among its
constituents. Are key messages typically communicated by the firm’s leadership as various
events unfold, or are messages communicated randomly, person-to-person after the fact? In
either case, the message being delivered is either accepted or rejected with varying degrees of
satisfaction and either intended or unintended consequences result. Information that affects
people—no matter what level within an organization—that is communicated in a timely manner
sends a message that the sharing of information is important. Trust and respect are positively

reinforced. If, on the other hand, by common practice, information within an organization is
communicated in an untimely or ineffective manner, misinterpretation or confusion is likely to
surface and trust within the organization is jeopardized.
Communication. Another aspect relating to timeliness has to do with electronic
communications. We all know the dos and don’ts relating to e-mail etiquette, but one common
and detrimental “don’t” relating to timeliness are the ignored e-mails. Take, for example, an
employee who sends an e-mail to a superior or a colleague with a request. As a matter of
common practice, the recipient of the request does not answer the e-mail. When e-mails go
unanswered or are ignored between and among colleagues on a regular basis, the firm’s
communication style can be defined as passive versus direct. The unwritten cultural norm of
disrespect is not only tolerated, but also reinforced.
As a result of disrespectful passive communications, the sender is left guessing and a
communications divide begins to widen. The sender cannot help but feel a sense of rejection on a
very personal level. This may mean that in the future that same person may fear future rejection,
be hesitant to communicate proactively, and/or even begin to dislike their colleague, which can
sometimes be a source of personality conflicts resulting in inefficiencies that waste time and
energy. E-mail can be tricky, but since most communications within firms are now by e-mail, the
accepted way in which the leadership replies to e-mails sets the example for others to follow.
The second key communications characteristic is the firm’s ability to articulate and
exemplify the positive visual symbols that reinforce the firm’s core values and purpose. Do
communications support the message of collective achievements and team work? Are people
appropriately recognized and are personal and group achievements celebrated?
Most people want to do a good job. People want to succeed. They want to surround
themselves with people they like and trust. They want to live a life with integrity and values.
They want to understand their professional purpose. When the firm’s leadership knows how to
effectively reinforce the firm’s core values in the exchange of information, everybody wins.
Articulate purpose: Finally, whether spontaneous or planned, key leaders within the firm
should be skilled at spotting and seizing every opportunity that enables them to articulate the
firm’s collective purpose and how the firm’s intentions can benefit the individual and the whole.
Opportunities such as department or firm-wide meetings, social and client functions, lunchroom,
and even water-cooler gatherings should be seen as important opportunities to reiterate the firm’s
core messages.
The firm’s communications philosophy sets the conditions that define the cultural norms
relating to the actions and reactions within any organization. The firm’s leadership style and
behaviors serve as a model for others to follow. Hence, effective communication, both written
and verbal, is essential to the firm’s success.
WRIGHT
How do you balance the firm’s goals and objectives with the individuals’ goals and
objectives?
KARDEL
There is an interesting balancing act that goes on between the firm’s needs and with those of
the individual. And the key to striking the best balance is to create the conditions that bring out
the best in the individual’s attitudes, behaviors, and core competencies.

First is attitude: Does the individual share in the firm’s cultural core values? The answer to
this question can be traced back to the hiring practices of the firm, and its hiring success can be
measured by the turnover rate within the firm’s talent pool. The key initiative that can stack the
attitude card in the firm’s favor starts with the strength of the firm’s hiring policies and
procedures.
Second is behavior: The key ingredient to balancing the individual’s needs and goals with
those of the firm is to track the percentage of time the individual spends on moving forward the
firm’s purpose and the effectiveness of the firm’s employees in articulating that purpose. A
proper analysis in this area reveals how much pride and ownership individuals possess as it
relates to the firm’s overall success.
Third is to ensure that the individual’s capabilities properly serve his or her job function. Do
they possess the necessary requirements and background necessary to perform? Is additional
training needed to ensure the individual can meet specific job duties? Do employees have the
resources necessary to continually advance the firm’s objectives?
Sometimes the training is job specific and sometimes training needs are cross-departmental.
However, the question remains: is the individual satisfied and how strong is his or her connection
to the organization? This part of the cultural equation requires that the firm have a strong
commitment to its human resources. The firm’s HR policies and procedures are critical to a
healthy culture. Firms with effective hiring practices, appropriate job descriptions, strong
training and development curricula, and forums for integrating the firm’s goals with those of the
individual are poised for success.
WRIGHT
How do you handle people who don’t share in the firm’s purpose?
KARDEL
If a firm enjoys a healthy culture, turnover in personnel is significantly diminished.
However, that is not to say that from time to time personnel mistakes don’t happen along the
way. Mistakes of any kind tell us one thing—a course correction is needed. And the key visible
symbol of a healthy or unhealthy organization is oftentimes revealed in how fast or how slow
course mishaps are spotted and corrected. A harsh but honest dismissal given to an employee or
professional who does not meet the firm’s expectations or cultural norms is a gift to all
constituencies. But, more importantly, the dismissal of underachievers sends an important
message to those who remain within the organization and that message is that the organization
values performance. Accountability to that performance is critical to attracting and keeping
talent. This does not mean that you should dismiss people from the organization harshly, but it
does mean you should dismiss timely, honestly, and respectfully.
No good comes out of keeping people in positions in which they do not thrive or spending
time and money where the good of the whole is not at the essence of a decision. People within
the organization respect a firm whose leaders value its people and whose people value each
other. People want to surround themselves with others who perform and who have their back
because, by protecting someone else’s back, they can rely on their backs being protected.
When internal challenges are resolved with the purposeful growth plan as its backdrop, a
healthy organization gets even stronger. In fact, mistakes made in a healthy culture often lead to
new opportunities that would not have otherwise presented themselves. The firm that optimizes

profits is one that knows how to thrive as a direct result of its mistakes and implements swift
course corrections that can lead to new and oftentimes better opportunities.

WRIGHT
In closing, do you have any final words?
KARDEL
Before any firm can achieve long-term success, it must have the capability to create a
culture that supports the firm’s purpose. Success is only as strong as the people who collectively
can make it all happen. All employees within an organization, no matter what their position or
title, have daily choices of what they can do to lead themselves and others toward the firm’s
intentions. Each and every choice has consequences, both intended and unintended.
In human nature, the collective capacity to be stimulated and motivated is an extremely
powerful force and can move in many directions. When firm leaders understand how to
capitalize on that powerful force they can, in turn, create the conditions that ensure long-term
success.
The process of building a successful firm is a matter of purposeful choice—it cannot be left
to a matter of chance. Whether or not a firm gets what it is looking for depends upon its
willingness to properly evaluate its culture and foster the proper conditions that support success
and revenue growth.
WRIGHT
Thank you, Deana, for sharing your thoughts with us today. This topic gives any CEO or
managing partner much to think about as they lead their organization into the future.
KARDEL
It was truly my pleasure. Thank you.
-
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Jack Canfield
DAVID WRIGHT (WRIGHT)
Today we are talking with Jack Canfield. You probably know him as the founder and cocreator of the New York Times number one bestselling Chicken Soup for the Soul book series. As
of 2006 there are sixty-five titles and eighty million copies in print in over thirty-seven
languages.
Jack’s background includes a BA from Harvard, a master’s from the University of
Massachusetts, and an Honorary Doctorate from the University of Santa Monica. He has been a
high school and university teacher, a workshop facilitator, a psychotherapist, and a leading
authority in the area of self-esteem and personal development.
Jack Canfield, welcome to Mastering the Art of Success.
JACK CANFIELD (CANFIELD)
Thank you, David. It’s great to be with you.
WRIGHT
When I talked with Mark Victor Hansen, he gave you full credit for coming up with the idea
of the Chicken Soup series. Obviously it’s made you an internationally known personality. Other
than recognition, has the series changed you personally and if so, how?
CANFIELD
I would say that it has and I think in a couple of ways. Number one, I read stories all day
long of people who’ve overcome what would feel like insurmountable obstacles. For example,
we just did a book Chicken Soup for the Unsinkable Soul. There’s a story in there about a single
mother with three daughters. She contracted a disease and she had to have both of her hands and
both of her feet amputated. She got prosthetic devices and was able to learn how to use them.
She could cook, drive the car, brush her daughters’ hair, get a job, etc. I read that and I thought,
“God, what would I ever have to complain and whine and moan about?”
At one level it’s just given me a great sense of gratitude and appreciation for everything I
have and it has made me less irritable about the little things.
I think the other thing that’s happened for me personally is my sphere of influence has
changed. By that I mean I was asked, for example, some years ago to be the keynote speaker to
the Women’s Congressional Caucus. The Caucus is a group that includes all women in America
who are members of Congress and who are state senators, governors, and lieutenant governors. I
asked what they wanted me to talk about—what topic.
“Whatever you think we need to know to be better legislators,” was the reply.
I thought, “Wow, they want me to tell them about what laws they should be making and
what would make a better culture.” Well, that wouldn’t have happened if our books hadn’t come
out and I hadn’t become famous. I think I get to play with people at a higher level and have more
influence in the world. That’s important to me because my life purpose is inspiring and
empowering people to live their highest vision so the world works for everybody. I get to do that
on a much bigger level than when I was just a high school teacher back in Chicago.

WRIGHT
I think one of the powerful components of that book series is that you can read a positive
story in just a few minutes and come back and revisit it. I know my daughter has three of the
books and she just reads them interchangeably. Sometimes I go in her bedroom and she’ll be
crying and reading one of them. Other times she’ll be laughing, so they really are “chicken soup
for the soul,” aren’t they?
CANFIELD
They really are. In fact we have four books in the Teenage Soul series now and a new one
coming out at the end of this year. I have a son who’s eleven and he has a twelve-year-old friend
who’s a girl. We have a new book called Chicken Soup for the Teenage Soul and the Tough Stuff.
It’s all about dealing with parents’ divorces, teachers who don’t understand you, boyfriends who
drink and drive, and other issues pertinent to that age group.
I asked my son’s friend, “Why do you like this book?” (It’s our most popular book among
teens right now.) She said, “You know, whenever I’m feeling down I read it and it makes me cry
and I feel better. Some of the stories make me laugh and some of the stories make me feel more
responsible for my life. But basically I just feel like I’m not alone.”
One of the people I work with recently said that the books are like a support group between
the covers of a book—you can read about other peoples’ experiences and realize you’re not the
only one going through something.
WRIGHT
Jack, we’re trying to encourage people in our audience to be better, to live better, and be
more fulfilled by reading about the experiences of our writers. Is there anyone or anything in
your life that has made a difference for you and helped you to become a better person?
CANFIELD
Yes, and we could do ten books just on that. I’m influenced by people all the time. If I were
to go way back I’d have to say one of the key influences in my life was Jesse Jackson when he
was still a minister in Chicago. I was teaching in an all black high school there and I went to
Jesse Jackson’s church with a friend one time. What happened for me was that I saw somebody
with a vision. (This was before Martin Luther King was killed and Jesse was of the lieutenants in
his organization.) I just saw people trying to make the world work better for a certain segment of
the population. I was inspired by that kind of visionary belief that it’s possible to make change.
Later on, John F. Kennedy was a hero of mine. I was very much inspired by him.
Another is a therapist by the name of Robert Resnick. He was my therapist for two years. He
taught me a little formula: E + R = O. It stands for Events + Response = Outcome. He said, “If
you don’t like your outcomes quit blaming the events and start changing your responses.” One of
his favorite phrases was, “If the grass on the other side of the fence looks greener, start watering
your own lawn more.”
I think he helped me get off any kind of self-pity I might have had because I had parents
who were alcoholics. It would have been very easy to blame them for problems I might have
had. They weren’t very successful or rich; I was surrounded by people who were and I felt like,
“God, what if I’d had parents like they had? I could have been a lot better.” He just got me off
that whole notion and made me realize that the hand you were dealt is the hand you’ve got to
play. Take responsibility for who you are and quit complaining and blaming others and get on
with your life. That was a turning point for me.

I’d say the last person who really affected me big-time was a guy named W. Clement Stone
who was a self-made multi-millionaire in Chicago. He taught me that success is not a four-letter
word—it’s nothing to be ashamed of—and you ought to go for it. He said, “The best thing you
can do for the poor is not be one of them.” Be a model for what it is to live a successful life. So I
learned from him the principles of success and that’s what I’ve been teaching now for more than
thirty years.
WRIGHT
He was an entrepreneur in the insurance industry, wasn’t he?
CANFIELD
He was. He had combined insurance. When I worked for him he was worth 600 million
dollars and that was before the dot.com millionaires came along in Silicon Valley. He just knew
more about success. He was a good friend of Napoleon Hill (author of Think and Grow Rich) and
he was a fabulous mentor. I really learned a lot from him.
WRIGHT
I miss some of the men I listened to when I was a young salesman coming up and he was
one of them. Napoleon Hill was another one as was Dr. Peale. All of their writings made me who
I am today. I’m glad I had that opportunity.
CANFIELD
One speaker whose name you probably will remember, Charlie “Tremendous” Jones, says,
“Who we are is a result of the books we read and the people we hang out with.” I think that’s so
true and that’s why I tell people, “If you want to have high self-esteem, hang out with people
who have high self-esteem. If you want to be more spiritual, hang out with spiritual people.”
We’re always telling our children, “Don’t hang out with those kids.” The reason we don’t want
them to is because we know how influential people are with each other. I think we need to give
ourselves the same advice. Who are we hanging out with? We can hang out with them in books,
cassette tapes, CDs, radio shows, and in person.
WRIGHT
One of my favorites was a fellow named Bill Gove from Florida. I talked with him about
three or four years ago. He’s retired now. His mind is still as quick as it ever was. I thought he
was one of the greatest speakers I had ever heard.
What do you think makes up a great mentor? In other words, are there characteristics that
mentors seem to have in common?
CANFIELD
I think there are two obvious ones. I think mentors have to have the time to do it and the
willingness to do it. I also think they need to be people who are doing something you want to do.
W. Clement Stone used to tell me, “If you want to be rich, hang out with rich people. Watch
what they do, eat what they eat, dress the way they dress—try it on.” He wasn’t suggesting that
you give up your authentic self, but he was pointing out that rich people probably have habits
that you don’t have and you should study them.
I always ask salespeople in an organization, “Who are the top two or three in your
organization?” I tell them to start taking them out to lunch and dinner and for a drink and finding

out what they do. Ask them, “What’s your secret?” Nine times out of ten they’ll be willing to tell
you.
This goes back to what we said earlier about asking. I’ll go into corporations and I’ll say,
“Who are the top ten people?” They’ll all tell me and I’ll say, “Did you ever ask them what they
do different than you?”
“No,” they’ll reply.
“Why not?”
“Well, they might not want to tell me.”
“How do you know? Did you ever ask them? All they can do is say no. You’ll be no worse
off than you are now.”
So I think with mentors you just look at people who seem to be living the life you want to
live and achieving the results you want to achieve.
What we say in our book is when that you approach a mentor they’re probably busy and
successful and so they haven’t got a lot of time. Just ask, “Can I talk to you for ten minutes every
month?” If I know it’s only going to be ten minutes I’ll probably say yes. The neat thing is if I
like you I’ll always give you more than ten minutes, but that ten minutes gets you in the door.
WRIGHT
In the future are there any more Jack Canfield books authored singularly?
CANFIELD
One of my books includes the formula I mentioned earlier: E + R = O. I just felt I wanted to
get that out there because every time I give a speech and I talk about that the whole room gets so
quiet you could hear a pin drop—I can tell people are really getting value.
Then I’m going to do a series of books on the principles of success. I’ve got about 150 of
them that I’ve identified over the years. I have a book down the road I want to do that’s called
No More Put-Downs, which is a book probably aimed mostly at parents, teachers, and managers.
There’s a culture we have now of put-down humor. Whether it’s Married . . . with Children or
All in the Family, there’s that characteristic of macho put-down humor. There’s research now
showing how bad it is for kids’ self-esteem when the coaches do it, so I want to get that message
out there as well.
WRIGHT
It’s really not that funny, is it?
CANFIELD
No, we’ll laugh it off because we don’t want to look like we’re a wimp but underneath we’re
hurt. The research now shows that you’re better off breaking a child’s bones than you are
breaking his or her spirit. A bone will heal much more quickly than their emotional spirit will.
WRIGHT
I remember recently reading a survey where people listed the top five people who had
influenced them. I’ve tried it on a couple of groups at church and in other places. In my case, and
in the survey, approximately three out of the top five are always teachers. I wonder if that’s
going to be the same in the next decade.
CANFIELD

I think that’s probably because as children we’re at our most formative years. We actually
spend more time with our teachers than we do with our parents. Research shows that the average
parent only interacts verbally with each of their children only about eight and a half minutes a
day. Yet at school they’re interacting with their teachers for anywhere from six to eight hours
depending on how long the school day is, including coaches, chorus directors, etc.
I think that in almost everybody’s life there’s been that one teacher who loved him or her as
a human being—an individual—not just one of the many students the teacher was supposed to
fill full of History and English. That teacher believed in you and inspired you.
Les Brown is one of the great motivational speakers in the world. If it hadn’t been for one
teacher who said, “I think you can do more than be in a special education class. I think you’re the
one,” he’d probably still be cutting grass in the median strip of the highways in Florida instead of
being a $35,000-a-talk speaker.
WRIGHT
I had a conversation one time with Les. He told me about this wonderful teacher who
discovered Les was dyslexic. Everybody else called him dumb and this one lady just took him
under her wing and had him tested. His entire life changed because of her interest in him.
CANFIELD
I’m on the board of advisors of the Dyslexic Awareness Resource Center here in Santa
Barbara. The reason is because I taught high school and had a lot of kids who were called “atrisk”—kids who would end up in gangs and so forth.
What we found over and over was that about 78 percent of all the kids in the juvenile
detention centers in Chicago were kids who had learning disabilities—primarily dyslexia—but
there were others as well. They were never diagnosed and they weren’t doing well in school so
they’d drop out. As soon as a student drops out of school he or she becomes subject to the
influence of gangs and other kinds of criminal and drug linked activities. If these kids had been
diagnosed earlier we’d have been able to get rid of a large amount of the juvenile crime in
America because there are a lot of really good programs that can teach dyslexics to read and
excel in school.
WRIGHT
My wife is a teacher and she brings home stories that are heartbreaking about parents not
being as concerned with their children as they used to be, or at least not as helpful as they used to
be. Did you find that to be a problem when you were teaching?
CANFIELD
It depends on what kind of district you’re in. If it’s a poor district the parents could be on
drugs, alcoholics, and basically just not available. If you’re in a really high rent district the
parents are not available because they’re both working, coming home tired, they’re jet-setters, or
they’re working late at the office because they’re workaholics. Sometimes it just legitimately
takes two paychecks to pay the rent anymore.
I find that the majority of parents care but often they don’t know what to do. They don’t
know how to discipline their children. They don’t know how to help them with their homework.
They can’t pass on skills that they never acquired themselves.
Unfortunately, the trend tends to be like a chain letter. The people with the least amount of
skills tend to have the most number of children. The other thing is that you get crack babies

(infants born addicted to crack cocaine because of the mother’s addiction). As of this writing, in
Los Angeles one out of every ten babies born is a crack baby.
WRIGHT
That’s unbelievable.
CANFIELD
Yes, and another statistic is that by the time 50 percent of the kids are twelve years old they
have started experimenting with alcohol. I see a lot of that in the Bible belt. The problem is not
the big city, urban designer drugs, but alcoholism.
Another thing you get, unfortunately, is a lot of let’s call it “familial violence”—kids getting
beat up, parents who drink and then explode, child abuse, and sexual abuse. You see a lot of that.
WRIGHT
Most people are fascinated by these television shows about being a survivor. What has been
the greatest comeback that you have made from adversity in your career or in your life?
CANFIELD
You know, it’s funny, I don’t think I’ve had a lot of major failures and setbacks where I had
to start over. My life’s been on an intentional curve. But I do have a lot of challenges. Mark and I
are always setting goals that challenge us. We always say, “The purpose of setting a really big
goal is not so that you can achieve it so much, but it’s who you become in the process of
achieving it.” A friend of mine, Jim Rohn, says, “You want to set goals big enough so that in the
process of achieving them you become someone worth being.”
I think that to be a millionaire is nice but so what? People make the money and then they
lose it. People get the big houses and then they burn down or Silicon Valley goes belly up and all
of a sudden they don’t have a big house anymore. But who you became in the process of learning
how to be successful can never be taken away from you. So what we do is constantly put big
challenges in front of us.
We have a book called Chicken Soup for the Teacher’s Soul. (You’ll have to make sure to
get a copy for your wife.) I was a teacher and a teacher trainer for years. But because of the
success of the Chicken Soup books I haven’t been in the education world that much. I’ve got to
go out and relearn how I market to that world. I met with a Superintendent of Schools. I met with
a guy named Jason Dorsey who’s one of the number one consultants in the world in that area. I
found out who has the bestselling book in that area. I sat down with his wife for a day and talked
about her marketing approaches.
I believe that if you face any kind of adversity, whether it’s losing your job, your spouse
dies, you get divorced, you’re in an accident like Christopher Reeve and become paralyzed, or
whatever, you simply do what you have to do. You find out who’s already handled the problem
and how did they’ve handled it. Then you get the support you need to get through it by their
example. Whether it’s a counselor in your church or you go on a retreat or you read the Bible,
you do something that gives you the support you need to get to the other end.
You also have to know what the end is that you want to have. Do you want to be remarried?
Do you just want to have a job and be a single mom? What is it? If you reach out and ask for
support I think you’ll get help. People really like to help other people. They’re not always
available because sometimes they’re going through problems also; but there’s always someone
with a helping hand.

Often I think we let our pride get in the way. We let our stubbornness get in the way. We let
our belief in how the world should be interfere and get in our way instead of dealing with how
the world is. When we get that out of that way then we can start doing that which we need to do
to get where we need to go.
WRIGHT
If you could have a platform and tell our audience something you feel that would help or
encourage them, what would you say?
CANFIELD
I’d say number one is to believe in yourself, believe in your dreams, and trust your feelings.
I think too many people are trained wrong when they’re little kids. For example, when kids are
mad at their daddy they’re told, “You’re not mad at your Daddy.”
They say, “Gee, I thought I was.”
Or the kid says, “That’s going to hurt,” and the doctor says, “No it’s not.” Then they give
you the shot and it hurts. They say, “See that didn’t hurt, did it?” When that happened to you as a
kid, you started to not trust yourself.
You may have asked your mom, “Are you upset?” and she says, “No,” but she really was.
So you stop learning to trust your perception.
I tell this story over and over. There are hundreds of people I’ve met who’ve come from
upper class families where they make big incomes and the dad’s a doctor. The kid wants to be a
mechanic and work in an auto shop because that’s what he loves. The family says, “That’s
beneath us. You can’t do that.” So the kid ends up being an anesthesiologist killing three people
because he’s not paying attention. What he really wants to do is tinker with cars.
I tell people you’ve got to trust your own feelings, your own motivations, what turns you on,
what you want to do, what makes you feel good, and quit worrying about what other people say,
think, and want for you. Decide what you want for yourself and then do what you need to do to
go about getting it. It takes work.
I read a book a week minimum and at the end of the year I’ve read fifty-two books. We’re
talking about professional books—books on self-help, finances, psychology, parenting, and so
forth. At the end of ten years I’ve read 520 books. That puts me in the top 1 percent of people
knowing important information in this country. But most people are spending their time
watching television.
When I went to work for W. Clement Stone, he told me, “I want you to cut out one hour a
day of television.”
“Okay,” I said, “what do I do with it?”
“Read,” he said.
He told me what kind of books to read. He said, “At the end of a year you’ll have spent 365
hours reading. Divide that by a forty-hour work week and that’s nine and a half weeks of
education every year.”
I thought, “Wow, that’s two months.” It was like going back to summer school.
As a result of his advice I have close to 8,000 books in my library. The reason I’m involved
in this book project instead of someone else is that people like me, Jim Rohn, Les Brown, and
you read a lot. We listen to tapes and we go to seminars. That’s why we’re the people with the
information.

I always say that your raise becomes effective when you do. You’ll become more effective
as you gain more skills, more insight, and more knowledge.
WRIGHT
Jack, I have watched your career for a long time and your accomplishments are just
outstanding. But your humanitarian efforts are really what impress me. I think that you’re doing
great things not only in California, but all over the country.
CANFIELD
It’s true. In addition to all of the work we do, we pick one to three charities and we’ve given
away over six million dollars in the last eight years, along with our publisher who matches every
penny we give away. We’ve planted over a million trees in Yosemite National Park. We’ve
bought hundreds of thousands of cataract operations in third world countries. We’ve contributed
to the Red Cross, the Humane Society, and on it goes. It feels like a real blessing to be able to
make that kind of a contribution to the world.
WRIGHT
Today we have been talking with Jack Canfield, founder and co-creator of the Chicken Soup
for the Soul book series. Chicken Soup for the Soul reaches people well beyond the bookstore,
with CD and DVD collections, company-sponsored samplers, greeting cards, children’s
entertainment products, pet food, flowers, and many other products in line with Chicken Soup
for the Soul’s purpose. Chicken Soup for the Soul is currently implementing a plan to expand
into all media by working with television networks on several shows and developing a major
Internet presence dedicated to life improvement, emotional support, and inspiration.
CANFIELD
Another book I’ve written is The Success Principles. In it I share sixty-four principles that
other people and I have utilized to achieve great levels of success.
WRIGHT
I will stand in line to get one of those. Thank you so much being with us.
-
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Alex Aanderud
DAVID WRIGHT (WRIGHT)
Today I’m talking with Alex Aanderud. At twelve years old, Alex listened as his viceprincipal told his parents that he would never graduate from high school. At that point, Alex was
only able to attend school halftime due to medical issues.
He was determined to prove himself. During the next five years he refused to fail. Not only
did he graduate from high school on time, he did so while taking advanced classes at the
University of Oregon. He learned at a young age that it doesn’t matter what people say, anything
is possible. Now, less than fifteen years later, Alex has owned three businesses, is a professional
member of The National Speakers Association, a Founding member of the Association of
Change Management Professionals, and is currently being flown back and forth across the
country solving problems and accomplishing the impossible for a Fortune 500 company.
Alex Aanderud, welcome to Mastering the Art of Success.
ALEX AANDERUD (AANDERUD)
Thank you so much.
WRIGHT
So Alex, I’ve heard you called “The Possibility Coach;” how did you earn that title?
AANDERUD
The short answer is by empowering people. You see, I was raised with the idea that anything
is possible, that the only limitation to what you can accomplish are the limitations of your own
beliefs. I kept finding myself placed on teams that were assigned seemingly insurmountable tasks
with a very short window to get them done. Usually, I joined the team after the project was well
underway. I was able to provide a new set of eyes—a fresh perspective. With all the
opportunities I had to face problems, I became good at finding workarounds or a solution. I got
to a point where I loved it when people said that “it can’t be done.” I saw it as a challenge I was
willing to take. As I worked with others, I started helping them develop their skills and ability to
look at things from a different perspective. Some of my colleagues started to jokingly call me
“The Possibility Coach” and it stuck.
WRIGHT
When did you learn to accomplish the impossible?
AANDERUD
Impossible didn’t exist for me growing up. There is a very slight difference between
impossible and I’m possible. In grammar, it’s an apostrophe and a space. In life it’s your
philosophy and time. Impossible is not determined by the difficulty of the task at hand but the
determination of the hand working the task. I guess what I’m trying to say is, impossible only
exists if you let it.
One Friday, when I was in kindergarten, I was hard at work on a project. St. Patrick’s Day
was on the weekend and I had this great idea to set up a trap to catch a leprechaun. I worked all

day building my trap with the building blocks, but I couldn’t quite figure out the mechanism to
close the trap. Friday afternoon came and I didn’t quite get it finished. I was so upset, I was just
in tears. As a kindergartener, going home that afternoon, I had failed. I hadn’t gotten it done. My
mom comforted me, my teacher comforted me. The whole weekend I kicked myself, knowing I
could have done better.
When I went back to school on Monday, inside of the trap I hadn’t finished, was a nice little
note from a leprechaun, saying, “Hey, better luck next year on the trap. I’m feeling giving, so if
you and your classmates want to play, here is a map to my treasure and you can go get my pot of
gold.” We went on this huge scavenger hunt that lasted all day long. It took us outside enjoying
the nice weather and at the end of the hunt, found a huge pile of those little chocolate coins. It
taught me that even in failure there is success—there is a reward. There is always something you
can learn, some way you can be better. It taught me there is success in trying.
WRIGHT
How would our readers get to the place where they see the opportunities in their trials?
AANDERUD
By switching their approach, or state of mind, from one of effect to one of cause. There is a
huge difference between effect and cause. Let me explain with an example. You’re driving down
the road and the light turns yellow, then red. You slow down and stop at the light, but the driver
behind you doesn’t stop and plows into the back of you. Who’s at fault and who caused the
accident?
WRIGHT
The other driver—the one who hit me.
AANDERUD
That’s what most people say; however, you only gave me one answer and I asked two
questions: “Who’s at fault?” and “Who caused the accident?” This is a great example of coming
from a state of effect; look what happened to me—what happened (my health issues) was out of
my control!
Another approach to choose is a state of cause. If one were coming from a state of cause,
one would be able to recognize that he or she had input into the accident. The person chose to get
into the car, drive that particular route, and stop at that light. The person had input that helped to
cause the accident to occur.
WRIGHT
So what is the difference between fault and cause?
AANDERUD
There are many differences between fault and cause. Fault has a negative emotion tied to it.
It’s more about blame. Usually fault passes control of the situation to another person or external
event. Cause, however, is emotionless. It’s neither good nor bad. It indicates acceptance that
there is input and there is feedback. Everything that has happened in your life, you have had an
input into making happen and you receive feedback from the results. When you have input into
making decisions, you have ownership and the ability to effect change. By receiving or

considering feedback, you have more information on which to base future experiences. It’s very
empowering and humbling when you grasp that idea of cause and effect.
WRIGHT
How so?
AANDERUD
It’s humbling to think you helped cause everything that has happened in your life, but when you
recognize and accept that fact, that you help cause everything in your life, it gives you the ability
to change anything in your life. You have the ability to change success simply by changing how
you define success. By changing your perspective you can change how you view any situation. It
will allow you to see the opportunities in the trials.
A lot of people talk about achieving success. Success exists just outside of your comfort
zone. People make decisions in an instant all the time and the great thing about a decision is that
it only takes an instant to make. If you accept the fact that you had input into your life, you can
make new decisions and change your future. You can define, and thus control, your own success.
WRIGHT
This book is titled Mastering the Art of Success; How do you define success?
AANDERUD
For me, success is a mixture of contentment and ambition. It’s being happy with where you
are and striving to be better. It’s not an end, it’s a journey—it’s a compilation of experiences.
When you’re in that place where you’re both content and striving to improve yourself, that
defining moment is when you experience success. With this definition, I can experience success
each and every day.
One of my favorite concepts, from a seminar I attended, was about the point of
“nevertheless.” At “nevertheless”—the point of decision where you feel like you’re going to
break—you draw a line. It’s that line right there and your decision at that point that defines your
success. It’s at the point of nevertheless where we decide our destiny.
WRIGHT
Have you always seen yourself as successful?
AANDERUD
I’d have to say no. When I was younger, I didn’t understand what success was. Success, to
me, was an end. You get success when you finish your goal. For example, as a young soccer
player, success was winning the game. It wasn’t about building teamwork or becoming a better
player. It was not about the journey.
The problem with this perspective is that most of my life, whenever I got close to achieving
success, I would set a new goal. So I never saw myself achieve success. Over the years, however,
my understanding of success has changed. As I continue to learn, I continue to grow. I started to
appreciate many of the successes I hadn’t allowed myself to see. I started to come from a place
of gratitude, really appreciating what life had to offer.
The more we come from a place of gratitude, the more we recognize the small successes.
When you start to appreciate the small successes, you begin to understand how successful you

are. Success is the smile of the friend, the laughter of your grandmother, the jokes of your coworkers. It’s the opportunity to go to a movie and fall into the film. It’s walking down the street,
feeling the breeze and the sunshine simultaneously. All of those are successes.
I haven’t always seen myself as successful, but I’ve learned that each and every person
experiences success throughout the individual’s life if he or she is willing to allow themselves to
see it.
WRIGHT
How did you get to the place where you were able to see all of those small successes?
AANDERUD
There were so many times when I felt that I was alone and just about to give up, as when I
was sitting in the room listening to the teachers and the vice principal talking to my parents about
all the stuff I had failed to do. The vice principal looked at my parents as though I wasn’t even in
the room and said, “Your son will never graduate high school.” I had hit a low.
J. K. Rowling has an expression I love: “Rock bottom is the foundation on which I built my
future.” When we went home, my mom took me aside and told me I had to make a decision—
was I going to let what other people thought determine how I viewed myself?
Years later, I was serving as the State Junior Councilor for Oregon DeMolay. I was on my
way, I had made it. Okay, I had let my title go to my head. I had stopped focusing on the guys
and focused on me. I had a very humbling experience when elections came for State Senior
Councilor. The vote was called: Alex . . . Travis . . . Travis . . . Travis . . . Travis . . . I was
elected out of the line. The other guy had won. I was so hurt, I was fuming. One of my advisors
took me aside and gave me the same advice my mom gave me, phrased a little differently. Was I
going to let the fact that I did not have a title prevent me from making a difference? Was I doing
it for the title or was I doing it to make a difference?
There is a Hawaiian word or idea called pono. Pono is being right with yourself. In order to
really achieve success, you have to get to the place where you are right with yourself and content
with your life. You must become pono!
We’ve all made mistakes in our lives and it’s not the mistakes that we need to focus on. To
get to the place where we see the small successes, we need to focus on what we’ve learned from
those mistakes. Each mistake we’ve made helps make us who we are today; they’ve helped us
achieve all that we’ve become.
Darius Rucker has a song called “This” that says, “For every stoplight I didn’t make, every
chance I didn’t take . . . it lead me here to this . . .” Those moments that, in the moment we regret
or get upset about, lead us to the life we have now. When you recognize and appreciate all the
successes you have in your life, you start to appreciate all the failures you have had because
they’ve helped bring you to those successes.
The year after I was elected out of the line, I worked harder than I had ever worked before.
That year, Oregon DeMolay brought in more than fifty members, we opened multiple chapters,
and grew closer as friends. The next year, the members gave me the chance to serve them as the
State Master Councilor. You know, my mom was right. Other people don’t determine what you
do or how you see yourself, you do. I guess I made the decision that if I could choose how I
viewed myself, I could choose how I saw anything.
WRIGHT

So why do you think people struggle so much with seeing success?
AANDERUD
People focus on what they don’t want instead of focusing on what they do want. One of the
things we talk about in NeuroLinguistic Programming, or NLP, is setting goals with “movetoward” values instead of “move-away-from.”
A great way to illustrate this is to imagine you have two magnets with opposite polarity.
You put them close to each other and they pull together. The closer you get, the more they pull.
With a move-toward goal, the closer you get the more drive or pull you have to achieve that goal.
If you set your goals as move-toward, you’re more likely to achieve a high level of success.
Many people, however, set their goals based on move-away-from values. When someone
says, “I don’t want to be fat,” that is what he or she focuses on—being fat. This may drive people
to begin with, but the more weight they lose, the further away they get away from their driving
force—their goal. This is why so many people bounce back. Like magnets with similar polarity
that are pushing away from each other, once they get far enough away there’s no “push,”
People who set their goal and intention that they want to be healthy, they want to be fit, the
closer they get to their goal, the more drive they have, the more they exercise, the more they eat
right. The closer they are to accomplishing their goal, the more ambitious they become. We need
to be careful where we set our intentions and our attention. In order to achieve success, one must
set goals based on move-toward values.
WRIGHT
How do you know if your goal is a move-away-from or a move-toward?
AANDERUD
You have to look at the feelings you associate with your goal. Are you driven by the desire
to achieve the feelings your goal will bring you, the feelings you get when visualizing your goal,
or are you driven to achieve your goal to get rid of the feelings you currently have and don’t
want?
When I started working in my first career, I was working on a project that was behind and
overtime hours were whatever you were willing to work—and I was willing! Within the first
seven months I had almost doubled my annual salary. I thought money would never be a
problem again. I got approved for almost $45,000 in credit and I bought a new car that came with
outrageous insurance payments. I took on the cell phone bills for friends and family to “help
out,” I thought I was untouchable.
That money was mine and I felt like I deserved it. I was confident the money would always
be there to pay my bills. Then, one day, it wasn’t. Just a year or so later, all that money I thought
would be there, I thought I deserved, I thought was mine for the taking, disappeared—almost
overnight. I had accumulated more than $30,000 in debt and after looking for work for the next
month, all I could find was a minimum wage job.
I was so far upside down in my new car that I couldn’t even afford to sell it. My dad actually
offered to, and did, pay more than $8,000 just so I could sell the car and get a car I could afford
to keep, maintain, insure, and drive. Not long at this new job, even the car insurance got to be too
much. I gave up driving and bought a bus pass. It was now taking me more than three and a half
hours to get to and from work each day. The money was not coming in as fast as it was going
out, so I decided to get a second job. I had to get rid of this feeling. I had to!

Move-away-froms can be strong drivers to create initial action. I was at a point where, even
working two jobs, I could not pay my bills. I went to a place for credit counseling. The counselor
I met with told me I qualified for bankruptcy and was close to qualifying for a debt management
plan if only I made just a little bit more money. I was not declaring bankruptcy! I went out,
interviewed, and was hired to work at a third job. I didn’t know how I was going to do it, but I
was desperate.
The day I got hired at my third job, I got one of the greatest gifts I I have ever received—I
received a call offering me my old job back. The overtime was down and so was my salary, but it
was more than enough. I was signed up on the debt management plan and my interest rates and
payments decreased enough that I could quit my other jobs and go back to one job with some
overtime.
Getting my old job back helped alleviate the stress and the feelings I had. I was careful with
my money but during the next year and a half I only paid off about $3,000 of my debts. Then my
life changed. When the next check cleared, after the $3,000, one of my debt accounts closed—I
had paid off the first of many debts! I was elated. It was an early Christmas present to myself and
it felt great. I wanted more of that feeling and I set a new goal. I was going to close my debt
management plan. I tightened my belt and started paying a little extra each month. The next debt
closed and the money from that rolled to the next, and my “little” extra got a little extra
funding—the next debt closed. I was getting there.
The first year and a half my credit cards were closed and debts were being paid back, I paid
off about $3,000. At that time I was focused. I did not want to declare bankruptcy. After I paid
off my first debt, I experienced a feeling I wanted to have more of; I was focused. I started the
new year with just a bit more than $27,000 of debt. With each debt I paid off, the closer I felt I
was to my goal, the stronger the feeling became, and the more I was driven to get there. During
the next thirteen months, I had successfully paid off my debt management plan. The first year, I
paid off about $3,000 and in the last thirteen months I paid off over $27,000.
The most important part of any goal is not the image you see, but how you hold it in your
heart. Your future is not fulfilled by the vision you see, but by the emotions you feel. The
emotions you feel drive the creation of your future.
WRIGHT
If you can reflect back when you were twelve years old and your vice principal was telling
your parents that you would never graduate from high school, what did you do to prove him
wrong? What steps did you take?
AANDERUD
I guess that was the day I learned a valuable lesson—I realized that I get to decide who I am.
It wasn’t something I did, it was the philosophy I took away from the experience itself. When I
joined DeMolay I went through what they called initiation. It is a ceremony where you sit down,
are asked to repeat vows, and you become part of the fraternity.
I was sitting there, and one young man said, “You will kneel on both knees.” I knelt on my
knees. I was then asked to “place both hands on the Holy Bible” and I did that. I’m looking up at
this guy, surrounded by all of the young men who belonged to this local DeMolay Chapter
dressed in suits, looking sharp. Then he says, do you promise to be a good son, a loyal friend,
somebody who will always be there for other people; to do right to the best of your ability; to be

all that you can be? I watched him and it wasn’t just the words he was saying it was the emotion
he put into it, and I knew someday I wanted to achieve that—I wanted to be something more.
The only time a tree stops growing is when it starts to die. We’re the same way. If you want
to be something more than others think you are, you have the ability to do it. You just have to
believe in yourself. Go for it and continue to grow.
WRIGHT
So what is the best way you know how to achieve success?
AANDERUD
To recognize you’ve achieved it. You have to change your philosophy and give yourself
credit for all you’ve already accomplished. Too often people look at what they haven’t
accomplished and let that determine their value. In order to reach that state where you feel
successful, you have to look at all you have accomplished and all the lives you have touched.
WRIGHT
If there were some kids sitting out in a school room today with the feeling that they weren’t
living up to their potential and everybody was against them, what would you say to those kids?
AANDERUD
Look into your heart. What do you want to do with your life? What do you want to be able
to give? Who do you want to become? Know you can become anything you want to be. The
impossible is done each and every day. All you have to do is set your goals and work on
becoming the person who can achieve those goals. Have faith and believe in yourself. Success
exists just outside of your comfort zone. Live outside your comfort zone, live for success, and
accomplish the impossible.
WRIGHT
Well, what a great conversation, Alex, I appreciate your time to answer all these questions.
It’s been extremely interesting and I know that it’s going to be a great chapter for our book.
AANDERUD
My hope for this chapter, along with the others in this book, is to ignite a spark. As readers it
is your job to feed that spark and let it grow. If you let the ideas in this book take hold, they will
be like a fire sweeping a mountainside—more powerful than you can ever imagine.
WRIGHT
Today I have been talking with Alex Aanderud. Alex learned at a young age that it doesn’t
matter what people say, anything is possible.
Alex, I want to thank you so much for being with us today on Mastering the Art of Success.
-
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DAVID WRIGHT (WRIGHT)
Today I’m talking with Andrea Michaels, President of Extraordinary Events. She is the
winner of more than thirty-five Special Event Gala Awards and the first inductee into The
Special Event Industry Hall of Fame. She is a winner of two Site Crystal Awards, an MPI Global
Paragon Award, EIBTM International Awards, and a slew of other recognitions. All accolades
are for impeccable and innovative meetings and events that include international roadshows for
BMW, Mercedes, Hong Kong Tourism Board, and many others of distinction.
Her seminars on Creativity, The Profitability of Doing Business, Stress Management, and
Anatomy of an Event have earned her international kudos. In summation, she sets the trends that
others follow. Her autobiographical book, Reflections of a Successful Wallflower: Lessons in
Life, Lessons in Business, was published in March 2010. Another book co-authored with Deepak
Chopra and Jack Canfield, Stepping Stones to Success, was recently published as well as a
motivational business book, Yes You Can, with authors Dr. Warren Bennis, Jim Rohn, and
others.
Andrea Michaels, welcome to Mastering the Art of Success.
ANDREA MICHAELS (MICHAELS)
Thank you, and I can add an award that has a lot to do with mastering the art of success. We
just recently won an award for a marketing and public relations campaign for the new Mini
Countryman, and though there were hundreds of entries in about thirty different categories, we
also won what was called “Best in Show.” So with Samsung, Nokia, IBM, Mattel, and all kinds
of people who won individual awards, ours came out as the Outstanding Event of all of them.
For the purpose of this book, I call this an object lesson in how we really did “master” the art of
success through embracing innovations and stepping out of our comfort zone to do business in a
new way.
WRIGHT
Well congratulations.
Twenty-first century business ethics guru W. T. McKibben says in his book, Play Nice
Make Money, that history and current practice show that business leaders who put making
money last and work for the good of all make the most money. Do you agree, and if so why?
MICHAELS
I agree, and I disagree. I think it’s an ideal; I look at Steve Jobs, and I think, “Was it all
about money?” I look at the success of Bill Gates, and I ask the same question. I don’t think it’s
necessarily a choice between money or good. That’s like asking whether the chicken or the egg
comes first. Does it start with making money so you have enough money to do some good? Or
does it start with a dream of doing good and hoping that you have enough money to do so?
I think that sometimes it’s about a dream and bringing the dream into reality. If Bill Gates
had not created a business environment that provided so much money, could he have done so
much good with it? Along with his dreams for Microsoft, he must have also been dreaming of
what needed to be done to make the world a better place. Then when the time was right, he acted

on it. I think that it is that ability to imagine what can be done and then do it that is the ultimate
mastering of success.
I have certainly come into contact with people who make huge amounts of money and don’t
seem to do anything very philanthropic with it. So I don’t know if there is a clear answer. In
thinking through history, my idol is Queen Elizabeth I. I don’t think that she was necessarily
about doing good unless it was for the good of her people. Her coffers were continuously empty,
so her idea of how to make money was sending people on expeditions, finding new places in the
world, and conquering other countries. Was that doing good?
How do personal integrity and ethics play a part in your business?
WRIGHT
How do personal integrity and ethics play a part in your business?
MICHAELS
They are 100 percent of our business. To me, the most important thing is honesty and
integrity and a sense of great ethics that will never vary, no matter what is asked of you. It can be
tempting sometimes to just give a little white lie here and there to make things easier. I don’t
believe in that. So, for myself and everybody around me, including all my employees, I would
never consider myself a business success if integrity, ethics, and honesty faltered—ever.
WRIGHT
Will you give our readers an example or two of some ethical dilemmas you faced on your
road to success?
MICHAELS
Oh yes I can. But I’d be using up all the chapters in this book, which is why I wrote
Reflections of A Successful Wallflower. It has all those ethical conundrums in it.
Many years ago, I wanted to bring a major piece of business to a downtown hotel in Los
Angeles. The person I had to deal with suggested to me that I could book the business, and quote
my client one price but in actuality he would charge me another price. When the job was over I
could bring him the difference in a brown paper bag. He indicated if I did that he would secure
the space, otherwise he wouldn’t. When I showed some obvious reluctance he even suggested
splitting the contents of that paper bag. That’s one prime example. Let me note here that
commissions and kick-backs are a big ethical dilemma in my industry, as I’m sure they are in
many others.
Another example is being asked to hide my presence as an individual and as a company
because I’m a third party and to pretend that I’m an employee of someone else. In other words,
ABC Travel Company hires Extraordinary Events, says we cannot give out business cards but
must pretend to be an employee of ABC Company.
I give you yet another example. You are asked to bid on a job, and your client (who might
be a friend or just want you to win the business) offers to show you your competitors’ proposals
and budgets so you can beat their prices.
WRIGHT
So how did you resolve those dilemmas?

MICHAELS
In the first case, I refused. I indicated if the only way I could secure the space was to go
through the General Manager of the hotel then I would do so. I nicely explained to my contact
that he represented his hotel and his job was to secure business, but not in this manner. I smiled
and said I understood that perhaps others would envision his suggestion as a nice profit center
and be willing to share it with him, but I wasn’t willing to do so because it wasn’t fair to my
client. The perception that I would go to the General Manager was threatening enough, and I got
the space with nothing more said on the matter. We both knew this wasn’t an isolated incident.
For the second one, I refused as well. After my many years of success in the industry, the
likelihood of anyone believing that I suddenly was an employee of the ABC Travel Company
would have been absurd. And like all lies, eventually the truth would come out.
For the last example, all I can say is that I would not think highly of myself if I were to look
at anyone else’s work for the sake of winning a piece of business. I would not want anyone doing
this to me, so I could never do it to them.
WRIGHT
Do you have an ethical or moral code that you follow in your business?
MICHAELS
Tell the truth.
WRIGHT
That’s a pretty good code.
MICHAELS
What are the repercussions if you don’t—what do you want to teach to your children? Why
is it any different than what you teach your employees and your vendors and anybody around
you, and what you ask of your clients? It’s such a simple statement: Just tell me the truth.
For example, a few years ago, I was working with a $2 million budget for a show for a
corporate client. During the show, we had eight generators in a park in Chicago, and all eight
blew out at the same time. There was no way to start our show. We had no idea if we were going
to get the generators up and running and if we could, how long it might take?
I immediately told the client, here is the dilemma, here’s what we’re going to do, here’s how
we’re going to handle it, but I can’t tell you right now how long it will take. However, I want
you to be aware of it. My solution was to offer to open the bar for all three thousand guests, and
pay for that expense. The outcome? The clients were very happy, the show got up and running,
and it only took a half hour. My point? Instead of making excuses or giving misinformation, just
be upfront and tell the truth. That’s the way you earn respect. Lies always come back to haunt
you. Most people can’t remember exactly what they said when they lie, but you can always
remember the truth.
WRIGHT
Because the right thing to do is not always the easiest way, how do you ensure that your
employees do the right thing?
MICHAELS

I try to lead by example, and we talk about honesty and integrity internally all the time.
Frankly, this keeps me on track. Sometimes it’s tempting to take the easy way out, but I resist. I
always tell everyone to tell the truth, but, never tell people the problem only, tell them the
problem with the proposed solution. That way it’s palatable.
WRIGHT
Oh, yes, if you leave it up to them to think about solving the problem, you’re dead in the
water.
MICHAELS
There are always solutions; very few things are totally insurmountable. People tend to dwell
on problems and just beat them into the ground, but there is no point in doing that. Just identify
the problem, think of solutions, and move forward.
WRIGHT
Do you have admirable business ethics or integrity principles that you share with them—
how do you teach ethics?
MICHAELS
I don’t hire people that I know to be unethical. We’re a small industry even though the
hospitality industry is large monetarily. Word gets around, and there are some pretty (I’m trying
to think of a tactful way to put this) scummy people in this industry just as in many others. Run
from them like the plague.
When I interview people, I touch upon ethics in a variety of ways by giving them situations
and asking them how they would handle them.
If I see that their idea is to make excuses or point the finger at someone else or that they just
stare at me like deer in the headlights, those are not people I want to be part of my team. Ask a
person why he or she left his or her last job and if the person badmouths the former employer,
you don’t want this person as a hire because you’ll be the next victim.
Ask salespeople how many former clients they can bring with them, and if they name any,
don’t hire those potential employees. You may gain clients, but you’ll be sure to lose many of
your own when these kinds of applicants leave you, and they will.
Ask about how a prospective employee’s former company did anything that you might
consider confidential, and if he or she tells you, don’t hire that candidate. He’ll do the same when
he leaves your employ.
By the time a person actually gets a job with my company, those things are not an issue. We
continuously talk about those things when we have our staff meetings: What are good behaviors?
What are different ways of telling vendors or telling clients about challenges? How do you say
no to a client who is trying to do something impossible?
We work a lot on communication skills, which can bring ethics to the fore in a way that they
are palatable. We talk about not hiding costs—it’s a transparent industry nowadays, don’t steal
ideas, and don’t do anything underhanded to your competitors because they may be your clients
in the future. The very person who is your vendor could potentially be the person who can give
you your next job. Respect everybody and stay away from people you know don’t do a good job
or who are schemers.

And, you can judge a person by his or her behavior. My good friend, John Daly, gives a
classic example of how he interviews future hires. He takes them out for a meal and watches how
they treat the waiter and even the busboy. If they are demanding, dismissive, or rude, he knows
they will treat vendors the same way. Interesting way of interviewing, I think.
WRIGHT
Because you work internationally, have you found that there are ethical variations from
country to country, and if so, would you give us some examples?
MICHAELS
Oh yes. Yes, for sure. Time has different meanings in different countries and, though this
may not seem like an ethical situation, in a way it is. When in Asia in particular, people work
24/7. If there is a project, they sleep on the floor in their offices; we don’t do that here. So when
your Asian client tells you he needs something right away, that means you’re supposed to get it
no matter what, no matter how. It’s a matter of interpretation. We deal with it by making very
clear on the front end that we will do the best we can to get information to them. We define their
timeline by our terms realistically. Then they have a choice whether to work with us or not. We
never promise what we know we can’t deliver.
In the same way, when working with Asia, “yes” doesn’t mean what we know to be yes. Yes
just means, “I’ve heard you”—it does not mean an agreement. Contracts don’t mean the same
thing. What to us is a binding contract, in Asia I’ve found is a point of negotiation, and those are
very, very different models.
Now, on the other end, Latin American countries are just the opposite. Our timeline is not
their timeline if it interferes with a long lunch at home or time with their families. Priorities are
different. So it’s the opposite problem of Asia. A starting time of nine o’clock means maybe
nine-thirty or ten; again it’s very, very different.
Interpretations of what is real are very different in varying cultures. It’s not up to me to
judge them—I just need to respect them as well as understand them.
As I have worked in many different parts of the world, I have found that someone can look
me straight in the face and give me an answer and it has no bearing to reality whatsoever. “When
can I expect to see a proposal for my stage set?” The answer might be “mañana,” which a friend
of mine from Mexico defined as meaning “not today.” What it does mean is I will get it to you as
soon as I can.
How do I deal with that? I learn, I question, I accept, and I know in advance what the
challenges might be and find a way to work within them. For instance, when I work in Asia I
outline very carefully what I can and can’t do. For instance, in Japan, I do know that it’s a very
hierarchal society and the people with whom I’m working don’t want their boss angry at them
because they know it’s not acceptable for them to ever say no to their boss. As a result we have
to find ways of working within that framework when we know they are asking for things that
truly can’t be done. We have to present them in such a way that when they go back to their
bosses they have an acceptable way of communicating “no” but not by saying “no.”
I’ll tell you a classic story as an example. We were doing an event in a theater-like situation.
My client from Japan said he wanted a blimp with their company logo on it to fly through the
theater. I thought he meant one of these cute little inflatable blimps, so I said, “No problem; I’ll
send you a picture, and you tell me what you want on it.”
He called me back and said, “No, no, no. I want a blimp.”

I asked him to give me an example of what he meant by “blimp,” and he said Goodyear! The
Goodyear blimp is three times the size of the theater, and I said, “As much as I would like to
provide this for you, we can’t. It won’t fit.”
Well, apparently the boss wanted it and my client could not say no to his boss, so I started
figuring out what we could say that might work. I finally explained after about three weeks of
conversation that the FAA (and I did go to the FAA) will not allow the Goodyear blimp to fly
into this theatre—the FAA is under the supervision of the U.S. President who is chief of all
governmental agencies, therefore, this could not happen.
“Oh,” he responded, “if President Clinton says we cannot do it, then we cannot do it.” It was
simply finding a way to communicate through their cultural standards and not just ours.
WRIGHT
If you could describe how you maintained integrity while you searched for success in one
sentence, what would it be?
MICHAELS
I steadfastly held to what I believed to be right and honorable and respectful of everyone
around me.
WRIGHT
That’s great.
With many generations in business at the same time, how does this affect ethics and
integrity? Are the standards the same or have they changed?
MICHAELS
I think standards are the same but values are different. Communication styles are different.
The speed of communication is different. Today people communicate with what I’m going to say
is the written word but what I actually mean is the texted word, including the acronyms. There’s
an expectation of immediate response for everything and to everything. Somewhere along the
line misunderstandings can occur more easily because the nuances and the specifics can never be
Tweeted. So I do think it’s different today yet the reality is still honesty and respect for other
people.
I think that the respect for personal time and personal space has gone somewhat down the
drain—people sleep with their smartphones and answer them 24/7.
WRIGHT
I get away with not answering mine at night because I put it on battery charge.
MICHAELS
Well, people are always asking me, “I texted you in the middle of the night and you didn’t
answer.” You’re right, yes, that’s true. I do not keep my cell phone by my bed; and I’m never
going to!
Back to a former point about the differences in communication. When you ask an employee
to call someone with a question, and a little while later you ask what the result of the
conversation was, the response might be, “I texted them.” That’s not the same thing. So what
does “call” mean to this newest generation? To me, it means “talk with,” but not to them. So

that’s different. Communication styles have really changed and just the access to so much
information overloads everyone. I can find out things about people in an instant that before I
would have had to hire a private detective to accomplish.
WRIGHT
That’s right. Now you can go on Facebook.
MICHAELS
Absolutely. Business and personal have blended together in such a way that before I ever
hire anybody I look at his or her Facebook page. If the Facebook page illustrates the person
partying at three o’clock in the morning, half-dressed in some club, that’s not the kind of
employee I’m looking for. I also can see who the applicant’s friends are. When you talk about
honesty and integrity, I do not want the inner workings of my company posted on Facebook. So
if someone is having a disagreement with someone else in the company, I don’t want the world
to know about it.
Maybe this relates to your previous question about ethics and integrity. In today’s world,
some do not see it as unethical to do that. Telling the world everything you do from what you
had for breakfast to who you sleep with seems to be okay for Facebook. The sense of privacy I
think is gone with the younger generation, or at least much of it is.
For example, “OMG, three centerpieces weren’t delivered at tonight’s event,” in real time,
goes out to the world. I don’t consider it ethical for my company to share that. The fact that the
three centerpieces arrived an hour later because they were on another truck might not make it to
FB. So, yes, I think standards are very definitely different; although, it is no longer generational
because the young generation has taught the older generations to FB, to Tweet, and then given
them permission to do so. So we have learned from them.
WRIGHT
About the three centerpieces—if I read that on Facebook, I would hook you in with that
incompetency, but you didn’t get the opportunity to tell me how you solved the problem with
imagination and creativity.
MICHAELS
Exactly, and that’s just an example. That specifically has not happened, but, particularly
with Twitter, the messages you send out in real time are blasted to bazillions of people. Are they
really necessary if they are involving company business? No they’re really not. And they are not
appropriate.
WRIGHT
This leads me to the question: with so much information available on social media, how
does this affect integrity in business when business life and personal life so often blend together?
MICHAELS
It truthfully has an enormous effect. There was an interesting question raised actually on
LinkedIn or Facebook or one of those about a year ago where the question was asked, “How
seriously do you take a complaint that you have read about a particular company if it’s posted?”

The reactions were very interesting. They went all the way from, “I would never work with
them” to “I would chalk it up to some publicity is better than no publicity.”
How easy it is to damage a reputation unnecessarily. If one person at a meeting says, “I
don’t understand a single word the speaker is saying,” and it goes out in real time to thousands,
how damaging is that to the speaker when it might not be reality—maybe it’s the person
listening. I think that these kinds of communications have changed things and not always for the
better because they are not used wisely much of the time.
WRIGHT
It took me a while to get my youngest daughter off Facebook. She’s in her master’s program
in education and will start teaching or be eligible in about four months. She’ll get her master’s in
about four months. As a friend on Facebook she had a friend she’d grown up with in high school
who had an extremely foul mouth. This friend didn’t mind sharing it on Facebook. So anyone
could look up my daughter’s Facebook and read many comments with her friend who was using
unsavory language. You and I know that this goes straight to HR when she goes into the job
market. I told her that she needs to jerk that off.
MICHAELS
I just think that’s awful.
WRIGHT
And it wasn’t my daughter doing it. But just one of her friends using that kind of language is
just bad taste. It could be judged as birds of a feather flock together.
MICHAELS
No kidding.
WRIGHT
Well, this certainly has been an interesting conversation. Your observations are to the point,
and I think they’re truly needed. This is going to be a great chapter for the book, and I do
appreciate your being in it. You have so much to add to the subject.
MICHAELS
Because you just brought up your daughter in teaching, I want to mention that I teach a class
at the University of California twice a year for people to get a certificate in event planning. One
of the topics I address heavily is ethics and integrity because without it you cannot be effective in
this field. I want to know that the people I am teaching are not only learning logistics and
technical terms, but they’re learning the right way of delivering all of those things, therefore it
has become a very important part of the course.
WRIGHT
I appreciate all the time you’ve taken with me to answer these questions. As I said, I have
learned a lot, and I’m sure our readers will also.
MICHAELS
Thank you so very much. It was a pleasure to talk with you.

WRIGHT
Today I have been talking with Andrea Michaels. Her seminars on Creativity, The
Profitability of Doing Business, and Anatomy of an Event have earned her international
recognition. Andrea sets the trends that others follow.
Andrea, thank you so much for being with us today on Mastering the Art of Success.
MICHAELS
Thank you so much.
-
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DAVID WRIGHT (WRIGHT)
Today I’m talking with Ron Kitchens. Ron is the Chief Executive Officer of the Southwest
Michigan First Group of Companies, a best-selling author whose works include Community
Capitalism: Lessons from Kalamazoo and Beyond, a nationally sought-after speaker to business
and professional groups, and a leader of highly motivated and engaged teams.
Ron’s teams have been recognized by the Wall Street Journal, Winning Workplaces, Fast
Company magazine and Best and Brightest Companies for their excellence, leadership, and
professionalism. Throughout his three decades in economic development, Ron has been
motivated by his belief that the most powerful force for change is a well-paying job.
Ron, welcome to Mastering the Art of Success.
RON KITCHENS (KITCHENS)
Thank you for allowing me to join you today.
WRIGHT
So what is Southwest Michigan First’s fundamental principles on talent and teams?
KITCHENS
We believe that engaged people are the key differentiator for the success of all
organizations. All organizations fundamentally start with the belief that they want to be
successful but, the problem is, most don’t invest in their own success. The biggest investment a
company can make is in its talent. We focus our strategies and commitments based around talent.
We believe that each person on our team is the CEO of their own responsibilities.
We have made a strong commitment to finding incredible, talented people. Contrary to
traditional practices, we don’t focus on resumes, elite schools, or experience. When we look for
people for our team, we focus on talent, strengths, and fit. We put candidates through a strong
structured interview process that ensures team success. That process culminates with a signed
letter. Every person on the team has signed a letter guaranteeing his or her commitment to the
success of every other member of the team. If somehow our team fails, it isn’t just that person
who fails, we all have failed.
WRIGHT
How does your organization integrate its mission into its everyday activities?
KITCHENS
We are fundamentally a group of people who are committed to the creation of jobs and
wealth within Southwest Michigan. To do that, we made a commitment that we were going to
focus our efforts on breaking the mold. Unlike most economic development organizations, we
function through a group of companies very much like a social entrepreneurial company model.
We have for-profit entities that support the mission of our not-for-profit goal—changing peoples’
lives through the creation of jobs.

To achieve our goal, we bring people together with dynamic, varied backgrounds. Some
have spent their careers in for-profit companies and some only in social enterprises. Every day,
we focus on our core mission. It is all over our walls. It is on our minds. It is in our hearts. We
get up every day and pursue our work to change the human condition. We do that by helping
people get jobs.
WRIGHT
So how does your organization approach recruitment?
KITCHENS
It’s very difficult to get on our team because we’re so committed to the process.
The one common thread weaving throughout our team is that every member on this team
was brought on the team by at least one other team member. And, no one gets on the team
without the support of all. We actually make a team “fit” interview part of our attraction process
where the entire team sits down with the candidate in an informal interview to ensure fit within
the team.
We’re constantly recruiting for talent. When we find somebody who is highly talented, who
has connectivity, and who has the fit, we hire him or her, even if we don’t have a job on that day
because we know that great people lead to a successful organization. Having a job description is
probably the least important or effective thing we can do for a new hire because we find great
people who have the attributes for success. If we put a label on them too soon, we can stifle their
chance for greatness.
So, we put them into our team, and almost let them create their own job. If the job stays
within our mission and our boundaries, then we have made a correct choice in selection. It goes
back to our individual commitments to the team, which we literally write down every forty days
to help every other member of the team be successful. I’ll get more into that in a bit. When
you’re recruiting based on those standards, it becomes very personal in how to bring people
forward.
WRIGHT
Describe the value of an employee to the organization for our readers.
KITCHENS
Our team members are the CEOs of their own responsibilities. What we sell every day is the
knowledge, the commitments, the talent, and the strength of the people of the organization. We
much more resemble a consulting firm than what people normally think of as a not-for-profit.
We must have people who are both flexible in their approaches but inflexible in their
commitment to our mission. They also must possess an understanding that title is irrelevant.
One of the things we are committed to is that everybody has a title but the titles are all in
lower case. We do this because a title does not define who you are. It defines what your
responsibility is that day and it does not serve to be anything that would put a cap on your
opportunities. It essentially gives you a place to start every morning, but you have the ability to
do whatever it takes in a day to succeed.
WRIGHT

Let’s talk about your engagement strategy. What is your organization’s engagement
strategy?
KITCHENS
We are unique in that we have a program called 4 40 (pronounced four-forty). Every forty
days, I meet with all the employees individually. We sit down one-on-one to talk about what the
individual’s goals are for the upcoming forty days.
We picked forty days for a number of reasons. First, there are months when it’s just tough to
meet. December is pretty hard due to the holidays, and August hits us pretty hard around here for
vacations because our summers in Michigan are amazing. Meeting every forty days makes a lot
of sense and guarantees that we meet frequently enough to be effective.
During a 4 40, we sit down and talk about both what an individual’s personal and annual
goals are. We look at what the organizational goals are in respect to how the individual is
impacting those goals during that time period. We talk about how an individual spent the
previous forty days. Then, we talk about how the individual is going to spend the next forty days.
We look at four major goals that the team member needs to get done in the next forty days
(hence, 4 40).
These are things that both a team member and I are making commitments to each other on.
As a team member, the person and I are going to commit to achieving those goals. I’m going to
commit to giving the resources necessary to make that possible. By going through this process
and making commitments to each other, we address shortcomings that may be in place and we
look at systemic problems. I’m there to then coach and mentor on things that maybe wouldn’t get
picked up in traditional semi-annual reviews. When we’re talking about high performance
people, I mean that they’re getting so much done that we simply can’t wait. We would be off
kilter if we waited for semi-annual reviews; we would never regain our traction.
By committing to good, solid strategies every forty days, we’re effective. But sometimes,
even every forty days is too long. We also do things such as meet as an entire team every day.
So, at 8:05 AM, if you phone our offices, your call will not be answered because we are in a
meeting that we call “the scrum.”
I played rugby for many years and one of the things I learned from that sport’s forwards (the
first eight players) is their function as the scrum. It’s their job to fight for the ball. It’s their job to
get in and do the hard, grinding work. But then to score, many times, they have to give the ball to
somebody else. They give the ball to another teammate, let them take it across the line and gain
the proverbial glory. That’s the metaphor we want our team to operate in. It isn’t about who gets
the glory. It’s not who drives the ball across the line. It’s about working together as a team, doing
the hard work, and knowing that when the ball crosses the line we all win.
Besides meeting every day, we read a book together every month. Every person on the team
reads the same book. Then we sit down at a breakfast and discuss it section by section on a
weekly basis. A different member of the team teaches the book every month and that member is
elected by everyone else on the team to be the leader for the month. They’re presenting not only
our book, but they’re also leading the daily scrum and going over all of our organizational goals
on a weekly basis to make sure that we all have ownership.
We also meet quarterly—generally on a Friday afternoon—for a life skill. It may be
something we have never done before such as forging iron in a blacksmith shop. Some of our
staff have never shot clay pigeons before, so we’re headed out on an upcoming Friday to learn
how to shoot a shotgun. Hopefully someone will be able to knock down a clay pigeon.

What may seem like frivolous time is where relationships are built and the engagement of
trust takes place. It is absolutely a conscious effort on our part to get people mixed together, to
build trust, and to hold high accountable standards. This is not all about fun, although we want to
laugh and enjoy ourselves—it’s about engagement.
WRIGHT
How do you balance your work/life initiatives? How do they make your organization
unique?
KITCHENS
Life/work balance is pretty important to us. We understand that you can’t shut one off and
the other on at will. I read a book by Andy Stanley called Choosing to Cheat. The premise of the
book is that as a leader, as an employee, and as a team member, you don’t have permission to
cheat your family. We believe that, if during the day, you have to make a decision about how
you’re using your time and it concerns your family, I want you to cheat me; I want you to cheat
this organization. You do not have permission to cheat your family. You don’t have permission
to miss your child’s assembly or to not go see your kid play high school sports at four o’clock in
the afternoon because you think that I’m going to be upset if you leave early. I’m going to be
upset if you don’t leave early. I’m going to be upset if you have a sick child at home and you
don’t stay home with your child.
Encouraging my team to “cheat” may seem counterintuitive. But it’s not. If a customer
needs them after hours or on weekends, I expect them to meet the customer’s expectations. So, I
prepare our team for today’s world of 24/7 connectivity. Our team has laptops, they all have
iPads, and they all have smartphones. They are dedicated people. They work at nine o’clock at
night and they work at times on weekends because they have clients who have needs that affect
the lives of many.
I can’t control the demands of the world, but what I can control is setting expectations that
you have got to invest in your family and you’ve got to invest in yourself. We have a number of
single team members who are really engaged, incredible leaders, but they’d work seven days a
week for six weeks if we let them. Sometimes, we have to sit them down and tell them to take
time away. We will look at their calendars and say, you need to take next Friday off. We need
you to recharge your batteries. We need you to go re-engage with yourself and invest that time in
you. We as team members are all better at our jobs if our families are happier and we are
physically and mentally stronger.
We also know that our team members’ families—spouses and children—invest in our
organization as well. So, we do some little things that do not cost a lot of money but are
meaningful. For example, the children of all of our team members get a birthday card and gift.
Currently, we are sending cookie bouquets, as most of the kids are under high school age.
Getting a cookie bouquet at school from your parent’s company is pretty exciting. It comes with
a note from their mom or dad’s boss and teammates that says, “Thank you for the sacrifices you
make.” If we have team members traveling for three or four days away from home, the spouse is
going to get flowers or a gift card from me that says, “Hey, I know you are making a sacrifice for
our organization. We value that and thank you.” You can never say thank you enough.
I regularly ask team members and their spouses to join my wife, Lyn, and me for dinner. We
entertain primarily at home, and it’s nothing fancy. We cook ’burgers or barbeque and it’s a way
to say thanks and that we’re all on the same team. My team tells me that that’s an important

moment to them but, more importantly, I hear it from the spouses. What they tell me is that
nobody their spouse has ever worked with has said thanks or acknowledged them before that
moment. That’s a real shame. It doesn’t cost much and it is truly effective. And, Lyn and I enjoy
it.
WRIGHT
How do you leverage your team to implement strategy and execute toward overall company
performance?
KITCHENS
For us it’s about knowledge and communications. Too many groups operate in silos. For
example, someone may know what his or her responsibilities are but, the person doesn’t know
what anyone else is doing. People in silos don’t know how what they do affects what another
person does. It is hard to be a team if you aren’t sure you are playing the same game.
We operate completely opposite of silos. First thing every Monday morning, at our scrum,
everyone on the team shares his or her calendar appointments for the week that may be relevant
with other members of the team. We do this so that we can make maximum impact and share
connections. It’s like watching LinkedIn play out in real life. Someone may not know that I have
a relationship with someone he or she is meeting with. Someone else may need something from
the same company or the same individual but hasn’t had success in setting a meeting. Or, it may
be discovered that two people are going to the same meeting and that only one needs to go.
We find success by burdening each other with knowledge to make sure that we’re
maximizing our resources, our relationships, our time, our talent, and our treasure to impact the
whole organization. Some people like to hold their cards close to their chest. We put ours all out
on the table and work together to make the best “hand” possible.
Another way that we share knowledge is to regularly, again once a week, select a different
staff member to lead the team in a very brief ten- or fifteen-minute discussion on a project that he
or she has just completed. The leader takes the team through that project from start to finish. It
can be somebody on our membership side who is fundraising and just secured a large grant to
talk about the process and necessity for building relationships. Or, on the investment side, it can
be someone presenting a lead for a new medical device that came our way, and sharing how to
do the due diligence on it. By doing this weekly, everyone on the team begins to understand what
everyone else’s job is and that he or she does not have to be an expert at everything. What team
members need to understand is how we all interconnect through our individual responsibilities
and that we are not in silos.
One of my goals, and we constantly focus on it, is what to do if tomorrow we got hit by a
hurricane (which requires a suspension of belief because we don’t get hurricanes in Michigan),
we were shut down, and only one of us could get to work. I need to know that the one person
who gets there can keep the business functioning until everyone else rebounds and gets back to
business.
This major exercise in knowledge sharing is captured in what we call our “playbook.”
We’ve identified every function that we do, studied all of the issues around it—who are the
contacts, what are the key numbers, and any question you could have regarding it—and wrote it
down. Well, actually we’ve typed it because it is virtually accessible at all times to everyone. We
regularly update and augment it as our business changes. So when the day comes and that
hurricane hits, whoever is in the office can literally pull up our playbook and operate this

business for a week or two and nobody outside would know that the person is doing it alone.
And we don’t have to wait for the hurricane to hit either. Rain or shine, every team member
knows that if he or she needs to do something for a team member on vacation, out sick, or at a
child’s spelling bee and the person cannot be reached, the team member knows where to find the
answers.
WRIGHT
So how does your organization celebrate achievement?
KITCHENS
We celebrate success every day. As I told you, I played rugby and I’m a big sports fan. It
strikes me that, in business or community leadership, we wait until the end of the year until there
is some banquet where we acknowledge people for their hard work. A project may have been
completed a year ago, so waiting is just silly. At football games, fans don’t wait until the end of
the game to applaud, they applaud every play. Go to a concert and you don’t wait until the end to
applaud, we applaud before the first note is ever played. I have no idea why we started thinking,
in business or in leadership, that it was a good idea to wait until the end of the week or the month
or the year.
Every day, team members share someone or something they want to acknowledge or
celebrate during a section in the scrum. It is called Applause/Applause. A lot of times there is
something within the organization we recognize, but sometimes it’s something great that
happened in the community that we want to acknowledge and celebrate. Waiting to the end of
anything, short of immediate, to me is debilitating to an organization. It’s also demeaning to
people to say if you do something wrong I’m going to be right there to tell you about it but, if
you do something right, you’ll hear from me in your annual review. That’s bad management
practice. Great teams celebrate success in real time.
WRIGHT
What are some examples of unique organizational leadership?
KITCHENS
Every year, we select a charitable endeavor. It is always an area that somebody on the team
has a real passion about. This year, I had the honor of chairing the community’s United Way
Campaign. We raised nearly $9.5 million. But the money was not the only reason it was
successful for our team.
We decided to go beyond what the normal commitment for an organization spearheading the
effort was. Not only did three of our team members take high-level leadership roles (which never
has happened before), we also made a commitment that we wanted the campaign to be a starting
point for emerging leaders. Instead of picking just those people who typically are on all
community fundraising campaigns, we also recruited people who hadn’t had the opportunity to
lead at a high level before. We also got the rest of the United Way’s team involved in recruiting
leaders for the campaign and making sure we were focusing on diverse thought, diverse
ethnicity, and diverse socio-economic standards. We focused on lifting people up to be active
leaders and allowing our team to lead together.
WRIGHT

How do your programs and policies differentiate your organization with regard to promoting
diversity, inclusion, and celebrating differences?
KITCHENS
I think there are a few things we do. First, I told you that nobody on this team came to us
without being mentored and supported by at least one, and generally a couple of different team
members. But, we also require that if we’re going to fill a position, we look at three people at the
least to fill that position. Each must go through all of our processes, and one of those candidates
has to be a diversity candidate. That doesn’t mean just ethnic diversity, which is what most
people think when they hear that term. It is diversity of position. For example, if we have a front
desk position open that’s traditionally been a female-held position, we require one of the
candidates for that position to be a man.
We require that when we look at diversity, it go beyond ethnicity. We are looking at
candidates who might be a first generation American or for whom English isn’t their first
language. All those things make us diverse, but not just diverse for the sake of being diverse.
Rather, it’s diverse for the sake of being better and stronger. While it’s a cliché to say we want to
be a salad bar where there are lots of different ingredients, that’s exactly what we want to be. We
are dealing with clients who are global in nature and certainly diverse in their perceptions of their
own environments. We want to be equally as diverse in challenging each other and shifting the
perceptions of who we are.
What we did even ten years ago as businesspeople or social entrepreneurs won’t carry water
today. We’ve got to be constantly challenging the current status quo. I’m forty-nine years old;
I’m not going to be a thought leader on the same issues where a twenty-two-year-old first
generation American is going to be able to lead. Success is about inclusion of ideas and being
very intentional about striving to get that diversity of thought.
WRIGHT
So what creative methods does your organization employ to communicate strategy and
vision to the employees?
KITCHENS
When we look at creative methods, it goes back to everyone in our organization being the
CEO of his or her own responsibilities and behaving as such. It would have been really easy for
me to go back to the way I was taught to lead where, because you have earned the title of a
leader, it is assumed that you alone have the vision, cast the vision, and hold people accountable
to that vision. I certainly have the responsibility to collaborate to build the vision and be true to
it. I also must remind people through teaching rather than telling how to execute the vision.
We’re empowering every member of this team to teach his or her own responsibilities to others
and to rally and build his or her own base of support, both within the organization and within the
community.
That can be somewhat scary some days. One of our vice presidents has one committee that
has more than two hundred emerging leaders on it. These are leaders who are probably under the
age of thirty-five, with the vast majority under the age of twenty-eight. The thought of two
hundred bright minds in one room (when we can get their schedules to allow for that) is rather
scary. We can’t control everything that is going on there. Once we realized this, and followed a

path of leadership rather than containment, we opened up the path for these folks to do incredible
and amazing things together with us.
Our ultimate goal is to build an organization where we treat volunteers like they’re staff.
That means some of them have business cards and some of them have office space they use and
some you would walk in and not know that they are not a paid member of our team. They’re
fully engaged around the same concepts we are. We are empowering engaging people and trying
to do the right thing every day.
As a result, we have found that we are not only building our own direct team of leaders, but
we are building community leaders. Too many times, those of us who are business-centric want
to focus on the bottom line and there is nothing wrong with that. We need profit to operate. If we
only focus on business, we will just be prosperous, but we will never be a great community. We
want to build a dynamic group of leaders who are focused on business, not-for-profits, the faithbased community, education, and government. We want to empower them to help our
organization achieve our mission—the creation of jobs and wealth—while also building the
organizations of others. It really is about an enlightened self-interest.
WRIGHT
So how does your organization define compensation?
KITCHENS
We look at a pretty holistic approach to compensation. Early in my career, I had the
privilege of working for one of my heroes, Jack Danforth. What he taught was that you hire six
great people and you pay them like eight people and work them like ten people. That is our
philosophy. We want people who are highly driven because they’ll be highly successful. And,
we will make sure they are fairly compensated. What I don’t want to do, and what I’ve seen in
too many organizations, is to pay people the least amount of money one can get away with so
you have the ability to hire more people. More people don’t equal more success or more
productivity. More execution equals success.
As part of our holistic strategy, wellness helps us grow and compensate our employees. We
need healthy people to produce healthy results. For us, wellness goes beyond a gym membership.
That may be fitness but that is not wellness. We regularly coach people on making sure they’re
getting exercise, they get an annual physical, and that they’re eating correctly. We make sure that
there are healthy snacks around. I walk into too many places where I see vending machines full
of red licorice, claiming it is healthy because it doesn’t have any fat in it. I have a not-so-secret
for you: It’s all sugar. Yes, it does not have any fat in it but, that does not make it healthy. We
encourage making sure we’re taking time to rest and we’re taking family time. Those times are
all part of our overall compensation structure, as is making sure that we have health insurance
that serves the needs of our employees and their families.
Compensation isn’t about what’s the cheapest. It’s about the best we can afford as an
organization and a team. We talk it through as a team, too: “Here are our choices. What best
serves our needs based on our budget for it?” That way, we all participate in the process and own
our decisions.
Compensation isn’t just about the hourly wage either. And it cannot anymore be about
command or control because, if it is, people will leave an organization for less money but a place
that better understands their total needs. We do not want to lose people because we do not
empower them.

WRIGHT
Well, what a great conversation Ron. I appreciate the time you’ve taken with me to answer
these questions. You have given me some startling revelations about how to lead a business.
KITCHENS
If you can’t hear it through the phone during this conversation, I want to emphasize that we
are incredibly committed to the people on our team. If we do that—if we build a world-class
team, if we support them, if we give them the resources they need—they will find a way to
succeed. To use a sports metaphor: There is no such thing as rainouts. You always have to play
the game. Someone is going to find a way to win. If we continue to invest in our people,
everything else will take care of itself.
WRIGHT
Today I have been talking with Ron Kitchens. Ron is the Chief Executive Officer of the
Southwest Michigan First Group of Companies, and is author of Community Capitalism: Lessons
from Kalamazoo and Beyond. Ron believes that the most powerful force for change is a wellpaying job and that all individuals are motivated by their inner personal mission.
Ron, thank you so much for being with us today on Mastering the Art of Success.
KITCHENS
Thank you, David. It has been my privilege.
-
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DAVID WRIGHT (WRIGHT)
We are delighted to have Dr. Michael McCrimmon as a contributing author for our
discussion about the skills required for mastering success. Dr. McCrimmon is the CEO and
Managing Partner of the M2 Leadership Institute, a firm that specializes in executive coaching
and leadership development.
Dr. McCrimmon, welcome to Mastering the Art of Success. Let me start with a bit of a
direct question: why do you think that we need skills to achieve success?
DR. MICHAEL L. McCRIMMON (McCRIMMON)
To achieve success in any area of human endeavor, the typical approach would be for one to
master the skills of the specific field engaged in. In fact, this premise has been around for
centuries, and while logical, it has probably contributed to the limitation of many companies, and
in some extreme cases, the demise of some companies!

We have seen time and time again, individuals who were excellent “technicians” or
“masters” of their specific craft, move up the corporate ladder, from individual contributor to
supervisor, from manager to director, sometimes reaching as high as the C-level suite. As a result
of the proliferation of this approach to promotion, many of us have had the misfortune of
experiencing a superior who was a “victim/beneficiary” of what is known as the “Peter
Principle.”
For those unfamiliar with the term “Peter Principle” it is a theory based on the premise that,
in organizations where promotion is based solely on achievement, success, and merit, the
promoted individual will eventually be promoted beyond his or her level of ability or
competency. Another way this theory is often stated is “employees tend to rise to their level of
incompetence.”
This principle holds that in a hierarchy, individuals can be promoted as long as they work
competently. Eventually they are promoted to a position at which they are no longer competent
(their “level of incompetence”), and it is there that they remain, being unable to earn further
promotions, and often unable to contribute further value to the organization.
Often, the individual who was promoted beyond his or her abilities and competency levels is
an example of how having mastery skills in a particular discipline is no guarantee that an
individual will be successful at higher levels within the organization.
In addition to the erroneous premise that good “technicians” automatically make good
managers and executives, there is another concept that often produces less than optimal results.

The concept of simply working hard is often another formula at work for determining career
and personal success. Again, this concept, while bearing fruit for some, can also produce mixed
results, as simply grinding away at a job is no guarantee that an individual can build a portfolio
with the right skills required for excellence or sustainable success.
WRIGHT
Are you suggesting that there are fundamentals involved, rather than simple hard work and
experience, in achieving success?
McCRIMMON

Absolutely! To truly mount a strategy for success, there are several things we must
understand that are dramatically different from being a subject matter expert or a hard worker.
Allow me to use an example from my career experience. Based on the work ethic I was
blessed to receive from both of my parents, I entered the workforce upon graduating from
college with the goal of conquering the world solely by working hard.
While I garnered some success early in my career, I soon discovered that there were other
intangibles at work that would be required for sustainable career success.
One of those intangibles was the ability to work with and get work done through people.
While I went to various types of management training for dealing with employees and customer
service, I discovered that it was more a natural instinct for me than a learned behavior. At the
same time, I observed that everyone didn’t intuitively possess this instinct and there would be
some individuals who would need something further to get a good understanding of people and
how to work with them.
Later in my career, I would even feel slightly guilty when I was promoted because I was still
of the mind-set that to move up the ladder of success, one needed to continue to master the skills
of the specific discipline you were managing or responsible for, and there were clearly
organizations I started managing that I was no longer an expert practitioner in that discipline.
It would not be until I left my last corporate job (IBM) that I would finally have an epiphany
about the pursuit of success. The epiphany was that, while some degree of success can be
obtained by hard work and technical skill, unlimited success cannot typically be achieved by
only these two attributes.
WRIGHT

That’s fascinating! You are bordering on heresy with the notion that success is limited when
pursued only using hard work and technical knowledge or ability. Is there some other attribute
that can enable us to reach our maximum level of success?
McCRIMMON
Sure! The attributes I have been discussing—hard work and subject matter expertise—are
often described as “hard” skills. Hard skills are typically considered to be specific skills that are
tangible and measurable. At the same time, “soft” skills would be skills that are less tangible and
harder to quantify.
For example, hard skills might include things like typing, editing manuscripts, accounting,
and the ability to use software programs. On the other hand, soft skills might include things like
etiquette, getting along with and working well with others, active listening, and the ability to
engage in small talk.
My premise is that regardless of how talented an individual is in the hard skill category, the
ability to achieve unlimited success remains based on an individual’s grasp and mastery of a
small set of soft skills. This set of soft skills is required to produce the ability to work with
people and get work done, attributes that many times go underdeveloped, if not completely
ignored, by those vying for success. As a result of this omission, we often see people not fully
equipped for unlimited and sustainable success based on the absence of this suite of skills.
Sounds pretty simplistic, doesn’t it? Actually, it is! The concept of getting along with and
working well with people is central the theme of my book, The Formula.
The book, applicable in personal life as well as in business life, is based on a simple, threestep process to enable an individual to master the art of getting along with and working well with
people.
The three key steps covered in the book, outlined here are:
1. Knowledge of self,
2. Knowledge of others,
3. Knowledge of strategies for successfully working with all behavioral types and styles.

WRIGHT
That’s a great introduction to the topic! How about starting with the first of the three key
steps and taking us through each step? For starters, what do you mean by “knowledge of self”?

McCRIMMON
That’s a great place to start! Often we are so busy with work, family, and so on, that we
seldom have time for introspection, particularly as it applies to knowledge and understanding of
self.
Questions such as, “who are we” and “what is our style,” are often answered at a very thin,
transparent level, lacking the depth of true insight.
If you were to ask the average person, “Do you know who you are?” probably 99 percent of
the respondents would say, “Of course, I know who I am.” In fact, the average person might take
umbrage with being asked such as simplistic question! While that would be the expected
response, most of us have not really pondered the topic enough to really be able to describe in
broader terms who we really are!

Yes, to a large extent, we have some insight and feel for “who we are,” but our view of self
tends to be anecdotal and experiential in nature. While anecdotal and experiential evidence can
be accurate, they can also be situational, so in actuality, it’s possible that we can’t with 100
percent accuracy say, “I know who I am” based solely on those two common approaches to selfidentification.
When we use the term “knowledge of self” in step one, we are referring to the use of a
language/methodology that provides us with consistent terminology and definitions that are
quantifiable in nature. To achieve this, we must be able to identify common areas of the human
psyche, and have means to calibrate or quantify the results found in these areas
WRIGHT
That’s a lot of good insight. How would you summarize the first key step, “knowledge of
self”?
McCRIMMON

Knowledge of self is probably the most important competency to come to grips with because
until that crucial first step is mastered, one cannot easily move through the other two steps to
success.
WRIGHT
Very good! Let’s move to the second of the three key steps. What do you mean by
“knowledge of others”?
McCRIMMON
After our delving into the first of the three steps—knowledge of self—we can see the
importance of self-awareness. However, the world is made up of more people than just
ourselves, and so knowledge of self is not enough by itself for us to be successful. We need to
understand how others operate or be able to at least comprehend how they see things from their
vantage point.

As important as step one was, step two is equally important. However, while being
important, step two is not that difficult to do. In step one, we delve into various means to
quantify and calibrate who we are as a person. In step two, we change the focus, using the same
tools and means that we will discuss momentarily, from ourselves to others around us. It
becomes important to not only know who you are as a person and how you tend to operate, but
also how others think and operate. That is the basis for key step two, knowledge of others.
Now there are roughly two billion people on the Earth at the time of this publishing, so on
the surface, it is pretty daunting to say that we must have knowledge of people to be successful!
While that seems like a lot, in my book, The Formula, I use several assessment tools that break
down the universe of people into four basic styles. Rather than feel that you have to thoroughly
understand each person you come into contact with in life, what I am suggesting is that there are
basic personality and behavioral profiles that extend across all humanity. By understanding that
handful of profiles, one can truly master how to deal with anyone successfully simply by
determining what profile the individual is, and what the attributes of that specific
personality/behavioral style are.
WRIGHT
That is a great lead to my next question! Having covered the importance of knowledge of
self and knowledge of others, as steps one and two respectively, what do you mean by “strategies
for working with all behavioral styles”?

McCRIMMON
The third step leverages the insight gained from the previous two steps; we are now able to
develop strategies for working with and dealing with other individual styles.
This step is the action step of the three steps because this is where we pull it all together and
get very tactical in our approach to dealing with others and getting work done with and through
others.
When we understand our behavioral tendencies and styles, along with that of others, we able
to leverage the work done by experts in this field who have done significant work studying how
various styles interact with each other in various situations or circumstances.
Once we put in the effort to understand how the various personality and behavioral styles
interact together in situations, we are truly equipped to start maximizing our interactions with
individuals, along with our ability to get work done with and through them.
WRIGHT
That is a great overview of the “three key steps” from your book The Formula! Will you
give us some insight into various techniques and methodologies that you employ to have a
successful result when working with your three key steps to success?
McCRIMMON
Sure! Let’s start with step one again, and discuss how we could actually begin to answer the
question of who we are in terms of knowledge of self. To do so, it is beneficial to have a brief
introduction to the three parts of the mind as a resource to finding the answer.
WRIGHT
Great! What are the three parts of the brain? Please expand on that thought and share with us
what those three parts are.
McCRIMMON
The brain is an organ in the human body composed of nerve cells and blood vessels,
whereas the mind is not like that. The brain, which is the center of our nervous system,
coordinates movements, thoughts, and feelings. We use the mind to think, feel, and respond.
Sigmund Freud originally referred to the three parts of the mind as id, ego, and super-ego.
He posits that they are the three theoretical constructs in terms of whose activity and interaction
mental life is described.
Kathy Kolbe, author, speaker, and expert in conation, has stated that ancient philosophers
and modern psychologists share the ancient concept of a three-part mind with separate domains
for thinking, feeling, and doing, also known as cognitive, affective, and conative, respectively.
To better understand the concept of knowledge of self, along with the knowledge of others,
it can be helpful to explore these three parts of the mind, individually.

WRIGHT
Which of the three parts of the mind would you care to discuss first?

McCRIMMON
To baseline our discussion, we are building a case for the idea that lack of productivity and
achievement can be a result of not understanding one’s own style.
Let’s begin our exploration of self by considering ways to understand or assess who we are
in the affective part of the mind that houses our behavioral styles.
Affective refers to or deals with emotions, feelings, interests, attitudes, appreciations, values,
and emotional sets or biases.
With this background on the affective part of our mind, one question to consider is how can
one quantify or calibrate affective styles. There are numerous assessment types, all which probe
various parts of the affective area. Two examples of affective assessments used to determine
behavioral styles are Everything DiSC by Inscape Publishing and the Emotional Social
Competency Inventory (ESCI) by the Hay Group. Let’s consider the DiSC model first.
The foundation of DiSC was first described by William Moulton Marston in his 1928 book,
Emotions of Normal People. Marston identified what he called four “primary emotions” and
associated behavioral responses, which today we know as Dominance (D), Influence (i),
Steadiness (S), and Conscientiousness (C).
Since Marston’s time, many instruments have been developed to measure these attributes.
The Everything DiSC assessment uses the circle, or “circumplex,” as illustrated below, as an
intuitive way to represent this model. Although all points around the DiSC circle are equally
meaningful and interpretable, the DiSC model discusses four reference points around the circle.
They are:
1. Dominance: direct, strong-willed, and forceful
2. Influence: sociable, talkative, and lively
3. Steadiness: gentle, accommodating, and soft-hearted
4. Conscientiousness: private, analytical, and logical
The first DiSC style identifier is the D or dominance style. The D style basically reflects an
individual who desires to be in control and also wants to win. They seek positive results and
want acknowledgement that they contributed to the success. D’s like challenges and problem
solving. The D style likes to take things into their hands, while at the same time, are not keen on
receiving direct orders. The D style is clearly a leadership behavioral style.

The Influence or i-style is motivated by social recognition, group activities, and
relationships. The i’s enjoy activities that raise awareness or celebrate a success. They are often a
good choice as planners of social events or spokespersons for initiatives. They will appreciate
being given the authority and recognition. They enjoy achieving results as part of a group effort.
This style also appreciates hearing about personal experiences and stories and can identify with a
personal story. However, they typically don’t like being bogged down with facts, policies,
procedures, and details.
The S-style or Steadiness person usually really wants to help. They enjoy giving support
and collaborating with others. But they don’t like change. The S person wants to know how their
efforts make a difference in the world and that their actions matter to others. They are typically
very loyal supporters and enjoy having a formal role in any activities.
When an S is heavily focused on another task, it is often better to wait before asking them to
additional tasks. Generally, it is best clarify any issues they bring up in a timely manner while
being crystal clear on expectations.
The last of the four DiSC styles is the C or Conscientious style. Details appeal to a C-style
person, as they normally want to gain knowledge and become the subject matter expert. C’s are
often cautious and tend to not like change. They prefer to know exactly what steps or processes
are going to be taken for successful task or project completion. C’s are not typically recognition
“hounds,” as long as they are able to identify the attainment of a goal or objective.
C’s don’t usually make quick decisions, are often reluctant to delegate tasks they have
received, to others.
In conclusion, using the DiSC behavioral style profiles, one style can often determine how a
person might respond to a thank-you card, but another style might toss the card in the trash,
before reading it? We can often predict how one person will enjoy individual public recognition,
and another behavioral style might simply want to know that his or her team enjoyed
themselves? Some people will want to know how your top leadership is involved and some will
want to know how things will change around them.
No one type of approach will work for all different types of individuals. That’s why it’s
important to understand not only the styles of the individuals you work and associate with, but
also it is imperative to understand all of the various behavioral styles.
WRIGHT
Will you give an example of how one could work well with others using the DiSC
assessment tool?
McCRIMMON
Well, for example, I am an “S” type on the DiSC continuum. Suppose that I was working
with a colleague who is an “i” type. What would that look like?
My “S” DiSC profile would have me very focused on a project and frankly down in the
details of the task at hand. An “i” personality would want to “socialize” the task by talking about
the task, telling stories about how he or she performed the task before and how it turned out.
Now, in the context of our example, one might conclude that the “i” colleague is a slacker and
not contributing anything to the effort, but remember, none of the styles are better than another.
They just are! So in the example task, it appears that I am heads down doing something and not
really in need of “storytelling.”

However, another task might be more suited for an “i” type person, to “socialize” the task
with a customer, to make him or her feel comfortable that the person understands the task and
has successfully accomplished the task many times in the past. In that scenario, my “S”
approach, wanting to get down to business, might not be the “warm and fuzzy” that a customer
or client might need to feel good about the project being completed successfully.
By using these two simple examples, we see how it is important to not only understand self,
but understand others and then have strategies for dealing with other types in various scenarios.
To summarize step two, it is equally important to understand or have knowledge of others
around you as it is to understand or have knowledge of one’s self.
WRIGHT
Michael, you mentioned a second type of affective assessment tool. Will you talk a bit about
the second type of tool?
McCRIMMON
In his book, Emotional Intelligence, Daniel Goleman presented the concept of an IQ type
score based on different affective parameters and attributes as a possible factor of success.
Goleman rejected the conventional concepts of intelligence, IQ-scoring reliability and alertness
of mind as elements of success. He argued that self-control, zeal, and persistence are the main
features of every successful story. Let’s explore the basics of his theory.
There are four dimensions or domains to emotional intelligence: self-awareness, selfmanagement, social awareness, and relationships management. The four domains and their
competencies are depicted in figure X: Within the four domains are eighteen competencies.
These competencies are considered the vehicles of leadership. Let’s take a closer look at the four
domains:
Goleman identifies the first domain as self-awareness, and it is not coincidental that the first
step of The Formula, is titled, “Knowledge of Self.” This domain is the cornerstone of
Goleman’s concept of emotional intelligence, and I am in agreement with him on its importance.
How many times have you seen someone (or even done it yourself) go “haywire” in some
situation or setting, and not realize that it was occurring and unable to reel in the emotional
behavior or conduct in? One way to look at this type of occurrence is that due to the individual’s
lack of understanding about their emotions and feelings, those same emotions and feelings have
free reign to manipulate and control the individual’s behavior, instead of the other way around.
As I have mentioned, the domain of self-awareness consists of three competencies:
emotional self-awareness, accurate self-assessment, and self-confidence.
• Emotional self-awareness: Reading one’s own emotions and recognizing their impact and
using “gut sense” to guide decisions.
• Accurate self-assessment: Knowing one’s strengths and limits.
• Self-confidence: A sound sense of one’s self-worth and capabilities.
The next domain of emotional intelligence for consideration is self-management. If we
consider the challenge of simply understanding what our emotional make up is, then we can
extrapolate the challenges surrounding managing our emotions. The competencies under the selfmanagement domain are:
• Emotional self-control: Keeping disruptive emotions and impulses under control.

•
•
•
•

Transparency: Displaying honesty, integrity, and trust-worthiness.
Adaptability: Flexibility in adapting to changing situations or overcoming obstacles.
Achievement: The drive to improve performance to meet inner standards of excellence.
Initiative: Readiness to act and seize opportunities.

The reality of life’s unexpected turns and changes in direction can create an ever-changing
landscape for us daily. Sometimes the changes are for the better and sometimes the changes are
for the worse. Whichever the case, the area of self-management allows us to not get “too high”
when positive things occur, and to not get “too low” when negative things happen to us.
While self-awareness and self-management are important steps in developing emotional
intelligence, typically it is the last two domains that are more important for achieving success.
Social awareness is often defined as empathy or the identifying with or experiencing of the
feelings of another. Why is self-awareness discussed as the first domain, prior to social
awareness or empathy? Basically, it takes a foundation of self-awareness—knowledge of one’s
own feelings and openness to them—then allows one to become more adept and skillful at
relating to and understanding another’s feelings.
The social awareness domain consists of the following competencies:
• Empathy: Sensing others’ emotions, understanding their perspective, and taking active
interest in their concerns.
• Organizational awareness: Reading the currents, decision networks, and politics at the
organizational level.
• Service orientation: Anticipating, recognizing, and meeting followers’, clients’, or
customers’ needs.
As one tries to improve in this area of social competence, a good rule of thumb is to try to
develop skills to listen to others more to gain better insights, while at the same time asking them
more questions to gain better understanding.
Often, it feels as though we live in a society that primarily needs laws in areas where selfgovernance has been unsuccessful. At the same time, one could opine that the more laws we
require as a society, the less emotionally intelligent we are. That thought brings us to the final of
the four emotional intelligence domains, relationship management.
Relationship Management can be a broad topic, with wide-reaching boundaries. As it
applies to emotional intelligence, relationship management refers to the concept of being adept at
inducing desirable responses in others.
The competencies of relationship management are:
• Inspirational leadership: Guiding and motivating with a compelling vision.
• Developing others: Bolstering others’ abilities through feedback and guidance.
• Influence: Wielding a range of tactics for persuasion.
• Change catalyst: Initiating, managing, and leading in new directions.
• Conflict Management: Negotiating and resolving disagreements.
• Building bonds: Cultivating and maintaining relationship webs.
• Teamwork and collaboration: Creating group synergy in pursuing collective goals.

While not quite sequential and linear in nature, we can see that the fourth domain,
relationship management, is one that culminates all that we have learned and all the skills that we
have developed in the other three emotional intelligence domains. Relationship management is
the embodiment of the implementation of the emotional intelligence domains. If accurately
pursued, it is the final destination of emotional intelligence.
After this brief overview of the four domains and eighteen competencies that typically
comprise emotional intelligence, we can see that it is quite comprehensive and thorough. Among
most executive leadership development practitioners, it is widely held that even the most
outstanding leader will not have all eighteen competencies. However, it not atypical to find that
most effective leaders will possess or exhibit at least one competency from each of the domains.
WRIGHT
Let’s move to another part of the mind. What does the “Conative” part of the mind do?
McCRIMMON
The conative, or doing part, contains the striving instincts that drive a person’s natural way
of taking action, or modus operandi (MO). This is the unique set of innate strengths and talents
every person has that remains unchanged from birth. Everyone has an equal amount of conative
energy for engaging the thinking (cognitive) and feeling (affective) parts of the mind to produce
purposeful action.
Conation is defined in Webster’s as:

Action derived from instinct; purposeful mode of striving, volition. It is a conscious effort to
carry out self-determined acts. The Latin ‘conatus,’ from which conation is derived, is defined as
‘any natural tendency, impulse, or directed effort.’	
 ”

Kathy Kolbe (1990) suggests that human beings have a conative style or a preferred method
of putting thought into action or interacting with the environment.
According to Kolbe, all human beings share four fundamental drives that are described as
striving instincts. Striving instincts are best understood as inner fountains of energy and strength.
While the four striving instincts are different, they are equally crucial and, by design, must find
outlets in the outer world. It is the four striving instincts that enable us to be productive, to do
things, to get things done. When we function leveraging our specific mix of striving instincts, we
are able to fulfill our destinies and exhibit quality decision making. When we go against our
striving instincts, often the power of the instincts competes against us. The four striving instincts
are:
1. The probing instinct—involves our method of gathering information. The probing
instinct is also known as the “Fact-Finder action mode;”
2. The patterning instinct—pertains to how we deal with patterns and systems. The
patterning instinct, also goes by the name of the “Follow-Thru action mode;”
3. The innovating instinct—relates to ways of handling change and risk. This instinct is also
referred to as the “Quick-Start action mode;”
4. The demonstrating instinct—is our approach to converting ideas into tangible, “handson” forms. It’s also known as the “Implementor action mode.”
Let’s consider each of the four action modes individually.
The action mode of Fact-Finder is based on the instinctive need to probe. Fact-Finder
behavior is the way we gather and share information (degree of detail, precision, documentation).
The action mode of Follow Thru is based on the instinctive need to pattern. Follow-Thru
behavior is the way we arrange and design (amount of orderliness, sequencing, closure).
The action mode of Quick-Start is based on the instinctive need to improvise. We use
Quick-Start behavior to deal with risk and uncertainty (degree of inclination to risk, change,
innovation).
The action mode of Implementor is based on the instinctive need to demonstrate. The
Implementor Mode is the way we handle space and tangible solutions (dealing with nature, tools,
hardware/equipment).
Within each of the four action modes, there are also three operating zones. An operating
zone is the natural way that an individual responds within an action mode striving zone. The

table below shows the three operating zones (Prevention, Response, and Initiation) and each of
their corresponding behavior patterns.

Let’s consider the intersection of the operating zones with the action modes and consider the
attributes of the intersection point.

Preventative Fact-Finders don’t dwell on the past. They won’t commit many details to
memory or make much of an effort to keep track of historical events. They act without waiting
for complete data and have no need to justify their decisions, or to become credentialed
authorities before pursuing goals.
People who initiate in Fact Finder focus on the priorities. Initiating Fact-Finders use a
historical perspective. They deal with the past, with expertise they gained through experience.
They are able to set appropriate time parameters using this mode because they observe, record,
and assess all the resources.

Preventative-Follow Thru’s don’t need to follow in anyone’s footsteps or conform to the
established pace.
People who initiate in Follow-Thru act sequentially. They produce according to a schedule,
and finish what they start. Their Follow-Thru capabilities integrate past, present, and future
activities by designing systems that coordinate timing. This approach allows them to complete a
cycle as planned and stay within established guidelines.

Preventative Quick-Start energy refuses to be rushed and won’t get caught up in competitive
deadlines or distracting challenges. They add an element of the irrevocable that keeps activities
from constant change
People who initiate in Quick-Start act with a sense of urgency. They thrive on deadlines and
react spontaneously to future-oriented issues. Their hurried efforts compress time with shortcuts
and instant solutions. Rather than a list of things to do, a drop-dead time governs the intense
Quick-Start hurrying to reach a bottom line.
Preventative Implementors detach themselves from involvement in some current matters.
They won’t squander time on what is presently taking place; their energy is freed to work on
more abstract matters

Initiating Implementors are grounded in the present. This here-and-now mentality helps
them maintain their footing by providing the foundation or point from which to move in time.
They want the moment to last so they create what will endure through time.

Note that we did not mention the third operating zone, Respond, with any of the action
modes because of the mere fact that an individual within the response operating zone can take on

the attributes of either the preventative or implementor operating zones as necessary. It has no
unique attributes, per se, of its own, except the nimble ability to work with both ends of the
operating zone spectrum.
While we focused on understanding what our “scores” were on the various assessment
instruments, what we didn’t labor on was the “other types” of profiles available, particularly in
the affective and conative areas. So let’s take a moment and consider how that works.
My conation “modus operandi” profile or “MO,” which in my case is a “7843,” indicates
high Fact-Finding and Follow-Through styles. Again, I understand that I like lots of data and
have the desire to ensure that things get done to the “nth” degree. But what about the people who
are preventative in both Fact-Finding and Follow-Thru? What would working with that conative
style successfully look like? How do they relate to my conative style? Once we understand our
conative style, we are then prepared to understand the intricacies of others’ behavioral style.
When I became fluent in the other conative profiles, I was able to not only understand my
approach to getting things done, but I could then see how others approach work, which while
different than my approach, may be equally effective and successful.
WRIGHT

That is great insight about conation! What can you share with us about the third and final
part of the mind, Cognitive?
McCRIMMON
According to Websters, the definition of cognitive is: relating to, being, or involving
conscious intellectual activity (as thinking, reasoning, or remembering): based on or capable of
being reduced to empirical, factual knowledge.

The term cognition (Latin: cognoscere, to know, to conceptualize or to recognize) refers to a
faculty for the processing of information, applying knowledge, and changing preferences. In the
realm of science, cognition refers to mental processes. These processes include attention,
memory, producing, and understanding language, solving problems, and making decisions.
In other words, the cognitive area of the mind is responsible for knowledge and intellect. It
is expandable, meaning it can grow, as demonstrated by a person’s ability to learn subjects that
were not previously known. One can learn calculus, how to write and speak mandarin Chinese (a
difficult language second language to learn), and quantum physics, just to name a few of the
more challenging academic topics to learn or master. At the same time, one is not born with any
knowledge of those subjects.
It is in the cognitive part of the mind that we are able to change our position of knowledge.
We can add additional learning to it, so that we are “smarter” than we once were.
Cognitive ability tests assess abilities involved in thinking (e.g., reasoning, perception,
memory, verbal, and mathematical ability, and problem solving). Such tests pose questions
designed to estimate applicants’ potential to use mental processes to solve work-related problems
or to acquire new job knowledge.
To summarize, it is the cognitive part of our mind that generates intelligence and is the
repository for knowledge and experience. This part of the mind is important in the journey to
knowledge of self, as it is critical to understand what “you do know” as a person, and what “you
don’t know” from an empirical knowledge perspective.
So how do we gauge the cognitive portion of the mind for baselining and determining
current level of intellect?
There are various types of cognitive tests that we can explore to determine intellectual
ability. Close consideration would need to be given to what area of cognition, one was trying to
study or gauge performance.
Understanding the boundaries of one’s cognition or intellect can tremendously help the
individual; maximize their ability to contribute, when operating well within their realm of
knowledge. It is when we operate outside of our true realm of knowledge that we can only offer
speculation, which is sometimes a negative contribution.
WRIGHT

This has been tremendously insightful, Dr. Michael. How would you summarize the
approach that you have outlined for mastering the art of success?
McCRIMMON
David, many of us walk around with blinders on day in, day out, from the perspective of
thinking we are a certain person, with a certain style, when, in actuality, we may be someone
different, and are often seen differently by others. This miscalculation can often contribute to our
inability to collaborate well on our jobs, with friends, and inside our families. All because we
think that we are one way, and in fact, we are another way.

By using the three steps outlined: knowledge of self, knowledge of others, and strategies for
working with others, we can ensure that we are operating in every avenue of life in a manner that
is highly efficient and effective. When we are operating in that manner, it is then and perhaps
only then when we can actually master the art of success.
The insights shared here, are the strategic steps to take toward success. Once they are
digested and understood, there are some simple things that I encourage all of my readers and
workshop participants to do as “next steps.”
First, find a trained professional who knows various assessment tools and the proper use of
them, and work with that person to engage yourself to really see if the person you think you are
is the person you really are!
You may also get a better understanding of why you like some things and some things you
don’t like! Many times, an executive coach will have the skill set to help you with step one.
Secondly, while working with a coach, ensure that you get the opportunity to cover all of the
other styles (affective and conative) so that you understand not only your set of styles, but the
other types of styles in the universe.
Finally, also while working with a coach, consider and develop strategies for successfully
dealing and working with each of the various behavioral and conative styles. If you are able to
get a working knowledge of strategies and tactics for working with the other styles, it will be
automatic in how you are able to reach in your “relationship bag,” and pull out an approach that
matches the individual styles involved with the situation.
WRIGHT
This has been a very interesting conversation. Thank you, Michael, for taking your time to
contribute to our project, Mastering the Art of Success.

McCRIMMON
Thank you, David, for the compliment and the opportunity to spend some time with you! I
appreciate that very much, and close with this thought: If we follow the three key steps in
sequence, it will prove to be a great way to approach the challenge of mastering the art of
success.
All the best to you in your journey to success!
-
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Les Brown
DAVID E. WRIGHT (WRIGHT)
Today we’re talking with Les Brown, internationally recognized speaker and CEO of Les
Brown Enterprises, Inc. He is also author of the highly acclaimed and successful books, Live
Your Dreams and It’s Not Over Until You Win. Les is former host of the Les Brown Show, a
nationally syndicated daily television talk show that focused on solutions rather than on
problems. Les Brown is one of the nation’s leading authorities on understanding and stimulating
human potential. Utilizing powerful delivery and newly emerging insights, Les’s customized
presentations will teach, inspire, and channel any audience to new levels of achievement.
Les Brown, welcome to Mastering the Art of Success.
LES BROWN (BROWN)
Thank you very much. It’s a pleasure to be here.
WRIGHT
Les, you’ve been a role model for thousands of people down through the years because of
your triumph over adversity. Tell our readers a little bit about your early life and who was
responsible for your upbringing.
BROWN
Well, I was born in a poor section of Miami, Florida, called Liberty City. I was born on the
floor of an abandoned building along with a twin brother. When we were six weeks of age, we
were adopted. When I was in the fifth grade I was identified as EMR (Educable Mentally
Retarded) and put back into the fourth grade. I failed again when I was in the eighth grade.
I attribute everything that I’ve accomplished to my mother. Whenever I give a presentation I
always quote Abraham Lincoln by saying, “All that I am and all that I ever hope to be, I owe to
my mother.” I saw a sign once that said, “God took me out of my biological mother’s womb and
placed me in the heart of my adopted mother.” I love my adopted mother’s faith, her character,
her drive, her dedication, and her willingness to do whatever it took to raise seven children by
herself. She only had a third grade education but she had a Ph.D. in mothering.
WRIGHT
If I remember correctly, you were diagnosed at the age of thirty-six with dyslexia. How did
that happen?
BROWN
No, I was never diagnosed with dyslexia; but I was in special education from fourth grade
all the way through my senior year in high school. My formal education ended at that time; but I
became very much interested in personal development tapes and books because of a high school
teacher who challenged me to do something in a class. I told him I couldn’t do it and he insisted
that I could.
Finally, I said, “I can’t because I’m Educable Mentally Retarded.”

He said, “Don’t ever say that again. Someone’s opinion of you does not have to become
your reality.”
This teacher’s name was Mr. Leroy Washington and he’s still around today. One of the
things he emphasized to all of his students was that you don’t get in life what you want—you get
in life what you are. What you achieve—what you produce in life—is a reflection of your
growth and development as a person. So you must invest in yourself.
He often quoted scripture by saying, “Be ye not conformed to this world: but be ye
transformed by the renewing of your mind . . . ” (Romans 12:2). He said most people fail in life
because “they don’t know that they don’t know and they think they know”—they suffer from
mental malnutrition. He said take the time each day to develop your mind, read ten to fifteen
pages of something positive every day, and find some goals that are beyond your comfort zone
that can challenge you to reinvent yourself. He told his students that in order to do something
you’ve never done, you’ve got to be someone you’ve never been. He told us the possibilities of
what you could achieve by developing your mind and developing your communication skills
(because once you open your mouth you tell the world who you are). You can really begin to
climb the ladder of success and do things that will literally amaze you.
WRIGHT
So your education is self-education.
BROWN
Yes.
WRIGHT
Listening to tapes and reading books and that sort of thing?
BROWN
Yes. Going to seminars and then testing and experimenting. I think it’s very important that
people experiment with their lives and find out what it is that works for them—what gives their
lives a sense of joy and meaning. What is it that brings music to your life? That way you’re able
to discover some talents, abilities, and skills you don’t even realize you have.
WRIGHT
I remember reading your first book, Live Your Dreams. This bestseller is helping people
even today. Can you tell us what you’re trying to say in this book and why it is important?
BROWN
What I’m doing in Live Your Dreams is challenging people to look at their situation and ask
themselves some crucial questions. Is life working for me? Is it really giving me what I want?
When most people get out of high school, they end up doing things that other people want
them to do. Albert Schweitzer was asked a question, “What’s wrong with humankind today?” He
replied, “Men simply don’t think.” He meant that statement in a generic sense. Men and women
simply don’t challenge themselves to think about what it is that really makes them happy and
gives their lives a sense of meaning, purpose, power, and value.
I want to challenge people to think about what it is that really gives their lives a sense of
meaning and power. Once you determine that, assess yourself. What are your strengths? What

are your weaknesses? What is it you bring to the table of life? What help? What assistance?
What training? What education? What resources? What do you have to tap into that will help you
to become the kind of person that can produce those results?
Then next is to commit yourself. Don’t ask yourself, “How am I going to do it?” The “how”
is none of your business—what is most important is to get started—the how will come. The way
will come. Everything you need to attract—the people, the resources, and the assistance—will
come to be available at your disposal.
WRIGHT
What do you think about goal-setting? There has been so much written about it lately.
BROWN
I think it’s very important that people set goals because what that does is allow you to focus
your energy. It helps you to put together a game plan and a strategy and an agenda for your life.
If you don’t have an agenda for your life, then you’re going to be a part of somebody else’s
agenda; therefore, you want to set some goals. There’s a quote I love very much that says,
“People who aim at nothing in life usually hit nothing dead on the head.”
WRIGHT
Oh, my.
BROWN
Yes, so you want to have some goals you are setting in each area of your life. You want to
monitor those goals after you put together a plan of action to achieve those goals. Break those
goals down into manageable increments: long-range and short-range goals, three-month goals,
thirty-day goals, and weekly goals. You should have daily tasks and activities you engage in that
will move you in the direction of your goals. Dr. Robert H. Schuller said something that is true,
“By the yard it’s hard, but inch by inch anything is a cinch.”
As you begin to look at the big picture and come back to where you are right now, looking
at the completed big picture of where you want to go, then you can begin to put together a
strategy of things and activities you need to do each day to move you in the direction of those
goals. As you get closer to those goals you have set for yourself in the various areas of your
life—your physical life, your emotional life, your spiritual life, your financial life—then you can
begin to push the goals back. Continue to stretch—continue to push yourself—and reach farther.
WRIGHT
A few years ago you had a nationally syndicated television talk show. It’s next to impossible
to get a show of that nature on the air. Tell us the circumstances that helped to get your show on
the air.
BROWN
I believe I’m coming back, I don’t think it’s impossible to get back on again. I wanted to go
in a different direction. During the time I ventured into it, television was based upon a formula
the executives were accustomed to which they’d always implemented—the show must be based
upon conflict and controversy. So you had Phil Donahue, Oprah Winfrey, Sally Jesse Raphael,
and Geraldo. My show was based upon solutions. I believed you could have a show that was not

based upon conflict and controversy—you could have a show where you would look at what
challenges people are facing and who has gone through a challenge and come out on the other
side? Talk to that person and find out how he or she got there. Interview a guest who is in the
middle of a challenge and find one who’s just approaching that challenge. Have an expert work
the person through that process during the hour of the show, asking what is it that brought you
here? There’s an old saying that goes, “Wherever you find yourself, at some point and time, you
made an appointment to get there.”
The other thing is that success leaves clues. What we must do is talk to someone who’s had
the same problem you’ve had and find out from his or her experience what is it you can do to
implement a game plan. What help and support will you need to work through this problem?
The Les Brown Show was very successful. It was the highest rated and fastest cancelled talk
show in the history of television. It was cancelled because, even though it had successful ratings,
the producers of the show wanted me to do a show based upon conflict and controversy and
sensationalism—fathers who sleep with their fourteen-year-old daughter’s boyfriends—and
subjects like that. I decided to be true to my concept and not venture off into those other areas to
do those Jerry Springer type shows, so they cancelled the show and brought someone else in who
was willing to cooperate with what they wanted.
WRIGHT
Did you learn any lessons from your highly competitive talk show?
BROWN
Yes I did. The lesson I learned was I should have been the executive producer. I was hired
talent and “the hand that pays the piper calls the tune.” Had I been the executive producer of my
show like Oprah Winfrey, then I could have done what Oprah did after she saw the success of
my show—she changed direction and used the formula I’d come up with and the rest is history.
If I had it to do over again I would’ve put my own production company together, continued
to do the show I was doing, and would’ve found someone else to syndicate the show nationally.
If I couldn’t find someone to syndicate the show nationally I would’ve set it up to do it locally
and then rolled it back out nationally myself.
WRIGHT
I bet you still get stopped on the street by people who saw your commercials on the PBS
station for many years. Those were some of the best produced I’ve ever seen.
BROWN
Well, thank you. We’ve gotten a lot of response from PBS. We just did one show four
months ago called, It’s in Your Hands. In fact, I end the show with my children because five of
my seven children are speakers as well; they’re also trainers. What we’re doing is teaching
people how to become responsible for their careers, their health, and for their family life. The
response has been very, very successful on PBS.
WRIGHT
So you’re growing your own speakers, then.
BROWN

Yes, and I’m training speakers—I’m more of a speech coach. I’ve developed a reputation as
a speaker, but I have a gift of helping people tell their story and to position it so it has value for
an audience. I have people’s stories create special, magical moments within the context of their
presentation so that those stories can create a committed listening audience and move them to
new heights within themselves.
WRIGHT
Yes, you don’t have to tell me you’re a sought-after speaker. Some time ago we were
planning a speaking engagement in Ohio and the two people who were requested more than any
others were Stephen Covey and Les Brown. They really came after you, so you do have quite a
reputation for helping people.
BROWN
Thank you.
WRIGHT
A lot of our readers have read many books that advocate focus in their career. I know you’ve
done several things and you’ve done them well. Do you advocate going in one direction and not
diversifying in your career?
BROWN
I think that you have to find one area you want to focus on and as you develop momentum in
that area and reach a certain measure of success, then you can branch off into other areas.
WRIGHT
Les, you had a serious bout with cancer several years ago, right?
BROWN
Yes.
WRIGHT
How did this catastrophic disease affect your life?
BROWN
What cancer did for me was help me live life with a sense of urgency that tomorrow is not
guaranteed. It helped me reprioritize my life and find out what’s really important. When
something major like cancer happens in your life, you spend more time focusing on those things.
So, even though I always practiced and advocated that people live each day as if it were their
last, my cancer battle helped me to focus even more so on priorities. That’s what I began to be
about the business of doing—thinking about my legacy, spending more time with my children,
my grandchildren, friends I cared about, and working on the purpose I’ve embraced for my life.
WRIGHT
My wife was going through cancer at the same time you were, I remember. I heard her say
recently that even though she doesn’t want cancer again, she wouldn’t give anything for the
lessons she learned going through it.

BROWN
Yes. It helps; it gives new meaning to life, and you value things you used to take for granted.
WRIGHT
So, you gained a lot of insight into what’s important?
BROWN
Oh, without any question I did.
WRIGHT
Your book, It’s Not Over Until You Win, was long awaited, of course. Would you tell our
readers what it’s about and what you’re trying to say?
BROWN
I think what people must do is challenge themselves to overcome the inner conversation that
has been placed in them through their conditioning, through their environment, and their
circumstances. We live in a world where we’re told more about our limitations rather than our
potential. We need to overcome and defeat that conversation.
If you ask most people if they have ever been told they can’t achieve a goal they envision
for their life will say, “Yes.” My whole goal is to help people learn how to become unstoppable.
Yes, it’s going to be difficult—it’s going to be hard. You’re going to have obstacles thrown in
your path. You will have setbacks and disappointments. But you must develop the mind-set of a
winner. You must come back again and again and again. You must be creative and flexible,
versatile and adaptable, and never stop until you reach your goals.
WRIGHT
I read many years ago that 98 percent of all failure comes from quitting. Would you agree
with that?
BROWN
Yes, I agree with that without any question. Most people become discouraged and they see
delay as a denial. I encourage people to go back to the drawing board in their minds, regroup,
and get some fresh thinking. Einstein said, “The thinking that has brought me this far has created
some problems that this thinking can’t solve.”
Sometimes we have to allow other people to be a part of the process—to look at the situation
we’re battling with new eyes that can help us overcome the challenges we’re facing.
WRIGHT
As I have said before, you have been a role model for thousands of adults as well as young
people. Do you have any advice to give our readers that would help them to grow in body, mind,
and spirit and live a better, fuller life?
BROWN

Yes. I think it’s important for people to raise the bar on themselves every day. Look at your
life and understand and know you are greater than you give yourself credit for being; you have
talents and abilities you haven’t even begun to reach for yet.
Jim Rohn has a quote I love, “When the end comes for you, let it find you conquering a new
mountain, not sliding down an old one.” So, therefore, we have to raise the bar on ourselves
constantly and assess ourselves.
The other thing is I believe it’s important we ask for help, not because we’re weak but
because we want to remain strong. Many people don’t ask for help because of pride. “Pride
cometh before a fall” because of ego. E-G-O means edging God out.
I think that you also have to ask yourself, what is your plan for being here? Most people take
their health for granted; but living a long, healthy life is not a given—pain is a given—you have
to fight to stay here. You have to have a plan of action to stay here. So what is your plan for
being here? Put yourself on your to-do list. Develop a plan of action on how you’re going to take
better care of yourself and spend more time with people you care about. Focus on living the
goals and dreams you’ve envisioned for yourself that are the calling on your life.
WRIGHT
Down through the years, as you’ve made your decisions, has faith played an important role
in your life?
BROWN
Yes, faith is very important. I think you have to believe in yourself, believe in your abilities,
believe in your dreams, and believe in a power greater than yourself. There’s a quote I love
which says, “Faith is the oil that takes the friction out of living.” Do the best you can and leave
the rest to a power greater than yourself.
WRIGHT
Les, you don’t know how much I appreciate you being with us today for Mastering the Art
of Success.
BROWN
Oh, thank you so much.
WRIGHT
Today we’ve been talking with Les Brown, an internationally recognized speaker and CEO
of Les Brown Enterprises. He’s the author of Live Your Dreams and It’s Not Over Until You
Win. I suggest you run down to the bookstore and look for both of them. Les has been a
successful talk show host and as we have heard today, he is now coaching speakers.
Thank you so much for being with us, Les.
BROWN
Thank you, I appreciate you very much.
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DAVID WRIGHT (WRIGHT)
Today we are talking with Renée McRae, Certified Life Coach, author, poet, and selfdevelopment trainer. Co-author of Stepping Stones to Success alongside Deepak Chopra, Jack
Canfield, Dr. Denis Waitley, and others, Renée contributed the chapter, “Awaken to the Power
Within,” an in-depth chapter that expounds upon the innate power we each possess to determine
our own destinies.
Founder of Poetic Motivations, LLC, a personal and professional development company,
Renée spends a good deal of her time in classrooms around the country facilitating her flagship
program, “Step/Write Into Your Greatness,” which uniquely combines the art of writing poetry
with life skills, self-esteem, and self-development. Her first book, Truth In Rhyme, an approved
textbook with New York City Department of Education, is used by many teachers in their
classrooms to continue the work in her absence.
Renée has developed what she calls Life Alignment Workshops that focus on personal
transformation, self-determination, and the power of creation. Renée’s clients include, but are not
limited to corporations, colleges, public schools, domestic violence shelters, juvenile detention
centers, mental health facilities, and substance abuse recovery centers. Her award-winning
transformational poetry has been published in several magazines, anthologies, and is also
available on her CD titled Truth Be Told!
Renée, welcome to Mastering the Art of Success.
RENÉE McRAE (McRAE)
Thank you so much, David. It’s good to be here.
WRIGHT
Renée, in our previous book, Stepping Stones to Success, you wrote a chapter titled
“Awaken to the Power Within.” In that chapter you discussed the innate power we each possess
in determining our own success or outcomes. I was wondering, in your opinion, how would one
master the art of success?
McRAE
You know, David, that’s an interesting question. My focus in “Awaken to the Power
Within,” was on uncovering what already lies within us, the process of discovering the power we
each have, and how it can and does affect our outcomes. It was an attempt to shed light upon the
shadow of who we are innately and potentially. It was an attempt to shed light on the places we
don’t see as well as the places we don’t look. We will look in the mirror to see ourselves but will
we look in our shadow to discover ourselves?
Unfortunately, all too often, we are not aware of and do not know the effect of our own
participation in the creation process (in this instance, the creation of success). You see, the
creative principle is within us. Nothing happens to us unless something has already happened
within us. This is true for what we deem to be positive or what we deem to be negative, whether
we need a question answered, a lesson learned, or we need confirmation.

In my opinion, the art of mastering something indicates you have the ability to do it again. In
our previous interview we discussed the way—how you get to success—while mastering the art
of success is how you stay there. In answer to your question, the key is that you don’t master the
art of success—you master yourself.
WRIGHT
Okay, I like this. You mentioned the mirror and the shadow earlier. Is that a metaphor?
McRAE
Yes, the mirror represents the outside of ourselves—the physical, outward appearance—the
reflection, if you will. The shadow, on the other hand, represents the inside of ourselves or the
inner being—thought patterns, beliefs, judgments, interpretations of experiences, habits, etc.
When we understand that the outside never changes anything, and that all change happens from
the inside first, it only makes sense that we begin the inward journey. It only makes sense that we
begin to discover—uncover—the inner workings of our own being so that we may begin to have
deliberate conscious control of effecting an outward change in our lives.
WRIGHT
In other words: self mastery. Now, you also mentioned the “creation process.” Are you
suggesting there is a process of creation?
McRAE
Yes, I am. Actually, it is more frequently known and referred to as the “power of creation.”
Not often is it broken down to the process. But knowing or unknowingly, conscious or
unconsciously, intentional or unintentionally, or even whether you like it or not, we all utilize the
laws of creation in every moment because we each innately possess the power of creation. It is
our birthright.
WRIGHT
You said “in every moment.” So, are we creating right now—in this moment?
McRAE
Yes, David, in this and every moment. We are creating right here and right now. We are the
creative principle in the flesh. That is what we are. That is what we do. Let’s talk about this
moment called Now. This moment, Now, is connected to every other moment that ever has or
ever will be. Whether or not you can see it or believe it is totally irrelevant. You need not be
conscious in order to create. You only need to be conscious in order to deliberately create
something you desire.
This moment, Now, is in and of itself a creation as well. You asked for me, and I asked for
you. You wanted someone to interview, and I wanted to be interviewed. You did not know me
and I did not know you, but are we not right here right now? So we can safely say we have both
achieved success in this moment, Now. The trick is to stay conscious and in control (of
ourselves) in this moment, Now, so that we may continue to receive and enjoy the positive fruits
of our labor, if that is what we choose.
The reason I use the word “positive,” is because we create to the positive and to the
negative. We can create what we don’t want just as easily (if not easier) as creating what we do

want. Usually what we want is to attain a particular goal, effect a particular change, reach a
particular point, etc.
Let’s say the measure of the successful attainment of that goal is at +10 on the graph
illustrated below. This graph represents yourself and all of your power from minus10 to plus10.
The point where you are most in control, however, is Point Zero. That is the point of choice.
- 10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1

0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 +9 +10

The points to the left of zero are what I call negative-goal or minus-goal behaviors, thoughts,
habits, emotions, etc. Note that there is no good or bad, except in judgment. The points to the left
just take you away from the successful attainment of the goal you desire. Any point to the right
of zero represents behaviors, thoughts, beliefs, visualizations, emotions, etc. that support and
enable the attainment of the desired goal.
In the process of creation there is no right or wrong or even good or bad. Actually, there also
is no graph. Wouldn’t it be great if there were graphs, though? Anytime we had a negative
thought or behavior, we could immediately see that we were going away from the goal. That
would make things a lot easier.
WRIGHT
So, that’s why you say self-mastery is the only key to the art of mastering success. You need
self-mastery to remain at Point Zero!
McRAE
Exactly! You see, Point Zero—this eternal moment, Now—is like being in the eye of the
hurricane—the only point of peace. Point Zero is the point of power. Only from Point Zero can
you create what you want deliberately, quickly, consciously, effectively.
Let me introduce you to your life: Bills are due, people want you to go to this event or that.
Your oldest son/daughter wrecked the car. You need to call the insurance company, the
mechanic, etc. Children will need to be escorted to baseball practice or ice skating practice, a
birthday party, or a dance. You will need to go to work, school, a party, pay bills, go to the
dentist, etc. Life is like that hurricane. Someone will jump in front of you on a line, in the bank
or the grocery store, when you are in a hurry. You will not be able to talk to a live representative
to register for school or to rectify some computer mistake on your cell phone bill or your
checking account or hotel receipt. Your rental property has been vacant for five months but the
mortgage is very present. The train doors will close in your face after you ran for the last fifteen
minutes and the agent was talking on her cell on a private call while you stood there patiently
(okay, impatiently) waiting to buy a ticket. Incompetence will be the norm and you will feel
helpless, disgusted, and frustrated. Life will be happening to you. You will feel powerless, and if
you’re lucky, you will feel yourself falling out of Point Zero, the eye of the hurricane, the point
of peace. But most will be unlucky and just find themselves way to the left of it with no idea how
it happened or how to get back to that critical point: Zero. Whatever shall you do, then? I’ll tell
you what you will do. You will rely on your habits.
WRIGHT
Wow, so habits can make you or break you. Renée, this reminds me of a quote by Albert
Gray. He said, “Successful people are successful because they form the habits of doing those

things that failures don’t like to do.” This sounds like what you are talking about here. Habits
can, in fact, come to your rescue.
McRAE
Precisely. A wise man once told me, “Your habits will either be your best friend or your
worst enemy.” And you know the unfortunate thing, David?
WRIGHT
What’s that?
McRAE
Most of us do not even know what our own habits are. I’ll bet you that we know everyone
else’s habits, though, especially if we live with them. You can turn on any television show and
find someone berating his or her spouse or children or next door neighbor for what they are not
doing—or for what they are doing, for that matter. But this is the kicker: pointing a finger at
someone else, judging or demeaning their lifestyle or habits, is only an indication of how far off
center we, ourselves, really are. Yes, it is a clear indication of how far away from Point Zero
we’ve really gotten.
WRIGHT
So, what can we do to rectify the balance in a situation like this? Is there any formula you
use in your coaching practice with your clients? Do you have any suggestions our readers can
use in their quest to have their habits support them toward positive outcomes or what we call
success?
McRAE
Well, the good news is: Robert Puller said, “Good habits, once established are just as hard to
break as are bad habits.” That means to me a good habit (plus-goal) will be just as strong and
effective once established as a minus-goal habit.
According to research, breaking a habit can take anywhere from thirty to forty-five days.
Establishing a new habit, like running every day or eating a piece of fruit with your meal, takes
approximately sixty-six days. Not being a researcher or scientist, and just using common sense, it
seems to me that when you establish a new habit, you’ve essentially broken the old one.
But you know, David, more importantly, and back to my original point, we cannot change
something we are not even aware of. It is only upon the recognition or awareness of a
detrimental or nonproductive thought that you can actually begin to do something about
eliminating it, changing it, or replacing it. Most often our challenge becomes “how can I see my
habits, short of videotaping myself?”
Please note: We’re not looking for visible habits—those will change when we change the
invisible ones.
WRIGHT
Right—we are looking in the shadow, not in the mirror.
McRAE

Exactly! Richard M. DeVos once said, “Life . . . it tends to respond to our outlook, to shape
itself to meet our expectations.” Could it possibly be that our habitual outlook is skewed? Could
it be that our expectations are already being met and they just happen to be on the negative side
of Point Zero?
Let’s look at the problem in order to find the solution. Let’s take an example of a woman not
being able to find a loving, supportive, peaceful, nurturing husband. (You can use whatever
adjectives you like, I just chose those for purposes of this example.) The issue is lack—whether
you want a man or a woman, child, money, career, whatever—something or someone is missing.
Your reality is missing or lacking something. The puzzle of your life has a couple of pieces
missing. Once you realize that your habits are in control and are causing the so-called problem,
you now know where to look. Stop looking for the man, woman, child, career, money, etc. Look
instead to the belief systems that have become habitual. Look instead to the thoughts that have
become habitual. Ask yourself these simple questions:
• What thought do I have that justifies this reality?
• What thought do I have that supports this reality?
• What thought do I have that explains this reality?
In other words, the bottom line is: what is your explanation for it?
What you find here reveals your habitual pattern of thinking. Let’s say the answer, as you
know it, is: “There is a shortage of men.” That is the justification for why you do not have a man.
You know it to be true. You heard it on the television or on the radio. You may have read it in
the newspaper. In any event, that is your explanation, and you know it to be true. Please note,
anytime you know something to be true, there is no doubt, and consequently, you will not see a
reality contradictory to it. You are now creating to the opposite of what you want—minus ten to
the negative.
You may have supporting thoughts surrounding it as well. The men are all in jail,-1 married,2
gay,-3 dead,-4 away at war,-5 or just plain no good-6. In any event, your expectation is that there
are no available men. There’s your answer. All of those thoughts are stuck in your head and are
not going anywhere. Combined together, they are your habitual thoughts and beliefs. They are
stuck in your mind, and they are keeping you stuck in your current reality. Your expectation is
that there are no available men and your minus ten reality is that there are no available men. And
to show you the fallacy of it all, a woman who is the same age and race as you, living in the same
country and society as you, with the same education as you, perhaps even living right next door
to you, has a loving, supportive, nurturing husband. You live in the same place but in literally
two totally different realities. Only your thoughts are different.
WRIGHT
You know, Renée, Sam Walton said, "High expectations are the key to everything.” So,
certainly, identifying any obstacles in the way of having high expectations would prove to be
advantageous in one’s quest for success, don’t you think?
McRAE
Yes, indeed. And in this instance, David, the obstacles in our way are our own limiting and
minus-goal thoughts. I wrote a poem for this exact circumstance:

“By the thoughts we think and the words we say
We’re creating our worlds every day.
What are the thoughts that we don’t see,
That holds us in this misery?
Once we know we’re writing the script,
Maybe we’ll change the language a bit.
You see, words like try and words like fate,
They keep us living in the same old state.
Words like could and words like should,
They keep us living in the same neighborhood.
Then we want to search the clouds,
And yell and scream and pray out loud.
And responsibility we deny
But we’re the ones speaking the lie.”
“Creation,” originally published in Truth In Rhyme by Renée McRae

WRIGHT
Excellent. I like the line “What are the thoughts that we don’t see?” This poem really puts in
plain words the concept of speaking or thinking a thought and then living its reality.
McRAE
True. It even goes a step further and points to the ignorance with which we do this and the
lack of responsibility we assume by praying for help or guidance. To me, the analogy is like the
cartoon character who has a gun and is shooting himself in the foot with it; then he assumes the
victim role. How insane is that?
WRIGHT
Yes, “insane” might be the word. So, this is pretty important stuff, life-changing, actually. I
assume you live this philosophy?
McRAE
I live this philosophy without a doubt. I’ve taught it to my children also. As a matter of fact,
that brings me to an important point to note: Although it may be easy to grasp this concept and
understand this process mentally, it is imperative to remember that it is a process, especially for
adults. You see, as adults we have already been programmed by society, television, parents,
teachers, newspapers, etc. And I use the word “programmed” loosely because it can have the
connotation of being deliberate on the part of the programmer. I am not at all suggesting any
malicious intention on anyone’s part. In this instance, I only mean that we have received
information during our lifetimes and formed habits of thought and behavior we can now call a
program or a paradigm. Our responses can be predicted based on that program, and our lives can
be predicted as well. Unless and until we think something different (put in a new program card or
have a paradigm shift), nothing changes.
Now with children, the process is less layered. They are learning and growing for the first
time. Children are beginning to accumulate their thoughts, behaviors, and responses as they
grow. The programming is just being initiated and they can learn and incorporate this
information and philosophy into their “original program cards” so to speak. As adults, on the
other hand, with the exception of a total breakdown, we have to unlearn the original

programming before we can effectively implement the new information. Please note: Very often
this process is not a pretty sight. Learning something in your mind and even teaching it, is not the
same thing as going through the process of realizing it or “making it real” in your being or in
your life. This is commonly known as “walking the walk and not just talking the talk.”
WRIGHT
So, do we adults even have a chance? And how do we put in a new program card?
McRAE
Well, the first thing we have to do is accept the fact that this is a process, and it’s going to
take time. But, hey, what else do we have but time, and what else is there to do while we’re here
anyway, right?
Second, you have to stalk yourself. You have to have a “take no prisoners, and shoot the
wounded” type of attitude. I know you say, “huh?” But let me explain. No one can change you
but you. I don’t care if someone tells you your problem; until you recognize your problem
yourself, you will not “know” it, and you certainly will not do anything about it. Knowing means
everything. But the only way to “know” for yourself is by paying attention to yourself. This is
what I call “stalking yourself.”
WRIGHT
Renée, this certainly makes sense, but how can one go about this process of stalking oneself?
McRAE
Well, there are several different ways to accomplish this, David. I’ll share a couple of
techniques that I use:
Record Your Dreams. Believe it or not, there is a wealth of knowledge about yourself
imbedded in your dreams. The key is to actually write the dream down, though. I have found that
during the writing process, I become aware of not only the circumstances and the people in the
dream but my thoughts in the dream also. I, personally, have learned a great deal about my
habitual thoughts through my dream work. A dream is like a gift that keeps on giving. I just
recently realized a major assumption I have been operating under from a dream that I had about
five years ago! All of this time I thought the dream provided an answer to a question I had, when
in actuality it was bringing my attention to a major repetitive thought that was holding me back.
Well, better late than never—that only took five years! (ha-ha).
In my coaching practice, I encourage my clients to put a “Dream Journal” on the nightstand
beside their bed or on the floor or even under their pillow. It can be a fancy book or even a
composition notebook; it really does not matter what kind. What does matter is that the intention
you have, when placing it, is one of commitment to record your dream(s).
Very often I hear people say that they don’t dream. Well, research has proven, and we know
for sure, that everyone dreams. The issue for you is that prior to now you have not remembered
your dreams. If you are of the notion that you do not dream, you will need to take steps to
program yourself to remember your dreams before you can begin to write them down. The good
news is you can program yourself to do both at the same time. Let me show you how easy it is.
Have you ever had to wake up at a specific time and set your clock for that time the night
before? Well, most of us have, and most of us have had the experience of waking just before the
clock goes off. The reason for this is because when you set the clock, you also set yourself—

your own inner clock. It’s really just that simple. Try this: Just before you go to sleep tell
yourself, “I will remember my dreams in the morning when I wake up.” Say this to yourself at
least three times before you go to sleep to get it into your subconscious. You can also add that
you will write the dream down, as well. You will need to say this at least three times also. The
reason you might want to add the part about writing it down is that sometimes when we wake up,
we will remember the dream vividly and even go over it in our mind but we’ll tell ourselves we
will write it down later, only to find later that we cannot remember it.
WRIGHT
Great technique! I like that. I’ve had that exact experience of remembering what I thought
was an important dream, and then to my dismay, being unable to recall it. Now, what if you
don’t remember your dreams after programming yourself?
McRAE
Keep doing it. Sometimes it takes a minute. Remember Rule Number 1: You must accept
the fact that this is a process and it’s going to take time. Be patient with yourself, but above all,
be diligent, be consistent, and stay focused. Take no prisoners, and certainly take no excuses.
Remember, you are on a mission to change your life, and this technique can help you do it! I
cannot stress how powerful this can be for you.
WRIGHT
Excellent. You said you had a couple of techniques on stalking yourself. Do you have others
you would like to share?
McRAE
Recap Your Previous Day. By that I mean write down your previous day’s activities on
paper before you go to sleep. When I say “write the previous day’s activities,” I mean
everything. Not only did you go to work, but you went to lunch, talked to so-and-so on the
phone, came home, etc. Did you brush your teeth? Did you drop the toothpaste cap? Did you
stub your toe? Did you put your contact lenses in? Did you greet your neighbor, kiss your
spouse, take a bus, speak to the bus driver? What did you think after your conversation?
This is an amazing technique in becoming aware. Initially, it may not seem like it’s working.
Trust me, it will only take two days before you begin to notice a difference in your awareness.
Your writing will change. Your memory will change. You will become more aware of your
actions. You will become more aware of your thoughts. You will begin to be able to choose your
thoughts even! And if, in fact, thoughts become things, wouldn’t that be a good mastery to have.
One of the benefits I noticed from this particular technique is the ability to know
immediately exactly where I placed my keys (or anything else, for that matter). You will be able
to retrace your steps to know exactly where you took your shoes off and what you were thinking
while leaving them there. As a result of doing this technique, you will become more conscious in
your daily life; and who doesn’t want or need that?
WRIGHT
Isn’t this like journaling or similar to it?
McRAE

It is like journaling. Usually in a journal you might write about a particular experience or
situation and how you are feeling in relation to that or in general. A journal is a great way to
assess where you are mentally and emotionally at a particular time in your life also. The
difference with this technique is that you are writing down every intricate detail of your previous
day. You are writing everything, whether you deem it insignificant or not. There is no particular
importance attached to any of it. You are simply recording or recapitulating without judgment
every detail of your previous day that you can remember. Tomorrow night, for example, I would
have to remember this conversation with you now and not only the words I’m using and saying,
but the thoughts behind the words, as well.
WRIGHT
Wow, that sounds almost unrealistic to be able to do.
McRAE
You’re right, David, it can be a challenge. However, you will be surprised how it evolves
once you get started. And as I said, it takes a couple of days for certain parts of it to kick in.
WRIGHT
Well, I’m looking forward to trying one of these techniques out for myself.
McRAE
Sounds good. Let me know how that works for you. I would love to get your feedback. Both
of these techniques are excellent ways to begin the stalking process. They can catapult you into a
sense of awareness of the entirety of your own being, whether awake or asleep. The only other
technique I would suggest at this time is a daily meditation.
WRIGHT
Will you expound on that a little bit? How long should a person meditate?
McRAE
Well, everyone is different. I would recommend fifteen minutes daily to begin with. You can
use music or choose silence. The key is to not be disturbed and if you are using music, choose
something without a beat, melody, or words. I know that sounds like a tall order, but there are
plenty of CDs available just for meditation. A CD with sounds of nature or moving water, for
instance, can be extremely effective. For those of you who are working with chakras, there are
CDs available with music designed just for opening them.
The simplest meditation is to just close your eyes and focus on your closed eyelids or the
center of your forehead. You can even focus on the sound of your own voice as you repeat the
word “Ohmm” or just hum. When and if you notice yourself thinking, simply go back to the nothought space behind your eyelids. No judgments or anger or frustration is necessary. Just
simply, gently, go back to the no-thought space finding the gap between the words and staying
there.
Meditation can be extremely beneficial in helping us stay centered. Before you know it, you
are centered and balanced in places and at times you would have otherwise totally lost it. Good
luck with it. You’ve only just begun on the journey to self-mastery.

WRIGHT
Renée, thank you. That was great! Today we’ve been talking with Renée McRae, personal
development trainer, life-alignment coach, and performance poet whose workshops, keynotes,
and poetry help people live more purpose-driven and self-determined lives.
Renée, thank you so much for being with us today in Mastering the Art of Success.
McRAE
Thank you, David. It was my pleasure.
-
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DAVID WRIGHT (WRIGHT)
Today I’m talking with Jodi Nicholson. Jodi is the Founder and CEO of A Fabulous Group
of Companies Inc., a consulting and marketing firm. She is the co-founder and CEO of the
Success Coach Institute, the number one school for success coaching and coach certification
internationally. Jodi combines her entrepreneurial spirit with more than twenty-five years of
professional experience in business, sales, and client service excellence to help others achieve
balance, wealth, and abundance to live their most fabulous life. Her many contributions to the
industry of motivation, coaching, team-building, and leadership has resulted in helping thousands
of individuals and businesses build a solid foundation to achieve their goals, create a clear vision,
and be sustainable through clarity of purpose and profitability.
She also brings this same passion to her speaking and trainings when she addresses many
audiences on a variety of topics, such as mastering a positive mind-set, self-esteem and
confidence, and other exciting personal development topics. Whether coaching, consulting,
mentoring, or training, she consistently shows up smiling with her contagious enthusiasm that’s
sure to raise your spirits, bring more happiness to your life, and inspire you to make it a fabulous
day!
Jodi, welcome to Mastering the Art of Success.
JODI NICHOLSON (NICHOLSON)
Thank you so much.
WRIGHT
Right up front, I know you’ve heard many definitions of success but how do you define
success?
NICHOLSON
Well, David, I actually define success with a combination of ingredients. In my iCoach to
Success Professional Coaching System at the Success Coach Institute, it first requires building a
firm foundation, followed by having belief, developing a plan, and working the plan through
inspired action, all through the essence of being present. Finally, it’s topped off with a
celebration of accomplishment. I refer to it simply as the “ABCs of Success:”
A — acknowledge yourself with self-love and appreciation,
B — have belief that you can achieve success, and
C — always celebrate along the way.
Enjoy life, live in the present moment, and reflect in gratitude on each and every success as
a success. I believe we need to celebrate each of our accomplishments because there is no such
thing as a small success. A success is a win no matter the magnitude.
So, acknowledge, believe, and celebrate!
WRIGHT
What would you say is the biggest contribution to your professional success?

NICHOLSON
I have a growth mind-set versus a fixed mind-set. In a growth mind-set, it’s about constantly
moving, learning, growing, being in activity, and contributing to a life of purpose daily. It’s
about being grounded in a strong personal “why” with solid virtues and values that perpetuate
growth. Each of us has our own personal “why” although we sometimes don’t acknowledge it.
Our “why” is having a burning desire inside—a reason for the future that is so compelling and so
passionate that it just exudes a devotional power. This power is so great that it pours out
positively into everything we do. It helps us move closer and closer toward our goal, our
purpose, or our desired outcome.
Knowing your “why,” living in your purpose, and doing activities that perpetuate your
vision is progress. This progress creates momentum to enable a person to make a quantum leap
to success. When you’re in constant forward motion, you have an ability to grow and progress.
The biggest contribution in my life has been my commitment through a positive mind-set to
always learn, grow, and inspire. In turn, I become an inspiration to others.
WRIGHT
What do you think are the biggest obstacles other people face in trying to become
successful?
NICHOLSON
The absence of a growth mind-set is one. Other reasons include the lack of foundational
principles such as knowing your why, not having a mission, and not being on purpose with a
clear vision and goals. In general, most people tend to make comments about what they want in
life instead of making a solid commitment. They end up unknowingly focusing on “lack,”
specifically what they don’t have, rather than “abundance” in what they do have. The many
accomplishments that exist and living a life of celebration and gratitude should be recognized.
When we talk in terms of goal-setting or having a vision or clarity of purpose, comments are
made versus commitments and living a life of inspired activities that contribute toward
achievement. For example, someone might say, “I want to be a best-selling author,” yet the
person doesn’t like to write and takes no action to sit down to write. People like this clearly have
no plan. Then, they sit back in complacency and blame others, shame themselves, use negative
self-talk, and/or justify their inactivity or lack of activity and wonder why they remain stuck and
stagnant.
The alternative is to make a solid commitment by laying down a firm foundation, believing,
making a plan, working the plan, delegating and doing, taking activity steps, and then celebrating
each accomplishment. And if the person in the example doesn’t like to write and still wants to be
a best-selling author, and if it’s really a true commitment, an action option might be to hire a
ghost writer and delegate parts of the project toward completion. I always say it’s “time to stop
talkin’ about it and start doing about it!”
When it comes to a comment versus a commitment, I work in commitments. I have been a
coach and consultant for more than twenty-five years and I take myself and my clients from a
comment to a commitment. Toss the comments and be in action with a committed plan or goal.
Develop a firm foundation, a purpose and a vision. Immerse yourself in it. Then make a plan to
get into action, accountability, activity, and accomplishment.

I encourage people to stand proud in a firm foundation and within that space, own it! With
foundation first you can go, be, and do anything you truly desire, successfully.
WRIGHT
Would you tell our readers a little bit about why you started the Success Coach Institute?
NICHOLSON
I started The Success Coach Institute because I wanted to create a safe environment to learn,
grow and be inspired. The Success Coach Institute offers coaching and mentoring services for
individuals and businesses as well as a coach certification training school to support other
thought leaders and coaches around the world.
I’ve attended many seminars, schools, and trainings throughout the past twenty-five years,
and I’ve been mentored by many of the great masters, yet I recognized a common thread or
missing link that keeps people “stuck.” So in my years of research I developed the iCoach to
Success Professional Coaching System, an eclectic approach to coaching and coach certification
that perpetuates growth and quantum leaps to success. You see, I found these holes—these
“gaps”—in all of these trainings that where often times leaving people stuck, or opening a can of
worms that said, “Hey, let’s not change our language, let’s keep coaching you in this negative
mind-set without finding a substitute so you can come back next year with even bigger
problems.”
I know the previous statement is quite bold, yet I stand in truth with a strong sense of
knowing and witnessing the results in others. Many attendees have become my clients and no
longer return to their old ways of being stuck. It’s been my experience that when you open a can
of worms and don’t take people to the next level or don’t close the can or provide a solution to
close the can—solve the problem—then you’re ultimately leaving people stuck and even more
confused. This common thread, along with a rah rah seminar, can be more harmful than good,
because the attendees go home to the same environment they ran away from in the first place and
nothing changes, hence more confusion.
By examining the “gaps,” I developed solutions to plug the holes and am now sharing the
coaching system internationally. It’s a wonderful accomplishment to help a person and when I
can help one, I can help many because the proven systems can be replicated by others. The
Success Coach Institute helps clients and students develop a firm foundation that includes: their
big “why,” clarifying a mission, vision, and life’s purpose, losing the mess for ultimate success,
building a life of balance based on confidence, positive self-talk, empowering beliefs, and
visualization, doing the DASH for inspired action daily, SMART Goal-Setting Done RIGHT™,
accountability, strategic planning, celebrating successes and so much more.
After more than twenty years of working with clients in these situations, attending trainings,
and seeing these threads and gaps, I continue to focus on the activities of the subconscious
mind—the area I believe is our driving force as human beings. It’s where activity and actions lie
and then guide us, perpetuating our motion. My teachings and coaching systems work to
reprogram the subconscious mind, in turn, resulting in successful outcomes, commitments, and
celebrations.
WRIGHT
So why do you think more people are not in tune with their big why, if all people possess it?

NICHOLSON
When building a successful life and transitioning to a higher vibration or level of
consciousness and a level of ultimate success, it’s imperative to know your why and that your
why is in alignment with your values, virtues, and vision. The reason the “why” is so important
in this process of human thought is because it evolves around meaning, and when something has
no meaning we typically ignore it. When it takes on a meaning it takes on a life force or energy,
and we can fixate our attention on it and see it through to the end. It’s about embracing an
attitude of 100 percent responsibility and if it’s meant to be then it’s 100 percent up to me.
What happens is that people don’t take the time to acknowledge what they’re feeling. They
don’t take the time to look at how they resonate in certain situations and realize what’s working
for them. They need to stop and ask questions such as: Is there a constant conflict? Am I looking
at myself? Am I looking back on a situation? How can I improve this situation? They’re not
perpetuated by any sort of momentum, they’re just going through the motions. As I mentioned
earlier, they might be focusing on “lack” instead of abundance.
It’s about tapping into it. When we were children we asked why about everything and then
as we grow up, when we started questioning something, we were put in the corner or
reprimanded. Back then it was about thinking or insubordination or troublemaking versus being
just a little kid and asking a simple question. It is possible to know why and it is possible to tap
into that compelling desire inside of us if we’re asked. Listen to yourself, allow yourself to speak
about it and allow yourself to share what you’re really feeling.
I run across situations where clients have been put into a school or career or stereotype
because their parents want them to become this or that type of “title” versus who they really are.
For example, maybe there is a history of lawyers in the family and when a child is born into that
family, that child automatically becomes “titled” as being another lawyer in the family, yet
nobody has spoken to the child about what he or she loves or what that child’s talents are. The
child is expected to go to school and be a lawyer. His or her true “why” and true talents may
become suppressed because of expectations. Let’s say at the age of twenty or twenty-one or even
forty-five, the person might have other abilities such as painting, gardening but those abilities,
passions, desires, and talents have been suppressed. Are people like that happy? Are they living
in their burning desire—a desire that compels them to success? Will they strive for joy and
happiness in their career or will they struggle because they’re supposed to do and be something
else. Know your “why.” Why? Because your why knows you!
I have the amazing opportunity to be a part of a private mentor program at a major
university with other professionals working with high school and college students age eighteen
to twenty-three. They were so excited to be visiting with different professionals and successful
businesspeople globally, yet I found it interesting that in a room of five hundred participants, not
one of them had ever really been asked by a parent, teacher, or friend about their “why.” They
hadn’t yet tapped into what their burning desire in life was. Where did their passions lie? What
did they really love to do or be?
When I took them through a few brief exercises, it was like, “Wow! I can see this now. I can
feel this now. I can see my future now.” It wasn’t necessarily in contradiction to where they were
supposed to be going on their current journey but at least they had a crystal clear picture of
where they wanted to be doing. Now they had a plan—their big why—along with a burning
desire to get there, and motivation with momentum behind it.
Often times what happens is it’s suppressed and it’s pushed aside. People go and get a job
and in that job they’re frustrated, upset, and angry. They may hate their boss and hate their life,

yet they love everything that the job’s salary does for them. They love the home, the car, the
vacation, and the activities it provides, yet they hate what they’re doing. Well, could we take
them and possibly shift them into something else that they love to do based upon their why? I
believe we can and often times in organizations I go in and I switch people around and match
people and performance with their vision and their why, complimented by their skill sets. They
are moved into a different task that makes them happy, more productive, and motivated to learn,
grow, and continue the inspiration in their life.
By immersing ourselves in the feelings associated with our “why,” we develop a compelling
reason to participate, supported by the burning desire to push through adversity offering
sustainability in our life. Again, know your why because your why knows you. Every month I
offer a complimentary teleseminar on discovering your why, so if you’d like to join in, please
visit www.jodinicholson.com for details.
WRIGHT
Is it important to balance success in life and if so, how is it possible to balance success with
life?
NICHOLSON
I believe it is critical to balance your life into success and your success into your life. I use a
series of tools to assist in this process.
First, I developed the Circle of Success and it covers eight various areas of life including
your Physical Self (body, appearance, health, and mental state), your Spirituality and Personal
Beliefs (values, faith, religion, self-love, and appreciation), your Wealth and Finances, your
Relationships (family as well as your career, networks, friends, and social situations), your
Environments (home, office, house of worship, nature), your Professional Life (job, career,
business, duties), Fun and Personal Growth (hobbies, free time, relaxation, travel, and
education), and your Legacy (contribution, community, charity, and your mark in life).
There is a common thread that intertwines through all of them and I believe that the
common thread is to be in your legacy now. Build it today and every day thereafter. Often times
people say, “Well, I’ll think about what my mark in life is when I’m 70 years old.” But I believe
that legacy starts today. Be the person today that you want to be thought of tomorrow. You need
to step into that person right now and you need to own your virtue and your values based upon
how you want to be thought of now. This intertwines into a life of balance, because it spreads
into how you treat your physical body, how you are spiritually connected, how you handle your
finances, how you treat others in your various relationships, how you want to be treated, how
you take care of your environment, and how you have fun and grow personally and
professionally. So it’s based upon balancing these eight areas with a common thread intertwined
through your legacy.
Second, I use my system for goal setting, The SMART System for Goal-Setting done
R.I.G.H.T.™ and goals must be written. The SMART acronym has been around for many years
and represents Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Relevant, and Time Bound yet I noticed a gap
and something missing in the process, hence the addition of my system done right. It’s the
missing link that kept surfacing was a question: Is it (the goal) really and truly what I want? and
if so then, Why do your actions not support the outcome? The challenge begins.
The acronym RIGHT stands for Realistic, Inspired, Gifts, Harmony, and Truth. When a
client comes to me with a goal, I challenge it with them and ask, “Is this realistic? Are you being

100 percent realistic with this goal and truly honest with yourself, straightforward, blunt, to-thepoint honest?
The next question I ask is are you inspired by this goal, and through the achievement of
reaching this goal does it still inspire you? And more importantly, do the action steps you have to
take to get there inspire you. Let me continue more on the inspiration, the question here is are
you really, truly willing to pay the price and be sustainable through thick and thin with this and
are you still feeling inspired? Then I ask if you are using your gifts and are you genuinely
applying your God-given gifts into it? Or, I ask what is unique unto you? Are you using your
gifts to complete this task? The next question is: Are you in harmony with your life, with your
purpose, vision, and your mission. Is attaining this goal moving you in harmony towards the
horizon line where it lies or further away? Ask yourself, am I in harmony with this goal and is
the goal or outcome in harmony with me?
And finally, when the goal is attained, when you hit your mark and the journey is complete,
are you standing in truth—absolute truth? Is the goal time-tested and true, and are you true to
yourself by attaining it? Are you being your true, authentic self in the achievement of this goal?
Oftentimes what I get is a restructure of the original goal, and when I work with people on the
level of honesty with challenge, it results in truly discovering what my clients want. When they
know, they commit and with commitment comes action—inspired action—supported by their
why. In turn, it becomes a celebration of accomplishment and ultimate success!
I encourage you to sit back, reflect, take a look at your circle of success and see if you are
the person today that you want to be thought of tomorrow and are you on the right path—the
RIGHT way? Be you and be truly inspired to make it happen, successfully and graciously.
WRIGHT
A wise man once told me that if I were ever walking down a country road and saw a turtle
sitting on top of a fence post that I could bet my last dollar that he didn’t get up there by himself.
So when you look back on your life and all the successes that you have obviously enjoyed, who
are the people who have made you the person you are and have put you where you are today?
NICHOLSON
I am eternally grateful to my parents who have put forth an effort to make me see options,
choices, and truth. They allowed me to experience things, informed me on the difference
between right and wrong, instilled positive values and virtues within me, and gave me the
freedom to explore my own truths through choice. I attribute a lot to myself for standing in truth,
and most importantly standing in faith, knowing that I can do and be anything through love,
kindness, appreciation, and grace.
WRIGHT
So what is the message you want people to hear so they can learn from your success?
NICHOLSON
The message probably would be most definitely to love yourself and to appreciate the
fabulous person you are. We’re all unique and we’re all special. I choose to be of service and this
is truth to me. I believe that when you are true to yourself and you are being your true authentic
self and in service, versus looking to be served, that your life can unfold with an effortless draw
toward success, joy, and happiness. That life is not a push—it’s not a push against things. You

are being drawn into doing and being your purpose—what you need to do and be and to serve, to
love, and to be at peace.
I like to live a life of gratitude, and I journal every day. Actually I recently published a
journal called Reflections in Gratitude, available at www.amazon.com. I’ve been journaling
since the age of sixteen, so it’s been a very long time. I’m grateful for my life and my
occurrences every day. To be grateful for adversity and embrace it and grow from it is something
that is, I think, a necessity, too. It’s about committing to activity, loving yourself, being your
very, very best on a daily basis, and celebrating each and every one of your successes, gratefully.
WRIGHT
This has been an interesting conversation, Jodi. Thank you for the time you’ve spent with
me today to answer these questions. I’ve learned a lot.
NICHOLSON
Thank you, David.
WRIGHT
Today I have been talking with Jodi Nicholson, Founder and CEO of A Fabulous Group of
Companies Inc., a consulting and marketing firm. Jodi is also the co-founder and CEO of The
Success Coach Institute, the number one school for success coaching and success coach training
and coach certification internationally. She is the author and creator of the iCoach to Success
Professional Coaching System, co-author of a Millionaire Secrets in You, and she recently
published a bestselling journal, Reflections in Gratitude: A Celebration of Life’s Most Fabulous
Moments, a must-have for anyone on the journey to success and celebration.
Jodi, thank you so much for being with us today on Mastering the Art of Success.
NICHOLSON
Thank you.
-
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Today I am talking with Annette Jackson. Annette is Founder/CEO of Chosen Ministries
and Chosen Conquerors Christian Center, the auspices for Dominion & Power Worship Church
in Columbus, where she serves as Overseer. She has also served as Regional Bishop and
National President for the National Baptist Women Ministers Convention Inc. Annette attended
the Ohio State University studying Human Relations/Family Development; she is a 2007
graduate of the ACLD Pastoral Program. She has MDiv and DD degrees and she is a published
author of Still Gotta Be a Wife and she is a keynote conference speaker. Annette founded WIM
(Women In Ministry), a mentoring ministry for women in 2004. She has served on various
boards and committees throughout the years. She has become successful in loving and
empowering others, and giving them tools to achieve their life goals.
Annette, welcome to Mastering the Art of Success.
Why must people know themselves and their boundaries?
ANNETTE JACKSON (JACKSON)
Part of knowing yourself is knowing what success is to you and knowing what
unsuccessfulness looks like. It is in these two comparisons where you establish boundaries to
keep out what you don’t want while keeping close what you want to remain. In mastering
success, you must know beyond a shadow of a doubt that you are.
It is here where you realize that others don’t define you. It is here where you discover that
some will try to confine you. It is here where you discover your limits and your limits beyond
your imagination. It is here where the foundation of your success is laid. What you do or don’t
do is defined here. Where you’ll go or not go is defined here.
One of the key elements to success is know who you are. Everyone idolizes or aspires to be
like someone. There has been someone in all of our lives whom we’ve looked up to for various
reasons. Some of the people we’ve looked up o have demonstrated great leadership qualities by
the way they’ve handled their affairs, conducted business with constituents or colleagues, or just
the moral code they lived by.
We’ve admired their fashion savvy, the way they spoke, and even their stature and status in
life. All of the things we have experienced in life in growing up has shaped and developed each
of us into the person we are today. Even the bad things played an important role in who we are.
It’s the challenges in life that cause us to look at who we are and what we believe in comparison
to what we are facing.
The very values and moral code we come live by have been established based upon a truth
we adopted at an early age, and when this truth is challenged with new ideas and circumstances,
it is what’s really in you that prevails.
You must know yourself. Know your likes and dislikes. Know what you are willing to stand
for or walk away from; when you know this, there will be no compromising yourself at the
expense of others. Compromise will delay your dreams and sometimes cost you your success.
Everyone needs clearly defined boundaries and consequences.
With consequences come accountability. When your boundary is violated and you have
made clear the consequence, you must personally hold yourself and the violator responsible. You

must know what you will and won’t allow in your personal space. There must also be
consequences for crossing those boundaries.
You were created a unique being with qualities and characteristics unlike anyone else.
Although you have watched others in trying to discover the real you, you must always be aware
that only you can be you. You were created as a one-of-a-kind original, and yes, there will be
someone who will try to mod you and make you into something that’s not you, but the beauty is
that you won’t fit.
I can agree with a statement made in an essay I read written by William Deresiewicz titled
“Solitude and Leadership.” Deresiewicz stated, “Your own reality—for yourself, not for others.”
Thinking for yourself means finding yourself—finding your own reality. You will never find true
satisfaction that comes from being a person with your own convictions, ideas, passion, and zeal
for accomplishing your life’s goals. You must remain true to yourself and true to that which is
driving you.
You will never be comfortable being someone else. It will always feel odd or awkward.
Don’t settle and don’t forfeit your destiny for someone else’s shortcut. Self-development is a
process and the only way to reach your destiny is by going through the good, the bad, and the
ugly. You must stay true to who you are. That is why it so important to know who you are first.
WRIGHT
Why you must embrace your dream?
JACKSON
We have all had dreams of what we wanted to become when we grow up. This is a natural
process of every human being and often our dreams change as we become more certain about the
call upon our lives. I always dreamed of being a teacher but as I grew up I experienced life and
learned more about myself, I no longer had that dream.
I began to dream and see myself helping others develop and achieve their life goals. The
funny thing is that this, too, is a form of teaching. I dreamed of leading and teaching in small
settings as in company training rooms and women’s retreats. I would dream of facilitating
conferences and events on major platforms. I embraced my dreams even though I didn’t
understand fully where it all was leading.
I began to journal and ponder my dreams. And since I am a spiritual person, began to pray
and seek wisdom from God for direction. I began to write every idea, vision, and theme that
came to mind. I would share with certain people my hopes in my dreams as it related to what I
knew I would ultimately be doing. I began to look for opportunities to network with people of
common interest—people who were doing what they were purposed to do—so I could learn from
their trials and errors as I would my own.
I wanted to understand the uniqueness that comes from being focused, disciplined, and
driven. This helped me to see that I was not as strange as I thought I was and there was nothing
wrong with pursuing my dream with all the passion and vigor I could muster. In doing so, I
became more confident and stayed true to my vision for success.
WRIGHT
What is the importance of being true to your dream or vision?
JACKSON

Only you can tell what you see. Others can come alongside and run with the vision, but you
have to cast it. If what you see as an idea, a plan, a direction, or a thought was not conceived
within you, it would be safe to say it’s not your dream or vision. Some things you can’t tell
because others are not always going to see what you see or they’re not going to understand the
peculiarity that comes with being a dreamer or visionary.
Oprah said, when being inducted into the Academy of Achievement, “It doesn’t matter who
you are or where you come from, the ability to triumph begins in you. Always.” As a young
child I had a vision, not of what I wanted to accomplish, but I knew that my current
circumstances would change.
Success commands the attention of your eyes to see change coming from your being in
position to be conduit for empowerment.
Many great leaders have shared insight on being true to your dream or vision. In the next
paragraphs I’ll include some of them.
“America is too great for small dreams,” said Ronald Reagan (Ten Leadership Lessons
From Ronald Reagan by Francios Basili). And this is also true for great leaders, who won’t be
satisfied with small dreams. Instead of trying to get just an edge over the Soviet Union, Reagan
went after the total dismantling of the “Evil Empire.” And he succeeded. If you want to be a
great leader, ask yourself and your team: What is the greatest dream we can possibly have for
this organization?
Great leaders have been known to be gifted with vision. What is vision? Vision is a dream,
an idea, imagination, an apparition. Robert Collier says, “Vision gives you the impulse to make
the picture your own.”
To accomplish great things we must first dream, then visualize, then plan . . . believe . . . act!
(Alfred A. Montapert)
Vision without action is merely a dream. Action without vision just passes the time. Vision
with action can change the world. (Joel A. Barker)
I am inclined to run with what Joel A. Barker is saying. Often we dream and even share our
dreams, often falling on deaf ears, but when we put action to the dream it takes on a whole new
meaning. It transforms into a vision that can be seen by others. It becomes a life form that can
change the way others view their life journey and the course they need to take to make their
dreams a reality.
Vision gives direction to the thought and lays the playing field for all other work to be
performed. It gives sail to the idea and at the same time acts as an anchor in what is often the
tumultuous sea called life. What does success look like? It’s in the eye of the beholder. It looks
like different things to different people.
WRIGHT
Count the cost, what does this really mean?
JACKSON
In a Regent University paper by Patrice Tsague, a Regent Center Entrepreneurship (RCE)
Partner was writing about counting the cost and even though she was writing about the cost of
discipleship, these few lines transcend cultural and religious lines carrying a universal premise.
She states that counting the cost is taking the time to properly estimate the required sacrifice and
resources needed to accomplish the task before embarking upon it. Simply put, counting the cost
is planning your work or project before starting it.

The road to success has its rewards, pitfalls, and triumphs, but it’s not a journey without
cost. If you are not fully persuaded about what you see and believe, then you can expect no
followers. You cannot convince anyone of something you don’t believe in. Since the vision came
to you, it is up to you to believe in it, examine it, test and try it, and even prove it.
You will lose friends and sometimes you will lose family because sometimes the road to
success is not overnight. Sometimes it’s a long and tedious journey. It’s not a journey given to
the swift, although some do experience “overnight” success. That may not be your story. It’s in
those times you have to stick with what you believe. Nobody will embrace what’s conceived and
birthed through you if all you do is speak against it or abandon it.
The prevailing question you as the visionary should ask is, “What makes what I envision so
special that it keeps me moving against all odds?” Once you’ve answered that question then your
focus shifts to selling all the unique things about your idea, which requires some homework,
investment, and diligence. You must believe in your vision come good or bad, indifferent or
ugly.
Tough times will come and there will be times when you won’t have an audience, meaning
you won’t have the attention of people. There will be times when you feel abandoned and
loneliness sets in. It’s part of the cost.
It’s in those times you must hold on to what you believe and what you have been shown. It’s
in those times that you draw from the strength of those who stand by you, who believe in you
and your dream.
Don’t get caught up on the notion that everyone is going to embrace your vision. Some may
even laugh in your face, but as long as you continue to believe, you can forge forward. Many of
the world’s greatest leaders and most successful people were told they couldn’t do it or weren’t
going to amount to anything. The proving of one’s vision or dream begins with the dreamer.
Now ask yourself, “Am I prepared to pay the cost to see what’s in me come to fruition?”
In my book, Still Gotta Be a Wife, I talk about how pain precedes promotion. Part of the cost
is that we’re allowed to go through some things before we actually get a good break or can see
the light at the end of the tunnel. Some of our pain is self-imposed. Some is due to the no’s we
receive along the journey by way of closed doors or strategic opposition.
There are times when you’ll want to blame others for your failures or poor choices, when in
reality the only one to blame is yourself.
There are times when a pain comes from the echo of only hearing your voice with no
response from anyone. It’s in those times you have to keep you bearings, buckle up, and hold on
for the ride. At times you will feel as though you’re plagued with chaos and confusion. You must
keep a clear head and keep a single focus. That single focus is “this is only temporary.” When
you think in terms of the struggle being temporary, it helps you to hold on to the long-term result
of your pressing through that time.
WRIGHT
What drives you?
JACKSON
In reality, is it really that important? To be successful, must one be driven? Life is an open
book and you can think of your road to success as a drive in that book. Every little step attached
to your ultimate success is like letters in that book. These letters literally create the blueprint—
yes, like DNA, for the writing—the journey of your success.

Every step progresses us toward whatever goal we are seeking to accomplish. The choice of
those steps determines the ease or quality of your success with which your goal can be achieved.
For example, every word in a book gives life or mobility to the idea being expressed. The
author’s choice of words ultimately plays a huge factor in the success of the book. The words
give you the flow and pace of the story. Those same words give you a peek into the personality
of the author. Every properly placed word is as important as the ink used to pen them. Every tool
used is as critical as the next. This belief connects the author to the pen and pen to the words
produced, just as investors are connected to the overall success or failure of their respective
products/services in which they invest.
In life you are your own investor or author. Your actors and the execution of every little step
in shaping your legacy is literally in your own hands.
In a YouTube interview with Will Smith, Will was being interviewed on success and he said
he was told “lay each brick as perfectly as possible and eventually [you will build] the perfect
wall.” The reason why I love this is because instantly the revelation of the two main ingredients
for success came: 1) Patience, 2) Hard work. What he was saying is that nothing is impossible,
but precision is the sum of our finished result.
What you set out to build has not yet been built (e.g. family, financial security, and so on).
He said that all of things you represent every day are the seeds of conception.
What is drive? It’s the energy or determination that propels you. Every vehicle requires a
driver. Even the driverless vehicle’s course and blueprint are the result of someone’s capacity to
determine a path for it in any given situation. In reality what and who we live for is what fuels
us. The advice from a close friend to all of life’s lessons are what has been stirring us along the
way to becoming.
As we journey in this life to master the things that we are passionate about, we must be ever
mindful that just as we can credit someone else for whom you are and what you have become, in
this vacuum of time we have, is ultimately part of the principle of reciprocity, for as we are
fueled, we are fueling someone else.
The connections we make along the way give birth to the concept we then try to materialize
into tangible trophies—trophies symbolizing accomplishments of a goal or a step made closer to
success, and even evidence that we ever existed at all.
Even though family and things more personal in nature factor into navigating toward
success, it is important to know who the driver, the captain, the pilot ultimately is—you!
Understanding the things that cause you to go in the direction you take is as important as
knowing where you are going. Knowledge of oneself is what gives clarity to this.
The power for you to clearly make life decisions based on your understanding of who you
are is powerful. This is what gives life its flavor, its victory, its glory, and most of all has made
mankind to be successful on so many different levels throughout history.
Everybody is somebody! We are beautifully created to be fruitful and to multiply,
replenishing the Earth. Each of us is intricately unique and we all have something powerful to
contribute in life. It’s our uniqueness that causes us to gel with some and collide with others. It is
the same uniqueness in all of us that has formed some of the connections we have that have
propelled us in directions of encouragement and sometimes discouragement.
In 1963 March in Washington was when and where Martin Luther King’s “I Have a Dream”
speech was delivered. In short, his dream was for racial equality. I can imagine that some people
thought he was out of his mind to dare have such a mind-set in the midst of the Jim Crow era,

racial segregation, and at the height of the Ku Klux Clan organization. There are many who
started with him who didn’t end with him.
There were those in his camp, who were plotting his demise, yet Martin Luther King Jr.
believed in his dream and he remained true to the fight even when onlookers said things to the
contrary. He knew what it would cost him, even to the realization of it costing him his life.
At any given moment, whether you realize it or not, you are entrusting your life to the
people you engage. This why “what drives you” is so important.
WRIGHT
Where does true motivation come from?
JACKSON
Passion, dedication and hard work make you good at what you do; however, to be a
professional at anything means that you have embraced it as a lifestyle. The difference between
talent and skill is the how much you’ve sacrificed to obtain a consistent, positive outcome at
what you do. Being good at something doesn’t mean that you’re a pro.
A professional knows his or her craft. Craftsmen understand the importance of hard work.
Their inner-circle impels them to make conscious decisions for themselves on behalf of who they
understand their selves to represent (family, friend, and so on). Who and what they represent
within are their motivation. A person must understand that there’s a distinct difference between
motivation and being motivated. Motivation is what is inspiring or stimulating the individual,
while being motivated is having that definite desire to do something.
All across the world mankind, is making life choices that are often based on expectations of
others who depend on them or people they care about. If you eliminate those people from your
life, it is to remove purpose or reason. The things you value are the very things that activate your
success. I believe there are two types of motivation—positive and negative motivation—both of
which are effective.
The point is to be self-aware and have a forecast of the potential outcome of both sources
and, yes, both types of motivation can lend to a positive end. It’s a matter of choice.
In an article about John F. Kennedy, Drive & Ambition, says once John F. Kennedy sets his
mind on a goal, his dedication, determination, and commitment to it are extraordinary. Kennedy
pursues his ambitions tenaciously and will stubbornly refuse to give up, let go, or be influenced
in any way. Like Aesop’s tortoise, he labors patiently and steadfastly until he achieves what he
wants, or until it is clear beyond a shadow of a doubt that all is lost.
Being happy and steadfast in doing what you do can be a measure of success, if that’s your
desire. Don’t be afraid of changes that occur along the way because there will be changes. Our
family dynamics change over time as do our circle of friend and acquaintances. Why? Because
we all are a product of what we have been programmed to believe and in the course of life, we
come to adopt new values and ideas, while releasing some of the old ideas and values that
framed who we are. Change is inevitable. Changes help you develop the person you are and the
person you’re ultimately becoming. Don’t abort the process and be careful of shortcuts.
This, in turn, aids in becoming our motivating factor for success. Your accomplishments in
life are powerful and life-giving. Those with whom you are surrounded will often find this
energy intoxicating because it gives power to people. Your mastering you lends influence to
those you affect. This is why knowing that true motivation comes from within is so important.
Most people believe it’s the existential things that motivate us, but truly it’s from within.

WRIGHT
Is there a sense of joy in empowering others?
JACKSON
I think we can all agree that it makes us feel good to help someone else. There is nothing
that brings me greater joy than seeing people use the tools I’ve shared with them to help
someone else along the way. The lessons we’ve learned and the tools we’ve been given are not
ours to keep. It’s our responsibility to impart wisdom to others and to help them reach their
potential even if that pushes them past where you are.
Dare we ever think that we’ve arrived to a place where we don’t owe anything to anyone?
We don’t make it on our own, even in our failures. It took someone seeing the potential in us that
allowed him or her to take a risk in exposing what that person knows with us in hopes of helping
us achieve our destiny.
Every act of delegation says I trust you with what I’m giving you to do. It builds confidence
and strengthens the bond between you and the person to whom the responsibility is given. Each
act of demonstrating the ability to manage what is asked gives platform for new and greater
challenges with new levels of responsibility and accountability.
Les Brown said, “My mission is to get a message out that will help people become
uncomfortable with their mediocrity. A lot of people are content with their discontent. I want to
be the catalyst that enables them to see themselves having more and achieving more.” You must
have passion, drive, persistence, perseverance, and projects that cause you to re-invent yourself.
He says that we must upgrade our relationships and having goals beyond our comfort zone.
Just as some of us were given an opportunity that enabled us to grow and bear the weight of
responsibility because someone empowered us, we must give due diligence to the next person.
Franklin Covey, in the, Leading at the Speed of Trust Webinar, that led to the Building
Strong Teams and Relationships workshop, teaches you relationship trust and how to empower
others and improve results.
WRIGHT
The road to success is often a lonely journey, isn’t it?
JACKSON
Is the road to success really a lonely journey? I’ve often heard that it’s lonely at the top. If
the road to success is lonely, then one could say it’s definitely crowed on the way there. In an
article by Mike Landers, Richard Montanez in the Raza Report (Lowrider Magazine) titled
“From the Broom Closet to the Boardroom: How One Visionary Latino Has Influenced His
Community and One of the Largest Corporations In America:” “The road to a successful destiny
is a lonely road sometimes, one not often filled with many people.” If Richard Montanez had his
way, that road to destiny would be as jam-packed with traffic as a California freeway, filled with
everything from low-riders to economy vehicles. “I believe that we all have the capability of
being a genius when we are born, but somewhere along the line the world starts to tell you that
you’re not, or you can’t be. I don’t think you should ever let someone else dictate how great you
can be,” Richard says.
The more I read that article, the more confirmed in my belief I became that not everyone
who starts out with you ends with you. Often, what is required of you is not important to the

person who wants fudge their way to the top. There will be people in your corner who will cheer
and support you as long as the ride looks easy. The moment it gets a little rough or challenging—
money runs low or you’ve hit a course of one hurdle after another—the number who started with
you diminishes.
There will be times when you look around and nobody will be there. Those are times when
you have to embrace what you believe and not be dismayed by the things that present themselves
as obstacles. Those are times when you will need to know how to be your own best cheerleader.
Acquaintances will come and go, but true friends will be there through the good, bad, lonely,
and ugly moments of your journey. It then times when you must know exactly what is required
of you and how to finish the course. What road you have to travel may not be anyone else’s path,
so take care not to compare yourself to others. Mastering success requires you to master what is
expected of you on many levels. There you discover your true self and the real passion of your
heart throb.
Deresiewicz also states in his essay that solitude means being alone, and leadership
necessitates the presence of others—the people you’re leading. Success comes when you’ve
mastered knowing when to push back and when to forge forward. There are times when, in the
midst of chaos and confusion of transition and altered paths, you will find yourself in a place
where it’s just you and your thoughts. It’s a place few understand because it is a commanded
retreat. It’s a place where even if you wanted someone to journey with you, he or she couldn’t
because it is meant for self-preservation.
Mastering success involves mastering your time in this place of collecting oneself, of selfevaluation, of self-denial. This is where you really come to know what you are made of and few
can understand this place, and the reason why is that most people who lead have the wrong
perspective of this place.
Some see this place as a place of stagnation, a desert or wilderness, but the truth is that while
giving so much of who you are as person, the very person you are giving needs a time of retreat.
Succeeding in this place means understanding the difference, knowing it’s for a season, and
welcoming the time of refreshing. Why? So that those you inspire will learn the true essence of
whom you are as a person. The care and management you give to the art of being you who is
shared with others.
One of the things I speak about in my book, Still Gotta Be a Wife, is that timing is
everything; this entails knowing when to say yes and when to say no. Everything has a season
and it is important to discern the timing.
If you are not ready or prepared to move forward in your journey of becoming successful at
whatever it is you desire to do, it affects more than yourself. Whether we ask for it or not, what
we do and how we do it will have an effect on someone. You will always have an audience
whether you are failing or succeeding. You will be telling a story no matter the turn in the road.
It’s in the honesty of the moment when you come clean and convey where you are on the course.
Every place of coming to a halt is not necessarily a bad thing. Sometimes these halts come right
on time, and some are unexpected.
Standing still does not mean the journey to success is over. Sometimes you need to catch
your breath, Sometimes you need a break to stretch and reflect. Sometimes you need to stop and
appreciate where you are and the direction you’re going. Every halt is not a place of quitting.
When runners of a marathon are in a race, they know in advance it’s a race of endurance.
They know it’s not a race given to the swift. They realize that preparation is paramount for the
goal they want to achieve. They also know that along the course of the race there are pit stops or

running stops where they can grab some water or Gatorade to get refreshed while continuing
course. Likewise, the same preparation and perseverance is required of anyone who desires to be
successful.
While there are many runners in the race, the course has its individual loneliness, because
not only is each contender measured against the next, each contender races against himself or
herself. Each of us in mastering success must reckon with the fact that while the opportunities
are great, equally great are your adversaries and opposition.
The decisions you make along the way must be your decisions and your consequences good
or bad, no matter the outcome. It is here where you learn what you are really made of, what
needs to be fortified, and what needs to be severed. It’s in this place where most find themselves
the loneliest. It’s in this place where one is strengthened or broken. It’s in this place where one’s
success is validated or dismissed.
It’s in the lonely places of your journey that you must embrace any determination in you to
bear this period of time because it’s an impermanent place. It’s an inescapable place etched in
the course of your journey to success. We all will pitch a tent here at some point or another. It is
a place that will be visited time and time again for those who travel this road to master success,
even while in your premier moment.
-
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DAVID WRIGHT (WRIGHT)
Today we’re talking to Michele Reynolds. Michele has always been a person that knows
someone everywhere she goes and seems to know them well. It is these same relationshipbuilding skills that set her 12-year career as a Fortune 100 Company Managing Recruiter in
motion and success came easily. Michele was always able to start at the lowest level of any job
and work her way to the top very quickly. This happened over and over in her career.
Then something changed. Upon receiving notice of several serious health challenges that
traditional medicine seemed to make worse, Michele decided to take matters in her own hands
and became self-employed so that she could create the perfect schedule for her life. Michele had
never been solely self-employed. She decided she was an accomplished business woman and
thus she could be a successful network marketer too. Today, Michele speaks to small and large
groups about delegation and smart business-building tips for both traditional companies and
network marketing professions. She has an irresistible passion for living life to the fullest every
day.
So how did Michele go from success to success so easily in everything she tries? Have you
ever wondered what success is or perhaps who defines it? Michele says, “No matter what your
calling is in life (author, speaker, business owner, corporate executive, general laborer, retiree or
stay-at-home parent, etc.) we all have desire to succeed.” Learn how this small town Nebraska
girl has found success in her life. Michele will share eight tips that have been consistent
throughout her journey and have led to success in all areas of her life.
Michele, welcome to Mastering the Art of Success.
MICHELE REYNOLDS (REYNOLDS)
Thank you for having me here, David.
WRIGHT
I appreciate you taking this call and I’m excited to get your eight tips of success, but let’s
start off by asking what success means to you?
REYNOLDS
The easiest way to define success is to tell you about the thousands of people I consider to
be successful in my life. There are many ways I would describe these people, but they are almost
always happy, positive, giving, loving, caring, open, integrity-filled, disciplined, spiritual, truthseeking, wise, dreamers and fun people. Some of these people have jobs, some don’t; some have
families, others don’t; some have wealth, some don’t; some believe certain ways and others
don’t. It is not their profession that makes them successful. It is WHO they are as people.
As I reflect back upon my life to see how I defined success, I find that it was a reward
presented to me or a promotion in rank. This motivated me because I like winning and the
journey that comes with it. It didn’t matter if I won or not (though I almost always did). I fell in
love with the process of trying to win. I became good at things where I could be successful
because I like the things that come with it such as: recognition, increased income, time and
money freedom, the power of choice and the ability to be myself by pursing things I love.

At one point in my life, I remember looking up the word success in a dictionary and I didn’t
necessarily like what I found. It said success was “the attainment of wealth, position, honor or
the like.” So I questioned at an early age that if people don’t have wealth, position, honor and the
like, does that mean they’re unsuccessful? The definition in the dictionary would say yes, but my
heart says no. I believe that someone can be successful earning whatever income level it is they
need. Income is not the true measure of a person. After all, I know many people who are not
high on the income totem pole, but I consider them very successful people. Why? Success is not
all about money, but I have learned that a larger income allows you to help more people along
the way.
Life has taught me two core things about success:
1. First, success is a belief system or a set of attitudes about one’s self and then what you do
with those beliefs in the form of action. We have all seen and heard of successful people
that do great things and other successful people who do not-so-great things. It is about the
belief coupled with action. Both of these are choices.
2. Secondly, success is an ongoing journey, not a destination. It is a matter of what you do
with the life you have been given. I believe it is who you become on the journey to
success that really matters most.
WRIGHT
In this book we talk about mastering the art of success. Do you feel that you have mastered
success yourself?
REYNOLDS
Mastered would be the key word in your question. I want to make sure that I am reflecting
the success traits of all the people I know, not just mine. However, since you asked about me
personally, I would say I am a very successful person with learned, successful habits, but I am
also in an ongoing learning process.
I took a poll not long ago of some of the successful people I work with, asking them what
percentage of the time they feel successful. Their percentages matched mine to a tee. A
successful person seems to feel, 95% of the time, just that: Successful! I am proud of how I live
and what I have done with the time I have been given. I love my life and that I have been given
many, many opportunities to grow. In fact I’ve fallen, gotten up, relearned and tried again
numerous times. Overall, I love being the woman I was made to be and continually reach out to
positively impact others. But five percent of the time I question myself, wondering if I took the
right action, if I said the right things, and if I handled the situation correctly.
I have the pleasure of serving busy executives and I notice that they too doubt themselves
about five to ten percent of the time. Success is not about being a perfect person who performs at
top capacity at all times. It’s about a process of living the journey and learning from each
experience so that when we’re in the next given situation, we think about how to get the best
results for the best outcome.
Tip Number One: Remember that success is a lifelong process. We must be continually
aware of this in an instant- gratification world.
WRIGHT

Would you tell our readers what it was that kept you seeking success in both your personal
and professional lives?
REYNOLDS
Sure, dreaming big dreams is what has kept me going both personally and professionally. I
was always encouraged to do or be anything I wanted to be. I knew with the right attitude, skills
and people connections I could do that. I remember seeing things as a child on television and in
movies, magazines and pictures from my grandparents’ lives and pretending that the things that
others had were mine. I remember imagining how I felt with these pretend things which created
an emotional tie for me. To this day, I have many childlike dreams alive in my heart. So when I
do something for the first time as an adult, I simply remember the feelings I’ve already
experienced in my early life.
For example, I shared my story with an audience of a few hundred people and they gave me
a standing ovation and I loved it. It felt good! What they didn’t know is that I had done it a
million times before in my head, so it felt exactly how I rehearsed it! I have been able to keep the
feelings from my experiences alive by creating them in my head. I have learned the art of
envisioning how I want things to be and pretend as if they were already so. This positively
affects my attitude. With that positive attitude, I am continually asking God for the desires of
my heart and then I work toward them with diligent effort as if God had already said yes. In
time, I almost always accomplish these things or am simply rerouted to a better option. Either
way is a win/win.
I am a huge believer in keeping positivity in the forefront of life. This doesn’t mean I never
have anything negative in my life or mind because I do. I just choose to see the positive
naturally. This is something I do not even have to think about anymore.
How do I do this? I keep the things I want in front of me at all times.
• I have a bucket list of the things I want to do.
• I have a “desire of my heart” list of the things I wish to accomplish.
• I always have a current vision board in front of my desk.
• I journal my successful feelings and my insecure feelings. (I generally don’t share those
with other people because they need to be kept right there in that book).
• I affirm the truth about myself and I simply refuse to listen to the lies that can sneak in so
easily.
• I believe that people are good.
• I choose to see the benefits or potentials for growth in every situation.
• I speak positive words.
• I ensure happiness by smiling a lot!
• I believe in dreaming huge dreams and know they (or something better) will come true.
• I continually give up things to God and truly let go.
When I dream about things that seem impossible in the moment, it does not mean I cannot
accomplish them. It only means I must grow to get there. My dreams almost have a life of their
own and most of the time, by being open to them, I can just step into them. Sometimes my

dreams are too big for others to conceptualize, so I have chosen to consciously involve those
people in my dreams.
Tip Number Two: I encourage everyone to dream bigger dreams, and then learn to
continually dream even bigger!
WRIGHT
You seem to talk a lot about involving other people in your dreams. How do you know
whom to include in those dreams and whom to perhaps exclude?
REYNOLDS
Having good mentors is extremely important. People who are not emotionally invested in
the outcome have been the best people to include in my dreams. I have people in my life who
share my beliefs, understand my morals and values, and know what is most important to me.
Again, they will not be affected by my choices directly. Often I’ve gone to these mentors with
questions when other people have responded negatively to my dreams and goals and countless
times I have been counseled to surround myself with the right people.
This doesn’t mean to surround yourself with people who only tell you what you want to
hear. In fact, that would be detrimental. I have learned to ask WHY when other people have
different opinions or insights. I weigh their answers and then decide what I’m going to do.
Often it’s about detaching from the emotion that comes with their opinions.
So the people I include in my dreams believe in me, are positive, question me now and then,
and want what is best for me.
As far as who I exclude, that’s easy. Naysayers cannot stay. These are the people who
could not be positive even if they tried. Also, there is always going to be someone with an
opinion other than mine.
Tip Number Three: is to pursue your dreams.
WRIGHT
Is there anything you did during your life that stopped you or held you back from success?
REYNOLDS
Yes! There have been such times and, almost always, I was in my own way. I can think of
two distinct occasions when I stopped or slowed my success. Both occurred when I was thinking
negatively instead of taking any positive healthy action or when I forgot to put myself on my
own priority list.
The fact is that it is easy to get busy. It is easy to tell yourself you will get to it and then
never do. I have also been known to procrastinate, which can sneak in and become a way of life.
I have had to relearn that it’s okay to put myself back on my list. In fact, when I schedule my
week now, I put my activities and my self-care first, including my workouts, accountability calls,
massages, and chiropractic care. Then I schedule time with my children and date nights with my
husband. Finally, I fill in open times with my clients. When my time is all taken, I have learned
to say no or schedule farther out.

Most people don’t do it that way. They put their kids first, their clients first, they put
everything before themselves. I had to learn that if I have personal things to do, I always
schedule them first in the morning. This sends a really positive self-message about how
important it is to take care of myself. When I take care of me, it is easier to take care of others
and they are not looking for water from a dry well. When I take care of myself, I am able to
nourish, love and care for others.
Earlier in my life, I was a single mother with two kids and for 15 years my eldest two
children watched me try to function without putting myself on my own list. The fact is, they
would have preferred that I did. I would have been a happier and healthier mom for them. Please
never forget to take care of your emotional, spiritual, financial, physical and relational self.
Tip Number Four: It is okay to put yourself on your own list first.
WRIGHT
If you were to look back over your life and the lives of those you consider most successful,
what would you say you had in common with those people?
REYNOLDS
The people I consider to be most successful are not globally known individuals, but rather
are common people who have accomplished their heart’s desires and continually strive to make
their dreams come true. You may not recognize them walking down the street as they wouldn’t
be surrounded by photographers. Now I do know a few of those people too, but most are just
well known in their profession, in their industry, or in their local area. Most are just people like
you and me. What we have in common is the ability to choose something we want, focus on it
and take massive action.
I find people every day who are trying to do too many things. Now I can already hear some
of my dear friends laughing while saying, “Yeah, that’s you.” But what they don’t see, unless
they were to inject themselves into my world, is the one thing that works for me. I delegate
100% of the other work to others who are talented in what they do. I take in more than most, but
I also give it away.
I see this amongst many successful people. They intently choose what they want, they
focus and they act daily. They keep what works for them and they delegate or eliminate other
things.
I also see many people striving for success by holding on to everything in hopes they might
see the big breakthrough. My advice would be to delegate several things and be open to things
going away too. As I personally moved through the delegation process in my life, I realized that
holding onto things only made me more desperate. Letting go allowed me to not be needy. Not
one of the successful people I know are needy because they know when to delegate and when to
let go.
Tip Number Five: comes from those successful people: choose, focus, act and let go of
what’s not working.
WRIGHT
I’ve heard people say that real success can harm a person in that they get all wrapped up in
the material stuff. Could you tell our readers about your experience with that?

REYNOLDS
Well, I don’t know anyone personally who has had this happen, but I’ve heard of people that
do this. You have probably heard of them in the news. I can tell you what I think happens in
these cases.
In talking about success, it’s important to know your core values, your world view, your
habits and your temperaments. The people we hear about most likely make poor choices.
My last five years have taught me more about internal success than outward success. This is
when I started seeking out the people whom I considered to be very successful and started
spending time with them. I have learned how they think; I have watched how they act. Most
importantly, I have come to know them as good people.
Most of these people have some measure of worldly goods, like nice homes and financial
freedom, but what’s so vastly important to them is that they are highly engrossed in personal
development.
Most would rather have the ability to improve themselves rather than accumulate material
goods. They are the kind of people others seek to emulate because of their authenticity and their
ability to be candid, trustworthy, and completely transparent. My guess is that even if they lost
everything, they could rebuild their success in no time at all.
Tip Number Six: is seek to be internally healthy and attractive. In doing so, success will
find you.
WRIGHT
So what has been the most important lesson on your success journey?
REYNOLDS
My most important lesson has been rerouting my negative self-dialogue to positive selfdialogue.
During the years when I was not taking care of myself, I watched my health decline. Instead
of acting in a positive manner, I learned to speak very negatively to myself. I have been told that
the brain doesn’t know the difference between real and false information. So the more I fed
myself that I was overweight, unhealthy and sick, the more real all of that became!
I have a regular dialogue in positivity with myself. I have done it so often that I do not even
think about it now. It just happens subconsciously. When I work out, I repeat this over and over
again in my mind, “I am happy, healthy, wealthy, fit, strong, network marketing leader, author,
speaker, wife and mom.” I say it probably a hundred times to myself as I am on the exercise
equipment. With every movement, I say one of the words in my mind. In turn, it is one of my
favorite times of my day because working out is a positive thing in my life.
I still occasionally hear the negative self-talk coming from my own internal dialogue, but
now I know I can shut it off by having a positive thought. I learned this in several seminars from
multiple speakers. You might have heard this before too. The difference might be as simple as
taking an action when you hear the negative self-talk. Get into the habit of training yourself to
speak the truth out loud instead.
Speaking truth out loud reroutes the nervous system of the brain to think positive thoughts.
All of the successful people I know have a very healthy internal self-dialogue because they have
learned to shut off or to stop their negative self-talk.

Tip Number Seven: would be work on creating a positive self-dialogue. Intentionally watch
how you talk to yourself!
WRIGHT
Some people appear to have success naturally while others have to work for it. Which are
you and why?
REYNOLDS
Success has always come naturally for me because I believe it will. That doesn’t mean I win
everything, but I do win a lot. I was simply taught at a very young age to ask clearly for what I
wanted and I always believed I was going to get it. Sometimes I did and sometimes I didn’t.
Either way I was excited at the possibilities before me. I learned another skill in this process too:
asking in different ways. I remember almost always getting what I wanted or something better.
I have learned some valuable lessons from my parents, grandparents and those adults who
were involved in my life, but ultimately, I credit all my success to God as He has and will
continue to orchestrate all the fine details of my life. Keeping God in the business of all I do and
asking Him to lead me to my many successes is very important.
Tip Number Eight: is ask, keep asking in different ways and, if need be, accept that “no” is
sometimes an answer too. God will orchestrate it all – keep asking!
WRIGHT
I know you have given us these tips throughout our conversation. Can you remind our
readers of them by giving them to us all at once?
REYNOLDS
Sure! The 8 Success Tips are:
• Success Tip #1:
Remember that success is a lifelong process.
• Success Tip #2:
Dream big dreams and then learn to continually dream even
bigger!
• Success Tip #3:
Pursue your dreams no matter what others think, say and do!
• Success Tip #4:
Remember to put yourself on your list first.
• Success Tip #5:
Choose, focus, act and let go of what’s not working.
• Success Tip #6:
Seek to be internally healthy and attractive and in doing so success
will find you.
• Success Tip #7:
Work on creating a positive self-dialogue within yourself and
intentionally watch how you talk to yourself!
• Success Tip #8:
God will orchestrate it all – keep asking for His will in your life.
WRIGHT
So, in closing, I have one final question for you. What would you tell people who are in a
place in life where they are not feeling successful?

REYNOLDS
I would tell them to start small. Start implementing these eight tips slowly and not all at
once; pick one and work on it. Make an action plan that includes measurable, consistent
activities. For example: wake up, eat breakfast, brush your teeth, and get dressed as if you are
going out for the day. If someone can do those four things and they can do them every day, then
they are already a success. I know far too many people who would rather not get up and go out
every day. They simply do not feel like it.
At the core of success is your attitude about you. We live in a world where we constantly
compare. With that said, it is very easy to measure yourself against someone else’s success. Life
is not about comparing yourself to others. It’s about who you are choosing to be in every
moment. Some moments will go well, and some moments will not go so well. All measurements
give a person a reason to keep on going or to improve one small step at a time. Grow your
dreams and goals in their perfect timing and remember to be kind to yourself. After all, you are
alive today which means you have a recent success to celebrate.
WRIGHT
Well, what an interesting conversation. This is the first time I have looked at success this
way and I appreciate you bringing all these tips to our attention. They are certainly going to be
read and hopefully internalized by our readers.
REYNOLDS
I hope it helps someone see how they are successful now.
WRIGHT
I really appreciate you taking all this time this morning Michele. It’s really, really been very
exciting and I’m so glad that you are in this book.
REYNOLDS
Thank you, I am too.
WRIGHT
Today we have been talking to Michele Reynolds. She is an accomplished business woman,
a successful network marketer who speaks to groups about delegation and smart business tips for
both traditional companies and network marketing professionals. Michele, thank you so much for
being with us today on Mastering the Art of Success.
-
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Mark Victor Hansen
DAVID WRIGHT (WRIGHT)
Today we’re talking to Mark Victor Hansen. Some call him America’s Ambassador of
Possibility. In the area of human potential, no one is better known or well respected. For over 26
years, Mark Victor Hansen has been helping people from all walks of life reshape their personal
vision of what is possible. You may know Mark as the “Chicken Soup for the Soul Guy.” If so,
you will be surprised at the many successes that have propelled him into the world spotlight.
Mark, welcome to Mastering the Art of Success.
MARK VICTOR HANSEN (HANSEN)
My great pleasure. I couldn’t be happier to be here.
WRIGHT
Mark I’ve heard about as many different definitions of success as people I’ve asked. Since it
seems to mean different things to different people, what does success mean to you?
HANSEN
Success means realizing your dreams, making a difference and leaving a legacy.
WRIGHT
In that order?
HANSEN
Heard that before? I just made it up today just for you. I thought I’d come up with a brand
new definition. I thought I ought to meditate, cogitate and ruminate on this and come up with
something new. I tried to say how you could do it comprehensively so it would cover all success.
I mean, realizing your dreams in marriage or at work or spiritually—it fits. If you can make a
difference in each one of those dimensions, with your family, your kids, your business, your life
or your charity that means you leave a legacy, and that’s really good. Our poster boy is Paul
Newman. Here’s a guy who everybody loved his dressing. He created Newman’s Own and now
he’s giving $125,000,000 to charities like Hole in the Wall Gang and Make a Difference Day,
which is held by USA Today, and Make a Wish. I’m saying that every one of us can do that. It’s
not just Paul Newman. You can do it in your own inimitable way and I’ll gladly talk to that if
you want.
WRIGHT
You know, back when I was younger my first, middle and last thought was always of
myself. As I get older, that legacy thing is really becoming more and more important to me. I
have three children and it really is important.
HANSEN
I’ve got two kids and a great wife. I’m going to deal a seminar called, Residual
Philanthropy, which means you work once for the philanthropy, but you get paid back a

thousand times. I can give you the Paul Newman example. In the book business you’ve got Dave
Barry—who I think is the funniest guy writing today—and Steven King and Amy Kent, and they
got together and did the Rock Bottoms Remainder Group. They charge $100 a ticket. They say
they’re no good, but everybody will come out because they’re famous. One day a month they all
perform in their band. If they came to Knoxville, TN., you’d probably pay $100 for you and your
wife to go see them.
WRIGHT
Oh yeah.
HANSEN
And I would too. They raise $1,000,000 a year to end illiteracy. The naysayers say, “Well,
you want to end illiteracy so that more people will buy your books.” No, these guys are fed. The
deal is you get your future days paid for so that you can really leave a legacy that serves
everyone. I believe that most baby boomers are saying, “How do we get everyone educated?
How do we get healthcare for everyone? How do we really take care of our fellow human
beings?” That is the high level of success. That is the high benchmark; it seems to me, on a goforward basis.
WRIGHT
You know, because of the phenomenal success of the Chicken Soup for the Soul series,
many people think you’re an overnight success.
HANSEN
I am.
WRIGHT
Well, I know you’ve been teaching, training and helping people for over 26 years. How did
you get started, and what is the focus of your career?
HANSEN
Well the focus keeps modifying. Today the focus is on leaving a legacy of creating 7,000
professional speakers. We have a population on the planet of about 7 billion right now. What I
want to create is 7,000 speakers because I believe leaders are born at seminars. Have you ever
been at somebody’s seminar that just caught you on fire inside and turned you on your ear? All
of a sudden you were saying, “I can do this and take a new vector.” Has that ever happened to
you?
WRIGHT
The man’s name is Paul Meyer.
HANSEN
Paul and I are good friends. As you know he did Chicken Soup for the Grandparent’s Soul
with us. Paul and I have been at tens of meetings around the country together and do a lot of
business. I think Paul is just a genius. So did his stuff do it for you or did he?

WRIGHT
Actually, he did a lot of things for me personally. He took me under wing when I was a kid.
He took me from a million-and-a-half company to about 40 million in five years. It was basically
his advice.
HANSEN
Can I hear what that advice was?
WRIGHT
He put me on a goal-setting system. Every time he would write a leadership program—he
had a company called SMI in Waco, Texas—I would go down twice a year for the executive
seminars. In addition to that, I was on a list that every time something new came out they didn’t
have to ask, they just mailed it and I paid for it.
HANSEN
That’s the way I think every person who wants to grow should be with my stuff, your stuff,
and Paul’s stuff. What I’m saying is that if we had 7,000 superstar speakers at my level or above,
you could literally get to 7 billion people. We could get the people out of the ghettos, we could
get to the people who aren’t fed and don’t have a glass of water or a bite of food—which is just
ridiculous because we have a planet that can do plenty. We just have vested political interests
and other kinds of interests that are keeping people enslaved. What I want to do is end that
mental tyranny once they change their picture and idea—like you 40x your idea by getting under
the tutelage of our friend Paul. I’m saying everybody can do that. If you do multiple people, like
if you get under Paul and Mark and Dave and whoever else it is, if you get in front of 100 of
them, one of them will just take you. If each one of them multiplied you just once that would be
great, but some of them are going to multiply you 10 and 100 times. Yesterday I took an
intensive training with one of my peers, just he and I. One idea he gave me yesterday is going to
be worth $50 million. He showed me how to do something I didn’t know I knew how to do. He
said, “Look, here are the seminars you are doing, this is how big they can become if you’ll just
do one more thing.” I went, “Dang, that’s so easy. I can do this.”
WRIGHT
Time Magazine calls Chicken Soup for the Soul the publishing phenomenon of the decade
with over 80 million books sold in North America alone. You’ve now had years to reflect on the
success of the book. Have you come to any conclusion as to why it was so successful?
HANSEN
Yes. What we teach at our Mega Book Marketing University, which we hold once a year at
our Mega Speaking University, is that to be successful with my book or the book that you are
writing here, you’ve got to have instantaneous behavioral change. That happens in books like,
Who Moved My Cheese? We wrote Chicken Soup for the Teenage Soul. Our publisher says,
“I’ve got teens and they buy cd’s, concert tickets and clothes. You blew it this time, pal.” We
sold 19 million teenage books. If you and I are 15 and we go, “What’s happenin’ man,” or
whatever we say to each other, we don’t go deep, but if you will read out loud a story to me like,
I Wish I Had a Brother Like, what it does is open up your heart and soul and then we have a
heart to heart, soul to soul, core essence to core essence experience with one another. It’s no

longer “Hey, man that was a cool movie.” Now it’s “I’m a real human being and my brother isn’t
treating me quite like that,” or sister or father or whatever. Does that make sense? So because of
instantaneous behavioral change, and because we did it bite sized, while we were rejected by 33
publishers, our agent fired us, and we had 133 more turn downs from Jack and I going to the
Book Expo ourselves. We decided to suck it in and tough it out and now we’ve got 72 different
copies of Chicken Soup out in one decade, which nobody else has done that many best sellers in
a row, ever. The Guinness Book of World Records says we’re the world’s best selling non-fiction
authors right now.
WRIGHT
Well I’m one of those dads who should have written you a thank you note. I’ve got a 23year-old daughter. A few years ago, I went into her bedroom, which I’m only allowed in if I
knock three times and announce myself first. She was sitting on the bed crying, and I looked and
she had Chicken Soup for the Teenage Soul in her hands. I started questioning her about it and
she was so moved by those stories. If it didn’t change her life it certainly did change a lot of her
actions. So I really appreciate Jack Canfield writing that book.
HANSEN
Well, let me do three things with you. Number one is I’d ask you to buy the whole series.
There are five of them now. Make sure she gets the teen journal because we ask the questions.
We tested it against 6 million teenagers—thanks to our partner Nickelodeon—and we found the
questions that kids want. The reason we did it was that Jack and I had kids calling us and saying,
“Mark I’ve got a gun in my oven and I’m going to kill myself if I don’t get to talk to Mark Victor
Hansen or Dr. Jack Canfield.” I went, “Holy smoly.” Neither of us are psychiatrists. But these
books open their hearts and they figure the guys who could write a book that has such depth of
feeling and emotion like what you saw in your daughter—that, by the way, happens to
everybody because we have found the classic stories. The story has to cause a heartfelt tear.
That’s why we did the book, of course. A prisoner wrote us, “Dear Mark and Jack, I’ve been in
prison five years contemplating killing the guy who put me here. Then my sister sent me your
book and I read it six times. When I get out in five more years, I no longer want to kill the guy
who put me here.
Don’t you wish you were the judge who was going to get dusted and say, “I want that book
given to every prisoner.” It’s not because it’s Mark and Jack, it’s because we found a zone that
no one’s ever touched before. I’m saying that everybody has a book in them. Everybody has a
story. What our books do, and I may be over answering your question, but it goes along the zone
of what your book’s doing, and that is you’ve got to read somebody else’s story to sharpen
yours. Dreams sharpen dreams, stories sharpen stories, and we’re in the first time in history
where the game is changing so fast that you’ve got to keep reinventing yourself. Isn’t that what
you’ve had to do lately?
WRIGHT
Absolutely.
HANSEN
You didn’t have to reinvent the business once and blow it to $40 million. You invented the
business once and then you keep reinventing and reinventing.

WRIGHT
You know, a few weeks ago my family and I were kicking back in Florida watching the
ocean. I was channel surfing and caught you on a religious television program. It was a large
audience and you were teaching principles of faith. How important has your faith been to your
business, as well as your personal life? Do you think faith and success are connected in any way?
HANSEN
One of my favorite lines in the Bible is Hebrews: 11. What it says is faith is substance.
“Now faith is being sure of what we hope for and certain of what we do not see.” You saw that
$40 million before it came to pass, correct?
WRIGHT
Right.
HANSEN
I saw that for Jack and I—and I’m the visionary of the two of us and Jack agrees with that,
but he’s a genius. I’m so lucky to have three genius partners, if you count my wife. If you get
one friend that gets to exercise his or her genius with you it makes life better, but I’ve had three
and I’m sure I’m not done because I’m going to live to be 126 with options for renewal. So, faith
has been critical to me. When I was bankrupt and upside down luckily I went to see Dr. Norman
Vincent Peele at church, and two guys said, “We’re going to take you up to Harlem to see this
guy Reverend Ike.” We went to him and every Sunday from then on I went to two churches.
Now my wife goes to one church down here and I go to a giant church up in LA with 9,000 per
service, and I’m on the board of directors at Agape.
WRIGHT
Wow.
HANSEN
The fact is that I’m poured full of, not religion, but spiritual understanding because I want to
have spiritual discernment. I believe we’re all spiritual beings in a spiritual universe. If you will
acknowledge that you will get to have a profound, blessed spiritual experience. Could I go a step
further?
WRIGHT
Absolutely.
HANSEN
The book I’d ask you to read that fits that little model I shared, which is instantaneous
behavioral change. It is Prayer of Jabez. Have you read my friend Bruce Wilkinson’s book?
WRIGHT
Absolutely. Yes.
HANSEN

Well, I do that every morning when I wake up and before I go to sleep because the anecdote
he shares is that if you don’t ask for your blessings, you don’t get them. Duh! I’ve got a 15-yearold at home who goes, “Duh, Dad.” Does yours do that?
WRIGHT
Absolutely.
HANSEN
If I am blessed, not only do I have a blessing, but I can show you where the blessings are so
that you can get blessings too.
WRIGHT
Tell us about your new book The One Minute Millionaire: The Enlightened Way to Wealth.
Do you really think that it is possible to inspire the creation of one million new millionaires in 10
years?
HANSEN
Unequivocally, yes. The way we’re doing it is that the book is a rocking best seller. Every
week we’ve been in the Wall Street Journal. It came out October 17 and we went to number one,
and stayed there for a long time. We’re trying to make it number one again for this Christmas.
Then, we’ll get a sequel behind it called The Last Minute Millionaire: When You Need Money
and You Needed it Yesterday. Notice the One Minute Millionaire’s subtitle is, The Enlightened
Way to Wealth because we want rich people to come out of enlightenment, which means they
come from abundance and create massive value for other people and leave a legacy. That’s what
it looks like to us. Our fastest millionaires so far are Karen Nelson Bell and her husband Duncan.
They have gone from 0 to $1,000,000 in four months and nine days. They both got fired from
good jobs, said that they were going to read this book of Mark and Bob’s and we’re going to go
to their seminar. They went, “who, Las Vegas.” We teach four ways to do it. You can do a Real
Estate Money Mountain, a Business Money Mountain, an Investment Money Mountain or
Internet. We don’t care which way you do. There are some basic principles. One is you’ve got to
live below your means and another is that you’ve got to save 10 percent of your income. Well, if
you just save one dollar a day, over a lifetime that’s $25,000. With 10 percent interest its
$2,750,000 and at 20 percent interest do you know how much it turns into? One billion dollars.
WRIGHT
Wow.
HANSEN
Now, can you get your kids to start saving like I’ve got mine saving? The answer is yes.
We’re saying that it is a fundamental principle that everybody has got to make themselves
wealthy. You’ve got to become self-reliant to action.
WRIGHT
You know, when you appear on such shows as Oprah, CNN, and The Today Show, you
assure people that, and I’m quoting you now, “You can easily create the life you deserve.” Can
you tell us what you mean by that?

HANSEN
Well, first of all I don’t think anyone should live in poverty housing anymore. Next year,
October of 2004, I am one of the spokespeople for Habitat for Humanity and we’re going to end
poverty housing in America. Our vision is to create 30,000 new homes. We ask everybody in the
audience to go to our website and ask everybody to contribute. What’s amazing is that we’ve got
the little soccer leagues that are contributing, the little football leagues and the carpenters and the
plumbers are contributing, no one ever asked them. Yet you and I grew up in a country that
believes in barn raisings. Remember when 100 years ago? If a barn was going up and you were
my neighbor, I’d ask you to come up and we’d whip this barn up. It was my barn, but I didn’t
pay you, we had a big party and everybody was happy? Well that’s the same thing that Habitat is
doing, except it’s saying, “Hey look, the lowest element of society hasn’t got a chance unless we
give them a house. We’re only short 30,000 houses. I’m saying I’m going to get 1,000,000
people to come out in October and play. No one has ever done that. It’s not going to be fun, it’s
going to be exquisitely fun and we’re going to solve the housing problem in America. Once
you’ve got a prototype then we can go solve the housing problem in the rest of the world. Can
we bring capitalism to the world? Yes. Can we bring enlightenment to the world and not
eradicate illiterates, but eradicate illiteracy which we have a big problem with in America. I
already told you that Dave Barry and the boys and girl are trying to do that, and I’m supportive
of that. I’m saying that the big question that you are asking and that everybody reading this has
to get is can you get your future days paid off? Meaning that once you’re financially selfsufficient so you can go do something that’s really important. Once you do something that’s
really important—what we’re teaching in the book is that you’ve got to have multiple streams of
incomes so that you never have to worry because everything changes and pulsates. My teacher
when I was in grad school said, “There are no straight lines there is only wave propagation.” So
you’ve got to have multiple sources of residual income, meaning I worked once but I’ve been
paid almost 100 million times on Chicken Soup. That’s the right way to get paid.
WRIGHT
Mark, you’ve been called one of the Top 10 Motivational Speakers. In the year 2000, the
Horatio Alger Association of Distinguished Americans honored you with the prestigious Horatio
Alger Award. Do you think success is more attainable for those who are entrepreneurs?
HANSEN
That’s a great question. Entrepreneur means a lot of different things. It means somebody that
takes self-initiative to action, so the answer is yes. It means somebody that doesn’t believe in
entitlement, so the answer is yes. It means somebody that knows there is always a way to do it,
so the answer is yes.
WRIGHT
You’re known as a passionate philanthropist and humanitarian working tirelessly for
organizations that you’ve mentioned such as Habitat for Humanity, American Red Cross, March
of Dimes and ChildHelp USA. How does helping others who cannot help themselves figure into
the success equation?
HANSEN

Well, the spiritual line is that to him or her much is given much is required. I wrote a whole
book called The Miracle of Tithing. Anyone who goes to my website and wants it I’ll sign it to
them. But what we teach in it is different than anyone else. I think that God gave me the
commission to teach people to give. How do you get people to give? I think there are for t’s to
get people to give. Everyone knows about Treasures, but I think there are three that precede it.
The first is that you’ve got to Tithe your thinking. If you have 10 great ideas are you willing to
give one of them to a church or charity?
WRIGHT
I’ve never thought about that.
HANSEN
No one thinks about it. I’m going to tell you if you go to my website you can download it
free. It’s Idea Tithing. The other three are thinking, which is more important than the other three,
I think, your Time, your Talent, and then your Treasures. I’m asking you to help with Habitat
come next October, and you’ll do it and bring your kids and it’ll be a great time, but the thinking
is where the deal is because the thinking is the ultimate leverage.
So the point is that when I was with the Red Cross they ran out of blood four years ago. Ms.
Dole, Elizabeth Dole, says, “Look Mark, there’s no blood. We need 300,000 pints.” I said,
“We’ll have it in a week.” She had to get the AMA to write it off and okay it because I went to
the chiropractors, who I do a lot of work with and they’ve given me three honorary doctorates,
and I did a fax blast to 60,000 doctors and said, “I want you to bring in 100 patients, adjust them
for free, call 800-Give-Life (that’s the Red Cross) and bring out a little blood mobile, and ask
them for a pint of blood.” I said, “If you ask they’ll give it and have them bring in a friend, you’ll
have a new patient.” Everybody’s practice went up because people love people who give. I think
that you and I and everyone were coded in our DNA and RNA to give. Now if you don’t give—
I’m writing a book with Art Linkletter now called How to Make the Rest of Your Life the Best of
Your Life—and the biggest of the four big keys are that you’ve got to have a cause bigger than
you are. In other words, if you retire to nothing you die inside. But if you start giving to a cause
bigger than yourself, and I’m saying that idea tithing is a cause everyone is willing to give to
because ideas don’t cost anything, but that’s all that anything is. This interview that we’re doing
was your idea before you called me.
WRIGHT
It has been written that Mark Victor Hansen is an enthusiastic crusader of what’s possible
and is driven to make the world a better place. Of course, we’ve found that out in what you’ve
said here today, but could you give our readers and me some practical advice how to join you in
making the world a better place?
HANSEN
I’m desperately trying to do that. What I want them to do is come to my live seminar, shake
my hand, let me sign a book to them and give them a directional cue, whether it’s Habitat or that
I give blood every quarter. Now I’ve got my 16-year-old in high school signed up to give blood.
She said, “Do you really do this every 56 days dad?” I said, “Yes. If I’m in the country I do.”
You know, if you go into China or some other countries you can’t give blood until six months
later. She said, “Do you want me to do that?” I said, “You’re not doing it for me. The highest

form of giving is anonymous and you’re going to save the lives of people who will never know
you.” The bottom line is one of my idea tithes is that I hope you give your body parts away after
you are done because someone needs your eyes, your heart and your skin. That’s my belief.
There is another one that I’m fighting for. In America we don’t do cadaver blood. You can
write it on your license to take your cadaver blood; otherwise they throw it down the sewer. I
don’t know anything about you, but knowing the philosophy that you have, when you’re dead
you don’t need it, right?
WRIGHT
That’s right. Well, what a great conversation. I want you to know how much I appreciate
you taking this much time with me. I know how many activities you go through in a day and I
want to personally thank you for being a part of this book, Mastering the Art of Success.
HANSEN
I look forward to it. Thank you, David.
-
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DAVID WRIGHT (WRIGHT)
Today I’m talking with Kelly Nieto. She owns and operates GreyMatter Development, a
national executive business coaching and organization leadership development company. As a
professional certified coach Kelly embodies GreyMatter Development’s vision; the primary
resource for achieving the extraordinary. She remains passionate about journeying side by side
growing leaders, teams, and organizations to create their desired future. She is often invited to
speak about and facilitate events on a wide range of leadership growth success topics designed to
inspire while producing tangible measurable results. Her clients range from Fortune 100 and 500
companies, government, and nonprofits to small businesses of varying industries. She holds a
bachelor’s degree in Psychology, a master’s in Organization Management, a Graduate Certificate
in Executive and Professional Coaching, as well as a Professional Certified Coach credential
through the International Coach Federation.
Kelly, welcome to Mastering the Art of Success.
KELLY NIETO (NIETO)
Thank you, David.
WRIGHT
The title of your chapter is “Legacy, Experience, and Choice,” in the context of success.
What do you mean by legacy?
NIETO
Legacy means “beginning with the end in mind.” We have many roles in our lives that
present opportunities to positively affect people, outcomes, and communities. As parents,
teachers, teen/adult children, presidents, Little League coaches, co-workers, grocery store clerks,
neighbors, spouses, partners, and so on, what things will we really wish we would have done or
said differently when it is our time to go? Each of us has the opportunity to influence our story,
write our own history, and create our legacy. Once aware of this opportunity, it is almost a
personal responsibility to reflect on how our legacy is unfolding; beginning with where we are
today, we can be intentional about how it might turn out.
When my stepfather’s health took a turn for the worse as a result of diabetes, he—and I—
were caught off guard. As an adult, I lived several thousands of miles away from him; however, I
was fortunate to travel several times and be with him in the hospital.
Unsure of how much time we may have together, it was important to me that he knew how
he mattered in my life. Many years prior, he opened his heart and home to me, as his very young
stepdaughter. I needed him to know that I appreciated his sense of humor, his gruffness as a
manual laborer providing for our family, his reminding me to be sure I always looked out for
myself, and to not take setbacks in life too seriously. I needed to communicate the gratitude I had
for continuing to offer his home to me after he and my mother divorced during my teen years, as
long as I wanted to stay (and I did). The influence he had on me during those formative years,
absolutely shaped some of the better parts of who I am today. I hope he is proud of the legacy I
am creating and knows that I wish he were still here.

Legacy is how history will hold us and has a far-reaching effect. If we were to fast-forward
to the end of our lives, what will people say about us when we are gone? What will we say about
ourselves and our own life? Each day we have an opportunity to shape the answers to those
questions.
As an adult, I have been blessed with knowing my grandfather. I reflect on his time as a
World War II Marine and the POWs he rescued from China; his career as a railroad worker
shoveling coal and then working his way up to driving trains to provide for his five children and
the woman he loved and remained married to for more than sixty years. How fortunate I was
when he walked me down the aisle to join and marry the love of my life. I remember his joy
when my twin daughters and then my son were born—his great grandchildren. September 11,
2011, we celebrated his eighty-ninth birthday.
My grandfather always let people know where they stood and never said something
politically correct unless by sheer coincidence. He worked hard his entire life exemplifying
integrity, authenticity, and a great sense of humor. He was highly revered by all who knew him.
During our last visit, he looked at me through his tear-filled eyes and said, “I won’t get to
watch your kids grow up. The doctors have done all they can.” I assured him my young children
had many memories and pictures of him. I tearfully promised him they will know who he was.
Several days later we regrettably said goodbye to Grandpa but his legacy lives on. I
remember feeling a sense of loving richness even through the loss and tears, as I thought, “This
is how it is supposed to be—he lived his life to its fullest, created many wonderful memories,
and leaves the world a better place for having been there.”
These two men left a legacy. They were successful by many counts and perhaps not so
successful by other counts. Their lives and departures continue to make me reflect on what my
legacy will be. I invite you to consider how those who matter most to you will hold you in their
history.
WRIGHT
A wise man once told me that if I ever walked down a country road and see a turtle sitting
on top of a fence post I can bet anything that he didn’t get up there by himself. Have there been
people in your life who have helped you get to where you are today who have contributed to
your legacy?
NIETO
Experience has shown me that, indeed, none of us reach significant achievement and success
without the help of others. It not only takes our own courage and commitment to something, but
it also takes somebody else seeing that and lending a hand at times.
Perhaps it is an introduction that is made or it is an opportunity to learn a skill. It can also be
somebody seeing a committed, driven person who has a hunger for knowledge and passion to
make a lasting contribution to something bigger.
The last description is what my first and most extraordinary mentor, David B. saw in me
(many years ago). He owned a highly reputable custom home-building company and knew all
there was to know about everything required to design, build, and deliver a dream house to his
clients. Over the course of working for David, he afforded me the opportunity to not only learn
his business inside and out, but he committed to develop me as a Leader. He provided access to
his incredible business coach, which sparked my dream of “I want to do that one day!” He also
shared books on leadership, authenticity, and integrity. His vision was inspiring and he allowed

me to grow, make a few mistakes (okay, maybe more than a few) as long as learning occurred
and there wasn’t a long-term effect.
For almost ten years I worked with David, committing everything I had to his company and
success, loving almost every minute of it. Then I received an offer to go to work for a Fortune
500 company, out of the blue—and I was devastated! David’s company was small by most
standards (less than fifty employees), and I appreciated the experience and everything he had
done for me. The lessons of connecting with the people who worked for him, valuing everyone’s
contribution, and the critical link of providing impeccable customer service were exemplified
every day. David shared with me that one of his only regrets in life was that he’d never had the
opportunity to work for a large corporation. He thought that many things might have been easier
in his more than thirty-year run as a business owner had he experienced the infrastructure, larger
processes, and nuances one picks up in such a large, complex system as a Fortune 500 company.
It was through a heartfelt and bittersweet conversation with David where he urged me to go
experience that which he never had. I am forever grateful to David for his faith and trust in me
and my future. We remain in contact to this day.
Reflecting back on my stepfather, shortly before he died he said, “Kelly, I’m not ready to go
yet!” For some time afterward, I remember thinking, what it would be for me—at the end of my
life, what will I regret not doing earlier? This turn of events launched an inquiry for me. The
answers I found set off a series of intentional changes in my life during the next five years.
Seizing the opportunity to work for a Fortune 500 company and leaving the familiarity of
David’s company behind, was one of those changes.
WRIGHT
You mentioned several changes; would you share another that led to success?
NIETO
Throughout my education and work experiences there was one person’s work that continues
to resonate with me even today—Peter F. Drucker, known to many as the “Father of Modern
Management.” One of his quotes in particular, still drives me, “The best way to predict the future
is to create it.” How is that for empowering?
This manifested itself for me several years after I married my husband. Fortunately, I had a
highly successful career in a large organization, a leadership role, and more than a decade getting
paid to do what I love. However, our young family (at the time three kids under three years old)
weighed heavily on my heart and mind. One of my intentional choices, referenced earlier, was
when my husband and I decided to marry and start a family. When our family came, I was
surprised to discover I had a desire to change my career for different flexibility. I had always
been very career focused and often measured a large percentage of my own worth by my
contribution made at work. Everything had shifted, however, and I now worked for very
different reasons than before.
After much thought and soul searching, I decided to resign, in a down economy, and start
my own coaching and consulting practice, allowing for a different work-life balance. I wanted to
flip the equation and have family at the center, while piecing work around my major priority.
Missing any more of that precious time when my children were young was painful to think about
and something I would regret later if I did not change it. I knew I would not be able to that get
back. Thus, I took another big step (some characterized it as a leap of faith) to create my desired
future, without regret.

WRIGHT
How important is it to know who you are?
NIETO
When I decided to leave my leadership role, I knew enough about myself to know I still
needed to be contributing to the growth of leaders, community, and business. This is when I
launched GreyMatter Development. It was important for me to understand the formula of what
would allow me to be the best Mom, partner, and community member I could be.
When we know who we are, we also have a chance to know who we are not. Working with
clients who may be preparing for an interview, I often will say, “Be yourself, but be your best
self. After all, isn’t that whom they will get if they hire you?” It is more effective to spend time
increasing our self-awareness via Myers Briggs or 360-degree assessments, self-reflection,
requesting feedback, or working with a coach, than to try and be who we think others want us to
be.
If we look at the field of Emotional Intelligence, we may struggle to find a definitive
description. There are several schools of thought around the study. Generally speaking, and for
purposes here, let’s agree it is a level of awareness about our affect on others and situations as
well as our ability to manage our emotions in various relationships and exchanges. Research
shows an increased level of emotional intelligence correlates to increased effectiveness, as well
as higher compensation in career scenarios. One could argue that higher emotional intelligence
positively affects the bottom line, which may justify the higher compensation. When one works
to increase self-awareness, one allows his or her best self to show-up. When we bring our best to
a situation, it is an invitation for others to bring their best. Carrying it one step further, when we
seek and openly expect the best from others, we generally find it.
When coaching leaders, I focus on the importance of knowing oneself and understanding the
impact that leader has on others. A helpful question to ask is, “Would I rather be right or
effective?” The answer to that question shapes our thoughts, words, and actions.
WRIGHT
Let’s talk about experiences as it relates to success. What do you mean by experience?
NIETO
By experience, it’s all about the journey and the people around as we go. If we look for the
best in people, we usually find it; if we don’t, then we won’t. When I talk to people and focus on
them, even for a short amount of time, to see how they really are doing, they often mention how
they needed to know that someone was interested. They are appreciative that someone actually
stopped to care and I learn something almost every time. Afterward, we can readily proceed to
whatever it is we need to do next.
Do you wake on a given day saying, “I’m going to work today to see how many people I can
upset, and how many really big mistakes I can make?” I know that I don’t, I doubt you do, and I
doubt others do. We fundamentally want to be part of and make a positive contribution to
something successful. Check your assumptions and assess if it would be helpful to step back and
take another approach, assuming positive intent about the person and what he or she is actually
trying to accomplish. When we assume positive intent, even in the midst of a miscommunication
or tension, we are giving people a break. We are extending an invitation for them to be different

in a situation than maybe they would have been in the past. It is also a chance to start over or to
do things a little bit differently this time. Assuming and honoring positive intent can be pivotal to
resolving challenges and finding a win/win outcome.
So to me it’s all about the people and the experience—the journey. We have an opportunity
to learn something from everyone we meet. Considering the amount of people we interact with
on any given day, according to my math, that adds up to a lot of possibility.
WRIGHT
So what role, if any, would people play in our readers’ personal success?
NIETO
Without the context of other people, I personally find it hard to define success. People are
critical to any person’s success. Everybody’s role is important in this complex thing we call life,
as well as our communities, workplaces, education centers, homes, and so on. It’s equally
important to remember people are not defined by jobs or titles—they are human beings
performing a role. I challenge myself and others to look past someone’s uniform, look past his or
her workspace, put ourselves in someone else’s shoes, and treat others as they would like to be
treated. Try to see the world from their vantage point. Once you can do that, you really can
understand how to lead or to serve, to provide feedback, or to support them along their way.
They will be able to make a valuable contribution, you’ll learn a great deal about other’s
perspectives, and you can feel good when you remember that everyone else is someone’s parent,
sibling, or child regardless of work title or particular demeanor that day.
Great leaders know and will tell you their success would not be possible without standing on
the shoulders of those who came before them and the teams within their organization performing
the work on a daily basis. They understand it is no longer about them—rather, it is all about the
people who work for them.
WRIGHT
You advocate “being present.” What do you mean by being present?
NIETO
Being present is about acknowledging that life is such a rich experience. If people are not
moved by the humanity around them, I think they may not be paying attention. Each person has a
history, gifts, and a future, as well as their own experiences, triumphs, mistakes, and lessons that
make them who they are. When we are present with others, we have a chance to learn a piece of
that. It is an opportunity to appreciate the richness of that person and weave his or her humanity
into ours.
A book I read with my children is, Oh the Places You Will Go, by Dr. Seuss. I recommend it
to people of all ages as a reminder of what life is about: the places they’re going, what they can
expect, how to get through it, and what is waiting at the start of each day.
More professional books I also recommend to my coaching clients are:
• The Arbinger Institute’s Leadership and The Art of Self Deception—a profound yet
simple read
• Getting to Yes, by Roger Fisher and William Ury, about principled negotiation. I
reference it often.

•

The powerful classic by Dale Carnegie, How to Win Friends and Influence People—
probably one of the first leadership books that I read early in my career. It has had a
lifelong effect on me.

Of course, after publication, I will add Mastering the Art of Success to this list.
WRIGHT
What role do honesty and commitment play in mastering the art of success?
NIETO
Quite simply—be honest but respectful. If something is not a fit, you’re likely not the only
one who knows it. So explore the situation openly, keeping a win-win mind-set. Ask the hard
questions, and assume positive intent about the people involved. Understand common ground
and identify what each person really needs to have and move forward (principled negotiation).
In my experience, some leaders struggle when it comes to the actual performance
management of their team members, particularly when development issues arise. As leaders, we
can become so busy that we do not dedicate time in our schedules for the team members who
may really need our focus. When the time comes to enforce organizational policy, if
performance has not improved, there is a hesitancy by some leaders to do so. Leaders have
confessed that their reluctance to provide the reprimand or the “last resort” action of terminating
employment is because they did not do all they could to help that team member.
On the flipside of this, I see leaders manage performance comfortably and consistently.
They seem to naturally incorporate the time and effort required to help their struggling team
member(s), into their schedule. They know that as leaders, they have done everything possible to
help the employee be successful, regardless of the outcome.
In a previous role, I had an employee working on our team (let’s call him “Jake”) who
wanted to do well in his role; however, he experienced many challenges and struggled to be
successful. There were multiple performance concerns and feedback directly from clients and
colleagues. Attempts to improve his skill-set with formal training, mentorship assistance, and
help from other team members, did not yield our collective desired result. We made the difficult
choice to let Jake go. During my final conversation with him, he expressed a sense of relief—as
though a weight had been lifted from his shoulders.
One lesson I hope others take from this story is the importance of “fit.” Jake’s dedication
was never in question; however, he was attempting to change who he fundamentally was, rather
than finding a fit that would compliment who he was. He moved on to a different job with a
better fit, and began making contributions without compromising who he was.
WRIGHT
It would seem that each of us is a combination of the choices we have made up to this point
in our lives. You shared a few personal choices earlier in our interview; what part does choice
play in our overall success?
NIETO
Choice is important because we all have the opportunity to make choices. My husband and I
have this saying, “Make it worth it,” which is simple yet profound. I mentioned our young family
previously and we view any decision to be away from them as a sacrifice, yet we have to do it.

Several years ago, I was completing a professional certification that required me to be away from
our family for an extended time. It was important for me to finish and I remember my husband
looking at me, saying, “I know you don’t want to go, so just be sure you make it worth it.”
We realized, like all parents, that we have to make tough decisions about our time; there will
be sacrifices. We also know it is critical while we are doing those things that take us away, that
we make it worth it. This comes back to being present:
• Be present in what you’re doing because there is something else that you’re not doing.
• Be present where you are because there is someplace you chose not to be.
We do have the power of choice. Sometimes we make the choice to do what we want,
sometimes we make the choice to do what others want us to do, or sometimes we do nothing at
all, but that’s still a choice. Regardless of what we choose every day, make it worth it.
WRIGHT
How about priorities?
NIETO
Hopefully we are each blessed with a full life of meaningful relationships, pieces, and parts
that require us to also make priority calls. Sometimes we choose family, sometimes we choose
work, and sometimes we choose ourselves, our friends, our career, our business, and so on. The
reality is when we say yes to something, we may very well be saying no to something else, or
several other things.
Another mentor of mine was the president of a multibillion-dollar business. I had an
opportunity to be in a small group setting and conversation with her where we discussed
leadership topics. The question of managing work/life was asked. Her response strongly
influenced my perspective and I want to share it here.
She mentioned that at any given time there are a multitude of roles she could have and that
she could be filling—mother to her children, sister to her siblings, spouse to her husband,
employee to the stakeholders, leader of a large company, her health, eating right—the list went
on as you can imagine. She narrowed down her top five priorities and then shared that work/life
balance, for her, was knowing that every single day she was going to fail at one of those, but the
key was to not let it be the same thing every day.
What a simple and realistic approach to honor the multiple areas of our life. I view this as
another reminder that we are human beings, each of us with many priorities. I find it important to
keep that in mind when I ask others for their time as well as a nice reminder that perfection is not
required to be successful.
WRIGHT
Speakers and trainers have included an emphasis on thankfulness and appreciation in the last
few years regarding the characteristics of a great leader. What is your take on appreciation?
NIETO
I think we need to appreciate sacrifice. I am privileged to do what I do, to live where I live,
to have the freedoms I have. It’s not lost on me that many people before me didn’t have the
opportunity to live life as we do today. They still chose to push forward as pioneers or make risk-

laden choices, which ultimately created the foundation for many of us to come. These women
and men—sometimes acting alone or together, sometimes in peace, sometimes in conflict—are
the reason we have the choices we have today.
A dear childhood friend, John, is a source of inspiration for me today, embodying sacrifice
and leadership. He is the type of person everyone loved to be around. He always had this
charisma and genuine nice-guy character. He is funny with a very strong spirit. He married his
beautiful high-school sweetheart and they have three wonderful children. As a
Ranger tabbed Special Forces Medic, he served on behalf of the United States during Desert
Storm, Operation Iraqi Freedom, and Operation Enduring Freedom. On Saturday, October 16,
2010, John’s life changed forever when he stepped on an IED (improvised explosive device),
sacrificing three extremities, in Afghanistan. His friends, family, and I are so thankful that John
is still here and alive today.
Despite the severity of his injuries as a triple amputee, John said, “I will walk again.” And
he did. He has also completed many other feats, defying the odds every day. What is most
striking to me about John, however, is the first chance I had to talk with him, he shared that he
could be down about what happened to him, but it would’ve happened to somebody. He said it
was just his turn that day and that he continues to have a choice about how he will respond, and
how he will live his life as he and his family find their “new normal.”
John is inspiring and I think about him often. His own grateful perspective—“At least I’m
still here,” he’ll say with a big smile—makes me smile. I not only thank him for his sacrifice, but
for an unintended gift he gave me after visiting him at Walter Reid National Military Medical
Center in Washington, D.C. He was working in the physical rehabilitation facility two months
after his injury and it was during that visit I witnessed incredible courage, determination, and
focus from about seventy-five of our nation’s heroes.
The unintended gift that visit provided me was perspective. As we ate lunch in the cafeteria,
I said to John, “I will never have a problem again—nothing that I have to deal with will be as
hard as what all of you are doing for the rest of your lives and you did it for us. I’m forever
grateful.” Of course he said, “I would do it all again for my team and country,” and again flashed
his big smile.
Hopefully, my passion about leading a life worth living, without regrets, and to the fullest
extent possible is clear. It’s a personal responsibility that I feel to have the best life I can have
because there are many who are not here to do so and have given so much of themselves. I want
to ensure that when my head hits the pillow every night, their sacrifice continues to be worth it. I
encourage others to do the same.
WRIGHT
To sum it all up, what steps do you suggest our readers take to begin today to use legacy,
experience, and choice to ensure success for the long-term?
NIETO
Legacy—You are part of someone else’s and yours is unfolding every day:
• Reflect on how you want others to have experienced you.
• Consider how you want history to hold you.
• Be intentional about how you influence that legacy starting right now.

Experience—Remember that it’s the journey and the people as you go. We need each other
to get where we’re going and it is because of others that we have gotten where we are; have and
show gratitude:
• Take the time to know yourself and bring your best self along as often as possible.
• Assume positive intent—look for the best and you’ll find it more often than not.
• Keep your eyes and ears open along the way of this fascinating journey. Would you
really want to miss any of it anyway?
Choice—Make it worth it every day. I just don’t know how else to put it:
• Make decisions and choices wisely—you have the freedom to choose more times that
you may realize.
• Make it worth it by putting the most into, and getting the most out of, what you said yes
to, remembering you said no to something else to be there.
• Live your life with as little regret as possible; be engaged and actively participate. It is
better to be intentional than lucky.
Success will be the by-product of a life lived in integrity, based on authenticity, and
gratitude.
WRIGHT
I’ve enjoyed this conversation, Kelly. I appreciate the time you’ve taken with me today to
answer these questions; it’s been delightful and I have learned a lot. I think this is going to be a
great chapter for our book and I appreciate your taking the time to do it.
NIETO
David, I’m excited about the book and I appreciate the opportunity to share my passion with
you here today.
WRIGHT
Today I have been talking with Kelly Nieto. Kelly is the owner and operator of GreyMatter
Development, a national executive business coaching and organization leadership development
company. She is passionate (her own word) about journeying side by side with people and
organizations as they create their desired future. I can’t think of a better thing to do.
Kelly, thank you so much for being with us today on Mastering the Art of Success.
NIETO
It was my pleasure David, thank you!
-
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Nick Dove
DAVID WRIGHT (WRIGHT)
Today I’m talking with Nick Dove, business coach, executive coach, educator, trainer, and
speaker for the ActionCOACH, business coaching company. Nick has executive management
training with Wharton School of Business, INSEAD European Business Center, MBA with
Boston University, and thirty years’ executive experience in blue chip companies, Procter &
Gamble, and Seagram Universal. In the last ten years, he has been committed to the
extraordinary growth and development of ActionCOACH, the world’s number one business
coaching firm, with operations now in more than forty countries. Fluent in several languages,
Nick has empathy with many cultures and mind-sets, using leadership, business building, and
coaching skills to create revitalization and paradigm shifts. This transforms individuals and
businesses alike.
Nick, welcome to Mastering the Art of Success.
NICK DOVE (DOVE)
Thank you, David; it’s good to be with you.
WRIGHT
So what do you mean by mastering the art of success?
DOVE
Well, that’s a big title, isn’t it? The simple answer is that at the end of the day, it just really
means self mastery. Hence the clue about the mirror on the wall in the chapter title. It reaffirms
the wisdom of the ancient Greeks exorting us, from the Temple of Apollo at Delphi, γνῶθι
Σεαυτόν (Know Thyself). Truth is, we all do have a magic mirror, just like in the Brothers
Grimm story, Snow White. Our mirrors do tell us the truth about ourselves. In fact, everything
that we have in our lives—the people, the relationships, our home, our income, our bank
accounts, our investments, and so on—we will be able to see reflected back at us in our magic
mirror. Question is, can we take what we see or will we end up like the vain queen in the fairy
tale? But if we can, and we’re not very happy at what we see in our mirror, then we also know
we can do something about it by avoiding the pitfalls of vanity. What we perhaps need most is
just some practical guidance about how we can go about enhancing what we see in our mirror on
the wall. So this is what I want to talk about in mastering the art of success. I think that the best
way to approach this is to break it up and look at each part.
That first word “mastery” is an interesting word because I think a lot of people use this word
rather loosely. Certainly, to be good at anything you have to have mastery of it, whether it’s a
sport, the performing arts, or the world of business. Basically, my favorite definition of mastery
is Gladwell’s rule of ten thousand hours (from his book, The Outliers). This really brought it
home to me that if you think in terms of not having achieved mastery unless you have put in ten
thousand hours of practice in any field, it pretty much tells you how much focus and dedication
you have to have in order to reach a level of mastery in anything. After all, ten thousand working
hours is going to consume approximately five full-time years of your life, and whether you want

to be a piano performer, a public speaker, or a successful business executive, it makes no
difference—you’ve got to put in the time to really get to that level of mastery.
When you talk about the word “success,” the thing that has to be very evident is that success
isn’t something that just comes down from the sky. It’s got to be worked at, somewhat like a
college program of focused learning, or an apprenticeship creating particular skills for yourself,
or even consider those heroic journeys from the classic myths where the hero battles through
countless obstacles to achieve his goal. That work will allow you, little by little, and with a lot of
sweat, to get to a point where you are ready for success.
I think that’s the first thing to say—that some people expect success just to fall into their lap,
other people expect to inherit it, and other people believe it’s just a question of luck. Thomas
Jefferson, third President of the United States, famously said, “I’m a great believer in luck, and I
find the harder I work, the more I have of it.” The truth of the matter is that it’s all about real
application and true dedication to your purpose. Whatever that is, are you willing to devote those
ten thousand hours or five years? And if you can’t devote full time effort toward acquiring those
particular skills because you need to be doing other work in your normal day, you may need to
plan on doing this for ten or twenty years rather than just the five. It is helpful to remember this
when we see that not all of us really want to achieve success if this is the price we must pay. To
put this another way, could it be that we ourselves are putting the limits to our own success?
Now, on bringing up the question of one’s purpose, it is important to understand the word
“success” in relation to each individual. It can be many different things to many people, and it
really depends on who you are and what you want out of life. It could be, for some people, about
having lots of money and power, for other people it could be about having extraordinary and
enduring relationships, for others it might be a particular life style, and for others it might just be
finding real happiness.
What I encourage people to do is to think about their own lives and what they want out of
their life. When they can define that, then that’s what success will mean for them. In a way, this
is the first step toward mastery. You might call it “destination mastery.”
Remember Alice in Wonderland’s conversation with the Cheshire Cat? She asks, “Would
you tell me, please, which way I ought to go from here?”
“That depends a good deal on where you want to get to,” said the Cat.
“I don’t much care where,” said Alice.
“Then it doesn’t matter which way you go,” said the Cat.
It’s only when you have a really clear idea where you want to get to that you can even begin
to apply yourself to those ten thousand hours. Otherwise, why would you?
A word of caution: In a world so focused on ever-increasing levels of micro-specialization, I
have always been impressed by the concept of a holism. And that’s important when it comes to
talking about success. For me it’s not necessarily one or the other of those things, it’s a
combination of all of the things that you value in your life. As human beings we function as
holistic beings, and we need both money and relationships, both life style and happiness in our
lives. But here is the trap. It has become fashionable to talk of “work-life balance,” and this, in
many respects, is an appreciation of the fact that we are holistic in nature. However, it is also true
that we won’t get far unless we are willing to dig in and invest those ten thousand hours of
practice in our chosen skill for an intense period. It is a supreme effort and we will only achieve
the degree of success that we’re looking for in function of the degree of effort we’re willing to
put. Even the genius Beethoven, for example, would commonly struggle with as many as seventy
different versions of just one musical phrase before settling on the right one. Nietzsche, the great

philosopher, said, “All great artists and thinkers are great workers . . . indefatigable.” Are you
willing to stick with it, for as long as it takes, until you get it right? This, too, is the price of
mastery.
WRIGHT
Do you think achieving success is more of an art or a science?
DOVE
That’s another good question because it makes one think a little deeper about what success
means. We use a great formula around success that I have found extremely helpful, and it’s
alluded to in much of the success literature. What it says is you take who you’re being, and you
multiply that with what you’re doing, and that combination gives you the results you have in life,
or your success.
Formula for Life Success

We’ve all heard of the lottery winner who, within two years, lost the million he or she won,
is now in conflict with family and friends, and is often more miserable than happy. The person
had a million dollars for a brief time, but didn’t learn what it takes to become a “millionaire.” In
order to have and keep a million dollars, one also has to develop the values of a millionaire in
order to truly become one.
In order to have anything in life, success-oriented people recognize that they have to do
something in order to achieve it. If you want income, you must work. If you want wealth, you
must invest. If you want love, you must give it. If you want respect, you must earn it. No matter
what you want, you need to do in order to have. But “doing” is not the only thing we need to
change in order to have. If all we do is do, then we may get some of what we want in our lives,
but we’ll also be generating anxiety and stress in our lives because the “doing” is often uphill for
us unless backed by the beliefs and values that are important to us.
In fact, we must become the person we desire. We must develop the identity, the beliefs, and
the values of the person who has those things that we want. If we can learn how to be that
person, then we will naturally do the things that person would do. It will even appear effortless
because that’s just being “in the zone” for such a person, and if we do the things that person
would do consistently, then we’ll eventually have the things that person would have.
Fundamentally, who you’re “being” is really the art of living—the art of how you’re
creating yourself as a human being. Then what you are “doing” is the science of how you’re able
to apply yourself with particular skills to whatever you have chosen. That’s more of a scientific
digging down into the sinews of what makes that tick, what is the logic, the training, the skill set,
the strategies that make that great, and how you apply yourself for those ten thousand hours.
Now here is the crux of the matter. This is true about many businesses today: if you just
focus on what you’re doing (i.e., the science), and you want greater results and greater success,
you apply yourself to Do even more, you work even harder, you push yourself, and end up

working 24/7. You can try for that approach to get increased success, and to some degree you’ll
achieve greater levels of success, but it is just not sustainable. And it’s not sustainable because
you are not focused on the first part of that formula, who you’re “being” (i.e., the art). Then you
can crash and burn, getting no results. Notice that this is a formula for life success, and since it’s
a formula, then we can add some numeric values into that equation. Let’s say you’re maxed out,
doing at the level of one hundred. If at the same time you don’t put any attention on who you’re
“being” (we’ll call that a zero), then what does zero times one hundred give you? Suffice to say,
not much!
Also note that there are those who have the whole “being” thing down pat. They’ve read all
the books, been to the seminars, learned meditation in India, can even experience higher states of
consciousness, and so on. Let’s say, for the sake of this example, they’re at one hundred on that
value, but then they don’t actually Do anything. They will also end up with zero results. The
point of the formula is to give us the insight that for great results, it takes both the “art of being”
and the “science of doing.” The good news is that it is precisely in the combination of both that
you get the greatest results. The reason for this is that the formula has a multiplier—it multiplies
your “being” times your “doing,” so you’re powerfully able to compound your results.
Let’s look at it this way:
Person A’s level of success: Be at 20 x Do at 20 = Have at 400
Person B’s level of success: Be at 40 x Do at 40 = Have at 1,600
Person C’s level of success: Be at 80 x Do at 80 = Have at 6,400
So there is tremendous power and inbuilt momentum in using this formula and approach to
your life or your business. Note how, in this example, the levels of “being and doing” double
from Person A to B, and again from Person B to C. But look how the results (Have) take on a
geometric progression, so that Person C’s results end up sixteen times greater than Person A’s.
And even if you’re only “being and doing” at the level of twenty, like Person A in the above
example, your results at four hundred are still significantly better than someone who is just
“doing,” even if their “doing” is at one hundred. This is actually the principal conundrum for
business owners of most small businesses. They’re “doing” stuff at maximum velocity, but they
haven’t yet got what it really means to “be” a business owner. So they spend their sixteen-hour
days fighting fires and being a full-on operator, and have little to show for it because not “being
a business owner” means they’re not doing the things that a business owner would be doing. If
they knew that, they’d be able to get more powerful results.
This is the main reason why some 80 percent of businesses fail within five years. There’s a
great deal of energy invested in the “doing,” and they’re very courageous doing it, but most
invest little energy in developing their “being,” because they just don’t know how, so these
eventually do crash and burn.
WRIGHT
Right.
So can anyone achieve success if these principles are understood?
DOVE
The answer to that I think is yes. I don’t think success is inherited—anyone can work at it—
and from what we talked about earlier, success is something that can be mastered. I think the real

question is: do you have the motivation to do what it takes to get clear about who you want to
“be,” and then get through those ten thousand hours of practicing the “doing” to achieve
mastery? Are you going to stay the course?
For the people who have the motivation, it is absolutely possible, no matter from what
background they come, no matter who their parents are, no matter their ethnic inheritance, they
can achieve success if they want it badly enough because again it comes down to that simple
formula. It’s about mastering the art of whom you’re “being,” which is managing your mind-set,
multiplied by mastering the science of what you’re “doing,” which is mastering the specific
skills you need in order to, for example, make money. All of that is learnable.
So the main question here is how you build your level of motivation to always be able to
take ownership and responsibility for moving forward in your life, and not succumb to what the
majority of people do succumb to—falling by the wayside when the going gets tough. This
occurs because we slip into habits of blaming others and making excuses for why we’re not
achieving what we originally set out to achieve, or on some level, even denying that we can ever
achieve it. Anyone can achieve success if he or she has the motivation for it. The best source of
motivation is in taking full ownership for it. Said another way, success is really a choice. You
can choose to take ownership, or you can choose not to, and then you will fall at the first, second,
or third hurdle.
A simple way to understand this choice is a concept I use in coaching with all my clients.
We call it the choice of playing above the line or below the line. The most common challenge
that arises in life and in business is things going off the rails because of unhelpful mental
attitudes. You will find that any success is directly aligned with the way you are accustomed to
thinking about things. It’s that neat saying from Zig Ziglar: “Your altitude is determined by your
attitude.” If we truly commit ourselves to our success, there is one important rule that we must
comply with: Play “above the line” at all times. This means taking ownership, accountability,
and responsibility for everything in our lives and our business. It’s having a Victor’s mentality as
against a Victim’s mentality.
The thing about life is that it very rarely goes the way we intend it to. Remember Murphy's
Law: “Whatever can go wrong will go wrong.” So the question isn’t whether or not bad stuff will
happen, it will. The question is what will be our reaction to the bad stuff when it happens. That is
the only thing we have control of. And that’s when we have the choice whether to play above the
line or below the line.

By playing above the line, we take ownership of whatever is happening around us and
accept the responsibility and accountability that goes with it. This leads to a pro-active attitude

where if we’re not getting results, we jump in to fix whatever needs fixing rather than spending
time making excuses or looking for someone or something to blame.
It’s just a choice we make a hundred times every single day. And if we haven’t trained
ourselves in consciously making this choice, we unfortunately “default” to the most natural
choice in our human nature. When something goes wrong, the easiest and perhaps the most
“human” thing to do is to blame it on something or somebody else, find an excuse, or simply
deny that there is a problem in the first place. This playing “below the line” is destructive, as it
does not resolve anything and the problems only get worse. This type of reaction is typical of the
victim mentality; failure is a self-fulfilling prophecy for people who think like this.
Playing above the line, on the other hand, is constructive because taking ownership of and
responsibility for challenges leads to the resolution of problems. It also ensures that they don’t
happen again. This pro-active approach is typical of people with a success mentality. But the
biggest point to realize in all this is that you really do have a choice. Whenever you see yourself
beginning to make excuses, you can just stop yourself and get yourself back up above the line.
And the people who learn to do this consistently will achieve success.
WRIGHT
You have spoken of a formula. Is it possible to achieve success through a formula?
DOVE
Well, that again is a great question because we’ve got so many of those out there don’t we?
Just go to Barnes and Noble or Amazon and you can see the ten-step this and the five-step that.
Of course, going back to the last century, we had perhaps the most famous step program, the
Twelve Steps of Alcoholics Anonymous propounded by Bill Wilson and Dr. Bob Smith in 1935.
This proved to be a useful way of applying formulas to help people do what they needed to do to
get the result they were looking for, and so the “step” principle was taken up and practiced in a
wide range of personal and professional development arenas.
So I think there is certainly a lot to be said for chunking down the things you need to do and
making them fully understandable in simple steps, and formulas can be developed along those
lines. It comes down to making sure that the formula you’re looking at is a genuine formula that
has the depth of research, the right context, and the right content, and has been tried and tested.
And even if you had all that, then the real question would be, are you going to follow it in a
manner that is consistent with the formula? If so, do you have the motivation that we talked
about earlier, and will you keep applying yourself?
There are always going to be people who resist being held down like that and those people
don’t need a formula. The only thing those people need is the self-discipline to do what needs to
be done. I don’t think it means you have to follow a formula. I think it depends, again, on the
individual and if that individual is the kind of person who has an instinctive feel for what needs
to happen, and the discipline to make it happen. If so, that person will be able to make it through
without a formula. However, those are the exceptions. I would say that for 80 percent of people,
human nature being what it is, most of us need this because it just helps us get going, and it gives
us structure and the confidence that what we’re doing will actually work.
Of course, the most obvious example of this kind is the widespread and growing use of
franchise systems in the business world. Franchising is merely the use of a formula that works in
business. When people start an independent business, sadly, as we noted earlier, the statistics
show that 80 percent of these will fail within about five years. Why? Mainly because they did not

have enough knowledge about running a business in the first place to be successful. On the other
hand, when people start a franchise business, these stats reverse and the failure rate among
established franchises is more like 20 percent. The U.S. Department of Commerce itself
indicates, “Franchise businesses are exponentially more likely to succeed than individual new
startups.” That’s why we see such growth these days in franchise businesses, such as
ActionCOACH business coaching for example, whose success has spread into more than forty
countries helping hundreds of thousands of clients around the world. In fact, gross sales from
franchised businesses in the United States have now reached over one trillion dollars—half of all
the United States’ retail and service sales. Why? Because these franchises have a success
formula that works, and as long as their franchisees follow it, it will lead to their success.
WRIGHT
Is there a difference in attaining personal success and organizational success?
DOVE
That’s an interesting question because there clearly is a difference. It really comes back to
looking at the identity of the person versus the identity of an organization. For the person, it
again comes down to who you’re “being” as well as what you’re “doing,” and in order to have
personal success that is very much a question of attacking the mindset and really understanding
your core identity and how can you enhance that to increase your “being” and your “doing.”
The thing about personal identity is that most of what you see about someone is superficial.
You see just the behaviors they are exhibiting, and the consequent results those behaviors are
getting. So the question is: if you want better results, how do you change the behaviors? This is
like an iceberg, what you see in the results and behavior of a person is just the tip of the iceberg
that’s showing above the waterline. That can be misleading because underneath the level of the
water you have the real make-up of the person that is driving their behaviors and results. Here,
there’s a combination of factors that go to the core identity of people, which includes specific
skill-sets they have acquired, the beliefs they have about themselves, and their basic values in
life, all of which make up their true identity. It is usually the case that the items below the
waterline are the things you need to work on in order to improve the behaviors and the results so
that you become successful.

The first thing you can work on is to improve your skills. For example, get more training,
take courses, go to seminars, do more learning—read books, listen to CDs—network with
successful people, get someone to mentor you, and practice, practice, practice. Or if that’s not
getting you the results you want, work on a deeper level of beliefs. You can get into
subconscious work, self-examination, meditation, affirmations, visualization, reinforced positive
feelings and attitudes, elimination of all negativism, cynicism, and honestly looking in the

mirror. Where are you putting your attention? You tend to get whatever you’re focusing on. And
then when you get to values, you’re in even deeper territory, which may involve deeper
meditation, psychotherapy, clinical analysis, hypnosis, retreats, non-judgmental observation,
forgiveness, etiology, philosophy, or compassion.
That’s a lot of deep, internal work. It can be done and there are many structures to help one
do this. The work is valuable because it addresses what’s preventing people from achieving a
level of personal success. They have a certain number of limiting beliefs about themselves that
very often are subconscious; they don’t even know they have them. As soon as they unearth that,
and bring these into the light of day, it will liberate them to move forward and change their
behaviors that will lead to a change in their results. It’s that old saying, the biggest limitation in
your life or your career is—you! Oh that darn mirror again!
Now, when you’re looking at an organization, obviously it isn’t that simple because now
suddenly you’ve got five, fifty, five hundred, or five thousand individuals each with his or her
own personal identity and identity challenges. So fundamentally, organizational success will be
attained not just by looking at those internal drivers but looking at the true identity of an
organization, because organizations also have their own levels of identity.
The way we approach this is like a six-step program for organizations, which clearly
addresses different challenges than that of an individual. The first thing to realize when it comes
to most businesses is that the owner does not in fact have a “business” unless it works without
him or her being there. What owners have looks more like a job—they have to show up to get
paid. So our definition of a true business is “a profitable, commercial enterprise that works
without you.” The real goal is passive income. How you get there is the real challenge, and we
do it using these 6 Steps:

First, an organization cannot be successful until it has reached a minimum level of mastery
at some of the business basics, otherwise you will be operating in an atmosphere of chaos where
success will be impossible. You need this mastery in key areas like financials, goal setting,
productivity, and the quality of your delivery and service. Without these basics, you don’t even
have a true commercial enterprise.
Having attained that, you can build on this solid foundation and move to the second step,
which involves finding your niche in the market (everyone can find one). It is there where you
start controlled growth through marketing and sales strategies that will generate predictable cash
flow. You now have a profitable commercial enterprise. Once you know how to do that, you can
go to the third step and create leverage by putting in systems that allow you to handle the growth
you’re getting in an efficient way. With this step, you have a profitable commercial enterprise
that works. With that in place, you can go to the fourth step of recruiting and retaining a great

team of people in the organization. This Team will, little by little, be able to replace you, so that
you now can have a profitable, commercial enterprise that works without you.
The fifth step is that of getting Synergy from it all—a moment at which you actually have a
smooth, self-governing organization. By the sixth step, you’re able to have passive income.
So it’s a different way of looking at it for an individual versus an organization, but they both
share a stepwise approach. And they both seek the end point of Results or Success. They
combine, since organizations are made up of individuals.
The worst word in organizational literature is the word “Headcount” because it shows what
organizations really think of people—they only want their heads! However, if we can combine
the disciplines of growing the individuals’ identity and growing the organization’s identity
together, that’s when the juices kick in and you create a passionate organization that’s
unbeatable.
WRIGHT
So what are the key ingredients of your personal success formula?
DOVE
Well, David, for me it’s about having the understanding of what it takes to be a successful
individual and putting in place a series of rituals that allow me to create great habits in my
personal life so that I can effectively and consistently be doing those activities that make me
successful. I think we all need those aids. If left to ourselves, human nature tends to pull us off
track. I don’t know why it’s that way but it seems to be a law of nature, rather like gravity. In
other words, if left to yourself, over time you tend to be pulled down unless you have in place
structures that allow you to keep high levels of discipline and motivation.
For example, I make sure that every morning, I have a quiet ten-minute session visualizing
and idealizing my life, so that I go out there to meet the day with my goals clearly in mind. If
you stay focused on goals, and you know your goals well enough, that is the only way to keep
out the distractions that come every single day. If you’re not careful, what happens to a lot of
people is that the distractions end up dominating the time you have available in your day. When
you allow that to happen, you’re allowing other people’s goals to push in front of your own
because your own goals weren’t clear enough to you.
I also make sure every day that I’m learning. I believe that a human being is a learning
machine and if we’re going to keep alive and on the leading edge, particularly in an accelerating
world, we’ve got to stay focused on acquiring new knowledge every single day. I do this by
reading books, listening to audios, or watching DVDs, mainly about leadership skills or role
models. I do this for one hour every day.
One of the other keys is that I am clear about my own “key performance indicators” in all
the various roles that I have—in my business, in my home, in the world at large. Stop to think
about what makes you great in your different roles and start to identify indicators that you can
keep in mind, track, and hold yourself accountable to.
I have a number of rituals that have proven to help me over time, just to stay extremely
focused and clear about my intentions. When I do that, other people get clearer about what I’m
about and actually come and help me with my intentions in a way that they never used to before I
got clear. Now I have also found that the key to making all this work is to have a coach to help
keep me on my game. It’s no different than a successful athlete having a sports coach to help win
at the game. In my view, the world has become so complex and fast-paced—everyone needs a

coach if he or she wants any level of success. This is true of individuals as well as businesses.
This perhaps explains the recent explosive growth of the coaching industry. Business Week
magazine commented: “In the past decade, business coaching has grown from a nearly
nonexistent field to a booming global industry.” It is now reported to be the second fastestgrowing profession behind IT, and with it the global success and leadership of my company,
ActionCOACH.
WRIGHT
Are the key ingredients the same with organizational success?
DOVE
I think to the degree you’re talking about putting rituals in place that help people stay
disciplined, the answer to that is yes. They may be different rituals, but at the end of the day, the
organization also needs to create the most effective habits for the people inside it. From the point
of view of an organization, what you’re looking at is certainly the same vision work and goal
setting, and then specific steps from that around alignment with business planning on a weekly,
monthly, quarterly, and annual basis. That is a huge part of organizational success.
Some companies are great at it, some companies are mediocre, and some companies just
don’t get it and don’t do planning at all. That’s a huge part of getting the clarity and the intention
of the organization out into the market, not only for the employees, but also the prospects and
customers. There aren’t, in fact, many companies that are serious about creating life-long
customers who are raving fans, and it all starts right here. I think that once that is really clearly
registered, then an organization can build momentum around its efforts in the six steps we talked
about earlier.
So definitely in both cases there are key ingredients to help you stay the course. However, in
both cases, in order for it to work, it’s not enough just to have the rituals, you’ve got to go back
to what we’ve talked about earlier and have real clarity about who you’re “being” and what
you’re “doing,” whether at an individual or an organizational level.
WRIGHT
So why don’t more people succeed—what holds them back?
DOVE
I touched a little bit on that earlier and there is clearly a big divide between success-minded
people and people whom success just seems to elude. I think a lot of it comes back to the
iceberg. We talked about what’s below the water level. You don’t see it, but people do have
beliefs about themselves that were probably given to them when they weren’t even aware they
were picking them up, from their parents, from their teachers, their peers, or just from the
circumstances of their lives. And these still hang heavily in their mirrors on the wall. It is
constantly amazing to me to realize the degree to which we are all captive to some degree to the
information that was programmed into us at an early age. For many people, this ran along the
lines of, you’re not worthy to be successful, you don’t deserve to have a lot of money, you really
aren’t good enough, you’re someone who should not dream big because then you’ll only get
disappointed. All of these stories that we have invented in the culture will affect you unless you
have a very clear action plan around who you intend to “be” every single day and what you
intend to “do” to have the success you deserve.

The reason people don’t succeed is not that they don’t have what it takes, it’s just that they
don’t have the awareness and the clarity about who they want to “be,” and who they’re being
now is not consistent with that. This is something they can change if they are willing to work at
it. People will move into awareness and begin to take responsibility for who they’re being when
they are in an environment that encourages that, when they’re surrounding themselves with other
people who have already done that, or when they get someone like me as a coach to help them
just be the “best me I can be.”
What I’m saying is that although some people may look lucky because they finally “get it”
and are doing all the right things—they’re beginning to work on who they are, they go to
learning programs and seminars, are reading books, and increasing their level of consciousness
about who they’re being—it looks like that attitude was inherited or that’s just a lucky break they
got. But what happened is that at some level they made a decision to move into a different
environment, and it’s this new environment that encourages this kind of thinking and allows
them to move forward.
We all have the ability to make a decision, we all have a choice, and we can move into that
environment, or we can stay more comfortably where we are. It’s up to us, but if we really want
to be successful, we know that we have to move out of our comfort zone. Probably the only thing
holding us back is preferring to stay in our comfort zone with our existing circle of friends who
won’t challenge us and who don’t want to be challenged in turn. It’s somewhat of a mutual
sabotage.
In the writings of one of the great sales books titled, The Great Sales Book, Jack Collis,
states that success is limited by the price we are willing to pay. He goes on to say that the price is
not necessarily paid in money. It is paid in knowledge, activity, creative thinking, innovation,
identification, preparation, commitment, compromise, and a willingness to change.
A willingness to change? That’s an interesting concept. We have actually created a formula
for change to help us move out of our comfort zone. If you consistently applied that formula, you
would probably have all you wanted in life.
Formula for Change:

[D x V] + F > R
In this formula, D stands for Dissatisfaction, V is for Vision, F means First Steps, and R is
your Resistance to change. Are you dissatisfied with where you and your business are today?
What about your life? Do you have a vision for where it could be? Are you willing to take the
first steps to move your life or business in that direction, or is the resistance you have to making
changes going to be too great?
A person’s Dissatisfaction level may be great, but if he or she is without a Vision of where
that person wants to be, then there is little chance to move forward in the direction he or she
wants. In fact, there’s a high chance they’ll end up going in the direction someone else who does
have a vision wants.
The function of the multiplier in the formula means that even very high levels of
Dissatisfaction are cancelled out if you have zero Vision. And people may have a great Vision
for where they would like to be, but if their Dissatisfaction levels with their current situation are
not great, then the chance for change to get any closer to their Vision is not great either. The idea
is, if you see the need for change but nothing’s happening, try increasing both your levels of
Dissatisfaction and Vision.

Then, to actually change and to move on from where we are right now, we need to know
what are the First Steps that will take us in the right direction. Sometimes, we don’t move
forward just because our Vision seems so far removed from where we are that the distance looks
unachievable. So if we chunk it down to manageable, small first steps, we are more likely to be
able to start the journey. Lao-tzu, the father of Taoism, said it best: “A journey of a thousand
miles begins with a single step.” And if we don’t start with that First Step, then again we remain
where we are.
Resistance is an interesting concept that people often forget to consider. Notice in the
formula it’s preceded by a greater-than sign, so effectively your levels of Dissatisfaction and
Vision have to be greater than your level of Resistance. Some people actually have a very high
Resistance to doing anything new or to changing course, so the higher your Resistance, the more
you need to work on the formula. However, there are two ways to approach this. You can work
on increasing still further your Dissatisfaction and Vision, or you can work on reducing your
high level of Resistance.
Now this Resistance can be either external or internal. It could be that friends and family,
colleagues or bosses, cash or circumstances are the obstacle. But by far the greatest Resistance
we will encounter is in fact internal—what we say to ourselves. The fact that we even allow all
these external forces to control the way we think and act is the give-away. Author Wayne Dyer
provided the best line ever to wake us up to this dilemma: “What other people think about me is
none of my business.” That little voice inside will either make us or break us. It comes down to
that cliché we all have heard, attributed to Henry Ford: “If you think that you can, or if you think
that you can’t, you are probably right!” So, go ahead—focus on these specific things that
contribute to your resistance and begin to work on them so that they hold less sway over you.
This will gradually allow you to overcome all the Resistance you have to change.
WRIGHT
So what role does passion play in success?
DOVE
Great question, David, and when I talked about moving out of your comfort zone, that’s the
role of passion. Passion is the fuel that will get you out of your comfort zone. Growth is painful,
growth is uncomfortable, even nature shows it to be so, whether it’s plants trying to push up
through the frozen earth, or people trying to push through their frozen ideas of life.
Fundamentally you’re either growing or you’re dying. That’s the Universal law; actually it’s the
second law of thermonuclear dynamics—there is no standing still, nature is always moving, and
it’s the same for us as human beings and for the organizations we work in.
Additionally, the third law of thermonuclear dynamics explains the nature of the growth
process. Ilya Prigegine, the Belgian naturalized Russian chemist won the Nobel chemistry prize
for this understanding, that for any growth to occur, pressure must be applied. All organisms
operate from this principle of pressure. And so do people and organizations. Without the pressure
of goals, achievement, being the best you can be, most of us would not exert the energy to get to
that next level of growth.
If we want to grow, what we have to recognize is that it isn’t easy and it’s going to be a
challenge for us because we all love to stay in our comfort zone. We need to have some extra
fuel that’s going to allow us to break out of the earth’s atmosphere, so to speak. The fuel is that

one word passion. It’s knowing why we’re doing this, it’s having a deep realization that there is
something we really want, that’s really worth it for us to push us out of our comfort zone.
Of course passion means different things for different people, as always, and that’s the
beautiful thing about the planet—we have this tremendous diversity. Different people are
passionate about different things. It’s that original desire to master something, to achieve
something that is the passion inside people that will drive them way out of their comfort zone to
be a champion of their own cause and indeed reach the stars.
WRIGHT
So what specifically drives you to be successful?
DOVE
For me, it’s the passion that I have. I’m now in the latter half of my life so my passion is
about giving back and helping other people achieve their dreams. I love that. I love helping
transform executives or owners of businesses, helping them see how to understand their business
better, and then how to pull all the levers in their business in different ways at different times that
will help the business function better so that they have more cash and more time available to
them at the end of the day. That comes back full circle to what we were talking about at the
beginning—achieving a true holistic success where there’s enough money and time to live your
dreams.
When companies are struggling, that’s when they’re cutting back and laying off and that’s
when people get angry and ugly. It’s all due to a lack of abundance in the business because times
are tough. However, times are tough often because people don’t understand how a business
works. A business is the best vehicle ever invented for generating cash. If you understand it, it
will generate cash like a cash machine. So being able to teach that to business owners not only
makes the business more successful, but it liberates the owner as well who is typically working
eighty hours a week in a hole, often desperate, and then the family relationships are soured, and
the employees often go through hell.
Abundance has a funny way about it—it spreads its own abundance. If the business is
profitable and taking care of the owner, the owner can take care of the team, and the team will
better be able to take care of the customers, so that the willing customers will take care of the
business. This is the true cycle of business:

We establish this cycle of business where people are more focused on what they need to be
taking care of so that everyone is taken care of, and to the degree that happens, abundance keeps
flowing. We know how business works and we can get away from that world of scarcity and
conflict, which so often plagues the world of business because of the scarcity situations that

individuals find themselves in. So I am a true believer in bringing this into as many businesses as
I can. I want to raise the bar—the level of income and the resulting level of wealth and
abundance—not just in that business, but in the whole business community where the business is
operating. The end game here is, of course, that through raising the levels of business income we
will also raise the levels of employment and enjoyment, increasing household income throughout
the community.
WRIGHT
Well, this has been a great conversation. I really appreciate you taking so much time with
me this afternoon to answer these questions.
DOVE
Thank you so much, David. It’s been a real pleasure talking with you. I always enjoy
communicating what I believe to be the seeds of what has allowed me to be successful, just in
case some of those seeds will spread and touch ground in different communities and help other
people grow.
WRIGHT
Today I’ve been talking with Nick Dove, business coach, educator, executive coach, and
speaker for ActionCOACH. Fluent in several languages, he has empathy for many cultures and
mind-sets, using strong leadership and business skills in a variety of countries and communities.
In particular, he enjoys the work of revitalization and paradigm shifts to transform individuals,
businesses, and communities.
Nick, thank you so much for being with us today on Mastering the Art of Success.
DOVE
My pleasure, David.
-
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Transforming from victim to healing was a long journey for author and life coach, Sheila
Stevenson. In childhood, she walked an emotional minefield of abuse, guided only by a faithful
mantra: There has to be a better way. There is. Now living fully as a confident and powerful
woman, Sheila helps others find their better way. Through speaking engagements and her book,
HOPE for Survivors of Childhood Abuse, audiences feel enlightened and informed. Coaching
clients discover how small changes in behavior and language open a healing path forward. To
those struggling, immobilized by emotional challenges, Sheila’s inspiration reassures . . . your
way awaits.
SHEILA STEVENSON (STEVENSON)
David, I’m thrilled to be included in this project. Thank you for inviting me to contribute to
this special book.
WRIGHT
So, at this point in your life’s journey, what does success mean to you?
STEVENSON
First and foremost, success for me means that I have not only the right to follow my dreams,
I have the right to achieve them, too. Sadly, many people don’t believe they have this right. It
took a long time for me to realize that all I need is to believe in myself and the natural talents my
Creator endowed me with. When I began to understand the power that is within me, that is when
my life changed—for the better.
Our childhood years should ideally be a time for nurturing, fun, and guidance.
Unfortunately, my childhood experiences of sexual, physical, and emotional abuse, along with
emotional neglect, formed me into a needy and angry individual. I grew up feeling it was my
responsibility to look after other people’s needs, totally ignoring my own. No wonder I was
always resentful, judgmental, and often ill.
In our Western society, success is most often equated with money. The more money one
has, the more successful one is perceived to be. Money comes to us in many ways. Some inherit
it. Some get lucky with following through on great ideas or inventions. Many of us have to work
hard at jobs we’re not always thrilled with in order to earn an income.
I’ve certainly done my share of working at jobs I did not like. In fact, I did not honor myself
by remaining in some of those jobs. I was totally focused on the paycheck instead of the real
rewards. I sold myself out and ignored my dreams. Why? I hadn’t yet devoted time and energy to
really giving serious thought to what my dreams were. I don’t fault people for doing what they
need to do to pay their bills and look after themselves and their families. Just please don’t give
up on your dream even if you don’t yet know what it is. You do have one!
What I learned about money in my formative years was that I had to get a job, pay my bills,
and be content with my “lot in life.” Well, my lot in life was not good. Enduring more than
fifteen years of child abuse set me up for more abuse and misery on the domestic front. My
childhood mantra stuck with me, though, spurring me on and keeping the flame of hope alive.

Then, one day the opportunity to take part in therapy presented itself. I jumped at the chance.
Thus began my first major success. I consciously moved from victim to survivor. I began to
believe that, “There is a better way to live.”
Money is a tool that allows me to pay for the services and things I need or want. Money is
not the definition of success, nor is it the root of all evil. How many of us know someone who is
“filthy rich” yet is not a nice person? We all know someone who is “dirt poor” and yet rich in
kindness and generosity. I believe success is living my life and dreams authentically. In other
words, when I am true to myself and choose to follow my own heart, I will be rewarded with
success.
The other thing that means success to me is freedom—freedom to be who I am and who I
was created to become and freedom to make my own choices. Until I left my parents’ house to
be married, I was never allowed to make my own choices. Needless to say, I made a lot of
mistakes in early adulthood because I did not understand how to make good choices for myself.
It took me a long while to learn about informed choice.
Also, I’m now very conscious of my inner peace. So, success for me is wrapped up in
choice, freedom, my vision, and my sense of joy in life.
WRIGHT
I know that during the early years of your life, you were a victim of all four types of child
abuse. How did that influence your desire for success?
STEVENSON
It wasn’t until later in my life that I came to realize how the abuse had been an influence for
my success. As you mentioned earlier, David, I was hiding up in the branches of a big old maple
tree where my mother couldn’t find me. I would tuck a Nancy Drew Mystery Stories book into
my waistband and climb up as high as I could. I learned to read at a very early age and became
enthralled with the lives and adventures of other people. I soon realized that even the life of a
fictional character was more safe and rewarding than mine. And, in my young mind, I figured
that people like this had to exist because stories were written about them. Again, hope took hold.
At other times I simply indulged my curiosity by studying the way leaves flapped in the
breeze, or how a caterpillar crawled up a branch, or a spider spun a cobweb. Soon I was
observing my entire neighborhood and thinking about the people who lived in the other houses,
including my friends from school. I began to compare how I felt when I visited in their homes
with how tense and afraid I was in my own.
Up in that lovely tree was where my mantra popped into my head. In my mind and heart, I
truly believe that God Himself gave me my childhood mantra, “There has to be a better way to
live.” The wonderful thing about it is that it never just applied when I was a child. This mantra
has served me well throughout my life as a guide and measuring tool. I constantly ask myself if
what I am doing will help me find my better way to live. If the answer is “yes,” then I move
forward. If the answer is “no,” then I rethink what I am contemplating, or doing, so I can make
another choice that will serve me better.
WRIGHT
A really wise man told me many years ago that if I were walking down a country road and
saw a turtle sitting on top of a fencepost, I could bet he didn’t get up there by himself. So, aside

from people in your personal life, who are others who have served as your role models for
success?
STEVENSON
One day when I was about thirty years old, I found a small package on the hood of my car as
I left for work. There was nothing written on the brown paper wrapper, and no one in sight in
any direction. So, I climbed into my car and tore open the paper. It contained a book by
Napoleon Hill titled, Think and Grow Rich. I thumbed through the pages looking for a clue as to
who the book belonged to. No clues. So, I decided to read the book. It produced another positive
shift in my life. The concepts and ideas Mr. Hill wrote about fed my growing desire to know a
world outside of the narrow-mindedness of my upbringing.
Another person who influenced me profoundly was Dr. Robert H. Schuller. When my
second marriage was in the process of dissolving and I was in absolute despair, I flipped on the
television one Sunday morning and there was Dr. Schuller on The Hour of Power. He spoke of
God and His love for me, and he also talked about “Possibility Thinking.” Both of those concepts
appealed to me at a deep spiritual level. I watched that program for many years and still do when
I have the time.
“Possibility Thinking” became part of me. I regained hope and began to seriously consider
what shape my life could take. I had been told too often, and for way too long a time, that I
would never accomplish anything or do anything of importance. Dr. Schuller helped me
understand that I am a precious child of God and that God has gifted me with creative ability. I
can do anything I choose to set my mind to, and I have. When someone tells me I can’t do
something, that’s when I roll my sleeves up and get to work!
I am an avid reader, and my personal collection of more than three hundred books is very
eclectic. So many authors have influenced me positively. The list is long and includes, yet is not
limited to: Dr. Robert H. Schuller, Maya Angelou, M. Scott Peck, Mitch Albom, Iyanla Vanzant,
St. Francis Clare, SSND, Neale Donald Walsch, Mark Victor Hansen, Jim Clemmer, and David
Chilton. The New American Bible is always at hand, too, and I read it daily because God is my
greatest Influencer!
Saint André Bessette, CSU (canonized in October 2010) was also a big influence on me
when I was just ten years old. Known as Brother André, he was the porter at Notre Dame
College in Montreal, Quebec. He was a small, gentle man with a great sense of humor and a keen
ability to listen to others and their difficulties. He had a spiritual devotion to St. Joseph and often
prayed with people asking them to give credit for their subsequent healings directly to St. Joseph.
The sick flocked to Brother André and soon, stories of his powerful graces and healings
were spread far and wide. I first visited St. Joseph’s Oratory on my tenth birthday and wandered
into the Chapel. The walls were covered with crutches, canes, braces, and wheelchairs that had
been left behind by those who had experienced physical healings. More than the visual evidence
of healing was the overwhelming sense of peace and reverence I felt in that Chapel. I knew right
then that I was in a special place and it would have significance for me in my life.
By the time I was in my early twenties, I knew that in some way I wanted to help other
victims of abuse to heal and be able to move forward with their lives. I have been told dozens of
times that I am a good listener. It is a skill I use well in my daily life and in my life coaching
business where I help clients, one at a time, to rediscover their self-esteem and take back control
of their own lives. It is an amazing process to witness. I like to think Saint André might be
influencing me from up above.

WRIGHT
So what do you think are the biggest obstacles people face in trying to become successful?
STEVENSON
For me, the biggest obstacle to success was not believing in myself and my abilities, and not
believing that I deserved success. I was in awe of the big name role models I read about. They
were each hugely successful in their own right and I felt more than a bit intimidated by their
successes. Nevertheless, I let their amazing personal stories percolate through my mind as they
offered me the hope I so desperately needed.
After a while, I realized that many of these very successful individuals also came from
underprivileged or hurtful backgrounds. Soon, I realized deep in my heart that if these people
could achieve success, then I could also. I like to remind myself occasionally that every human
being comes into the world naked, ignorant, and needy. We each have a finite period of time in
which to learn and grow into the glory we were created to be. I intend to stop only when I draw
my last breath.
As countless others, I didn’t believe I had enough education or finances to fund my dreams,
so I didn’t develop them. One of my biggest dreams has always been to write a book. When my
former therapist first suggested I do so, I actually laughed at her. No way did I think at that time I
was even capable of writing a book. Yet, her confidence in me resonated in the back of my brain
for a few years.
Finally, one day I told Sandy (www.SandraFoster.ca) that I would write the book—on two
conditions: The first condition was that she had to write the “Forward” which she agreed to, and
did. The second was that I needed to find a “redeeming format” for the book, which took a bit
longer. When, in the summer of 2008, I finally made the verbal commitment to God to write the
book. He bombarded my brain with ideas. I settled down seriously to write early in 2009 and,
thanks to a modest inheritance, I was able to complete the book and have it launched by October
2009. This was all made possible by the great team I brought on board who supported me with
their specific skills.
What did I know about writing a book or getting it professionally printed and then
marketed? Nothing! What I did know for certain in my heart was that I wanted to help other
victims of childhood abuse to heal and move forward in their lives. When the “redeeming
format” finally came to me, I had a very good feeling in my soul that this was what I was meant
to do. It was the beginning of fulfilling more of my dreams.
When I arrived at my printer’s office to pick up my books, he and his assistant were
standing inside the door waiting for me. They were holding high a copy of my “baby,” and we
were all grinning from ear to ear. It was a thrilling moment for me, and I knew right then I was
“living my better way.” What joy! In that moment, I realized a great success in my life, and it
meant the world to me. No longer was I a scared and abused little girl who had been made to
believe she was stupid and incapable. I was an author! I was, in that moment, as successful as all
the people I had idolized.
Life has a way of doling out hard knocks. No one is immune to them. Why is it that so many
of us allow these hard knocks to drain the dreams right out of us? Everyone has a dream. The
challenging part of life is to keep the dream alive, despite hardships and setbacks.
I believe that our dreams are a part of who we are and we have to keep hanging on to them
until we find a way to give them life. It is not easy to hold on to a dream when life is difficult;

however, for me it was necessary. My dream was in my soul. I had to keep holding on. Now, I
have a new dream; actually, I have a few new dreams, and I am working on making them real.
When no one else believed in me, I kept on believing in myself, and my God, and my
dream. Don’t let anyone who isn’t committed to making his or her own dreams a reality destroy
yours. Believe in yourself. Hold your precious dream in your heart where it is safe until you are
ready to bring it to life. Success awaits you.
WRIGHT
So how do you know what you need to be successful?
STEVENSON
Learning what I need to be successful was a process. As I mentioned earlier, my faith in God
is very important to me; however, this was not always the case. A favorite quote of mine is by St.
Francis of Assisi, found at www.brainyquote.com. He said, “Preach the Gospel at all times, and
when necessary use words.”
I was raised in a severely dysfunctional and abusive home where God was used as a threat.
Even though our family attended services most Sundays, I heard the following phrases regularly:
“Be good, or God will get you and punish you,” and, “If you don’t behave yourself, your father
is going to send you to a convent.” To top things off, in my early years, our minister pounded the
pulpit and shouted out his sermons, making his face very red. He scared me half to death. In my
teen years, a respected member of our church betrayed my confidence in her, and I was beaten
for it. Needless to say, I felt neither close to God nor safe in His presence during my formative
years.
No one in my life was living the message of Christianity—just using it to frighten and
control me. Several years into adulthood, I heard the quote by St. Francis of Assisi, and it
resonated deeply within me. I spend time in prayer and meditation each morning, and I try hard
to go about my own business, accepting and respecting others for who they are. That, for me, is
living and spreading the Gospel.
And friends! I need my friends. I cherish them. They freely give me their love and laughter,
and trust. I am blessed to have friends from childhood, friends of more than thirty years standing,
and new friends, as well. My friends range in age from eighteen to ninety-six, and I enjoy each
and every one of them.
Another wonderful quote of St. Francis of Assisi, taken from www.brainyquote.com, would
finish off this paragraph quite nicely. It is, “Start by doing what's necessary; then do what's
possible; and suddenly you are doing the impossible.”
What else do I need to be successful? My growing ability to listen to the voice of God
inside me as it guides and directs me through my days is the key and enables me to master the art
of success.
Let me give you an amusing and true example. When my children were young and I was on
my own working full-time, I offered to host a shower for someone. As I enjoy baking, I had
made some tarts and squares, although I wanted cookies too; but I ran out of time. The next day
at noon, I thought I would drive around to a couple of bake shops to find some “homemade”
cookies. However, a small voice in my head kept telling me not to worry about it. I ignored the
voice. Guess what? I had no luck finding cookies. All afternoon I fretted about not having
“homemade” cookies for the shower.

Lo and behold, on the drive home, I passed by a catering company that ran a small restaurant
with baked goods on the side. Yep! They had exactly what I needed. After I paid for my
purchase I apologized to the Lord for not trusting His voice. When people ask me how to listen
to Him, I now use the shorter version: “You know those sunny mornings when the thought pops
into your head to take your umbrella with you, and you ignore it? How many times did you get
rained on later in the day?” The usual response is a sheepish chuckle. “Okay,” I continue, “so the
next time that little voice tells you to take your umbrella, what do you think you’ll do?”
The person often says, “Well, I guess I should listen to it and take the umbrella.”
“Try it, and see what happens.” Now, there is no guarantee that because you take the
umbrella it will rain and you will be protected. Maybe it won’t rain, or maybe you’ll just be
honoring the inner voice: your inner voice.
After listening to the small voice in my head (my heart, gut, or intuition) for a number of
years now, I have learned that I can fully trust it to guide and direct me, and keep me safe. I have
avoided a lot of difficulties and heartache by quietly listening.
WRIGHT
It’s strange, and I have the same favorite quote from St. Francis of Assisi. The first time I
had heard it was from a Methodist Bishop and I stopped dead in my tracks, it hit me so
forcefully.
Would you tell our readers about how honoring the creative force within you keeps you on
track to greater success?
STEVENSON
You know, David, sometimes I wonder if I’m the only one who believes some of the things I
believe. No, I’m discovering I’m not. I have come to understand that my creative force came into
the world inside of me. I call it my “originally installed equipment,” to take on an automotive
euphemism. I believe everyone has this creative force within them and that we all have some
purpose to serve in this life by using our unique, creative abilities.
As I mentioned earlier, I’ve been told countless times that I am a good listener. I struggled
for years trying to think of how I could become successful by listening. Now, I am a life coach
and good listening skills are crucial to the process. It is also one of the traits my friends value
about me. Creativity is not restricted to writing a book or knitting an afghan or, like my daughter,
creating beautiful flower arrangements. Creativity is within us all and we find it and apply it to
whatever we’re doing.
I believe part of our creativity is how we use our minds to support us in whatever it is we’re
doing. For instance, if you are a baker and you’re making cakes, your innate creativity will help
you do the best job you can and make your product look the most appealing to your customers.
Their pleasure in your product will feed your internal joy.
Here is an interesting story. Several times throughout my business career while working for
corporations, I was asked to take an aptitude test, which I did eagerly because I felt I would learn
something of value. The amazing thing was, over a course of twenty-five or thirty years, every
single time the results came out exactly the same. Each test result showed me that I should be an
author/writer/journalist or a social worker/therapist/psychologist. I ignored every one of them! I
was an executive secretary, I was a salesperson, I was a corporate trainer, all kinds of other
things, yet I did not honor what those aptitude tests told me—until recently. I am now an author
and a life coach.

When we remain open to what life has to offer us, I believe life helps us eventually honor
who we are.
WRIGHT
Being intrinsically motivated is always a key, isn’t it?
STEVENSON
Yes, absolutely. I am the best person to motivate me. You can dangle a carrot for me;
however, that will not inspire me to rise every morning with purpose and joy in my heart. Selfmotivation and joy comes from inside, from the depths of my heart and soul.
WRIGHT
So how important is balance in your life and how do you balance success with everything
else you’ve got going?
STEVENSON
Balance is crucial in order to maintain a healthy lifestyle. While we all get thrown offbalance occasionally, I believe it is vital to our overall health to give regular, serious thought to
our daily choices. Some choices are made and carried out throughout our lifetimes, while others
require either periodical or constant adjustment.
For example, I get a lot of compliments on my complexion. My wonderful complexion was
a part of my “original equipment” at birth, and an inheritance from my Irish ancestry. However,
many years ago I realized that if I didn’t take care of it every day, I would eventually pay a price.
So, I have faithfully cleansed and moisturized all my life. Now, I am reaping the reward of that
commitment.
My physical health is good, although arthritis has moved in on a few joints. Otherwise, my
doctor keeps telling me I will live to be a hundred! What is my secret? I expect I have been
blessed with healthy genes, however, I was raised on a meat-and-potatoes diet, with lots of
vegetables and fruits. We balanced that with my mother’s homemade tarts and squares and
cookies! She fed me well. My point is that I felt physically healthy growing up on that diet, so I
carried it on when I married and raised my children. They have done likewise and, now, my two
adult grandchildren are doing the same.
Let me confess here that none of us is perfect by any means, and we are not above
demolishing a pizza or a bag of chips on occasion. Balance is the key to a healthy diet. Also, I
consciously choose to walk as much as possible throughout each day, and I use three-pound
weights while I’m watching the news or stirring dinner on the stove.
Besides physically caring for myself, I also nurture my brain and my soul. I make time in
my busy day to read something, and always make time at the start of my day to spend anywhere
from ten to thirty minutes in prayer and meditation. These few minutes in either silence or
thanksgiving help me start my day off in a good frame of mind. It allows me to focus on my
blessings instead of complaining. There was a day when I whined about not having ten minutes
to myself. When I forced myself to get up ten minutes earlier to spend that time in a quiet place, I
learned very quickly that the benefits were immense. And, I quickly learned that twenty or thirty
minutes worked even better.
For me, balance is how I think about what is going on in my life. As I get older, I pay more
attention to everything I do, rather than operating strictly on auto-pilot. I take time to consider

requests that affect my time. I map out my day so as to efficiently use my time and energy. And,
I review regularly to see what things I can let go of or pass along to someone else.
Speaking of auto-pilot, I am reminded of what flight attendants tell us in pre-flight
instructions. If the oxygen masks come down, you need to put your own on first. You cannot
help anyone else if you pass out from lack of oxygen. It is the same in life. If I don’t take care of
myself, I will not be able to look after anyone else, or fulfil my commitments and live my
dreams.
When is a good day to start making better choices? Today!
WRIGHT
In researching something about you to get ready for this interview, I came to the conclusion
that for you, it’s all about people tapping into their inner resources. Do you believe that positive
thinking alone is enough to attain success in life and, if not, what else is necessary and how do
people tap into their inner resources?
STEVENSON
Positive thinking is definitely a wonderful asset and Dr. Schuller certainly got me off to a
good start in that direction. Yet, I don’t believe positive thinking alone will propel us forward to
success. Every individual human being is a unique creation. There are no two of us alike.
However, in our secular society, there is so much that sways us to be just like someone else—to
wear the same outfits, to have the same hairstyles, and, so on. Particularly, our youth are
vulnerable to this type of manipulation.
While I appreciate that not everyone wants to stand out in a crowd, I think, as a society, we
have lost the sense of glorying in our individual identities. I was not created to look like, or act
like, anyone else. While a certain degree of conformity is necessary to civilized living, we need
to learn to appreciate the uniqueness of each person. What I have discovered is that as I learn to
appreciate my own qualities and quirks, I become more tolerant and patient with other people’s.
Life is a journey and every new day presents fresh possibilities. My journey inward is as
important as my physical trek. We each need to learn how to listen to our own heart. Simply
sitting in a quiet place and breathing deeply is a good beginning. Just like learning to walk as
infants, we had to keep practicing until we got it right. It’s pretty much the same with learning to
tap into our inner resources. We try different things to see what feels right—what brings peace
into our being.
We each need to find hope in seemingly hopeless situations. Then we need to nurture belief,
in both a higher power and in our own self. Then we can take action and do something. Every
little step we take gets us closer to realizing our dreams and successes.
One other thing I believe is so important to achieving success is how we use our language.
How we say something and the words we choose to deliver our message can make all the
difference in how that message is received. We need to think about how we are presenting our
messages and comments. Do we pick words or phrases that cause offence, or do we choose
words and phrases that will be well received? Do I take the extra second to make sure I am clear
about my request or directions, or do I just blurt them out? Respectful communication goes a
long way toward building respectful relationships, and that is a big part of personal success.
WRIGHT

So what important message do you want people to hear so that they can learn from your
success?
STEVENSON
I think it is very important to just jump off the treadmill of life sometimes. Spending time
alone on a regular basis to think and reflect on our lives is what helps us make better and more
significant choices along the way. If I had never done this, I would still believe the critical voice
in my head from childhood—the one that told me I was stupid, that no one would ever love me,
that I couldn’t do anything right, and that I would never amount to anything.
As I observed how my friends were living their lives, and how I was achieving my own
daily goals, I took some time to think about it all. I realized that my children were well cared for
and happy, that I had a good job that allowed me to live comfortably, and I had some amazing
friends. How could someone who is stupid accomplish all that? I had read somewhere that we
can form a new habit and, with practice, in about twenty-one days it becomes permanent. I made
a new habit of becoming conscious of that nasty critical voice, and every time it spoke out inside
my head, I mentally banished it. In just a few weeks, it was gone.
As an abused child, I was taught to keep secret everything that went on in our house. We
didn’t ask for help from anyone because, if we did, others might find out our secrets. It took me a
long time to realize that successful people don’t become successful all by themselves. They
reach out when necessary to ask for help from other successful people they respect.
It was a while longer before I realized that I did not have to accept other people’s opinions
as “gospel,” which is what I had learned from childhood. Listen to what other people have to say,
then take time to sift through the ideas or information and only keep what feels right for you.
Someone else’s thoughts may not ring true for you, however, you can still learn from them.
Life is a journey. Sometimes it is uphill and sometimes downhill. I think successful people
learn to embrace life every day and tackle head-on whatever comes. We learn the lessons and let
go of what no longer serves us well. Sometimes, that necessarily includes toxic people and
relationships. And, we come to understand at a deep, gut level that “I am my own best
champion.” We learn self-trust and trust in something bigger than ourselves.
WRIGHT
So has achieving success been a unique journey for you?
STEVENSON
Yes, it certainly has been. Here it is the twenty-first century and I am still stunned by the
ignorance about, and the stigma against victims of child abuse. Because of the stigma, victims
are afraid of coming out, survivors are struggling to move forward in society, and many of our
societal systems have placed labels on abused children or those who are what we call “misfits” in
society. They are often the victims of abuse.
One of the things I learned along the way is that children are not born inherently bad. We
become who we have been taught to be, or we rebel and take a different path. There is a point,
though, at which we each have to take responsibility for ourselves, for our thoughts, and our
actions.
I am a different person today than I was earlier in my life because I chose to take a different
path than the one that was role modeled for me. My early journey was dark and fearful. Now, I
am on a journey of my choosing, and it is one of light and joy.

WRIGHT
In your case, it’s very obvious, too.
STEVENSON
Thank you very much for saying that, David. At one point in my life, I felt as though I was
crawling along in a muddy rut and I had no expectation of ever having a different direction for
my life. However, things changed because I opened myself to what life could offer. I accepted
and sought change in my life. I now feel as if I’m not only flying, I’m soaring.
WRIGHT
Well, it sounds like you have achieved success. I’ve always defined a rut as a grave with
both ends kicked out, so you have done a tremendous job.
I have really enjoyed talking with you today. Thank you for the time you have spent
answering these questions. I know it could not have been easy for you, nevertheless, I think
people need to hear and learn from your success. I really appreciate your being in this book.
STEVENSON
David, it’s been delightful talking with you. My passion in life is to help others overcome
the dark and fearful places in their lives. My life coaching is one avenue for living my passion.
Writing is another, so again, I thank you for including me.
WRIGHT
Today I have been talking with Sheila Stevenson. Sheila is a life coach specializing in
emotional wellness. She states that she can help you unlock the door to the life you desire. The
answers to your fears and challenges are already within you. Sheila Stevenson and countless
others have proven this to be true. The key is to seek help, tap into your inner resources, and find
the gold nuggets there that you can use to build yourself a better future. That’s what coaching is
all about—facilitating change that will lead to desired results, helping you move from a current
state to a more desirable future state.
Sheila, thank you so much for being with us today on Mastering the Art of Success.
STEVENSON
It has been my pleasure, David.
-
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DAVID WRIGHT (WRIGHT)
Today I’m talking with Tim Rooney. Tim is Founder and President of PeopleMation LLC.
He believes that every person has an enormous potential for greatness and thus so does every
organization. With more than thirty-five years of experience in corporate, small business, and
entrepreneurial America, Tim brings a wealth of knowledge and best practices to business
owners, entrepreneurs, and leader/managers. He is passionate about releasing the human
potential of business leaders through training and mentoring. He has the remarkable ability to
take the complex and make it easy to understand and act upon.
Tim, welcome to Mastering the Art of Success.
TIM ROONEY (ROONEY)
Thank you very much.
WRIGHT
Tim, in your words, what is “mastering the art of success” all about?
ROONEY
When I think of a master of a skill, I think of someone who “seems” to do it with relative
ease. These masters have the ability to do it over and over again and have progressed to the point
that they can even teach others. So “mastering the art of success” is getting to the point where
you can create success “on demand,” repeatedly. It also means that the process you use is
something that others can apply and get similar types of results. It is about having both a method
and a mind-set for success.
WRIGHT
Tim, what do you mean by the phrase “method and mind-set” for success?
ROONEY
Let’s start with understanding “success,” which is part of the “mind-set.”
I think most people define success as some sort of “score” or crossing a finish line.
Therefore, we have many people who would respond that success is completing a project like
getting an education or having secured a new home, job, thing or relationship.
If we look at people featured in magazines, we will see the “famous,” the “wealthy,” the
“lucky,” the “fortunate,” the “athlete” or the “infamous.” Our role models have become
superstars of temporary success. Just think about it—how many people do you see one day as
role models eventually portrayed as failures? I would contend that such an exaggerated sense of
“success” masks the meaning of true success.
The problem with goals is that we can achieve them relatively easily if we have the right
skills and resources. After we celebrate our new accomplishments, like eating Chinese food, you
are quickly hungry again. You can get this sense of “is that all there is?”
I think the key to being a master of success is to have a strong sense of purpose and
realization that achievements provide fulfillment, not just a score.

WRIGHT
Purpose and fulfillment?
ROONEY
Do you remember that feeling you get when you do a great job or when something went
really well? As an example from my life, that tingle of excitement that I get watching or enabling
my grandchildren to discover something new and exciting. Or the time I know I did something
good or made a difference in someone’s life. Those are the times I know I have connected to
something more—something special.
That stirring of the spirit—that fire in our belly—is a sign we have connected to our
purpose. The question now is whether we have learned enough to recreate or duplicate that
experience. Have we figured out what is important (purpose) and are we actively choosing to
make it happen? It is the action we take to repeat that feeling of fulfillment that leads to our
ultimate success! Without it, we simply can’t reach our true potential.
So mastering the art of success is to “know” your purpose and build your success strategy
around making progress. The joy or excitement of that progress is the fulfillment that nourishes
your spirit to keep on going through a lifetime of learning and doing and achievement. A true
master of success understands that success is not a destination but a journey of discovery and
excitement.
So how does that apply to us “simple folks”? As an example: we all have a need to make a
living for ourselves and our families. When we “earn” our wage, commission, or bonus, the
money might be a measure of success. If you are making money but are never happy with it
because it just doesn’t satisfy you, you are starting to see that lack of fulfillment. Some people
get caught in the trap where they think more money or stuff will fix that emptiness, but it is
really something else. We need to connect not to the “thing” (money or stuff) but to what we do.
My fulfillment doesn’t come from “bringing home the bacon,” even if it is a lot of bacon, it
comes from knowing what I can and will do with this successful “hunt.” It is knowing how
excited my wife might be or how big a difference it will make to my children or my favorite
charity. It is knowing that I can take it easy someday and all the things I will do with that well
deserved freedom.
Success is achievement of the “thing” and fulfillment is the emotional satisfaction you get
from the things that you achieve.
So success is a “thing,” an inorganic moment or object. Fulfillment is, on the other hand,
organic, living, feeling, and growing. It is the fuel for true masters of success.
WRIGHT
That reminds me of the old commercial. There is a gentleman in a very blank room, a very
small room where he is in a suit and tie. It’s obviously been a tough day and he is just walking
around the room in circles saying, “I’ve got to work harder so I can make more money, so I can
do more drugs, so I can work harder, so I can make more money so I can do drugs.” The
example you gave gives me the visual of that gentleman looking for fulfillment.
ROONEY
That’s exactly correct. People are constantly searching for things that if they would have
stopped and spent a little time deciding what really fulfills them, what stirs their spirit, what

makes them feel satisfied, and happy, then ultimately they would have more stamina, more drive,
and more potential to achieve all those other things that other people would define as success. In
a way, you release your true potential for success!
WRIGHT
What else is involved to develop or master a mind-set for success?
ROONEY
It makes sense that the next in developing a “mind-set” for success is clarity. I equate clarity
with results and therefore the greater the clarity, the greater the results (both success and
fulfillment).
Clarity starts with your real why, your passion, your purpose. I find that if a person can’t
connect to the passionate why/purpose, they can’t muster the strength and commitment to do the
things that allow them to achieve amazing success in business and in life. The mind-set that
success is your ultimate destiny and that you control that destiny by your thoughts and actions is
the engine of your success vehicle.
You will also need clarity of your talents and resources. These are the tools available to you
for this journey—your backpack. Take an honest inventory of your talents, resources, and
relationships. Don’t try and fool yourself! You will be depending on these resources while you
develop new ones to go further and do more. If you find yourself “short” of critical resources, I’ll
tell you how you can employ the universe to help you find and acquire them so you can achieve
your clearly stated purpose.
Clarity of purpose and resources must evolve before effective plans or goals can be set. The
reality is that all great journeys evolve one well-purposed step at a time. So mapping out the
entire journey before we begin is a sure way to run out of energy before we even get started.
You have to read the book, Action Trumps Everything, by Leonard A. Schlesinger and
Charles Kiefer. I think the title tells the story, but their key to success is recognizing that our
journey evolves from taking action, learning, and repeating. They dub this process “creaction.”
(Go to http://actiontrumpseverything.com and download your free copy.)
WRIGHT
Tell me more about your method of creating success.
ROONEY
Have you ever heard of IVVM?
WRIGHT
No. What is IVVM?
ROONEY
IVVM is a process or method we all can use to develop clarity and align all our resources—
tangible and intangible—to achieve our goal.
IVVM stands for idealize, visualize, verbalize, and materialize (or manifest).
Idealize

When we have an idea, dream, or goal, it often starts out like a child’s coloring book. There are basic shapes
but it’s void of color and details. So it is with Idealize. This is a great start, but not enough to find or build that
perfect home.

Visualize
The next step is to visualize. I describe this as dreaming in color. At this stage of developing
clarity, we are coloring in all the details. The greater the detail, the clearer the vision, the better
success we will have.
Some people can get very lazy at this phase. I think it is because we have been conditioned
not to dream or imagine lest we fail or fall under some criticism by less successful/creative
people. For this phase, you have to see and experience your goals and dreams. This means you
have to see every possible detail—the color on the walls, the time on the clock, the stuff in the
refrigerator. It means you have to feel what is like to be there. You must actually experience
what it smells like, sounds like, feels like. Beyond that, you have to feel the “emotion” of being
there achieving the goal. You can hear what people will be saying or even how they will
remember you after you have gone.
The more you can color your vision with copious details, the more likely it will be for you to
achieve them. Remember, clarity = results.
Verbalize
Now let’s take your clearly defined vision/ideal and put it on steroids—verbalize!
I am sure you have heard all the stories on how highly successful people write their goals
down. That is certainly powerful in itself, as it keeps your objectives clearly stated in front of
you. You have also heard of people creating “vision boards” that represent their future state of
achieving and enjoying their success or accomplishment.
But what really supercharges your pursuit of excellence is telling. Tell everyone you know
about your detailed vision so consciously, or subconsciously, they are directing resources and
emotional “fuel” your way. It doesn’t always take a village but it takes many hands to still make
the work lighter.
By telling the world, you have fired up the law of attraction to work in your favor. You have
painted a vivid picture of what you expect to achieve. (Notice that I didn’t say “want” to
achieve.) You have enrolled your subconscious, and those of all who have heard your message,
to find a solution. The entire universe is now aligning to help you achieve success. As my kids
would say, that is “way cool!”
Materialize
The last part of IVVM is Materialize (or manifest). Here I want to caution success seekers
not to assume everything plops in their laps. What happens is that opportunities to move closer to
your goal will show up for you to grab and move forward with. The key here is to take action!
I am reminded of the old joke about a guy that was trapped in his house due to a flood. He
decided he would pray because he knows that God answers all prayers (I believe that, too).
First he responds to a knock on the door. When he answers it he is greeted by a water rescue
team. They came with a boat to take him to safety. But the man said he would wait for his
prayers to be answered and went back in the house. As the water rose, he had to climb out on the
roof to avoid drowning. He continued to ask for deliverance because he knew his prayers would
be answered. Along comes the helicopter with a ladder for him to climb up but he decided that

he was going to wait for the answer to his prayers before he took the help of the men in the
helicopter.
You know the story. The man drowned and when face to face with God, asked why his
prayers were not answered. And the punch line was that God had answered his prayers twice: the
water rescue team and the helicopter.
I see many people who miss the opportunities or answers that come from prayer or good
verbalization. Please, ask to receive but don’t forget to answer the door and receive the solution!
WRIGHT
Wow! That sounds like powerful stuff. Get great clarity through IVVM and get the world
working with you to achieve success both day and night.
So Tim, why do so many people seem to stall, go on dreaming, and let success pass them
by?
ROONEY
A big part of that is FEAR. Not a very macho thing to admit but we all have fears. I am sure
you have heard FEAR described as False Expectations (or Evidence) Appearing Real. We see
something that may prevent us from achieving our success.
Remember when you were a kid and watched a scary movie or read a scary book?
Remember the restless night (or several nights) as those thoughts kept reliving themselves in
your head? I am sure your parents do!
Well, we as adults have had plenty of “programs” and people telling us scary stories of
failure and disappointment. They talk about risk and how they wouldn’t try something (trying to
transfer their own fears). I am not saying that you shouldn’t think twice about touching
something hot without potholders but these fears can grow bigger than reality.
If we program or tell ourselves that we should avoid failure, we hide ourselves from success.
If we are afraid someone will break our heart, we won’t know love. Make sense? We lose sight
of the prize on the other side and instead of removing, jumping over, or going around this
perceived obstacle, we stall or, worse yet, retreat.
Unfortunately, our fears appear very real from our perspective and that is where we need an
outside perspective.
WRIGHT
An outside perspective?
ROONEY
That would be someone who is not stuck in your “forest” with your paradigms, your selflimiting beliefs, or fears.
For some people, that is a friend who is still willing to tell it like he or she sees it or a
business relationship that can have an arm’s length conversation. What I highly recommend is to
find a professional mentor or coach.
Just image a great football team playing without a coach. We understand that the perspective
of the coach allows the individuals and the team to play to their full potential by identifying
opportunities for them to improve and strengths to exploit to “put more points on the
scoreboard.” That is what a professional mentor does.

WRIGHT
That makes sense—get perspective from someone skilled at seeing opportunities. How else
does a coach help one be successful?
ROONEY
I believe a great coach/mentor does four things for the team or individual:
1. Vision and goal setting: As we talked about earlier, these elements help us develop
clarity of purpose and set effective next steps that will move us past our fear. This
happens by asking great, often tough questions, and persisting even to the point of being
a bit pushy. After all, a great mentor is committed to getting your best, not just what
comes easily.
2. Education: We must identify our skill gaps and fill in the blanks so that we are left
smarter and stronger. You want a mentor who has talents or resources greater than your
own. You get to borrow from their backpack while you learn to develop your own
resources. Coaches should have excellent communication skills so that you learn without
feeling you were taught.
3. Implementation support: Again, this is borrowing from someone who has been there,
done that—someone knows how to show and tell in a way we can do for ourselves.
Remember my description of a master as someone who can teach others? You need to
find a master. Masters can show you a path with fewer obstacles than you might find on
your own because they have been down that path and have either cleared it (figured out
how to get by) or found a detour (shortcut).
4. Accountability: We are creatures of habit. Some habits, like some paradigms, are good.
They help us be efficient and keep us from getting too banged up. Other habits prevent us
from achieving our true potential. To develop better habits, we need to establish a new
and, initially, uncomfortable discipline. That is where our mentor comes in.
Mentors have to care enough about you and your dream that they don’t care if you get testy
when they have to push you to do the things you have to do to be successful. With my clients I
say, I have to care more about your success than you do at times.
WRIGHT
So then, what sets apart the good performers from the awesome performers?
ROONEY
First, commitment to persist until successful. Top performers know they have to push
through no matter what. Anyone can hit a wall at some point. That is a moment of truth.
Persevere through the issue/wall or accept this level of performance as the best you can/will do.
If you haven’t read the book, 212 Degrees, by Sam Parker, please buy a copy and read it. It talks
about the “extra degree” that makes the difference between hot water and steam, between a good
effort and success! Too many people stop just a degree short of their true potential for success.
Top performers don’t quit short of their commitment to succeed.

Second, top performers have world class mentors. Find the best you can find (and who will
take you)! You need to have perspective, you’re not always going to be able to see the forest for
the trees, as you are working through it and you need to have people who are going to help you
see the true picture, not just what you want to see. You’re not looking for cheerleaders here or
people who are going to say, “Mirror, mirror on the wall whose the fairest of them all” and
always get the answer, “Yeah, it’s you.” You want people who are going to give you the straight
scoop.
Third, top performers understand that they are works in progress. They are constantly
investing to learn and grow. While they will be confident, they accept coaching and advice.
Having a coach is different than accepting coaching. Hopefully you will find coaches who won’t
take you on or will fire you as a client if you don’t do what the coach prescribes. My guarantee
to all my clients is: if you don’t do the work to be successful, I will fire you as a client because
I’m not going to waste my time or your money.
So top performers make a commitment and follow it up with actions, even if things get a
little rough.
WRIGHT
Can anyone really aspire to achieve this level of performance?
ROONEY
I absolutely believe so! People have to spend some time believing in themselves. They have
to see that they were created to be successes and not failures. They have to find that connection
with their personal why/purpose that will feed their spirit on this journey of fulfillment and
success. They have to make that extra effort every time it gets tough. FOCUS—Follow On
Course Until Successful! That is how people achieve their true potential and achieve their
ultimate success!
WRIGHT
What would you tell people who want to get on the road to greater success and fulfillment?
ROONEY
The first thing I would tell them to do is get a mentor or a coach and start learning what you
really want. You want the mentor/coach to be with you during that journey because your
mentor/coach is going to ask those tough questions to give you a perspective—that honest
perspective you need, lest you define something that is not as fulfilling, lest you make a mistake
and find something that is just going to be a short-term, a flash in the pan type of thing, which
will not lead you to ultimate success.
Then you need to basically move forward a little bit every single day and every single week.
I really encourage anybody who has committed to be successful, make sure you have a mentor or
a coach and that you are sitting down and reviewing your progress on a weekly basis. It’s
discipline that causes you to make great strides and consistent progress.
Then the last thing I would tell anybody who wanted to get on that road of greater success is
enjoy the journey. Don’t focus so much on the end destination, enjoy each step because the
things you see along the way are only going to make you stronger, are going to open up new
horizons for you, and are going to allow you to go to a level of success and fulfillment you
couldn’t see when you started this journey.

WRIGHT
Today I have been talking with Tim Rooney, Founder and President of PeopleMation LLC.
Tim believes that every person has an enormous potential for greatness and thus so does every
organization.
Tim, thank you for being with us today on Mastering the Art of Success.
ROONEY
You’re welcome. It was a great pleasure.
-
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Valerie Cade has earned worldwide acclaim as an award-winning speaker, workplace
bullying expert, and bestselling author. She has been the CEO of one of Canada’s largest training
companies, earned the top candidate award in Canadian Basic Military Training, and was
honored with the Spirit of CAPS, awarded by the Canadian Association of Professional Speakers
for her outstanding commitment, contribution, and high degree of professionalism to the
speaking industry.
Valerie’s book, Bully Free at Work, has been distributed in more than one hundred
countries. She speaks with a relevant, well-researched message that is delightfully insightful.
Valerie has a genuine passion to help people and organizations receive the respect and dignity
they deserve.
So do people really get rejected at work and does it really hold people back from mastering
success?
VALERIE CADE (CADE)
Handling rejection is one of those things we’re supposed to “know how to handle” because
it can get in the way of organizational productivity. If you were to individually interview people,
the majority of people would say ‘yes’ to having experienced rejection. The real question is does
this hold back someone from mastering the art of success both personally and within an
organization.
When people who have broken through rejection barriers have gone on to achieve anyway,
they often look back and say, “Had I known how to handle that a little differently, I would have
achieved sooner.” Some people seem to weather criticism and rejection more favorably than
others, while some suffer at the hands of those do not understand or take an interest. While
experiencing rejection is relegated to a subjective viewpoint, one cannot deny that rejection
exists and that it happens to most people. Knowing how to recognize and handle rejection when
it happens is the key to turning the corner to one’s overall success.
Know this: anytime you step out and risk going higher and achieving more, you are in the
arena of possibly being rejected, misunderstood, and perhaps even ridiculed. Why? You are now
exposed to more people and their thoughts, judgments, and opinions.
Consider your choice of taking one of two directions: There is a concept called the Tall
Poppy Syndrome. In Australia, the poppies grow to a certain level and then every once in a while
one poppy grows taller than all the rest. Do you know what they do? They come out to the field
and they cut the poppy down so it matches all the others. The same thing happens in the business
world. Somebody stands tall. There is often a perceived need for someone to pull this achiever
down. There are two choices for this achiever: stay down or stand stall.
What usually happens? Most people will shrink and try to fit in because they perceive it’s
easier than experiencing more rejection. In addition, the other person’s judgment often causes us
self-doubt and we start to feel we do not have the right to stand tall. Only a few will push
through to master the art of success, as difficult as this might be, and they’ll figure out the way to
achieve anyway. They choose to master handling rejection and workplace bullying (a more

intense intentional form of rejection). We must be conscious enough to choose to overcome
rejection as opposed to being at the whim of defeat.
WRIGHT
So how is workplace bullying different from working with a difficult person?
CADE
Workplace bullying exists as a continual form of rejection where a person is targeted by
another (and others are not targeted, creating an exclusion factor). Overall, the target repeatedly
experiences more negative behavior then positive. The repeated nature, with the aspect of
targeting one person and not others, exposes the fact that this negative targeted behavior is
indeed intentional. Yes, the bully does know what he or she is doing, as the person has discerned
to treat one person or group poorly and others more favorably.
A difficult person acts the same toward everyone and the person’s motivation is for his or
her own self-preservation. It becomes the person’s “style” or “just the way he [or she] is.”
So, just to be clear, workplace bullying, is deliberate. The bully does know what he or she is
doing. It’s disrespectful. And it is repeated behavior targeted toward one person or one group and
not others or other groups. The bully is motivated to harm and put the target down, therefore the
bully’s discerning behavior makes his or her actions intentional. Yes, the bully does know what
he or she is doing—it is not an accident.
Sometimes we minimize someone’s disrespectful behavior in order to cope with and
overcome rejection. “Well they didn’t mean it,” or “It wasn’t that bad.” At some level, we may
feel badly for thinking poorly of another! There is a difference between judgment and
discernment. Be discerning. Ignoring and stuffing your reactions to these types of behaviors is
not necessarily going to give you the strength you need. Be more aware of understanding
rejection and the tactics used in workplace bullying in order to overcome it. As you learn further,
you’ll see that someone else’s rejection or bullying toward you says more about that person than
it does about you.
WRIGHT
Why do people bully?
CADE
Wondering why someone would bully is what keeps most targets up at night. The number
one reason why adults bully is envy. Envy is one of the seven deadly sins. It’s important to
understand envy and its motivations so that we do not continue to be affected by another’s
disrespectful behavioral tactics or minimize them.
Excessive envy can develop into an addiction. It’s a delusional comparison that creates an
excessive need to have power and control of another. It’s the illusion that if somebody has
something better than I have, then I’m worse off. Envy is different than jealousy. Jealousy is,
“Oh, you received that promotion. Hey, I wanted that promotion too, but I’m glad you got it.”
Envy is, “Oh, you received that promotion? I wanted that promotion. But, because you got it, I’m
going to gossip about you. I’m going to leave you out of important information loops and I’m not
going to include you when I ask everyone to go for lunch.”
Workplace bullying acts as silent cyanide; often it’s done in private. When does envy occur?
When somebody pulls a little further ahead, like the tall poppy. Someone is favored by the boss,

he or she does better work, the person has more energy, nicer clothes, a nicer car, or is perceived
as better looking for example. It could be a whole bunch of reasons and the target often has no
clue—the target is the last to know. Envy is the driver, and envy has more to do with the bully
than the target. It’s not the target’s fault, yet targets often drop their own needs and respond by
taking ownership for the bully’s feelings of low self-worth.
Most people say, “Well, something happened in childhood.” Ideally, children are to be
raised with a healthy sense of self-actualization, which means they know that they have what it
takes to achieve. If they don’t, then they can fall into entitlement thinking, believing someone
else should fill their gap. Entitlement means “I deserve because I don’t have and I believe I
should have.” When people like this don’t get what they feel they “should have”, they will often
pull somebody down in order to try and feel powerful. They try to minimize the perceived threat
of someone else’s power. So, as you become more powerful, watch out, it’s almost a rite of
passage to withstand this type of rejection on the way to your success.
WRIGHT
What about experiencing rejection that isn’t bullying?
CADE
Sometimes people do not sincerely design their rejection tactics to harm another; instead,
they appear to reject another due to their lack of awareness of the other’s needs. We all have
done this to someone because we are mainly thinking of our own needs most of the time. It takes
a highly evolved person to be mindful of another’s needs.
Another situation occurs where people do have a judgment toward another such as “He [or
she] makes less money than I do so I will not treat them like a peer” or “His [or her] experience
is less than mine so I will not interact with that person.” In these cases, the rejecter comes across
as rejecting the person. It is best to exercise discernment in terms of assessing someone’s level of
competence, understanding, and so on. This makes sense. Honoring all people by being mindful
that we are all equal as persons is the mature way to behave. Know that behaving this way
without judgment of the other person is a value and it takes enlightenment. Not everyone is
enlightened. The answer? As Gandhi has professed “Become the change you want to see in the
world” anyway.
WRIGHT
Everyone talks about having a respectful workplace. So what’s the difference between
respectful behavior and disrespectful behavior and why is this important to know?
CADE
Isn’t it true that we all want to have the gold medal but nobody wants to (really) run the race
in terms of experiencing respect? We want respect. Question: Are you giving respect? A
challenge for the highly evolved: Are you able to meet dishonor with honor? Here’s a simple
formula: a respectful situation occurs when somebody is interested. For example, I approach a
coworker—maybe we don’t get along well but it’s not bad either—and I say, “I’ve got a bit of a
problem and I need your help.” If the other person opens the door, pulls up the chair and says,
“Come on in and sit down. Is there anything I can help with?” that is showing interest. If we
could all subscribe to showing a sincere interest, even though we might not feel like it, then this

is what creates the feeling of being respected. Being interested in another’s situation and wellbeing is the honoring of another person.
A disrespectful situation occurs when somebody takes a position. An example of a position
would be that you extend the “olive branch” and ask for help, or you share by being vulnerable
and open, and the other person does not honor your openness by acknowledging exactly where
you are at. Instead, the person meets your vulnerability with denying your feelings, defending his
or her own situation, making excuses, arguing, discounting, minimizing, or avoiding your
outreach. The bottom line is that you do not sense that person is interested in you or what you are
going through. It comes down to a matter of position or interest.
The difference between position and interest is seen in our legal system. If there is interest
from both sides, you settle out of court. If one person takes a position, then you have to go to
court. Therefore, when we are with people, one of the worst things that can happen is for a
wonderful person with a great heart to be interested, and they’re trying to convert the other
person to also be interested, and the other person is not. To recognize when we are in a respectful
situation (interest based) or in a disrespectful situation (position based) will then allow us to
know how to act. Keep this formula in mind: Is the other person interested or taking a position?
We also have to be mindful in doing the same. No matter how much we are hurt or feel
threatened or frustrated by another, are we taking an interest or a position? Leaders are the ones
who understand the dynamics of a relationship and leaders decide to take an interest. Everyone
can do this, by the way!
WRIGHT
What are the common tactics of bullying and rejection at work?
CADE
A common bullying tactic that takes place is exclusion, and often it is exclusion nobody else
sees. For example, nobody else sees if you are left off of an email when everyone was blind
carbon copied, or nobody else sees a look or a tone of voice that was just between you and one
person. When you are alone with this person, he or she is most likely to act out, so therefore one
coping skill would be to make sure you’re not alone with a bully. Ensure that other people are
included on e-mails, minimize the time that you are personally alone, ask if you can keep the
door open or meet in a public place. Some people have even gone to the extent of saying “I’d
like to have somebody present with me for my performance review”. A lot of organizations are
considering this coping skill, and it’s met with very favorable response.
A condescending or sarcastic tone of voice is another tactic. Sometimes people don’t know
what to do or how to speak up against a tone of voice as it can be so slight. The best way to
recognize it is ask yourself: do I feel better about myself after I’ve heard this person’s tone of
voice? If the answer is no, most likely there is a bit of hurtful intent to certainly not honor or
uphold you. And remember, if this happens once, then it might be a “bad day” for the other
person. The key is to measure to see if this is the other person’s ‘style’ in which the person
converses and also ask: does the person treat others more favorably than me?
Another bullying tactic is lack of clarity, or I call it crazy making. Things are just so
scrambled and confused that the target is left wondering what to do, often turning inward, and
taking the responsibility themselves. The bully enjoys seeing the self-doubt of the target. Targets
are best to recognize that if you’ve tried your best to gain clarity and things are still vague, then
perhaps it is a tactic to keep you off your game.

WRIGHT
Who do adult bullies target?
CADE
The bully targets the person they want to bring down, so therefore it’s somebody who is
perceived as moving up. Anybody interested in mastering the art of success or moving up,
shining bright, doing anything that’s great, unfortunately must expect that some from of
rejection, being misunderstood, or bullying will happen. While it may be puzzling why this
behavior would happen, let’s not be shocked anymore. It can take some time to come to this
understanding and truly embrace that it’s happening and why it’s happening; but make the
decision to protect yourself by having some solid coping strategies.
School bullying is a little different. The children tend to choose someone who is alone and
different to pick on. At work the bullying, or needing power over, is driven by envy and the need
to bring someone down or to control him or her by rejection. It is more of a pseudo-perceived
power.
Shared power comes from supporting someone else’s needs, opinions, achievements, or
success. Of course, anybody who is achieving is susceptible to being rejected and brought down.
People who generally reject others are envious of life itself or something in life. It’s a deeprooted envy in general, so they want to bring down anybody.
WRIGHT
Should we confront our bullies at work and, if so, what’s the best thing to do?
CADE
I love this question. This question is the key question and here’s why. In a traditional
conflict resolution, they say things such as, “When you do this I feel that—” or “What I would
like is—can you do that.” And that’s wonderful when you’re dealing with two people who both
have an interest in each other’s needs. The way you know a bully is that you’ve continually
extended the olive branch and it keeps getting burned off. The bully is taking a position. If
someone is taking a position, my best advice is do not formally confront. The person will only
further sabotage you. What I prefer to see people use in these position-based situations are
coping skills. Coping skills involve a variety of things, but the number one thing is minimizing
your contact with the bully or “positional” person. Come to the point in which you say, “Yes,
only God is into conversion. I cannot convert the person and it’s not my fault that he [or she]
appears to not respect me.” Really work on understanding why they are doing this. They are
taking a position because of their own lack; not because you deserve to be rejected.
When we come to the point of understanding that being rejected or bullied by another is not
our fault, we then feel more powerful. When you feel more powerful, you’ll then receive the
wonderful gift of not needing to be understood and accepted by this person. Dropping the formal
confrontation with someone who is unwilling to take an interest is not only wise but it saves you
the disappointment of being rejected again. I am more of an advocate for coping skills that don’t
have to drain your energy like a formal confrontation might, such as one-line phrases you can
use to set a boundary. The formal confrontation with a bully or a highly oppositional person
doesn’t tend to work because they are not interested in a mutual satisfaction outcome. You
cannot push a wet noodle uphill!

WRIGHT
What can one expect from a bully if one does confront him or her?
CADE
I think there are times in which you would confront a bully, even if it’s just using a oneliner).
For those brave souls who want to confront a bully, here’s what you can expect. And if you
know this is going to happen, then you will not then take it so personally. The more time we
spend preparing to talk to somebody, the higher our expectation is of that person to change—we
fall in love with potential. So we make our request. The very first thing to expect from the bully
is denial. Some people will not admit to anything you are saying. They are hardwired to not
connect with you and it also exposes their vulnerability, which is a threat to their need for
control. If they sincerely connect with you and they take a trusted interest in what and how you
are saying something, this means they accept you as a person (maybe not your opinion, but as a
person). If they take a position, then they don’t want to accept you and it’s usually because they
can’t accept themselves enough in order to share; they’d rather go for power-over. Know that
denial is the bully’s very first tactic or defense. Other forms of denial are dismissal, discounting,
and defying. Bottom line: Get very used to the fact that the bully or difficult person won’t even
consider your point of view—sharing is seen as a threat for their need to be in control.
The next thing the bully will do is to counter-attack your statement. Have you ever been
with someone who will change the subject, or turn it around and begin to talk about what you
haven’t done? That’s called a counter-attack. When this happens to me I very calmly will say,
“I’d be happy to talk about that, but right now we’re talking about this.” Do not get caught
chasing down the bully’s rabbit hole.
The third tactic we can expect from bullies if we confront them is victimhood. Victimhood
is painting a drastic picture that they are the ones suffering, not you. What is victimhood
designed to do? For targets with great hearts, targets will often put their own needs aside and
think, “Oh my goodness, look how much this person is suffering. I guess my needs are not as
important.” The target drops his or her needs, and focuses on the bully’s needs. Bottom line –
what you wanted to talk about has now vanished and the bully has successfully avoided you and
your needs.
All three tactics—denial, counter-attack, and victimhood—are used to move you away from
expressing your needs, thus pulling you further away from shared conflict resolution. When we
are left without a resolution, we often keep taking on this project to try and convert and “get
through” to the other person. It will never happen, so you might as well get on with your plan
and drop the need to be approved, understood and acknowledged by the bully. Imagine if you
tried this, knowing it is the bully who is off balance, not you. Now you’ve turned an important
corner in creating more power for yourself and mastering your success. You might think “But
wait! I still didn’t get the bully to do what I needed them to do.” True; but know they won’t
comply no matter what you say, unless you have some authoritarian power over them.
WRIGHT
What else can we usually expect from ourselves if we confront a bully?
CADE

Here’s what happens: We go to confront, we’ve worked up all this courage, and the bully
chooses to not take an interest and hear us. When this happens, the first thing we experience is
self-doubt. How can you curb self-doubt? Expect that a bully will not accept or be enlightened
by our insights. It’s not because our insights are not valid, it’s that bullies need control over
another in order to feel powerful so they can’t accept the other person. If we don’t understand
that, we doubt ourselves and that leads us into trying harder; we feel rejected. We think, “Oh my
goodness. If I had worn my blazer, this would have gone much better” or “I should have gone in
the afternoon. What was I thinking?” We over-analyze all of our actions and we look inward
instead of looking at the bully and understanding that this kind of dismissal will happen when
we’re conversing with someone who is not only disinterested but also possibly threatened by our
power.
The third thing that happens to the target is he or she becomes confused. Confusion is the
great enemy of mastering the art of success. When we’re in a state of confusion we are not
empowered, we’re not creative, we don’t take risks, and we’re the furthest away from mastering
anything. If the bully leads us into a state of confusion where we doubt ourselves, then we’re in
this little pool of self-doubt as opposed to rising above it, calling a spade a spade, being able to
put in a healthy boundary, and mastering the art of success.
WRIGHT
What are some specific tips to help cope with the effects of workplace bullying and
rejection?
CADE
Some people really do feel the need to say something. One great tip, and it’s a coping skill
(as opposed to something that can truly change the bully for good), is the philosophy that less is
more. So come up with one line you can say, deliver it, and walk away. For example, the bully
could be going on and on. My favorite thing to say is to look him or her square in the eyes and
say, “Interesting.” Then look away, and if you can, walk away. Now you’ve been the one to
establish the boundary and this is power.
A more powerful strategy, if you really want to put somebody back in his or her place, is to
say, “You know that’s inappropriate.” Using the word “you” is more powerful in a bullying or
high rejection situation. It implies, “We have all had a meeting here and we’ve all agreed that
you know that’s inappropriate.” It implies the association power of others. In a respectful
conversation or in a conflict resolution issue where there is interest and good-will between the
two people we would say, “When you do this I feel—” using “I” statements is reserved for when
both people have an interest. When someone takes a position, you need to up the ante a bit and
say, “You know that’s inappropriate,” and then walk away. So my best tip is: one line, walk
away, and leave it at that. Know that you really can’t do much more.
WRIGHT
What if the boss doesn’t want to listen or doesn’t believe the report of someone about the
bully?
CADE
Sometimes if someone in a supervisory or management position does not have the answer to
help solve a bullying challenge for a target, the manager or supervisor might feel threatened and

will then minimize what’s happening, discount what’s happening, ignore what’s happening, and
then maybe even turn on the target and blame the target. They often do so in order to protect
their own ego needs of looking like they are in control.
The classic response from a boss is, “Well, you should go for coffee and work it out.” This
is the worst thing a manager can say, because what’s really required when two peers have a
problem with one another or when one is being bullied or being rejected, is that someone of a
higher authority steps in. It’s the only way that the situation gets resolved, because a target
cannot hold a peer or someone of higher authority accountable for the bully’s disrespectful
behavior. The target doesn’t have the authoritative power to do it, and authority is what is needed
in solving position-based conflict.
The best way to approach this situation is to say to your boss or someone of higher
authority, “Even if you might not know what to do here, would you at least agree that this is
inappropriate? Don’t worry about solving it; I just want to know if you would at least agree this
is inappropriate.” We want to be able to separate the two things—acknowledging the issue from
fixing it. If the boss could somehow know that they don’t have to solve it right now or if the boss
could just simply admit, “Yes, that was inappropriate,” the target would feel support and hope.
In fact, there is research done by a Swedish doctor, Heinz Leymann, reporting that when the
acknowledgement occurs from one’s boss and co-workers, the target feels supported by 50
percent, and that might be just the difference for the target to hang in there, handle the rejection,
and master the art of success anyway.
But if the boss truly doesn’t believe or won’t listen at all, you are left to your own devices.
In this case, I would do everything you can to cope with it. If it’s still not working, then remove
yourself from the situation if it’s bad enough. Stayed plugged into studying this issue – you’re
worth it.
WRIGHT
So what is the number one thing successful people say they wish they had done differently
on their way to success with regard to handling rejection?
CADE
Number one they wished they’d had the ability to not take rejection personally. You can’t
control it, you didn’t cause it, and you can’t cure the person putting the rejection forward. So the
best advice here is to name it, either as bullying or rejection. If there is something you must learn
from an interaction, learn it, make amends, and move on.
Understand envy. Understand that part of achieving success is the fact that some people will
not want you to have success. They don’t know how to handle it. If you’re around people and
they don’t sincerely feel happy for you when you express your achievements, then you are now
facing the opportunity to master a different level of freedom in your career or life by putting in a
boundary. This becomes the time to make a change of friends or community. Be friendly, firm,
but not familiar with rejecters. Many achievers, when they look back, say, “Gee, I should have
done that sooner.”
WRIGHT
I wish I’d had this conversation forty years ago. As we have been talking, I have been
looking back at my business career for four decades and I’m thinking, “Oh my goodness.”

Knowing this has helped me tremendously. This is important information and a topic that I’m
sure most people wish they knew more about.
Thank you for your time here with me today.
CADE
Wonderful! We all do better when we are encouraged. The future belongs to those we feel
great working with.
WRIGHT
We have been talking to Valerie Cade about handling workplace rejection and bullying.
Valerie is an award-winning speaker, workplace-bullying expert, and bestselling author. Her
book, Bully Free at Work, has been distributed in more than one hundred countries. Valerie is a
sought-after speaker throughout the world. She has genuine passion to help people and
organizations receive the respect and dignity they deserve.
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